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ABSTRACT
War and Peace in American Seduction:
Seduction Communities, Heterosexual Masculinity, and Mediated Intimacy in New York City
by
Anders Wallace

Advisor: Dr. Michael Blim

Don Juan clearly didn’t need any training in flirting skills, but many American men feel
they need help. In nearly every major city of North America exists a seduction community: a
community of men who train each other to pick up women. Along with digital means for
meeting strangers, these communities have emerged over the past 15 years from a subculture to
become a globalized industry in seduction training spanning from Brooklyn to Beijing. From
online forums and subscription-based clubs to week-long intensive training courses known as
bootcamps, hundreds of thousands of men participate in these groups at different levels of
engagement.
This dissertation asks, what gender does seduction training produce? Based on original
ethnographic fieldwork carried out in New York City between 2015-2016, this dissertation
explores how and why men pursue seduction training – and what becomes of them and their
social relationships. I argue that seduction is a form of “mediated intimacy” (O’Neill 2018) that
envisions the other person as a stage for self-aggrandizement. Two things follow: one, seducers
lose out on the sense of human connection that they originally intended to get. Two, seduction
training becomes less about seducing women than about masculine self-help. In other words, it’s
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about men learning to have connections and build relationships with other men that give them a
meaningful sense of identity.
In fact, seduction training both reproduces and contradicts cultural norms of so-called
hegemonic masculinity in the U.S. It does so because these men experience culturally-specific
ambivalences around norms of self-help – including ideas of freedom, dependency, and addiction
– in ways that complicate heteronormative masculine identities. I furthermore assert that selffashioning through seduction training invokes ideas of work and play to differentiate
contradictory ethics of persuasion and self-expression, and that these ideas in turn instantiate
different technologies of embodiment that reproduce inequalities between men along lines of
race and class.
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“Hands off yourself! Try to build up yourself, and you build a ruin” – St. Augustine (415 A.D.)
“Successful people tend to be highly sexed” – Napoleon Hill, self-help author (1937)
“In anything at all, perfection is finally attained not when there is no longer anything to add, but
when there is no longer anything to take away, when a body has been stripped down to its
nakedness” – Antoine de Saint Exupery (1939)
“For whom is the funhouse fun? Perhaps for lovers. …He wishes he had never entered the
funhouse. But he has. He wishes he were dead. But he’s not. Therefore, he will construct
funhouses for others and be their secret operator—though he would rather be among the lovers
for whom funhouses are designed” – John Barth, Lost in the Funhouse (1968)
“The tenacity of your anti-liberal opponents forces a certain degree of anti-liberalism on you. To
act, whatever your commitment to clarity, you may have to begin to think darkly” – Lionel Abel,
The Intellectual Follies (1987)
“I look like a big man, but I’ve only got a little soul” – Pulp, A Little Soul (1998)
“If there is one thing in this world that I despise, it’s losers!” – Arnold Schwarzenegger (2005)
“What do women want?”
“Well, one of the things has to be not being asked questions like that”
– Don Draper and Midge, Mad Men (2007)
“In philosophy it’s called a logical fallacy, in pickup it’s called good game” – Xander, from
Dark City Seddit (2015)
“How [do we] dwell in the ambivalent place where we acknowledge that no one is obligated to
desire anyone else, that no one has a right to be desired, but also that who is desired and who
isn’t is a political question?” –Amia Srinivasan (2018)
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PREFACE

Have you ever talked with someone and felt as though the conversation seemed forced
and unnatural, as though you were trudging through mud? How about a different time, where the
conversation flowed and time seemed to fly by? Meeting strangers is a challenge everyone on
planet earth faces with different degrees of frequency. They might be looking for new friends,
meeting coworkers at a new job, or meeting someone for a first date. For the most part, they’d
like those conversations to go well. Whether they consider themselves extroverted or introverted,
they all learned how to talk to strangers at some point in their lives. They were probably
children, before the emotional turmoil of puberty, when they started to get the hang of it. None of
them had it easy the first time, but they learned how to deal with the inherent awkwardness of
unfamiliarity with different strategies that became easier with practice. But for many of them,
dating is one area where they feel more tentative than usual. That’s because intimacy and sex
involve heady mysteries of interpersonal chemistry, affinity, and desire that seem to strike at
their deeper insecurities.
I spent more than twelve months researching heterosexual men’s pickup artists and
seduction training communities. As a heterosexual guy, I found myself hanging out with a lot of
men who were asking themselves questions I could relate to: What’s the best way to meet
women? Can charisma be taught? What do women want? As my research deepened, I had to
constantly fend off—by failing, trying, and succeeding over and over again—the temptation to
apply the self-help discourses I was learning to my own reality. As Susan Harding writes about
studying Christian Fundamentalist congregations in the Southeastern United States,
“I was naive enough to think I could be detached, that I could participate in the culture I was
observing without partaking of it. …[But] my story about what I was doing there, instead of
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protecting me from ‘going native’, located me in their world: I was a lost soul on the brink of
salvation” (2000, 39-40).
Seduction discourses were designed to seduce, and I was there to learn them intimately.
Although I drew on cognitive and emotional resources to distance myself from the training, my
research changed me profoundly.
While I was putting myself in danger of seduction’s siren song, the institutional trappings
of social science were often useful to me. Often, I felt my informants enjoyed having someone to
talk to who wouldn’t judge them. Someone to confide in and share their fears and misgivings.
They seemed charmed by a conspiratorial feeling they got from speaking with me—an
affirmation that ‘boys will be boys.’ Others used the interview as a chance to rehearse their
personal self-improvement (Ori, whom we’ll meet in Chapter Four, used it as an opportunity to
flex his sense of power by trying to boss me around). For their part, seduction coaches generally
framed me in two ways: either as fictitious client, or as witness and guarantor of their expertise
thanks to my academic credentials. These stances were different sides of the same coin, and both
shored up the coach’s authority.
If these roles represent ways I was benignly maneuvered to suit others’ goals, they were
also role-playing strategies that I drew upon to gain insights. Playing the role of professional
researcher allowed me to distance myself from my informants during sensitive moments, and to
preserve my increasingly fractured objectivity within the vulnerability of the ethnographic
encounter. Institutional accoutrements gave me a convenient way to dodge unwanted
complicities, such as moments like being invited to go out to bars with informants to meet
women after my research had concluded, or having an informant try to recruit me as a client in
ramping up his coaching business, and even considering launching a social skills training startup
with one of my informants (we abandoned the startup). In other moments my academic status
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caused inconvenient misunderstandings. One of my prospective interviewees was a physical
therapist with a Beatles haircut and soft brown eyes. We met at a bar in midtown around 8 pm.
However, having convinced himself I was a journalist writing an exposé, he stormed out of the
bar before the interview even began. He wasn’t the only one who was suspicious. I, too, felt deep
distaste at the idea of treating other people like a game to be won. Overall, academic credentials
helped me manage my own unpredictable emotional switchboard of empathy and distaste: both
for some of the men I was meeting, as well as for some of the techniques and mindsets we were
learning in the diverse places where my research unfolded.
At one point during our interview on a chilly and wet spring evening at a bar near Union
Square, a men’s seduction coach named Eric turned to me and remarked, “You know what’s cool
about your research? At the end of it, you won’t be the same person.” He might have been
talking about gaining wisdom. Or he might have meant I’d lose something important, something
worth grieving, and that coming to terms with this loss would change me forever. The most
common academic shorthand for categorizing research on controversial social phenomena in the
researcher’s own society falls into two types: so-called “me-search” or cowboy ethnography.
Me-search refers to the foregrounding of personal narrative in scholarly works; cowboy
ethnography refers to the sensationalizing of risky ethnographic encounters to burnish an
ethnographer’s authority (Hoang 2015). To be an effective investigator I had to do what most
social scientists are loath to speak about in public: I had to engage in my own dealings with
desire. Put another way, I agreed to undergo an experience whose result I couldn’t know in
advance. As a participant-observer, being part of groups whose behaviors I sometimes found
unethical or even repugnant brought a significant amount of anxiety. I was drawn into a set of
rituals in which men constructed various notions of female desirability, often by objectifying
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women. This made me uncomfortable. But the whiplash came from realizing that by
rationalizing their own emotions, these men also objectified themselves.
I first heard about pickup artists and seduction coaching at a friend’s birthday party in
January of 2011. I was twenty-four. I was chatting with a thirtysomething white guy named
William. He casually mentioned that he had been reading an ebook, a digital book as a PDF,
about how to flirt over text messages. My first reaction was, I can’t believe someone would write
a book about such a banal topic. Right after that, I thought, this is interesting—I wonder what
they recommend. I was newly single after a two and a half year-long distance relationship, and
was struggling in my dating life. I’d managed to meet women now and then. But I felt awkward
about asking them out for dates in a way that felt inviting, low-pressure, and fun. I asked him to
email me the ebook. Opening that PDF attachment became the start of a multi-year process of
discovery, experimentation, and research.
The Txt Book (D. & K. 2010) was written by two men who worked for an organization
called “The Pickup Podcast,” which boasted of having “Over 100 interviews with famous Pickup
Artists and Dating Gurus” as well as “A forum full of guys like you who want to help you better
your skills with women.” (The Pickup Podcast later re-branded itself “The Art of Charm
Podcast” and shifted away from seduction advice into more general self-help.) The layout of its
digital pages evokes a scroll or ancient parchment, engraved with wisdom, that you might find in
a role-playing videogame or an even old-school tabletop game like Dungeons & Dragons.
Inside, The Txt Book offers an introduction to the fundamentals of “text game,” including chapter
headings like “Create A Solid Identity,” “Don’t Always Be Available,” “Don’t Be Needy,”
“Have a Sense of Humor,” “Using Emoticons,” and “Building Unconscious Rapport through
Mirroring.” Much of the advice deals with setting a fun, flirtatious, even silly conversational
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tone. It encourages readers to be proactive and assertive in a playful, sometimes teasing way that
uses humor to lower social pressure.
At the start this research had a voyeuristic, visceral appeal to me. Like the virginal
journalist and sexual ingénue of Cameron Crowe’s film Almost Famous (2000), maybe studying
these guys would give me a way to explore things about my own sexuality. I also valued the way
the research allowed me to talk openly with other men about their sexual lives. I enjoyed being
part of a conversation about men’s issues: their fears, desires, failings, and practical ways they
could improve their relationships. As an anthropologist, I became interested in how these
communities teach men flirtatious persuasion skills which, in my lapsed Anglo-Saxon Protestant
middle-class upbringing, I had come to assume were quintessential matters of the heart.
Underneath this dilemma was also something else: I sensed that seeing intimacy and sex as
matters of the heart obscured my unquestioned view that masculinity was about self-control. I
found seduction training fascinating because it both extended and contradicted my ideas about
what it means to be a man.
At the same time, my role as researcher gave me a screen of plausible deniability from
engaging in seduction training itself. It allowed me to claim a stance of comfortable distance—a
position of insider-outsiderness that has been second nature to me since childhood—even when I
was immersed in a training exercise, or out with guys while they were chatting up women.
Distaste was an emotion that helped me manage the complex mix of desire and repudiation that I
wrestled with throughout my research. It stemmed from my modernist assumption that strategy,
imitation, manipulation, and rule-governed actions are antithetical to intimacy. It signaled the
fact that I was pulled between conflicting desires for intimacy and detachment, and for love and
masculine power in my own life. In this sense, it also signaled the impossibility of voyeurism:
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the erosion of my privacy as I wrestled with the limits of my own consent in performing or
resisting some behaviors I abhorred. Distaste turned into depression. The seduction seminars I
attended seemed to be all about self-control. I, on the other hand, felt completely out of control.
This took a toll. As fieldwork progressed I slept less well, and began waking up fatigued and
dreading the prospect of attending another seduction seminar.
Many researchers want you to think they’re professional, detached, and in control all the
time. This is a calling card for journalists, and for many social scientists. Less so for
anthropologists. For the anthropologist, exploration and discovery depend on throwing
themselves into the phenomena that they’re studying to get an insider’s view. I think anyone who
courts this kind of physical and emotional precariousness—to say nothing of the career risks
anthropologists face in American universities these days—is playing a different kind of game.
Sure, this is a game where being scientific and objective yields rational facts. But, equally if not
more important, they pursue the life of facts as they get tangled, torn, and compromised by the
messiness of everyday human existence. Because anthropologists experience their subjects’
worlds simultaneously from inside and from outside, doing this kind of work means they may
have a far messier relationship with the people they’re researching. Through their work, they get
a deep view of life that goes beyond neatly packaged truth and fiction. For some, doing this kind
of work can even approach something like faith: faith in the power of intimacy to provide deep
knowledge that can inspire social change. Producing this knowledge, though, often involves a
feeling of existential homelessness. It means erasing the complicities they have with their
informants that so often split their identity—now researcher, now confidante and even friend—
during fieldwork.
After my research had wrapped up, while I was typing up my field notes in my
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University library—poring through online seduction forums, for instance—I’d deliberately pick
a seat in the corner so it would be harder for passersby to see what I was doing. I assumed they’d
think I was some pervert. I couldn’t even bring myself to listen to one or two recordings I’d
taken of myself interacting with female models during a seduction training bootcamp (models
are women hired as actors to help the trainees learn how to flirt): after one coach had seen me go
through a training exercise with the model, he’d said, “You’ve got some real power there. You’re
also very hard on yourself.” Just like getting negged (more on this in Chapter Four), I was afraid
I’d get emotionally hooked by listening to the tape of our mock flirting, mortified that my ego
would get dragged into it; that I’d think, “I can do it better than that!” I feared that just
listening—much less transcribing—the conversation between the model and myself would be a
frustrating and degrading experience. Not only would I have to confront how emotionally
embroiled in seduction I’d become. I feared my own pride would give me away—that I would
feel the emotional pull to kowtow to the coach’s idea of empowered masculinity in an even
deeper and more insidious way. In hindsight, these were subconscious means of trying to reassert my own privacy in a context that I found as tempting as it was emotionally taxing.
In this light, the distaste I felt during fieldwork signaled the intertwining of two things:
my repulsion towards reducing intimacies to a matter of technique, and my ambivalent desire for
the power and freedoms which such a translation seemed to promise. Doing fieldwork meant
silently learning how to absorb sexism and misogyny. Not only this; feeling burned out, as my
fieldwork wore on past the seven-month mark, was also down to the repetitiveness and insistence
with which coaches urged us to change our lives at every seduction seminar and training
“bootcamp” I attended. It was also due to the fact, on some level, that I couldn’t deny seduction’s
call to me. Game started to affect how I thought about myself. It began to affect how I felt about
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other people. I felt like a double-agent. Distaste masked my suspicions I was a fraud—that my
ambivalent interest in seduction training compromised the detached and self-controlled
objectivity which, as a social scientist, I felt duty-bound to uphold.
When I began fieldwork, there were many ways the training resonated with my own
notions of masculinity. More specifically, seduction appealed to my own life-long, yet largely
unexamined, assumptions about sexual relationships between men and women. As a child of
divorced parents, I was raised by a single mother in Rome, Italy. I remember seeing her
sometimes overwhelmed by the demands of working and raising a child on her own. Sometimes
I’d see her cry. I wanted to help, but I felt helpless. I was an outsider to the social norms of the
Italian children with whom I attended public grade school. I didn’t speak Italian at first. The
challenges of making friends in school stimulated a deep curiosity about how to establish social
connections and communicate across cultural differences. More broadly, I often felt anxiety
around women I was attracted to. My earliest memory of sexual shame came in second grade. I
approached a group of Italian kids during recess. One of the girls in the group played a
schoolyard prank that joked on my inability to speak Italian: “Do you like to eat shit?” she asked
me. Trying to fit in, and not sure what the words meant, I said yes. Ouch.
I was both impressed and marginalized by my peers’ pre-pubescent sexual forwardness in
courting boyfriends and girlfriends (“fidanzati”). Playground shyness blended with my desire to
be included in the group. My own father was in Chicago, and although I looked up to him, he
wasn’t close at hand as a role model. I was both intimidated by him and desired to be like him. I
can’t tell, now, whether I blamed him or myself for his absence. Despite our bi-yearly visits, I
became acquainted with his many different girlfriends. Through his absent-presence, he passed
on to me many of my ideas about what it means to be a man. As I grew into adolescence, I didn’t
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know how to flirt. I didn’t even want to flirt with women, nor did I want to have sex. I thought I
was above it. I’ve come to learn that this aversion to sex was about my desire for self-control. I
had a bad case of the “boy code”—the idea that showing vulnerability, uncertainty, nervousness,
or fear is something that guys aren’t supposed to do. That if they show others that they’re
uncertain, nervous, or afraid, that they’re not being men. So I made the passive decision to avoid
pursuing sex.
Later, I remember feeling social pressures to have sex when I was in college. I was a late
bloomer, and I lost my virginity in my senior year. I remember moments like being invited to
interview for fraternity rush (my friend, who was a member of the frat, had to fill his quota of
recruits, so I offered to help him out); blindfolded and marched into a basement lounge, I was
peppered with questions about my sexual conquests (“What was your craziest sexual
adventure?”). Likewise, when I was studying abroad in Egypt during my junior year, I would
spend weekday evenings in the foreign students’ dorm, playing poker and listening to the other
American boys’ conversations about their sexual conquests. I stayed mostly silent during these
conversations. The dorm was a kind of lab for a cross-section of American collegiate men to
bond. If we felt like outsiders on the dusty streets of Cairo, we felt more comfortable reassuring
each other’s sense of masculinity. One of them was a playful friend of mine named Drew. Drew
had a quick smile and a whimsical sense of humor. He killed himself eight years later after
harassment for being gay while living in Dubai.
My parents are both academics, so as a researcher I’m following a familiar path. I started
this book journey with both joy and trepidation. As a researcher, though, I was worried both for
my academic credibility and—even more—preserving my sense of self during research. My
intuition was right. This project tempted me more times than I could count. Just as an organism
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seeks to immunize itself by digesting a fragmentary or lifeless sample of the pathogen, in the Fall
of 2012 I decided to take a seduction boot camp with a coach named Ryan (whom you’ll meet
later). This was a pre-fieldwork foray to better understand the phenomenon I was pitching as a
dissertation project. In the guise of reconnaissance, I also had an itch to scratch. I wanted to get a
better grasp of the phenomenon. I also wanted to reassure myself that I could handle the social,
emotional, and ethical dynamics at play in these environments over a sustained period.
“Handling” meant both establishing my credibility with future informants—being able to
honestly claim I understood what they were going through—as well as confronting my own
vulnerability to be seduced by seduction’s promises of unshackled desire, pleasure, and selfactualization. I needed to get my sea legs.
What I didn’t expect was how deeply this cursory experience would change me. The
experience of the three-day bootcamp swiftly nested into my consciousness. I became more
socially aggressive, extroverted, and prone to fits of anger. I found myself unwittingly thinking
in terms of categories the coach had taught me. His language seemed to magnify and embellish
my own personal traits, strengths, and weaknesses. It seemed to hold out the promise of
overcoming them by framing them in a new light. I had similar experiences of this mixture of
freedom and compulsion on several other occasions during that year. First, at a Landmark Forum
seminar my roommate invited me to; then, during three months of one-on-one coaching with a
hypnotist who had worked as an assistant coach on the seduction bootcamp. Doing PhD research
seems like a conventional path for someone of my privileged upbringing. When I was eight years
old, for example, I tried to write a history of the world (I didn’t get past the Ancient Sumerians).
I now see it a bit differently. I know see that my choice of research topic was tinged with
misplaced anger at the University and my parents, coupled with enduring love for social
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outsiders in whom, despite all their scruffiness and mistakes, I saw a little bit of myself.
Here’s an excerpt from my journal, written during one sleepless night in 2015 during my
research:
“I have two contradictory tendencies. One, I put women that I think I like onto a pedestal. Two, I
crave a certain amount of control over the situation (which plays out as my desire to perform for
the woman). Both of these actually foreclose intimacy. More importantly, it causes me stress
because they’re contradictory. No one can be controlled, and no one exists on a pedestal. If
they’re on a pedestal in your mind then they’re impossible to interact let alone connect with. And
if you want to control them then you can’t really like them that much as people or want to get to
know more about them. You can’t feel passionate about them, which is why intimacy exists in
the first place. I’m guessing that the women I spend time worrying about are the ones I like but
also want to control. I spend time fixating on them because I’ve put myself in an impossible
situation, a bind where actual agency is impossible. I’m also guessing that while learning pickup
has helped me meet more women, it’s also encouraged the mental trap that I find frustrating.”
Seeking to understand why men are learning seduction skills is not the same as legitimizing their
behaviors. Empathy and understanding for their motivations should not be taken as justification.
Quite the opposite. Empathy and understanding are vital to adequately size up transformations in
male power today, from cyberbullying to gender terrorism to the ongoing #MeToo movement.
Digging deeply into seduction training, even when it’s done in the service of critical
understanding, can unintentionally circulate and normalize some of the cultural antagonisms on
which seduction relies (Milner 2013). On the other hand, holding people responsible is vital but
ultimately fallow unless they find the root, underlying causes of abusive behavior. And that’s no
simple task. The experience of finding a new home in one’s self is, as I explore at various points
in this dissertation, an experience as central to intimacy and creativity as it is to radicalization
and extremism. It reflects an inconvenient paradox that the core of individuality—and therefore
what it means to be intimate—is patched together out of fragments borrowed from others.
“Gender,” Judith Butler writes, “is a practice of improvisation within a scene of constraint… The
terms that make up one’s own gender are, from the start, outside oneself” (2004, 1). As I write
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these words, I feel a sense of calm and contentment. There’s a ripple of pleasure across my skin
and arms. It feels like the gradual closing of a circle, a phase of life that has been partner in a
dance with my training as an anthropologist and a social scientist. Writing feels like a way to
come to terms with my experience: to recognize, understand, and come to peace with it by
sharing it with others.
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction

Don Juan clearly did not need any training in flirting skills, but many American men feel
they need help. In nearly every major city of North America there exists a seduction community,
a community of men who train each other to pick up women. These men train with a dating or
seduction coach. They participate in rituals to overcome their inhibitions and transform their
personality. The point is not just to learn how to attract women but also how to embody
empowered masculine identities. Along with digital means for meeting strangers, these
communities have emerged over the past 10 years from a subculture to become a globalized
advice industry that spans from Brooklyn (Hendriks 2012) to Beijing (Ash 2014) and from
Melbourne to Mumbai. Hundreds of thousands of men participate in these groups at different
levels of engagement—from online forums and subscription-based clubs to week-long intensive
training courses known as bootcamps (Yuan 2013, Oesch and Miklousic 2012)—and at a
personal cost of hundreds or even thousands of dollars.
Seduction coaches and their trainees are a diverse group of heterosexual and middle-class
men. They come from various ethnicities. Trainees are typically employed in the professional
classes as analysts, marketers, IT engineers, and software developers, as well as bankers,
lawyers, and doctors. They are primarily young men in their 20s and 30s, but almost all
communities also have members who are older (including divorcees re-entering the dating
market). What joins them is the belief that gaining sexual intimacy with women comes from
learning flirting and seduction skills; skills they call “game.” They meet for training in rented
spaces (such as performance studios, private lofts, and hotel suites) to learn game. Often, they
venture together into public spaces to hone their flirting skills in bars and nightclubs (“night
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game”), as well as parks, bookstores, coffee shops, grocery stores, and sidewalks (“day game”).
Besides hoping to meet women, they believe their seduction skills (“outer game”) will yield
cathartic gender affirmation (“inner game”) through ascetic forms of self-discipline.
For these men, seduction is meant to communicate a sense of masculine desirability that
women will feel as a sense of sexual attraction. Game plays out not only through words but also
through gestures, fashion styles, affects, and a lively attention to the performance of self. First
and foremost, though, game is a ritual form of self-help. It helps men overcome their social and
sexual inhibitions. For men who appear to obsess over sexual pleasure, coitus itself is rarely
discussed: as with Don Juan, it is all about the game. That is because what matters to them is not
sex so much as the ability to get sex. What kinds of men do these guys want to become?
Seduction creates a circuit between competency, self-mastery, and intimacy. This dissertation
connects the dots between seduction, self-expression, and men’s sense of self-esteem. I show
how this circuit weds ideas of masculinity and femininity to capitalism through ambivalent
practices of mediating intimacy in the 21st Century.
Most people can walk up to a stranger and say hello, ask for the time, or ask for
directions. Some get more nervous when this person is attractive and they feel their heartbeat
quicken. For the men in this dissertation, however, it takes years of experience to become skilled
at flirting and seduction. Understanding who these men are, and what they want, means asking
what getting skilled in seduction means to them. What understandings of masculinity does
standardized training in seducing women yield? As we will see, seduction combines preparation,
empathy, psychology, social engineering, and seat-of-the-pants adaptation to the predictable
unpredictability of meeting a stranger. By interpreting gender as a relational concept, this
dissertation follows trainees as they seek to craft their bodies, minds, and emotions to seize
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power in environments where they feel disadvantaged. I argue these communities reveal new,
important, and little-understood transformations in the cultural values of being a man in America
today.
Despite their global reach in developed countries with a large middle-class, seduction
communities originated and are most diversified in the United States. In this dissertation, I use
the term “seduction communities” with qualifications. These are not communities in the
traditional, commonly accepted sense of the word. They are not towns, villages, neighborhoods,
or ethnic enclaves (Di Leonardo 1998, Warner 1963, Mead 1928). They spread out across an
uneven, dispersed, loosely networked range of sites that present new challenges for ethnographic
research. This includes places where people meet in person, as well as digital enclaves that
transcend geographic boundaries. In fact, seduction communities arise from a confluence of
factors that have been involved in the radical refashioning (and often the destruction) of face-toface communities in the U.S.
As I will explain in the next chapter, the origin of the term “seduction community” dates
to the late 1990s and early 2000s. I choose to work with the term seduction communities—rather
than other salient terms like pickup artists, dating coaches, or simply seduction—to raise three
central concerns: first, that seduction or pickup cannot be taken as self-evident and must be
explained; second, that seduction training is accomplished relationally between men; and third,
that seduction communities are not homogeneous in their views of men, women, and even
seduction itself. Seduction communities, in my usage, refer to groups in which men train each
other to seduce women. These include private, semi-private, and public online forums; seduction
and dating conferences where men meet, interact, and forge relationships with each other in the
space of a few days; three-to-five day training bootcamps where men learn intensively in a small
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group under the tutelage of a seduction coach; fraternity-style clubs whose members congregate
for seminars and social outings to bars and nightclubs over the course of months and sometimes
years; as well as private, paid mentoring relationships between coaches and clients that may last
from a few weeks to years on end.
As I found over the course of my research, the work of seduction communities is more
than a narrow, single-minded concern with “getting the girl.” Playing at intimacy is not just an
instrumental tactic for sexual conquest: instead, it is an all-encompassing concern for trainees
who are seeking to transform their sense of self in ways that alter their work, friendships, and
family lives. Whether referring to a collective of many, or simply to a pair, I use the term
community to refer to a community of practice: a collective where learning is a contextual,
standpoint-specific accomplishment through shared practices and improvised solutions in the
face of common concerns (Lave & Wenger 1991). Anchoring the manifold effects of training,
seduction communities foreground men’s sexuality as they seek to become so-called “alpha
males.” The wished-for result of training—to become a skilled seducer—suggests that their
perceived impotence in the realm of flirting is not a bodily deficiency but rather a culturallypatterned breakdown. These men do not know how to relate to women. Just as important, they do
not know what it means to be a man anymore.
In this Introduction I will present debates in the scholarship of gender, sexuality, and
seduction that I will engage in the chapters to come. I then proceed to discuss my methods of
data gathering and synthesis, showing how and why I pursued my research question through
methods that blend participant observation with digital modes of distance reading and social
network analysis. I also spend time accounting for my own participation in these communities in
ways that sheds light on my relationships with my informants, as well as the ways I used my own
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emotions in managing tricky problems of self-identification in immersive, ethically ambiguous
research contexts. Finally, I offer an outline of the individual chapters, focusing on the main
stakes of each chapter to help the reader follow the course of events that unfolds.

Section One: Theoretical Background and Argument
Seduction skills are not natural. They are artificial. They are artifacts of design, in the
sense that design entails making things to serve human needs. Why do men learn seduction? A
simple answer, and one that is only partially true, is that they want to hook up. Seduction skills
intend to transform the protagonist into an object of sexual desire, which is described as
attraction. Using these skills, the seducer seeks to make the outcomes of flirting with women
seem less uncertain and more predictable. Using seduction skills, the seducer believes he is
empowered to get what he wants from women; be it to have sex, meet a girlfriend, acquire a
friendship, or court a spouse. If hooking up promotes a man’s sense of male agency, it also has
an important stake in his sense of identity. Whereas hooking up is often discussed as randomized
sexual behavior, seduction seems to promise a system of social control and self-actualization.
Seduction communities have emerged within a sweeping trend of modernity that has
turned sex and intimacy into objects of analysis, improvement, and commodification. In the U.S.,
in the aftermath of the 1968 sexual revolution, rising divorce rates along with the impact of
feminism and LGBTQ sexualities on the spectrum of acceptable sexual relationships have
signaled that monogamous, life-long heterosexual marriage is no longer the gold standard of
sexual intimacy that it was once (Weston 1997). As personal life has increasingly become a
project of self-fulfillment, middle-class Americans have begun to value social relationships
independent from broader social commitments (Giddens 1992). In the 21st Century, these shifts
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have played out on several fronts. The rise of sexual hookup culture, along with trends of living
alone or in communal living arrangements, have signaled broader desires for withdrawal from
pair-bonded domestic intimacy (Klinenberg 2013, Bernstein 2007). Technologies like birth
control, sperm banks, cryogenic embryo preservation, in vitro fertilization, and surrogate
gestation have raised questions about the role of families, and specifically of men, in sexual
reproduction (Strathern 2005, Ginsburg and Rapp 1991). And public health challenges—for
example, fears and efforts to combat sexually-transmitted diseases from HIV to herpes—have
normalized practices of “safe sex” that adjudicate risks and responsibilities for transparent selfdisclosure between sex partners (Parker 2001).
Revolution and reaction are not limited to sexual relations. In the U.S. today, young
middle-class men and women are historically well-educated, but transition between jobs more
frequently and receive statistically lower wages than their parents (U.S. Census Bureau 2017). In
2016, two-thirds of college students reported feeling “overwhelming anxiety” according to the
National College Health Assessment (Flannery 2018). On top of the socio-economic pressures
that are disrupting families and communities, this epidemic is partly driven by school and
parental pressures on students to succeed at any cost. Yet, since the Great Recession of 2008,
adolescence starts earlier and ends later; more and more young adults live with their parents as a
solution to combat economic precariousness; and single-earner households are on the rise
(Livingston and Caumont 2016, Fry 2016). Traditional ideals of breadwinner masculinity are in
trouble. Although men still benefit from the social power of a “patriarchal dividend” (Connell
2005, 79), many do not feel powerful. In the face of limited political and economic gains for
women and minorities, young men and women are often having difficulty living up to traditional
American standards of adulthood. Against a tide of sexual liberalism that casts the male
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breadwinner as the accomplice of patriarchy, some are unexpectedly embracing more
conservative gender norms consistent with the political backlash against women’s rights from
Planned Parenthood to Roe v. Wade (Pepin and Cotter 2017, Fate-Dixon 2017, Cassino 2017,
Faludi 2006).
For all these reasons, the gender and sexual politics of middle-class heterosexual
courtship are more fraught than ever (Rubin 1984). Nevertheless, the most socially-esteemed and
economically rewarded sexual script in middle-class America is still a traditional romantic script
predicated on romantic self-expression, serendipity, shared affinity, selflessness, and a
commitment to monogamous exclusivity (Illouz 2007). According to this script, intimacy and
love require a certain transcendence of individuality that is, paradoxically, supposed to elevate
the self to an unprecedented state of happiness and fulfillment (as exemplified in the cliché of the
soulmate). To help men and women cope with these contradictory desires for autonomy and
intimacy, a diffuse semi-institutional network of therapists, psychologists, doctors, marriage
counselors, and entrepreneur-consultants has sprung up to midwife the transformation of the
traditional middle-class American family and its sex roles (Celello 2008). Spread across a vast
swathe of American consumer society, this network includes not just care workers but also talk
shows, reality TV, self-help books, support programs, YouTube videos, and rehab groups
(Summerson-Carr 2010, Illouz 2007, Wuthnow 1996). These experts have normalized selfassessment as a bridge between self-actualization and sexual and platonic intimacy (Illouz 2007).
These experts and entrepreneurs are also remediating a simpler but no less easy problem: human
loneliness. Did it have to be this way?
In 1990s America, a predominant cultural narrative argued that the combined effects of
globalization, neoliberalism, and technological development would combine to give people
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unprecedented freedoms in their intimate relationships. Exemplified by romantic comedies like
You’ve Got Mail (1998), this view was expressed in theories such as Anthony Giddens’s idea of
a “plastic sexuality” which can be “reflexively grasped, interrogated and developed” as a
resource for self-transformation (1992, 14); the rise of transnational “homoscapes” and sexual
“counterpublics” (Cruz-Malave & Manalansan 2002, Altman 2001, Parker 1998, Berlant &
Warner 1998); the pluralization of love and romance as personal ideals that seemed to merge fun,
emotional support, and self-actualization via the spread of culture industries like cinema and
advertising (Rofel 2007, Mazzarella 2003, Illouz 1997); and the rise of social media that
supposedly erased social hierarchies, empowered marginalized groups, and allowed people to
express their authentic selves (Lingel 2017, Benkler 2006, Manovich 2001). These phenomena
played out in a variety of ways, for example in technology’s promises for undoing the bodily
limitations of sex and gender by engaging it to create new configurations of sex and gender
outside the heteronormative binary, or even erasing the specificity of sex and gender altogether
(Condis 2018, Butler 1990). They also offered the promise of optimizing life through data-driven
self-surveillance (Abreu 2014), or fashioning resilient and even cybernetically-enhanced versions
of the self (Haraway 2000, Hayles 1999).
Since the early 2000s, new media scholars such as Gershon (2012) and Boellstorff (2008)
have pushed back on utopian views of the internet as an emancipatory space for self-fashioning.
First, it became clear that virtual experience seemed both plausibly distant and yet thoroughly
controllable in ways that enabled the play of fantasy as much as abusive displays of power,
including sexual and racial harassment (Dibbell 1998). Second, the rise of user-generated content
and so-called Web 2.0—from bloggers to podcasters, amateur YouTube stars, Instagram
influencers, and professional gamers—has eroded gatekeeping mechanisms that historically
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ensured standards in the production of knowledge, the evaluation of truth claims, and a
consensus around social ethics (Jenkins 2008). Third, the dawn of social media giants—
Facebook, Twitter, and even online dating sites like Match.com—meant that relationships are
increasingly treated as commodities in a “social factory,” where users exploit their own “free
labor” by submitting content to algorithm-powered “behavior modification empires” that
threaten to replace privacy with mass manipulation through data surveillance (Moore 2018,
Lanier 2018, Scholz 2012, Van Dijk 2009, Terranova 2004). Fourth, it has also become
increasingly evident that the persistence of a “digital divide” (Jenkins 2006)—from demographic
gaps in digital literacy to the growth of transnational social media companies on the backs of
exploited laborers in the Global South—reveal hidden inequities inside nominally value-free
social media platforms. After all, the body has always been spectrally present in the machine—in
the reified consciousness of white middle-class “tech bros” who engineer social media platforms,
as much as in the algorithms that marginalize people by sorting content according to popularity
(Zuckerberg 2018, Frohlick & Migliardi 2011, Nakamura 1993).
Virtualizing intimacy encourages users to see their lives and social networks as
interchangeable sources of profit and identity (Nardi 2010, Gee 2003). This magnifies thorny
questions of privacy, self-exposure, and ethical social conduct. For example, it can serve to
create new forms of narcissism by making relationships modular, eroding social trust, and
normalizing “publicity culture” and self-branding as the currency of social networking (Marwick
2013, Marwick & boyd 2011, Schwarz 2010, Hearn 2008). This creates paradoxical conditions
for psychological immersion and dissociation: it can make users feel their lives have been turned
into objects of personal responsibility and self-fulfillment, at the same time as these same lives
are increasingly conceived as detachable commodities through the business-like yet seemingly
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nonchalant extraction of value (Schull 2014, Gershon 2011, Hearn 2008, Gill 2007). Young
people may, Jasbir Puar writes, “see the ‘choice’ of internet surveillance as a mandatory
regulatory part not only of their subject formations but of their bodily habits and affective
tendencies” in ways that “create simultaneous sensations of exposure (the whole world is
watching) and alienation (no one understands)” (Puar 2012, 150-1). As self-branding becomes
normalized, surveillance and freedom get hopelessly entangled. In configurations of what Lauren
Berlant calls “cruel optimism,” authenticity seems at once compulsory and tantalizingly out-ofreach (2011).
The virtualization of sex, gender, and intimacy is better understood as one instance of a
broader cultural trend of what Rachel O’Neill calls “mediated intimacy” (2018). As I hinted
above, mediating intimacy can pluralize power, fragment its internal coherence, and open it up to
new claims and contestations by people who have historically been marginalized. For example,
online social networks provide more and more ways to perform gender and sexuality in queer
ways (Valentine 2007, Chauncey 1995, Newton 1979). Historically, shaping sex and gender has
functioned as a technique of resistance for queer, transsexual, and transgender individuals whose
inclinations range from drag to sex change (Salamon 2010, Karkazis 2008, Stone 1992). On the
other hand, there is no necessary correlation between gender reflexivity and subverting
normative gender relations. For example, social media allow the performance of
heteronormativity more intensely than ever before, from embodying feminine cuteness in
cosplay (Silvio 2013), to increased cyberbullying and sexual harassment online (Mantilla 2015,
Rollins 2011), or vanilla heterosexual self-presentation in online dating (Frohlick & Migliardi
2011, Payne 2007). Even straight men may feel strong pressure to conform to their ascribed
gender roles (Halberstam 1998, Sedgwick 1985). In these ways, mediated intimacy can
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exaggerate the gap between people’s perceptions of their real and their ideal selves, enjoining
them to struggle endlessly to measure and optimize their lives to embody potentially harmful and
essentialist ideas of masculinity and femininity. As Lanier (2018) and Schwarz (2011) noted, it
can stifle self-expressiveness, elevate racially exclusionary representations of body image, and
promote predictability and conformity instead of community.
The allure of making sex visible has often been integral to the spread of new media forms
(Williams 1999). In his study of historical discourses about communication, Peters (1999)
observed that just as pornography was one of the first things to roll off the printing presses, fears
of the immoral influence of erotic materials has accompanied many new technological inventions
from television to the postal service. The increasing virtualization of intimate social exchanges
on the internet promotes hyper-sexualization at the same time as it severs desire from the pursuit
of bodily contact (Weigel & Ahern 2014, Gershon 2012, Boellstorff 2008). Today, a range of
actors increasingly help people find (or self-administer) the pleasures of intimacy, such as online
dating, pornography, speed dating, designer Viagra, kink shops, vibrators, cam girls, sex robots,
and even fictitious bikini models in distress (Witt 2016, Swann 2013, Bernstein 2007). But
power works both ways. Despite stigma and frequent state-sponsored oppression, for example,
many sex workers are commodifying their sexuality in ways that craft spaces of agency outside
the patriarchal domination of pimps and enforced economic precariousness (Maia 2012, Wilson
2002, Allison 1994). Linking sexual politics with consumerism, transnational media and political
activism have globalized sexual subcultures that expand the hetero-homo binary to include
everything from gay and lesbian lifestyles to polyamory and BDSM. They are redefining sexual
agency as a matter of sex-positivity, self-emancipation, and human rights (Altman 2002, CruzMalave and Manalansan 2002, Califia 1994).
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Within American universities, feminism and queer theory have sought to explain the
implications of this fraught mixing of freedom and dehumanization in sex, gender, and family
relations.1 Yet theorizing is being outstripped by the pace of events in the U.S., as witnessed in
the rise of gay marriage; recent controversies over transgender bathrooms; as well as increased
public scrutiny of men’s sexual harassment of women from college campuses to corporate
boardrooms. For some theorists, these transformations signal a shift from an ethics of sovereign
rights to an ethics of technique (Foucault 1988). For others, they have normalized a range of
metaphors about the tangled relationship between identity and selfhood—from psychoanalysis to
theater—that propose that all people are existentially bifurcated into outer-facing and innerfacing sides; that they have many selves to draw upon according to the demands of our social
context; and that they know ourselves by imagining what other people think of us (Goffman
1959, Mead 1934). Thus, what late 19th Century psychologist Charles Horton Cooley calls the
“looking-glass self” is therefore not a new phenomenon. As Shakespeare put it in his play As You
Like It, “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players.” At its core,
mediated intimacy presents a paradox: it accelerates people’s understanding of how power is
shot through social and sexual relations at the same time as it privatizes risks and human
suffering and potentially deprives collective ground for effective resistance.
These views all posit a split between social morality and self-interest. In an era when
hacking affects not just IT systems but the will and suggestibility of a national electorate, it is no
wonder they are being called upon in ways that evoke mid-Century American panics over
political fascism and communist authoritarianism (Nagle 2017, Anderson 2017, Adorno 1993).

1

I use the term queer to signify gender expressions that fall outside (or otherwise complicate) the
behaviors typically associated with straight, heteronormative cisgender norms.
12

Over the past thirty years, debates about manipulation and authenticity are commonly raised in
studies of so-called “hyper-masculinity,” including ethnographic studies of male sports gyms, as
Wacquant noted in 2006; body-building subcultures (Klein 1993); tattooing trends (Mascia-Lees
and Sharpe 1992); hipster fashions (Schiermer 2013); and youth culture (Kimmel 2008). These
issues are also raised in sociological studies of self-enhancement practices—from wearable tech
to biometric devices that track diet, exercise, and sleeping habits—that are typically identified
with marginalized masculinities, including nerds and geeks (Wissinger 2016, Nafus & Sherman
2014). These trends are not simply aesthetic: as Edmonds noted in 2010, and Gilman in 2001,
men are increasingly pursuing elective surgeries to enhance their muscles and body features.
They are also seeking out more and more treatments against anxiety, depression, attention deficit
disorder, erectile dysfunction, low self-esteem, and low testosterone (Karkazis 2018, Gutmann
2014, Lakoff 2004).
Self-management practices go beyond therapy. They reflect deep-seated concerns among
young Americans. Joining risk calculation and self-enhancement, they link wellness to
consumerism. They blur subjective feelings of capacity and debility, as people become subjects
of risk-prognosis in never ending pursuit of being “better than well” (Puar 2012, Elliott 2004,
Rose 2001). In a culture that weighs self-fashioning and autonomy as equivalent to happiness
and self-fulfillment, they also enable new interdependencies between people and experts. Like
dealing with an automated call center, fixing autocorrected text messages, or even filling out
online dating profile questionnaires, making humans the objects of a design process can equally
empower or alienate them, as Cameron observed in 2000. This is because the performance of self
is increasingly objectified and linked to value chains that blur intimacy, affinity, social status,
and economic profit. In the mix, dynamics of empowerment and self-exploitation become
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increasingly hard to tell apart. People may pursue power and vitality at the price of enacting
costly stereotypes that are rooted in unrealistic fantasies (Klein 1993). These fantasies actively
reproduce inequalities—not just between men and women, but also between men who police
each other’s behaviors and identities along lines of race and class.
They also suggest gendered reasons for men’s insecurities about their own bodies.
Accepted standards for successful masculinity have moved away from fathering children towards
sexual performance, narcissistic self-display, and sexual “scoring” (Regnerus 2017, Simpson
2014, Kimmel 2008, McLaren 2007, Bordo 1999). The pain point for many professional, postcollegiate young men in cities who join seduction communities is today more about their
struggles to develop new friendships and adjust to the dating scene (Bogle 2008). Many of them
fit the social profile of “nerds” who simultaneously feel privileged and marginalized by
American middle-class values of masculinity (Condis 2018, Salter & Blodgett 2017, Kendall
2011, Connell 2005). Hooking up presents both an opportunity for pleasurable ephemeral
connection, as well as a personal challenge to master. In short, hooking up becomes a skill that
can be developed. Although the persuasive work of seduction skills is directed towards women,
this dissertation will propose that it is just as much, if not more, about men and assuaging social
anxieties over their roles in the process of heterosexual courtship. Standing in the way are
traditional norms of heterosexual masculinity that eschew the image of male sexual inadequacy
(Kimmel 2008, McLaren 2007, Gutmann 1996).
It may seem paradoxical that men in seduction communities are framing their sexuality as
deficient as a strategy to acquire power. Even the U.S. President is known for his nonchalant
misogyny and sexual machismo, admitting to saying “I’m automatically attracted to beautiful
women—I just start kissing them, it’s like a magnet. Just kiss. Don’t even wait,” in the infamous
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Access Hollywood tape that went viral in the Fall of 2016. On the other hand, male nerds and
geeks in America have long been obsessed with the notion that they could give life to a woman
rather than the other way around (Salter & Blodgett 2018, Marwick 2013). From virtual reality
simulations like “the woman in the red dress” in The Matrix (1999), to Samantha, the female
computer operating system in Spike Jonze’s Her (2013), or popular artificial intelligence
applications like the feminine-sounding helpmates Siri and Alexa, these trends are epitomized by
the idea of the “fembot” as a sexual plaything for men. Even if we leave aside stigmas against
male sexual inadequacy, and if we view hooking up as wanton sexual behavior (as in Trump’s
mock pretense of powerlessness when he says his behavior is “like a magnet”), it seems
counterintuitive that men are learning scripts to increase their chances. As we will see, these men
seek to learn seduction because they view hooking up as random. Viewing sex as a social
system, like any system, leads to the belief that sexual intimacy can be gamed. And when sex
becomes a game, there are real dangers of manipulation, abuse, and rape.
United States law defines rape as “penetration, no matter how slight, of the vagina or
anus with any body part or object, or oral penetration by a sex organ of another person, without
the consent of the victim” (in Grigoriadis 2017, 66). Reasons that consent cannot be given
including being coerced, incapacitated, or consenting while under threat of force. Up until 1980,
and in some states as recently as 1990, a husband was still legally free to force sex on his wife
(Freedman 2018, Grigoriadis 2017). U.S. legal definitions of sexual assault today are much
broader, and can be applied in ways that include touching any sexual part of another person.
Today, activists refer to sexual violence as an alternative to sexual assault that includes
threatening behaviors like stalking, intimate partner violence, and dating violence. Sexual
harassment refers to sexual bullying, coercion, or manipulation. However, there are no blanket
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laws in the U.S. that prohibit acts like teasing or off-color comments in public. Legal
considerations of sexual harassment are mostly relegated to the workplace—and increasingly
universities, thanks to Title IX civil rights law pushed by President Barack Obama in 2011—
where it can be prosecuted on the grounds of employment discrimination by creating a hostile,
offensive, or unequal work environment (Grigoriadis 2017).
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), sexual violence affects one-third of
all women worldwide (WHO 2017). Its classification as a human rights violation underscores the
epidemic nature of the problem. Among industrialized countries, the U.S. has the highest rate of
spousal homicide worldwide (1.07 spousal homicide victims per 100,000 population, UNODC
2011). Moreover, the U.S. Surgeon General has remarked that attacks by male partners are the
number one cause of injury to women between the ages of fifteen and forty-four (Kimmel 2017).
More than one million women in the U.S. seek medical each year to treat physical wounds that
come from being attacked or abused, and this statistic does not address their psychological
trauma or abuse, which in many cases may be more long lasting (Weber & Kelley 2010,
Bancroft 2003). Women’s feelings of unease stem from more than just a fear of being physically
attacked. More than a million women are stalked in the U.S. every year. When women seek out
and receive an order of protection from the police, however, that order is often violated (Kimmel
2017).
Recently, the #MeToo movement has turbo-charged the culture wars over sex and
pornography that riveted the U.S. media in the 1980s (Duggan & Hunter 2006). Stemming from
the cultural ferment of the post-1960s sexual revolution, feminism, and the Civil Rights
movements, these culture wars over the harassment and the sexual exploitation of women have
exploded periodically on the American political stage; as with the Anita Hill hearings, the
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Monica Lewinsky affair, and the Brett Kavanaugh Supreme Court nomination hearings in 2018.
Depending on historical perspective, inequality between men and women outstrips the #MeToo
movement by decades, centuries, or millennia. It is a history that has spanned the spectrum of
violence and harassment to more subtle manifestations like the corporate glass ceiling, “staying
together for the kids,” and the silent acceptance of abuse born out of fear. As Davis noted in
1983, the endemic nature of sexual violence, and the self-interest of those involved, has
historically conspired to create a complicit silence around sexual abuse. Over the past several
decades, awareness of sexual assault and harassment in the U.S. has grown, however, thanks to
feminist activism against statutory rape, child abuse, domestic violence, pornography,
molestation, date rape, and the relatively recent yet well-researched consensus that rape is
epidemic on many college campuses (Freedman 2018, Grigoriadis 2017, Illouz 2007, Duggan &
Hunter 2006, Williams 1999).
Unwanted sex is a common experience for many women. While anthropologists and
sociologists have shed light on the causes and effects of sexual violence around the world, there
is no global consensus on what sexual harassment is or how to stop it. Epistemic confusion
makes harassment hard to eliminate, because harassment eludes many of the binary categories—
like consent/rape, perpetrator/victim, and trauma/pleasure—that we use to define it (Kindig
2018). Harassment might be sexual innuendo, a dirty joke, a rude stare, a hand on a leg, an
awkward come-on, or a threat masked as hospitality—or none of these things (Gordon 2018). As
Williams, Giuffre and Dellinger suggest, “Sexual harassment and consent are not polar
opposites. …Instead, they are interrelated and overlapping moments in a complex and contextspecific process” (1999, 77). Radical feminist have argued since the 1980s that sexual
harassment lies on a continuum with abuse, assault, women’s internalized misogyny, and
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perhaps sex itself (MacKinnon 1992, Dworkin 1981). On the other hand, critics of the recent
#MeToo movement, such as Heather Wilhelm (2017), suggest that failing to discriminate
“between a ‘me too’ for a catcall and a ‘me too’ for sexual assault” foments moral panic,
trivializes sexual abuse, and casts all men as perpetrators and all women as victims. What makes
consent even more complicated is the fact that sexual abuses are linked to abuses that take place
in many human arenas; including work (the challenges of securing fair pay), religion (the
challenges of parsing belief from exploitation), and politics (distinguishing leadership from
authoritarianism). Across many arenas of social life, people are increasingly aware of having to
give their consent inside of situations they have not consented to.
Signaled by changing values among millennials and Generation Z, young people are
hyper-connected, hyper-reflexive, and driven by ideals of authenticity, transparency, and
information sharing. Yet collective mobilization is not always progressive. The outrage
promulgated through social media’s network effects of scale is causing revolutionary strides
forward along with the counter-response of reactionary blowback. For example, although they
may still feel isolated, aggrieved men are no longer isolated loners. Exemplified by the online
subculture of so-called incels (“involuntary celibates”), they are now able to congregate online
and collectively stoke each other’s anger, righteous victimization, and feelings of male
supremacy in ways that encourage some of them to commit acts of terrorism (think of the incel
Toronto van attack in April of 2018). Ironically, the #MeToo movement and misogynistic
subcultures are supported by similar cultural trends that link social-media powered grievances to
identity politics. What is missing is reconciliation, a collective will to face the underlying forces
that foster sexual abuse: not just sexism but racism, class inequality, and homophobia.
Reconciliation means facing the normalcy of abuse in America.
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Sexual objectification, harassment and intimidation haunt all women. Access to women’s
bodies—whether they are ogled, rated, debated, grabbed, fondled, or fucked—is a mechanism of
male bonding and masculine socialization in many environments (Grigoriadis 2017, Syrett 2011,
Cameron 2006, Frank 2002, Allison 1994). It is typical of cultural constructions of machismo
that value masculinity according to displays of hyper-masculine entitlement mixed with sexism
and misogyny (Gutmann 1996, Lancaster 1994). But the idea of unilateral sexism—that men are
the oppressors and women the oppressed—is too simple. While many men are socialized to be
aggressive, an equal number are taught to be family-oriented and respectful towards women.
Rapists and radical feminists both fall into what transgender scholar Julia Serano (2008) calls the
“predator-prey” fallacy: the idea that men can only be sexual hunters and women only their prey.
They can be pure (so-called “good girls”), they can be provocative (“bad girls”), but as this
stereotype has it, it is all fifty shades of prey. Like the virgin-whore dichotomy, this mindset of
hostile sexism is pervasive in American culture. It puts men and women in an impossible
situation. And it is the reason why explicit sexual consent (such as asking “Can I touch your
breasts?” or even “Is this okay?”) tends to sound unsexy.
The “prey” stereotype means women must objectify themselves to get male attention. It
means that many women feel unable to act on their desires or take ownership of their bodily
pleasures (Williams 1999); if they do, they are called “sluts” and often blamed, or even held
legally accountable, for their sexual objectification (or outright coercion) at the hands of men. On
the other hand, the “predator” stereotype means men cannot be sexually objectified with a
straight face. It means they are treated with wariness, suspicion, or called “creepy” (especially
men of color; Eglash 2002, Davis 1983). It means many men who fall short of cultural ideals of
male sexual prowess are seen as weak, over-sensitive, or emasculated (Connell 2005, Connell &
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Messerschmidt 2005). Moreover, as Pascoe noted in 2011, many men feel invisible, or cut off
from experiencing “sensitive” feelings like tenderness, vulnerability, and interdependency that
would help them lead more satisfying lives and intimate relationships (Pascoe 2011). In the
twilight of the ideal of the male provider, the predator stereotype asks men to fall into one of two
categories: either they fit the mold of male sexual assertiveness, or they are so-called “nice guys”
who refuse to follow the script (Illouz 2008). In their refusal, though, they often sacrifice the
social benefits that tend to flow to so-called “hegemonic masculinity” in mainstream America
(Connell 2005). As exemplified by the bestselling erotica novel 50 Shades of Grey (2011), many
women see nice guys as safe and friendly, just not that exciting or attractive.
In anthropology, the commodification of intimacy is typically associated with women’s
work (Hoang 2015, Hochschild 2012, Maia 2012, Constable 2003, Allison 1994). This
dissertation analyzes the commodification of male power by fixing it to the spot where flirting
passes into coercion and back again. Following studies of female sex work, my contribution will
show how men’s seduction communities allow men to embody fantasies of masculinity and
social status that do not square with how they normally feel (Frank 2003). In contrast with
female sex work, though, seduction communities have an expressly pedagogical function
(O’Neill 2018). These men are teaching each other how to talk and act in ways that ingrain
masculine power through acts of what I term “deliberate spontaneity.” Seducers attempt to fuse
archetypes of the predator and the nice guy together to make themselves into edgy nice guys.
They enact a culture of privilege and entitlement attendant with traditional American middleclass masculinity, and they often do so at the expense of women. Pursuing sex, seducers learn to
rationalize emotions in ways that enhance masculine feelings of self-control, social dominance,
and autonomy. By the same token, seduction training also offers trainees the chance to overcome
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some of the costs of the predator stereotype.
Taking the long view, seduction training is one of many ethical, political, and economic
modes of producing self-reliant, ruggedly individualist yet disciplined subjects that have
emerged over the past century and more in the West (Foucault 1988). As noted by Lears (1981)
and Di Leonardo (1998), since World War II Americans have increasingly turned to post-secular
techniques of self-improvement that integrate commodification into attempts at personal
regeneration through new social and experiential forms. Regeneration describes processes that
renew, restore, or revitalize a subject through redemptive or transformative practices. As I argue
in this dissertation, seduction training offers sanctioned counter-practices for crafting selves
within social contexts that these men perceive as unfair or just plain wrong. Whether they feel
like winners or losers, for many trainees learning seduction feels like a subversive political act. It
allows guys who feel lost, confused, or marginalized to access social capital through behaviors
that are nonconformist yet also quintessentially masculinized.
To adapt a technological metaphor, seduction is a double-sided user interface (UI) for
sex. Like a makeover, seduction training invents want. Game requires the cultivation of a
behavioral capacity for deliberate spontaneity that allows its practitioners to feel elevated, and to
give themselves a feeling of roguishness, un-graspability, even glamorousness. The work of
seduction is, as Suzana Maia writes about female erotic dancers, a process of “learning how to
possess” a certain kind of masculinity “that is able to seduce a [woman] through a performance
of desire” (2012, 79). Seduction, therefore, means “learn[ing] a symbolic system, a language”
through which a seducer “communicates what [he] is or what [he] wants the other to fantasize
that [he] is” (2012, 79). At the same time, many men come to understand that becoming what
they think is an embodiment of women’s desire constrains their felt sense of masculinity.
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Believing that the conquest of female beauty is a mark of masculine worth can become
debilitating for them: for better or worse, they do not “feel like themselves” anymore.
Underneath the tireless search to master seduction techniques there is loneliness and isolation.
More importantly, many perceive they lack a meaningful guide for self-understanding.
Seduction training also offers some potentially positive values: it prepares men to cope
with anxiety, missed connections, and the shock of social and romantic breakups. As an
interface, then, seduction displaces and condenses paradoxes of power in mediated intimacies, as
well as in cultural constructions of heterosexual masculinity in America. Game’s deliberate
spontaneity promises that these men’s compromised sense of masculinity can be repackaged and
reformulated through “soft heteronormativity” (McGuire 2015). In this way, seduction training
straddles a fertile space between sex work and self-help. Game stretches and bends culturally
feminized traits of empathy, vulnerability, and emotional other-direction to encompass
archetypes of male power in ways that reclaim and valorize marginalized constructions of
masculinity. For example, seduction communities allow men to bond with other men by talking
about their desires, frustrations, and emotional yearnings. Game lets them feel sexually desirable,
while also overcoming the culturally-patterned effeminacy of emotional labor through a
strategizing focus on the conquest of sex.
My dissertation follows men in seduction communities as they move from patching the
system of male sexual power to taking it apart and rebuilding it wholesale. Does getting schooled
in seduction transform men’s social experiences? Yes—but not necessarily in the ways that
seducers might have expected. Most men who learn seduction related feelings of increased
comfort and ability to attract a partner. They succeed by becoming more proactive, confident,
and self-assertive—and by embracing, and to some degree immunizing themselves against,
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failures. This confidence may have increased their ability to forge conditional intimacies, make
social connections, and enhance their range of superficial romantic compatibility with
prospective sexual partners. It certainly stoked their desire to do so. For many trainees, though,
these techniques also entailed no small amount of self-deception. A more useful question is: Do
seduction skills generate intimacy or are they substitutes for it? As will emerge in the following
chapters, seeking boundless sexual opportunities can reduce these men’s capacity to deeply feel
their own emotions in ways that are not preemptively rationalized.
Here is what I have discovered. First, seduction is a form of what Rachel O’Neill (2018)
calls mediated intimacy—much like other mediated intimacies such as pornography, sex work,
social media, psychotherapy, or even job-seeking soft skills—that takes advantage of the
increasing normalization of commodified intimacy in America. Because seduction training has a
pedagogic function, it extends the logic of mediated intimacy to an extreme degree, in which the
self is objectified as a resource of personal power, and in which the other person is turned into a
stage or a prop for the aggrandizement of the self. What follows from this are two things:
seducers lose out on pleasure and a sense of human connection; and seduction skills become less
about attracting women than about rationalizing forms of self-help. To reconcile the paradoxes of
seduction, seducers are embodying male power in ways that allow them to have access to
emotional vulnerability in settings of intimate seduction training with other men. In this way,
seducers combine two models of masculinity—the sensitive “New Man” and the macho man—
within an overarching ideal of “cool nerdiness.” Seduction reproduces exclusion and
discrimination by gender. Seduction training gives men access to emotional sensitivity within a
package of male power. By remediating the identity of cool nerdiness, seduction allows male
power to persist in more flexible forms, while outwardly appearing to align with liberal self-help
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values like sexual consent, equality, meritocracy, diversity and social inclusiveness.

Section Two: Research Methods
Over the course of 12 months (November 2014 - December 2015), I conducted research
across three field sites that are central to the social life of seduction communities: online forums,
multi-day for-profit seduction training bootcamps, and local not-for-profit seduction
communities in New York City. Observations at these three sites overlapped in nature, length,
and duration. During this time I also collected 62 semi-structured qualitative interviews: 22 with
male coaches, 35 with clients, and 5 with female coaches in men’s seduction communities. The
interviews profiled a diverse group of participants according to biographical data (age, race,
employment, education, and income); their personal length and breadth of experience in
seduction communities; and what other resources they use to meet women in their daily lives,
such as dating websites. Among the respondents, ten were selected for longer oral life-histories
(Basso 1996, Hill and Irvine 1993, Bauman & Briggs 1990). These oral histories delved into
family and personal sex history, formative experiences in their gendered self-understanding, as
well as subjective themes of motivation, standpoint, and sense-making practices in these
communities.
What motivated men to undertake seduction training? Learning about men’s motivations,
I discovered their needs spill beyond desires for sex with women to encompass felt absences in
their families, in their childhoods, and in their current friendships and social networks. How did
their individual circumstances influence their interactions with seduction training? Listening for
men’s responses to their training helped me understand how they consumed and performed
seduction skills in ways that helped them cope with the inevitable failures and limitations of their
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desires. It also helped me understand how individual perspectives (and even speaking voices)
would shift to accommodate contradictory and changing views of themselves and others. In
addition, learning how men made sense of, and enacted, the logic of seduction helped me
understand ways in which seduction did not align with their values. In some cases, men struggled
to reconcile their self-understanding and desires for sexual intimacy with the soft skills of
seduction. Sometimes a practitioner’s engagement with dissonances supported heteronormative
masculine identities; at other times it subverted them.
Social media is an integral part of these men’s training practices. While I was
undertaking observations and interviews at my field sites, I also examined some digital
boundaries in these men’s lives. I used computer programming methods to extract lexical and
semantic data from PDF files of seduction manuals, e-books, digital diaries, and online forums
via optical character recognition (OCR) conversion (Moretti 2007). This allowed me to visualize
complex patterns of social networking—including promotion, interaction, and norms of
citation—among seduction coaches and trainees across on private seduction forums and semipublic social networks (such as Facebook and Twitter). It allowed me to see how users become
more active in online seduction chatrooms over time; how the content, audience, influence, and
sentiment of their posts changed; and how users interacted with each other through cooperation,
competition, and hierarchy-formation.
My research design emphasizes inductive reasoning. I used convergent validity from
different data streams to shed light on my observations to make sense of my data. Creating my
research findings involved analysis and data management in coding data; developing, checking,
and integrating theoretical categories; and writing short-form, exploratory analytic inquiries and
explanatory models throughout research (Charmaz and Belgrave 2015). As I observed seduction
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training workshops, I took extensive notes during the events, or immediately following it if that
was inconvenient. During interviews I took notes by hand, while using my smartphone to record
the unabridged content—the words and discourses, as well as the um’s and ah’s—of our
conversations when consented to by the informants.
After the completion of fieldwork in December 2015, I spent five months transcribing the
recordings word-for-word. This meant transcribing over 1 million words of interview tapes and
field notes, and analyzing over 12,000 individually-coded pieces of data. As I listened and typed,
I began formulating exploratory connections and critiques in the margins of my transcripts. In
June 2015, I began a three-month process of coding my interview transcripts as well as my field
notes and other media collected during research. As I did this, I created and assigned heuristic
themes to different coded segments. Themes reflect meanings that are emic (important to
trainees) and etic (important to theory-building). Creating themes and assigning codes allowed
me to manage data and scaffold my theory-building.
In this dissertation, I consider seduction training primarily as skills training between men,
rather than as a mode of social relating between men and women. This is for three reasons. First,
is logistically difficult to capture conversations between seducers and the women they approach
in places (such as nightclubs and bars) that are often crowded, dark, and noisy. Second, the
conversations between men and women are linguistically rich, but highly volatile social
productions that are improvised in-the-moment. As data, they proliferate myriad variables that
create entropy and distortion, including environmental constraints, the individual mood and
personality of the seducer, and personal chemistry (or lack thereof) with the interlocutor. Third,
it would have been ethically problematic to involve women in a process of producing knowledge
in which they were not intentional participants.
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Although Institutional Research Board (IRB) guidelines for the ethical conduct of
research in the social sciences are selectively enforced, all research followed IRB procedures for
informed consent in the collection of data. Taking what Gary Alan Fine (1993) calls “explicit
cover,” all research subjects in targeted data collection (involving interviews) were fully
informed of my role as a researcher, and of their rights as participants in the study—including
rights to confidentiality, anonymity, and freedom to withdraw from research at any time. In
group settings, I did not explicitly announce my role as a researcher among men I did not
interview (“deep cover”). On the other hand, I informed the coaches and group leaders of my
status as a researcher, and left it up to their discretion whether to make my presence known to the
participants. I would also talk informally about my research interests with men who asked me
about it (“shallow cover”), and for three reasons. First, to respect the gathering as a safe space for
men to communicate and reveal vulnerabilities. Second, to respect the coach whose teaching
practice could be compromised by extreme self-awareness among participants being observed by
a trained researcher. Third, to minimize participants’ editorializing their own speech and
performances in ways that would distort my data and findings.
Doing ethnographic fieldwork means getting close and developing empathy with your
research subjects. Even the researcher’s own body becomes a vital research instrument
(Chipchase 2017). Practices of writing down, analyzing, and disseminating information about
others’ bodies and behaviors contains power dynamics that implicate gendered assumptions in
the production of knowledge in the social sciences (Borneman & Hammoudi 2009, Lewin and
Leap 1996, Crapanzano 1992). As such, I align myself with the feminist statement that the
personal is political. Throughout fieldwork, I was open with my informants about my own sexual
desires and the impact learning seduction skills had on me personally. Because my research deals
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with behaviors that are frequently stigmatized, I decided it best to be open to discussions of my
own sexual desires with my informants. I found that doing so bridged social distances, and also
enabled my informants to be more open in disclosing personal information (Anderson 2011,
Frank 2002).
During research, I attended bootcamps, seminars, and chaperoned excursions to NYC
bars alongside the men who had paid for coaching, or who were otherwise committed to
becoming effective seducers. I would spend my time primarily conversing and observing the
men in my group. I approached women only when it would have been disruptive for my
embeddedness and solidarity with the group not to do so. In these conversations, I would flirt—
as I was expected to by the trainees—but generally not make overtures to the women. I did meet
and have brief sexual relationships with two women whom I met during fieldwork. Neither
relationship lasted long. That is because going through the experience of seduction training over
the course of a year had profound effects on me. In the same way that studying anorexia for a
prolonged time might give a researcher body image issues, being open about my desires with my
informants did not take the bite out of seduction’s powerful message of sexual access. In fact, I
began to fixate on meeting women and improving my own dating life.
June 6, 2015. I am sitting on the patio of a rooftop bar in midtown Manhattan on a warm
evening during a seduction training meetup. Unexpectedly, I find myself alone with Nate, the
seduction coach. His clients were all busy chatting up women, and suddenly he has nothing to
do. He asks if I would be interested in doing an interview with him for his market research. “I
want to diversify and expand my coaching and I didn’t know how to do this,” he says. “So I
thought, why don’t I do some market research on my own clients to find out what they like, what
they do, and what they would like more of?” I agree to play-act as a potential client and we sit
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down together on a bench. He flicks the voice recorder of his iPhone and asks me a series of
questions: What news sources do I like to read? What websites do I visit for inspiration? What
are my goals for this year? What about my goals for the year after? What sources do I read for
dating advice? How did I first develop my interest in social dynamics? The gaze is reversed, if
only for a moment. I was gratified that someone was asking me questions for a change.
As linguistic anthropologists Lewin and Leap (2002) note, anthropologists are confronted
with the bias that “Although doing research in New Guinea, for example, does not lead to the
assumption that one must be a native of that region, studying lesbian/gay topics is imagined as
only possible for a ‘native’.” Like anthropologist Margot Weiss, I want to emphasize the
importance of resisting misleading ethnographic dichotomies of “distance as difference and
closeness as sameness” when it comes to researching sexual topics (2011, 30). In the paragraph
above, my play-acting as a client (for Nate’s market research purposes) exemplified the risks of
over-identification with research subjects—even when it is done as lip service. From another
angle, the leaders of the seduction communities I attended said I could not attend group meetings
only to observe. It was fine that I had intellectual and professional interests in the materials they
were teaching. But I also had to have personal reasons—“something you want to get out of it,” as
one coach said—that would allow me to engage meaningfully in group activities. In short, they
wanted me to become a practitioner.
In this dissertation, I talk about the men who do seduction training in different ways. I
often call them “guys.” By using an informal word in a formal context, I am highlighting the
banality of a social form that easily lends itself to exoticism. I am also highlighting the ways I
saw myself in in my informants to draw attention to the unsustainable fiction of a heroic
ethnographer who is dispassionate and objectively divorced from his surroundings. At other
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moments I talk about these men as “trainees” and even “clients.” In choosing these terms, I want
to complicate seduction as something narrowly restricted to male-female ways of relating. I want
to highlight seduction as a bodily practice of self-discipline. Finally, I want to reflect the ways in
which seduction coaching is a uniquely postmodern kind of sex work: a type of work that is
meant to deepen men’s understanding of what it means to be a man; and a type of work that
peddles its own professionalism with a mixture of cynical suspicion and naïve longing.
Time and again during my research, I felt a burning unresolved question: was I acting or
being sincere? Ironically, most of the men I studied were asking themselves the same question.
Anthropology, like dating skills, reflects a Romantic trend in Western philosophy. This view
says that research is a kind of work that should serve as a salutary corrective to biased
understandings by isolating our preconceived ideas about the world to change them—or, failing
that, to change ourselves. While envisioning how things could be different might feel therapeutic
or even inspiring, it leaves researchers with the unresolved question of how to act. Should they
leap into the unknown? Or will they only conform to a banality that was always better left as a
fantasy? In this sense, the boundaries of traditional anthropological fieldwork are useful.
Returning from “over there,” after a long sea or air voyage, helps insulate the emotional baggage
of living a double-life. For me, on the other hand, the boundaries between my research
subjectivity and my personal life were much more porous.
Five months after my rooftop interview with Nate, during an interlude at a dating skills
seminar in a loft in Chelsea about the finer points of reading body language, I was speaking with
a small group of trainees about my research. When I told them I had won a research grant their
faces lit up with conspiratorial glee. In academic circles, people often informally mention—with
a glint of suspicion—that I chose a “fun” research topic. Kimberly Hoang (2015), in her study of
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Vietnamese sex workers, notes that the most common question she faced in informal academic
circles was ‘How far did you go to collect data?’ She observes this is a coded way of
marginalizing women and minorities by overtly sexualizing them to discredit their intellectual
efforts. Unlike Hoang, the most common question I got was ‘Why did you choose this topic?’
Like Hoang, it struck me there is a deflection taking place, that the form of the question
presumes the obviousness of its referent (“this topic”). My suspicion was that they were
channeling their ambivalences about the idea of male seduction into a narrower target, myself.
Unlike Hoang, however, I was the recipient of a masculine credit. The questioner only asks about
my agency in the matter, rather than implicitly holding my body as a collateral—as imaginary
currency in a marketplace of shaming women’s sexuality—to discredit my research.
Academic research functions within institutions that organize the social and economic
consumption of culture by imposing standards of legitimation, distinction, and good taste. As
Andrew Ross notes, one of the central public roles of intellectuals is to “supervise the passports,
the temporary visas, the cultural identities, the threatening ‘alien’ elements and deportation
orders” to weed out fads from worthwhile cultural phenomena (Ross 1989, 5). Think of
sexology, for example, a field that for journalist Daniel Bergner “sounds something like a joke, a
mismatching of prefix and suffix, of the base and the erudite” (2013, 1). In this way, universities
have historically encouraged and rewarded critical portrayals of the consumer of mass culture as
either an irresponsible subject in need of discipline or a dupe of kitsch in need of enlightenment
(Ross 1989). The social sciences have a particularly hefty stake in this game. Disciplines like
sociology, criminology, psychology, masculinity studies, and anthropology long worked to
globalize European values. With paternalistic care, they were deeply complicit in legitimating
gender, race and class hierarchies—in part by erasing the sexual inequalities between men and
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women on which those systems rely (Kimmel 2005, Fabian 2002).
As I discovered, processes of knowledge production in learning dating skills and in the
social sciences draw upon each other. Being an anthropologist takes empathy, curiosity about
others, the ability to listen without judgment, and a strong moral baseline—good qualities to
have in the dating game. Anthropologists must build rapport with their research subjects, just like
seduction trainees must learn strategic self-disclosure in the attempt to attract a mate. Learning
these kinds of social skills often involves breaking social norms to illuminate their normativity.
So seducers, just like researchers, have tricks to make their targets feel comfortable and open up
to us. Like seduction, ethnography also involves building rapport in ways that may ultimately
serve selfish ends: such as listening to people’s conversations, writing them down, and using the
resulting data to get hired or contracted by a book publisher. Nevertheless, like pinning
butterflies to a mounting board, both practices risk bleeding the life out of their targets in the
effort of understanding and display for the eyes of others.

Section Three: Outline of Chapters
In Chapter 2 I show how and why dating and hooking up became prevalent sexual
practices among young American men and women. I explain the underlying gender politics—the
possibilities and pitfalls—that have driven hookup culture. I use this history to make the case
that, for young men and women today, sex has come to circulate in a hyper-efficient buyer’s
market. I then discuss how Americans have long sought to resist the conflation of intimacy and
market relations by creating sexual subcultures apart from the mainstream. I make the case that
behind often utopian ideals these communities tend to recapitulate gender inequalities. In the last
section, I use these two previous excursions through U.S. history to discuss the historical
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evolution of men’s seduction communities. While they may seem beyond the pale, I argue these
communities are part-and-parcel of an American fixation with seeing sex and identity as
aspirational and reflexive projects that promise to accomplish both personal liberation and social
inclusion.
In Chapter 3 I discuss how a suite of transformations—from changes in economic
practices to political trends and styles of child-rearing—have shifted American views of middleclass heterosexual masculinity. I provide biographical sketches of some of my key informants to
contextualize these claims. I portray them variously as digital natives, nerds, and professional
class employees, and it is interesting to know that many describe growing up in broken homes. I
show that they experience ambivalent relations of fantasy, desire and resentment towards male
role models in their lives. I also show how they trace their challenges to broad changes in
American life, including the decline of communities and erosion of access to social capital.
These portraits show similarities and contrasts with sociological trends while eliciting archetypes
and anomalies that foreshadow these men’s search for a solution to a palpable sense of
compromised masculinity. I argue we should see seducers as social “hackers”: men who uses
creative problem-solving to tinker with and repurpose systems of value in a balancing act that
merges technical virtuosity and playful self-expression (Coleman 2012).
In Chapter 4 I undertake a performance analysis of seduction. I begin with an overview of
the predominant canon of seduction training. I then turn to examine how seduction is taught
through soft skills in performing privilege through acts of self-management that hedge against
the risks of social and sexual vulnerability. These skills complicate our understandings of
consent in sexual relationships through gamified discourses of techniques. Unpacking these
interactional effects highlights the paradoxical idea of deliberate spontaneity that is necessary for
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a trainee to embody purportedly attractive masculinity. This analysis also explains how these
skills train men in culturally-specific understandings of risk, reward, and creativity that further
the aims of male domination. In the end, I suggest that seduction compromises macho masculine
identities through the very act of seeking to constitute their power.
In Chapter 5 I step back to examine the lives of seduction trainees online. I follow the
digital trails of the manosphere, a digital ecosystem of blogs and online forums where men hash
out real and imagined fantasies of male power. I explain how digital seduction communities
provide a spectrum of knowledge, support, and emotional resources to their users. In the second
half of the chapter, I examine some of the ways that coaches recruit new clients into their
communities. I consider these appeals as forms of homosocial seduction that mirror heterosexual
seduction techniques themselves. I use this similarity between marketing and seduction to
examine how the commodification of online seduction communities mirrors contemporary
strategies of digitally-powered value extraction by corporatized social media. I also show how
this overlap both empowers and troubles seducers, suggesting the skills they are learning may be
distracting diversions of attention rather than properly useful modes of improving themselves.
In Chapter 6 I focus on seduction communities as communities of practice. These
homosocial groups are an extension of American men’s groups that merge New Age practices
with therapeutic desires for self-transformation. I begin by discussing the “wingman,” a male
partnership that formalizes a relation of mutual aid in men’s seduction attempts. I then discuss
how intentional communities formalize wingmen relationships as fraternity-style clubs. Using
participant observation, I show how seducers seek to master not just techniques but also enduring
habits that produce changes beyond their dating lives. I also discuss how norms of homosocial
intimacy in seduction communities manage trainees’ shame by hedging against the undesirable
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implications of their longing for artificial naturalness. Under the guise of self-improvement,
these relationships enmesh practitioners in hierarchical relationships with other men in ways that
create ongoing relations of power, mentorship, and mutual dependency.
In Chapter 7 I examine how confidence—“inner game”—is achieved through training
exercises in seduction communities. These exercises are both imaginative (using fantasy to get
desired material benefits) and embodied (conditioning the self in rituals of power and
vulnerability with other men). I begin by discussing how and why seducers value the ideal of the
“natural” seducer, a man who seems effortlessly charming. I argue that inner game techniques
are what Michel Foucault calls “technologies of the self” (1988). I trace the lineage of inner
game’s fantasy of masculine renewal through a complex history of American men’s attempts to
embody ideals of self-made masculinity. Inner game, I argue, revives class and race inequalities
that have historically supported male supremacy in America under the liberal banner of self-help.
It reasserts masculine privilege in ways that urge men to work on themselves endlessly. In the
process, the lines between self-empowerment and self-exploitation are blurred.
Chapter 8 analyzes seduction coaches’ narratives of “going pro.” Framing the coach as an
ideal type, I analyze how their mixed discourses of learned expertise and innate affinity merge to
create what Max Weber calls “charismatic authority” (1978). In a field of human behavior that
lacks any socially-accepted form of accreditation, I show how interdisciplinary resourcefulness is
an important strategy to legitimize coaches’ authority. Epitomizing a kind of self-help for two,
coaches teach seduction in ways that both extend and subvert the cultural logics of self-help. I
show how they do this through enactments of care-work rely on metaphors of kinship that defray
the stigma of sex work. I also show how, through the pedagogical orientation of training rituals,
coaches strategically use uncertainty to enhance their clients’ ability to cope with risks and
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unpredictability in their lives. This coaching method, I suggest, resolves constitutive paradoxes
in seduction as a performance that is both expressive and conventional. Specifically, harnessing
of unpredictability in training rituals creates the effect of the coach’s disappearance as a medium,
allowing the client to feel that they are the genesis of their own self-transformation.
In Chapter 9 I introduce the theoretical concept of the “container” to perform a closereading of a training ritual. Containers are liminal spaces that expose clients to progressively
greater risks in the aim of self-transformation. I argue the container is both a rule-bound space
that governs interactions as well as a model for masculinity itself. I explore in detail the cultural
and pedagogical ideas that inform the container’s effectiveness as a sovereign space for serious
play. I then present ethnographic case studies of a seduction training bootcamp. I focus on how
the work of seduction training writes itself on the bodies of its practitioners. I argue that
experiences of failure in this bootcamp’s training rituals helps us understand why these men feel
that conventionalized training rituals are teaching them to become authentic men.
In the Conclusion I show how seduction training seems to alter the very chemistry of
trainees’ desires. I explain how they deal with this challenge by pursuing a spectrum of
relationships, from polyamory and open relationships to “monogamish” pair bonding and even
withdrawing from sexual intimacies altogether. I explain how seducers are responding to the
ongoing fallout of the international movements against sexual abuse (such as the #MeToo and
#TimesUp movements), showing why these men think seduction training is both flawed and
important. I conclude by providing some recommendations for teaching consent, as well as for
addressing some of the cultural circumstances that drive men to seduction training.
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CHAPTER TWO: Hookup Culture, Sexual Subcultures, and the Origins of Seduction
Training

Episode 1. April 23rd, 2015. I drop by a seminar on how to do a makeover of your online
dating profile called “Soft Skills: Mastering Online Performance.” It is located inside Red Bull
Studios, a reclaimed warehouse on Manhattan’s far west side that has been converted into a
multi-purpose studio space owned by the energy drink company Red Bull. Two young white
women in their mid-twenties — branding consultants by day and online dating coaches by night
— tutor twentysomething hipsters on how to make online dating work (“go from network to net
worth,” the event ad says). Volunteers agree to have their online dating profiles projected
through a video feed and critiqued by hosts Isabella and Jennifer. The show-and-tell vibe seems
to blend Freud’s talking cure with Oprah-style daytime TV. iMacs sit side-by-side with
fluorescent-lit aquariums, terrariums, and an artificial waterfall.
A young blonde woman named Melissa goes first. She offers up her profile on Seeking
Arrangement, a site where women can connect with sugar daddies (men who exchange gifts,
money, and patronage in return for sex and girlfriend-like intimacy).
Isabella: “Tell us what you’re trying to do with this profile.”
Melissa: “I actually had a lot of student loans at the time, and I was just looking for someone to
help me with credit.”
Isabella: “Can you walk us through your ‘about me’ section?”
Melissa reads her profile: “An odalisque, like a figure in a vitrine. Amenable and inspiring,
young and fresh-faced blonde. Well-educated, with a lifetime of grinding poverty and debt. 5’8”,
built like a leaf. Takes abuse and love with great enthusiasm. [She turns to the audience] It’s just
about being democratic!”
Nervous, hushed laughter breaks out in the audience.
Isabella: “You’ve been on the site for over a year. How successful has this been for you?”
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Melissa: “Uh, somewhat. It’s more successful because you can, like, draw someone out. I think it
made me want to not use any other dating websites because it’s very obviously, like, crime.
There’s no pleasure in it, man. It’s a gateway to prostitution. I’m not trying to do Fed time. Don’t
feel sad for these guys. The only way they can connect to another human being is through
money… Most of them are just really lonely and can’t connect on a deeper level.”
Isabella: “But you say that you have a lifetime of grinding poverty and debt, and yet you are
suggesting that you will be changing this from this site…”
Jennifer: “Yeah, but that’s, like, the American Dream…”
Isabella: “Are you saying you’re insatiable, or…”
Jennifer: “That’s her brand strategy… she’s young, she’s beautiful, she’s poor.”
Isabella: “Talk to us a little more about your image. Are there things that you change often?”
Melissa: “I change my narrative all the time. My personal story. Because, while I want it to be
the American Dream, it’s sometimes hard to feel like that. I don’t think it’s a binary relationship
with men on this site.”
At this point a man from the audience—let us call him Mitch—barges in.
Mitch: “Are you not preying on their loneliness?”
Melissa: “Are they not preying on the fact that I need money? I think there’s a lot of labor that
goes into sex, and a lot of expectation on the side. The foundation this website is using dating as
a form of labor.”
For young people in the U.S. today, as we will see, sex is cheap—but it is certainly not free.
People see it more and more as a product that seems to circulate in a hyper-efficient buyer’s
market (Birger 2015). For Melissa, online dating is a sellable commodity that protects her from
social and economic fears of poverty (Porter-Webb 2016, Bauman 2001, Ehrenreich 1990).
In fact, Melissa’s conversation with Isabella and Jennifer sounds equal parts pimping and
job training. Her explanation helps her achieve a resilient, empowered self-image by taking a
strategic approach to sex. What is important is that she says the johns are not just lonely, they are
fundamentally unable to “connect to another human being.” Melissa thus inverts the
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conventional predator-prey stereotype of male and female sexuality. Rather than preying on
lonely guys, though, she says she is doing them a service by indulging their desires for sex—
maybe even for intimacy—without the emotional entanglements of a real relationship. She also
acknowledges that her virtual identity is not simply a transparent reflection of herself. It is a
means of exchange. Caught between competing demands to tell her story and fit into the
constraints of the digital platform of Seeking Arrangement, Melissa’s digital avatar stands out in
a crowd by forsaking authenticity in favor of reprising the American Dream of rags-to-riches as
her “brand strategy” to capture and monetize male attention.
The interview had lurched into an awkward silence. Mitch asks the moderators, “Are you
judging these profiles based on what you’re attracted to or what you think is attractive?”
Isabella: “If you’re thinking about the profiles in terms of brand technique, it’s about what makes
you respond to the brand? What makes you want to click on it? Your brand can attract different
people. But the point is that you need to be branding yourself to attract the person you want. It’s
about typing a profile for consistency and telling a story.”
Mitch: “But how do you know that?”
Isabella: “I know because there’s a certain spark of possibility or imagination in the profile. I
think the best profiles allow me to imagine a person that I’m seeing. But there will always be a
kind of doubt, something about that person that escapes the profile. Then it’s a game between me
and this person. How far can you take that story? How far you can take that initial promise?”
Jennifer: “It’s important to remember that each platform delivers different capabilities to how
you tell a story. So what someone finds attractive on OKCupid might be completely irrelevant on
Tinder, right, because you’re telling your story through a different medium.”
Isabella: “I think it’s a question of a kind of double-sidedness or interface. If you’re reading
something, or if you’re buying something, I don’t want that brand to assume anything about me.
I don’t want the text to assume anything about me. But I want that text to imagine me, and then
to give me permission to imagine back. So, with writing, it’s writing the reader into existence;
just as the commodity is bringing the buyer into existence. And good writing and good brands do
that.”
Mitch: “So we have open-endedness. If you look at good brands and good messaging, if you look
at all brand slogans that are amazing and successful, they apply to so many types of people and
in so many situations, because they get to a guttural root of what it means to be human.”
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Jennifer: “It gives me something I can relate to. It makes me feel like I’m part of something.”
Isabella: “You’re both still trying to get what you want. And because the interfaces of profiles
are identical, then there’s a way to address that, I think, as a system.”
Mitch: “With any of these social networks, including Facebook and LinkedIn, the dynamic is you
have a grid of stuff, a list of stuff, and then you have the person. In order for the person to be
something other than just a list item, or just something in a spreadsheet—which is what you
really are in any of these sites, you’re a thing in a SQL database—you have to do something
different. But the only chance that any of these sites gives you is a username and a profile
picture. There’s not much opportunity there. Within the bounds of the site, you really only have
raw, animalistic attraction. I think all of these sites are disgusting and awful, to be honest with
you. I think the best way to meet someone is through way weirder places than OKCupid. I think
it’s cooler to meet someone through Yahoo Questions, or something like that. I think it’s cooler
to meet someone because you love their Yelp review.”
The audience laughs. The awkward tension breaks a little.
Isabella: “It’s more romantic.”
More people from the crowd jump in.
Annelise: “How do we know what we want, though? …Once you’ve decided what you know
you want, it’s usually not that hard to get. You figure out the steps. But if I’m on Tinder it’s
because I’m fuckin’ lost—‘I don’t know, what have you got?” Like I’m in line at a cashier, you
know. If I know what I want, I’m not looking outwardly for a platform for that. The point is that
I don’t know what I want. Maybe there’s someone random out there and I’ll try that.”
Another woman, Julie: “Not knowing what you want and finding it anyway is why meeting
someone through a Yahoo Questions is romantic.”
Annelise: “Right, you’re hoping for it to present itself to you—like ‘oh, now I see.’”
Julie: “Like meeting someone at the airport. Online dating is so loaded with intent that there’s no
romance in it. When you take out that intention and you meet someone, it’s like not knowing
what you want and finding it anyways.”
Annelise: “That’s the fantasy. I don’t really want to know what I want and then just get it, in
terms of love. I want to be taken by surprise or swept away.”
Jim, another guy: “That’s so weird. I mean, I agree, but why do you value relationships that
come by accident more than the ones you actually work for?”
Annelise: “It’s romance.”
Some key things stand out here. First, these young people want choices in their dating
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lives. But too much choice creates information overload, makes it hard to decide, and leads to
regrets. Second, sex appears transactional yet also linked to their inner sense of self-worth. Third,
being seductive (or even “just” romantic) requires the right mix of conventionality and
distinctiveness, and likewise of self-revelation and elusiveness. Metaphors of work and luck (the
“American Dream”) help smooth out the paradox of seduction as a means to achieve both
freedom and belonging. There is no free lunch, even when it comes to sex. Being swept away is
a fantasy of losing control—and a luxury that Melissa feels she cannot afford.
This chapter is a story of extremes and mainstreams. I begin with a short history of dating
and hooking up in the United States. Then I will present an argument that has been made in
many other places: that from dating to hooking up, middle-class American romantic scripts for
sex are part-and-parcel of an accelerating consumer society that is replacing human connections
with an ideal of self-mastery and endless productivity. In the second part of this chapter, I will
discuss how getting your romantic needs met in today’s sexual marketplace requires a strategic
mix of aloofness and proactiveness. Succeeding at the dating game takes “soft skills”: a valuemaximizing attitude towards intimacy that turns insecurity into a mirage of choices. Finally, I
offer a historical context for the emergence of pickup artists and seduction communities. I make
the case that pickup artists are merely the latest example of an ideology of sexual liberation—
whether with youth hookup culture, post-hippy sexual communitarians, or online dating—that
means complex issues of authenticity and manipulation are not as different or new as you might
imagine.

Section One: Dating and Sexual Dissidents in America
Melissa’s online dating experiences operate in a different world from 19th Century
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middle-class America, when heterosexual courtship known as “calling.” Starting at roughly age
sixteen, a woman became eligible to receive male suitors who would visit her in the parlor room
of her parents’ house (Weigel 2016). Like debutante balls, calling was a ritual. It followed
elaborate rules centered around etiquette and geared towards marriage. Making a connection
with your love interest meant mixing charm and vulnerability with displays of social status,
elevated breeding, good character, and refined taste (Arditi 1998). It turned women into objects
of desire and made men into chivalrous agents in pursuit. Exemplified in the 19th Century “Cult
of True Womanhood,” men fantasized that—like Jane Austen’s Emma Woodhouse—their
prospect was chaste, pure, and coyly dissimulating (Smith-Rosenberg 1986). This depended on
Victorian norms of separate spheres for women, who were largely relegated to homemaking.
This is illuminated by the 1828 definition of “Seduction,” in Webster’s Dictionary, as “The act
or crime of persuading a female, by flattery or deception, to surrender her chastity.” Early
feminist reformers pushed for criminal penalties for men who sought to use the promise of
marriage to coerce or pressure women to have sex (Freedman 2018). When they chafed or
outright failed at courtship, it was still normal for men to purge their lust with prostitutes, slaves,
or poor women rather than seduce women who were eligible to take serious suitors (Ryan &
Jetha 2010, Giddens 1992).
Far from this model of tightly controlled courtship, by the end of the nineteenth century a
motley crew of Marxists, anarchists, and feminists denounced marriage as a form of legalized
prostitution (Engels 1978). The way they saw it, women were trading sex, love, and affection for
material support (laws even allowed fathers to recoup money as “damages” in the event a
daughter was deflowered before marriage; Zelizer 2005). Some of these sex radicals were
inspired by anthropologists like Lewis Henry Morgan (1877), who claimed that sex in primeval
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human times was oriented not so much around male competition over women but instead around
polygamy, laxity, and permissiveness. Acting on these convictions, white abolitionist Frances
Wright established the first “free love” commune in America in 1825 in what is now a sleepy
suburb of Memphis, Tennessee. Wright invited abolitionists and black freemen to live and work
together with no expectations of marriage or monogamy (Weigel 2016).
Religious sects like the Shakers and the Mormons also decamped from mainstream
society, the former embracing celibacy, the latter polygamy. Another movement, the Oneida
Perfectionists, were a utopian commune founded in upstate New York during the Civil War.
They saw sex as a means of self-cultivation and spiritual redemption from the corrupting
influences of civilization. Led by a defrocked Protestant minister named John Humphrey Noyes,
the Perfectionists consisted of 300 men and women who lived in group marriage, sexual
libertinism, and shared property. Noyes himself was inspired by Franz Mesmer (eponymous for
the word “mesmerize”), the 18th Century German physician, occultist, and proponent of
subliminal human communication he termed “animal magnetism” (Blackman 2012). In keeping
with Victorian pseud-sciences such as vitalism and animal magnetism, Noyes saw sexual
attraction as both chemical and mystical, a force that could be channeled towards a range of uses
from youthfulness to economic productivity. Noyes’s “spermatic economy” used a peculiar
method to defuse sexual possessiveness and romantic rivalry (Kimmel 2005). He taught the men
to withhold ejaculation during sex. This allowed women to avoid unwanted pregnancies, while
also acknowledging their sexual appetites and freeing them from sexual shame. It also helped
men understand that sex is not only about self-gratification (Ziesegar 2016).
But what about the mainstream? Far from the dissident communes of these sexual
utopians, in the early twentieth century a new word, “dating,” entered the English language. In
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cities, it began to replace calling as a new kind of heterosexual relationship that did not always
lead to marriage (Weigel 2016). The word “dating” coincided with the emergence of job search
manuals, self-help literature, and newspaper advice columns. It was initially an urban
phenomenon connected with the growth of cities, and was due to several causes: increasing
numbers of women in the workforce; increasing social mobility from rural to urban areas (away
from parents); a massive influx of uprooted strangers from Europe or from formerly slaveholding
southern states; increasing wage labor and commodities that enabled leisure activities (“dates”),
such as going to cinemas or amusement parks; and the increasing importance of peer groups in
romantic coupling (Peiss 1986). Rather than pleasing your parents, choosing a dating partner
played a role in elevating your social status in the eyes of your peers. For women, this status was
driven primarily by physical appearance. For men, it was driven by their work or perceived
social status (Bogle 2008). While dating relied on women being liberated from the surveillance
of parents and the chores of home-making, it often reasserted male power through the
expectation that men would pay for dates as a way of proving their value on the burgeoning
dating market.
While meeting strangers in Prohibition-era bars, dance joints, and jazz halls was exciting,
it could also be dangerous. Dating gave people a new sexual script to help manage confusion. In
practice, it allowed partners to experience romantic freedom in choosing a partner. Dating,
however, was also a direct product of emerging consumer culture. Sexual self-determination was
thwarted by men and women’s tendency to commodify dating itself. As historian Beth Bailey
explains, “Men and women often defined themselves and each other as commodities, the woman
valued by the level of consumption she could demand… and the man by the level of
consumption he could provide” (in Clift 2007, 65). “Treating,” for example, was a popular
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arrangement whereby women secured gifts or patronage in return for flirting or sexual favors
(Zelizer 2005). Like any script, the dating script did not have to be followed to the T. Just like
Melissa on Seeking Arrangement, men and women could experiment and even manipulate
expectations to their advantage. Though most people could estimate their own sexual market
value, savvy daters could game the odds. They could change their appearance or project status to
date “up” or date “down” the social ladder (Weigel 2016).
The post-World War II era saw the dawn of a new sexual era. Many middle-class
Americans were traumatized by the toll of the war: lost family members, broken engagements,
and untreated PTSD. They were also wealthier, thanks to social programs like the New Deal and
the GI Bill. Meanwhile, women had entered the workforce and won new levels of economic and
social independence. This did not stand well with many men returning from the war, whose
expectations had not changed (Faludi 2006, Connell 2005). Predominantly white and newly
middle-class American men retreated to conservative sexual mores of the male provider,
modeling the kind of ideals they could achieve by buying a car, a two-garage home, and
relegating their wives to housekeeping (in fact, a working wife seemed like a mark of a man’s
failure to provide for his family). Companies marketed new services and commodities that would
cater to their tastes—arguably the most important were cars and TV sets (Cohen 2003). Also,
more and more young people were attending college. The 1950s was the age of prom queens,
sweethearts, etiquette handbooks, “going steady,” and suburbanite TV shows like Father Knows
Best (Weigel 2016). If the flappers and the fussers of the “Roaring 20s” and 1930s made dating
respectable, the postwar generation made it middle-class. These young men and women took
dating out of the bar scene. Partly because of anxiety about what Lisa Wade (2017) calls a “man
shortage,” and partly because of conservative cultural turn, these young people gentrified dating
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and made it more like courtship. They were looking for someone to settle down, invest in, and
move up the social ladder with.
Under the calm veneer of “steadies,” though, Baby Boomers were secretly incubating an
era of unprecedented confusion about dating. Alfred Kinsey’s Sexual Behavior in the Human
Male (1948) had already shattered the postwar veneer of paired sexual normalcy, discovering
that only fifty percent of American men were, in his terms, “exclusively heterosexual” (in
Giddens 1992). Offending conservatives, Christian moralists, and anti-obscenity campaigners
alike, Kinsey revealed that Americans were having more—and more kinds of—sex than they
were willing to admit. Kinsey also told Americans that sexual orientation is a spectrum of hetero
and homosexual desires—not a binary either-or. Around the same time, William Masters and
Virginia Johnson (1966) were busy conducting their studies on female arousal, breaking through
millennia of Western taboos about women’s ability to experience sexual pleasure. Nevertheless,
sexual exploration was not an equal playing field. New forms of sexual liberation were bubbling
under the lid of a conservative cultural mainstream. Men and women were greeting the
commoditization of sex with new forms of repressing women’s will and sexuality.
The first issue of Playboy magazine hit newsstands in 1953. Eschewing coy Hollywood
pin-ups, Hefner popularized the “girl next door” feminine aesthetic in full-nude centerfolds.
“Potential Playmates are all around you,” the editors wrote:
“The new secretary at your office, the doe-eyed beauty… opposite you at lunch yesterday, the
girl who sells you shirts and ties at your favorite store. We found Miss July in our circulation
department, processing subscriptions, renewals, and back copy orders” (in Weigel 2016).
In fact, the pioneers of modern American “swinging,” where partners in committed relationships
have sex with others as a social or recreational activity, were none other than crew-cut World
War II air pilots and their wives. As journalist Terry Gould writes in The Lifestyle (1999),
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servicemen about to head into battle held “key parties” on American air bases during the 1940s
in which they and their wives would swap partners. Faced with possible death by anti-aircraft
fire, swinging cemented bonds of loyalty between pilots. Far from debauchery or adultery, wifesharing acted as a rite-of-passage through which men committed to support one other’s wives in
the event one of them should be killed. Although these fighters moved off their military bases at
the end of the war, swinging endured. By the end of the Korean War swingers’ clubs had spread
into the quiet enclaves of white-collar American suburbia.
The hidden history of swinging suggests it was not just men who were sexually frustrated
by the role of male providers and female helpmates. Books such as Betty Friedan’s The Feminine
Mystique (1963) and English translations of Simone de Beauvoir’s The Second Sex (1953) pulled
back the curtain on white middle class housewives’ feelings of entrapment and objectification.
These rumblings of discontent in Americans’ sex life fit inside a broader, more familiar narrative
of rebellion. Simultaneously, the dawn of the Civil Rights movement, the rise of Second Wave
feminism, the early days of Vietnam War protests, the mainstreaming of psychotherapy and
psychogenic drugs, the waning of communism in America, the backlash against McCarthyism
and communist blacklisting, the police crackdown at the Chicago National Democratic
Convention, the anti-homophobic Stonewall Riots, the assassinations of Robert Kennedy and
Martin Luther King, Woodstock, the music of the Beatles and the Rolling Stones, the threat of
nuclear war with the USSR, and the fever pitch of decolonization around the world signaled that
moral authority—whether that meant your government or your parents—was bankrupt (Roszak
1994, Reich 1970). Fueled by TV, middle-class white Americans began to feel the truth was
relative. They felt free to go their own way and do their own thing (Frank 1998).
On this uncharted journey of renewal, the Oneida sexual communitarians offered a
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roadmap for the sexual revolution that blossomed during the 1960s in the Haight-Ashbury
section of San Francisco. Unlike those black sheep of Victorian sexual prudishness, the 1960s
counterculture is what people commonly think of when they think of the sexual revolution. It
was inspired by a motley crew of beatnick poets, French existentialist philosophers, urban
hipsters, sex educators, and (sometimes psychedelic drug-inspired) public intellectuals like
Herbert Marcuse, Timothy Leary, Allen Ginsberg, Norman Mailer, William Burroughs, Alan
Watts, and Richard Alpert (alias Ram Dass). This was the age of the Esalen Institute, the human
potential movement, and New Age kundalini awakenings (Kripal 2008, Pitzer 1997). These
trends burst open with Woodstock and the 1967 “Summer of Love.” Along with films like Lolita
(1962), The Graduate (1967), Midnight Cowboy (1969), and Last Tango in Paris (1972), these
social/sexual movements taught middle-class Americans that there were other options besides
the straight vanilla ideal of monogamous domesticity (Haritaworn et. al. 2006). From another
perspective, radical feminists of color advocated a complementary view: that women’s liberation
could be won by destroying the interdependency of monogamy, family law, and private property
(hooks 1987).
During the 1970s, communes like Drop City (Colorado), The Farm (Tennessee), Twin
Oaks (Virginia), and the Diggers (California) allowed men and women to escape from
mainstream society (Conlon 2014). Free lovers in the Sexual Freedom League (New York)
believed that consent was the only factor that should restrict people from engaging in any sex act
they wanted (Weigel 2016). These communards challenged what Gayle Rubin (1984) terms the
“charmed circle of marriage” through polygamy, shared property, and communal parenting.
They perceived mainstream society as increasingly materialistic. They thought that selfabsorption hid people’s gnawing lack of self-worth (Bellah et. al. 2007, Wolfe 2000, Riesman
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1992, Lasch 1991). Rather than liberating sex, though, some men—dissidents as much as
normies—used righteous rebelliousness as cover for male dominance and even sexual predation
(Grigoriadis 2017, Conlon 2014). Some of them settled for taking sex from those least able to
resist; for example, guilting reluctant partners into sex by making them feel like prudes or
squares, or using free love as a pretense for de facto polygamy.
On the post-1968 field of sexual politics, mainstream America finally embraced its exotic
other half: dreams of “Rating and dating” and “going steady” with your sweetheart gave way to
quick and uncommitted sexual encounters. So-called hookup culture was fed by several currents.
One component was feminism. In the postwar period women increasingly attended college,
where peer groups, partying, the post-1960 availability of birth control pills, and the seemingly
evergreen popularity of fraternities and sororities offered laboratories for sexual self-expression
(Bogle 2008). Women’s increasing social mobility dovetailed with second-wave feminism.
Exemplified in pop culture by Cosmopolitan editor Helen Gurley Brown’s Sex and the Single
Girl (1962), this variant of feminism encouraged women to be more sexually assertive, to take
control of their bodies, and to see sex as an avenue for personal choice and self-actualization
(Armstrong et. al. 2010, Glenn & Marquardt 2001, Rubin 1990).
Another component was the commoditization of sex, youth culture, and selfhood itself—
one of the themes that opened this chapter. Empowered by psychologists (like Carl Rogers and
Abraham Maslow) and advertising industries, the counterculture joined with Second Wave
feminism to make identity and sexuality into the most important outposts for self-realization
(Illouz 2007, Frank 1998, Lasch 1991). While the sexual revolution of the 1960s beckoned
young Americans to follow their own bliss, being able to “turn on, tune in, and drop out” (as
Leary famously put it) became a sign of privilege. Whether through sexism, consumerism, self-
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absorption, or the commodification of mental and physical health wellness by therapists and
pharmaceutical companies, sexual liberation became a luxury afforded to those whose bodies—
female, black, queer, poor, or disabled—were not held against them.
Part of the failure of the sexual revolution to create lasting equality is down to the fact
that “lifestyle” became not just a symbol of coolness or rebellion. It became something you could
buy (Frank 1998). As we saw above, in the 19th Century John Noyes had planned to shed sex of
its moral weightiness. He saw sex as an act of “fellowship,” a “purely social affair,” not so
different from taking a stroll through the park (Ziesegar 2016). Despite these utopian dreams,
Melissa’s story at the start of this chapter exemplifies that dating today is more transactional than
ever. We see it in millennial-era sitcoms like Undateable and reality TV shows like MTV’s
Jersey Shore or British channel ITV’s Love Island as much as in talk shows like Oprah or Dr.
Phil that pathologize loneliness while preaching skills in psychological self-surveillance as a
salve for broken hearts (Illouz 2007, Arvidsson 2006, Peck 1995). Exemplifying this blend of
hedonism and alienation, hooking up supercharges the separation of sex from intimacy. Far more
explicitly than dating, hooking up demands separating emotion from sex: a physical encounter
with no strings attached. Although the meaning of hooking up is ambiguous—it can include
anything from kissing, to spending a night together fully clothed, to intercourse—the key
difference with dating is that sex happens without the necessary expectation of a relationship.
The hookup scene also favors certain kinds of men. Why? Many guys frown on romantic
finesse because it is culturally coded as soft, sensitive, caring, emotionally codependent, and
generally more feminine. As we will see in the next chapter, seeing sex as sexually-driven,
emotionally detached, and not romantically motivated is more consistent with traditional
masculinity in the U.S. (Illouz 2014, Hyde 2005, Mahalik et. al. 2003, Levant & Brooks 1997,
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David & Brannon 1976). For women, however, hookups can cause a double-standard: sexual
freedom brings possible social stigma (“slut shaming”) that can exacerbate the fear of being
sexually exploited for men’s pleasure (Martin & Hummer 1989). These are effects of the cultural
predator-prey stereotype of male and female sexuality. As one informant told me, “When it
comes to hooking up, the person who cares less has more power over where that relationship will
go.” He implies women have the power of veto in the early stages of a relationship, whereas men
have more power once a relationship has started. Hooking up shorts these odds in men’s favor.
With seduction traiing, however, the traditional boundaries of gender get blurred. Within the
broader cultural ideal of men as pursuers, men are doing for each other what women have often
spent their lives doing for men: learning to look good, to attune themselves to other peoples’
moods, and to display manners (even housekeeping skills) to win over the woman they desire
(Hochschild 2012).

Section Two: Sexual Freelancing
Melissa may have seemed cynical in her sexual freelancing on Seeking Arrangements.
But she is the culmination of a 20th Century American story in which sex, work, and capitalism
intertwine. The historical background I have outlined above shows us that, to different degrees,
dating has always been transactional. Americans implicitly recognize this with slang terms that
treat sex as a commodity, like “getting some,” “giving it up,” “putting out,” “shopping around,”
“getting lucky,” “sealing the deal,” “investing in a relationship,” or calling someone “damaged
goods.” Alternately, they talk about sex as a sport, as when they talk about “scoring,” going to
“third base,” or even reaching “home plate.” Like an in-joke or a secret handshake, phrases like
“Game recognizes game” or “Don’t hate the player, hate the game” wink at the recipient.
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Despite the increasing commodification of sex, a common cultural narrative has proposed
that American Millennials would be the first generation to consolidate the gains of the Civil
Rights movement, achieving lasting equality in race, gender, and sexual relationships. For
example, young middle-class millennials are historically better-educated than any previous
generation. And, more than at any point in U.S. history, women are being encouraged to seek out
successful and fulfilling careers (Risman 2018, Gregory 2010). Nevertheless, in the 2010s social
scientists and media pundits noted a shift. As the social and economic effects of the financial
crisis of 2008 began to emerge, it became clear that the assurance of work was more precarious
than at any time in the postwar period: young middle-class Americans suddenly faced massive
layoffs, burgeoning student debt, unstable job prospects, stagnant wages, and increasing
childcare costs (Sawhill 2014, Settersten & Ray 2010). The median family income for a
household of four in 1971 was $56,329, whereas by 2011 it was actually lower—$50,054
(Kimmel 2017). As a case in point, after completing college many graduates now move back in
with their parents.
Faced with the most profound wealth inequality in U.S. history, most young people today
espouse liberal political views and support equal opportunity for women in the public realms of
work and politics. But, like median family incomes, marriage has also been in decline.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, in the year 2000 married 25- to 34-year-olds outnumbered
their unmarried peers by a margin of 55% to 34%; by 2015, the tables were turned, with singles
outnumbering married couples by 53% to 40%. For young people who do marry, a significant
minority may paradoxically be retreating to conservative values of the male breadwinner and
female homemaker (Faludi 2006). This trend stems not just from couples’ sense of
precariousness, but also from witnessing their parents’ struggles to live happy, sustainable, pair-
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bonded lives in dual-earner households (Pepin and Cotter 2017, Fate-Dixon 2017, Cassino
2017). Economic disadvantages for working women and middle-class families stand out in
contrast to many European countries where states generally provide substantial public safety nets
for families that promote child-rearing, including paid parental leave and discounted child-care.2
Dating is typically considered a well-defined yet transitional stage of life. It is often
marked by excitement, exploration, and sexual self-expression, but also by risk, pain, and
loneliness (Kimmel 2008). In the 21st century, though, dating and hooking up are becoming
acceptable lifestyles well into peoples’ 30s (and beyond). Young people are starting puberty
earlier and getting married later and later in life (Harden 2014, Martinez et al. 2011). As part of
the after-effects of the Great Recession of 2008, they often choose to delay, or opt out of, many
of the role transitions traditionally associated with adulthood. This includes everything from
homeownership to marriage, child-rearing, finishing education, and finding stable jobs
(Settersten & Ray 2010, Danziger & Ratner 2010). In 2018, for example, the American fertility
rate reached record lows despite broad macro-economic recovery (Miller 2018b). Not having a
stable partner, or the desire for personal freedom, are factors; so too is the rising cost of childcare
and educating children while middle-class wages remain largely stagnant.
Rather than leading towards monogamous commitment, dating has increasingly become
an end-in-itself. As Mitch replied to Isabella at Red Bull Studios, “We have open-endedness.”
The absence of universally shared social norms in the conduct of sexual intimacies complicates
media-driven debates that blame hooking up for a range of social problems including substance
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In countries like Finland and Norway, for example, policies that reward childbirth through
social and economic incentives while encouraging women’s desire to work through job
guarantees have made dual-earner households more popular (Crompton & Lyonette 2006, Lewis
2009).
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abuse, sexually-transmitted diseases, and rape (Armstrong et. al. 2010, Sanday 2007, Martin &
Hummer 1989). Moral maturity is not the issue. For young people, hooking up seems like
sensible sexual behavior when commitment seems riskier (Kimmel 2008, Bogle 2008). In fact,
hooking up is just one among many common scripts for sexual relationships today, as many are
having sexual relationships beyond the binaries of monogamy and single-dom. Not content to
settle down, they are looking for everything from serial monogamy to “one night stands” to
“fuck buddies,” “hookups,” “pickups,” “booty calls,” “friends with benefits,” and other
arrangements that confound any simple reading of sexual commitment. They also experiment
with committed non-exclusive sexual relationships that formerly existed on the countercultural
fringe of swingers and New Age acolytes, from open relationships to polyamory and even
BDSM (Iwanowska 2018).3 Even the most casual of these sexual lifestyles presupposes that
good communication might yield equality between men and women, potentially free them from
unwanted emotional entanglements, and is therefore something that is worth working at (Petrella
2007, Giddens 1992).
There are other factors at play in the rise of hookup culture. The internet has been a
profound game-changer. Thanks to the internet, bodies and sex are on display more than ever
before: free, single-serving doses of sexual gratification achieved with push-button simplicity.
Internet pornography presents an endless buffet of sex acts instantly in high definition
(Braithwaite et. al. 2015). It is the greatest uncontrolled experiment in human sexuality in
history. While some feminists applaud showing skin as a mark of female liberation, others note
that the objectification of women’s sexuality in digital and mainstream media is not the same
thing as having a voice (Williams 1991). Compared to the seemingly quaint days of Girls Gone
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It is estimated there are more than half a million polyamorous households across the U.S. today.
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Wild, many of today’s videos represent male sexual domination of women: from anal sex to
BDSM, spanking, hair pulling, double penetration, gangbangs, hard oral sex, and ejaculating on
women’s faces (Fritz & Paul 2017, Witt 2016, Garlick 2010). Porn typically gives people an
unrealistic view of sex—one they may struggle to live up to.
Partly thanks to the availability of porn, young men today, just like young women, face
tremendous peer pressure to project a sexually empowered self to others. And yet, despite
perceptions of peer promiscuity, adolescent boys and girls are having less sex, and losing their
virginity later, than they did in previous decades (CDC 2018, Twenge 2017, Armstrong et. al.
2010). Part of this may have to do with the easy accessibility of porn itself. On average,
American boys are now around 13 when they first see online porn (Jones 2018). In 2015, a
Harvard Crimson survey reported that 45% of graduating male seniors reported watching internet
porn multiple times per week (in Grigoriadis 2017). A national survey in 2014 backed this up,
reporting that 46% of American men between under age 40 reported watching porn at some point
in the preceding week alone (Regnerus 2017). Sexual wariness is not limited to porn-induced
performance anxiety, apathy, or decreased libido. The share of high schools providing sex ed on
a range of topics—from puberty and abstinence to how to use a condom—declined across the
board between 2000 and 2014 (Guttmacher 2017). Besides normalizing mainstream kink like 50
Shades of Grey, it is clear that, for better or worse, porn is many young people’s de facto sex ed
(Paul & Shim 2008).
Episode 2. July 30th, 2015. I am sitting in a rented dance studio in midtown Manhattan.
At a seminar for using improv comedy techniques in flirting, Vlad, our coach, an entrepreneur
and Russian immigrant, goes around the room and asks everyone’s motivation for attending. The
middle-aged, ethnically mixed men and women in the audience say things like, “I want to learn
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what flirting is”; “I’m not comfortable just joking around”; and “I don’t like getting out of my
comfort zone.” It seems as if these men and women had entered a no-man’s land in life. Yet
beneath their desire to connect with somebody else, I also sensed a fear of losing control: the fear
of embarrassment and the emotional turmoil of rejection. Michael, a middle-aged white guy,
interrupts Vlad midway through one of the exercises: “I have a question for the ladies. Is this
funny to you, or is this just stupid?” Vlad responds by saying that flirting is a skill you develop
over time. It is an intuitive capacity that comes from letting go of your conscious deliberate
thoughts. The irony is, these men and women had come here for just that—a rulebook. A set of
strategies. They wanted to get analytical to feel more disinhibited.
Dating coaches like Vlad propose a tidy bargain. In the interests of saving time, clients
outsource their ability to meet people to experts. Unlike matchmakers, however, coaches do not
introduce prospective partners. Instead they teach their clients to go meet their own. This reflects
a systemic crisis of social reproduction in developed countries—witnessed in new job titles like
professional groomsman, for-hire funeral mourner, and professional cuddler—whereby capitalist
work schedules no longer allow people enough time and space for socializing, relaxation,
housekeeping, and even raising families (Fraser 2016, Hochschild 2001). Since the post-1970s
decline of a “family wage,” Marxist feminists have theorized that capital reproduces itself by
consigning the work of social reproduction—not just childbirth but also the work of nurturing,
housekeeping, and displaying empathy and congeniality—to the unwaged domestic sphere
(Morini & Fumagalli 2010, Lazzarato 1996). Flirting training suggests the commodification of
intimacy has extended to encompass men, too. Short of blaming feminism, many men are
seeking solutions that combat their sense of emasculation. “Inevitably,” British journalist Laurie
Penny reminds us, “When men take on work traditionally performed by women thanklessly and
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for free—from cooking to prizing open the calcified clamshell of the male heterosexual
emotional landscape—it is regarded as an art, rather than a duty” (2018).
Of course, the middle-aged men and women at the improv comedy-inspired flirting
workshop may well prefer a relationship to a hookup. Nevertheless, just like the young online
daters at Red Bull Studios, they eschew sex as purely pleasurable or hedonistic (Bogle 2008).
Whether they see themselves as socially stunted or not, they implicitly believe getting sex with
strangers takes work. So they have come to Vlad to get skilled. In this sense, flirting—just like
political propaganda, religious proselytizing, media punditry, or creating good advertising
copy—is about the art of persuasion. As Isabella put it in her critique of Melissa’s dating profile:
“I want that text to imagine me, and then to give me permission to imagine back.” Seduction
turns play into work. It uses the power of playfulness, fantasy, and imagination to stir desire and
“bring the buyer into existence” as she puts it.
As the Red Bull event headline (“Soft Skills: Mastering Online Performance”) suggests,
seducing someone requires soft skills. Inspired by 1920s corporate management theories and first
named as such in 1980s job-seeking literature, soft skills are encouraged by neoliberal policies
that deregulate industries, privatize social services, and turn workers into free agents (Boltanski
& Chiapello 2007, Illouz 2007, Harvey 2005). Soft skills balance self-empowerment with
empathetic attunement to others. The term points to intangible communication skills, including
everything from interpersonal networking acumen and leadership chutzpah to general
cooperativeness, empathy, creativity, and teamwork (Hochschild 1983). In the business world,
these skills enhance employability, commoditize human potential, and help workers manufacture
self-confidence amid the pervasive work insecurity of the gig economy (Gershon 2017, Cameron
2000). Soft skills also help people cope with risk by converting the nerve-wracking
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exchangeability of work into a vista of endless choices. They turn an American work
characterized by opportunism, self-promotion, and graft into a form of almost spiritual selfdiscipline for newly precarious middle-classes (Lane 2011, Sennett 2000, Ehrenreich 1990).
In the little more than 150 years that separate books like Samuel Smiles’ Self-Help
(1845), Dale Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence People (1936), Norman Vincent
Peale’s The Power of Positive Thinking (1952), and Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In (2013), soft skills
have become mainstream ways of getting your needs met beyond the workplace (Cain 2013,
Brooks 2013). They are enshrined in liberal concepts—like social intelligence, emotional
intelligence, trigger warnings, and micro-aggressions—that promise empowerment, security, and
social and civic inclusion to historically marginalized people including poor, black, immigrant,
disabled, or gay or genderqueer individuals (Crispin 2017, Wing Sue 2010, Maskovsky 2002,
Freeman 2000).4 And they have gradually been introduced into sexual intimacy in forms as
diverse as how-to guides (from bestselling books like Alex Comfort’s The Joy of Sex to weekly
sex tips from Cosmopolitan or Maxim magazine), BDSM-inspired sex games and role-play,
online purity tests, and self-help practices meant to heighten intimacy (think of communication
techniques like “radical honesty,” self-assessment surveys about one’s romantic “attachment
style,” or guides to understanding one’s level of “erotic intelligence”). Even for disenchanted
couples today, using therapeutic communication skills in marriage counseling is often presented
as a panacea for marital discontent (Celello 2012, Illouz 2007).
In the realm of sex, these soft skills make intimacy into the product of what sociologist
Gail Hawkes calls a “preordained labor process” that is flexible and customizable but also
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For example, sex positive feminists and feminists of color since the 1970s--from Chicano to
black and lesbian BDSM collectives like Samois and the Combahee River Collective—linked
non-violent communication to consciousness-raising and sexual emancipation (Weeks 1989).
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fundamentally repetitive, easily reproducible, and portable across a range of social situations
(1996, 105). That is because soft skills act as forms of care work, replacing fraying communities
and substituting for the rewards of real intimacy by maximizing the strength of loose
acquaintances and in-network strangers—what sociologists call “weak ties.” At the same time,
self-skilling hides unequal access to social mobility behind an ideal of meritocracy. For all these
reasons, working at sex creates as many avenues for choice and empowerment as it does for
abuse. Approaching intimacy as a skill can be an empowering means to overcome isolation or to
carve out a sense of identity against repressive social structures. For Melissa, for example, it is a
way to make a living in precarious times. But it can also lead to losing touch with yourself. That
is because projecting a desirable self, whether in person or online, requires self-objectification
(Hochschild 2012). At their core, soft skills are also about re-making your own personality;
about creating a paradoxical sense of inalienable inner worth in the eyes of others.
Blurring the boundaries between work and play, popular sexual practices interweave selfgratification and altruistic care work in ways that blend emancipatory sexual possibilities with
the privatization of identity and desire through consumerism, narcissism, and the erasure of
exploitation (Risman 2018, Tiqqun 2012, Weiss 2011, Haritaworn et. al. 2006, Easton & Liszt
1997). From being free at all costs, as the counterculture prescribed, Americans now feel
compelled to be free. The form of this power is precisely its invisibility. The compulsion lies
exactly in the fact that they must be themselves (Rose 2001). Though they objectify and share
their deepest trials and tribulations in the quest for love, sex, or connection, they must face them
alone. For they seem like private affairs, unconnected to structural forces (Peck 1995). They are
personalized as deep-seated psychological impediments to overcome by way of a heroic
mythology of self-improvement and a handy, sharpened toolbox of skills.
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The injection of capitalism into dating also means that the predator stereotype is no
longer just for men (Williams 1991). Like Melissa, everyone is supposed to feel entitled to
deserve something. They are supposed to know what they want. They are also supposed to be
cool and detached if their partner isn’t down to play. In the end, they are supposed to feel entirely
responsible for the success or failure of their efforts, because they know that fulfilling their
desires depends not just on truly knowing themselves; it also depends on skilled messaging, selfbranding, and appropriate visibility in the eyes of others (Gershon 2011, Urciuoli 2008). The
myth of meritocracy says that hard work and a good attitude can overcome any hurdle (O’Neill
2018). It conceals the fact that soft skills split identity between a compulsion to be authentic and
a demand to “create a detachable, saleable image or narrative” about oneself (Hearn 2008, 198).
Of course, not everyone can rise. Successful or not, it is easy to get stuck in a cycle of perpetual
training. Hooking up means gaming the system to get your fix.
This is clear not just from the tentativeness of the men and women in the improv comedy
seminar. It is also conveyed in Melissa’s discussion of freelancing on Seeking Arrangement.
From platforms like Christian Mingle, Match.com, and Tinder to more esoteric choices like
Farmers Only (“meant for down to earth folks”), Stoner Singles (“built by stoners for stoners”),
Sea Captain Date (“the most popular Sea Captain dating community in the world”),
MouseMingle (“the place for people to connect who love Disney”), and even Date An Incel
(“turn your romantic life into a message of hope”), online dating has today become the primary
way for singles to meet. By maximizing partner choice and taking the ambiguity out of hooking
up, online dating turns sexual courtship into an unscrupulous marketplace subject to the laws of
supply-and-demand (Illouz 2007). These websites commoditize attention and manipulate users’
understanding of their own sexual desirability (Arvidsson 2006). By formalizing courtship in the
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name of unlimited choices, they encourage men and women to objectify their tastes, opinions,
and fantasies—not to mention their race, hair color, and body parts—in ways that mirror porn’s
catalogue of sexual options (“Takes abuse and love with great enthusiasm,” Melissa says). Men
and women who do not live up to normative ideals of sexual attractiveness can find themselves
sidelined (Rudder 2015).
By turning dating into a game, online dating has made commerce and community seem
interchangeable and ripe for exploitation (Illouz 2010). In a dystopian twist, for example, it is not
uncommon for those seeking hookups to jostle side-by-side with sex workers and even AIenabled chat-bots masquerading as sexy singles.5 Think of hiring a ghostwriter to author your
online dating profile; outsourcing your texts to a virtual Cyrano de Bergerac; or picking a match
based on a shared love of pistachio ice-cream. Online dating makes users feel a greater need to
perform and manage their digital identities. By flying the banner of empowerment and choice,
online dating platforms actively incentivize users to interact in predictable ways that produce
value for their advertisers (Arvidsson 2006). In a form of aspirational consumerism that is as
common to advertising as to therapy, users feel their online dating profiles should be—despite,
or perhaps because of all their work—authentic representations of themselves (Illouz 2007,
Arvidsson 2006). The result Sherry Turkle writes, is that authenticity becomes both “threat and
obsession, taboo and fascination” (2012, 4).
Episode 3. September 3rd, 2015. What about the countercultural fringe? Far from going
obsolete, after the sexual revolution it has gone mainstream. And here I will suggest that today’s
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In July 2015, for example, hackers stole the user data of AshleyMadison.com, a commercial
site for extramarital affairs. The breach revealed that fourteen percent of user accounts were
automated AI bots—half the percentage of women advertised—designed to entice men to pay
more for in-site features (Light 2016; Witt 2016).
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sexual communards are not as different from hookup culture as practitioners would like to
believe. As a counterpoint to Red Bull Studios, where a young woman uses sex for work, let us
examine a case of people working for sex. TwoTastes is a company that teaches a New Age
practice called orgasmic meditation (OM). It has been called a sex cult (Brown & Pogash 2009).
At a workshop for men run by TwoTastes, I mill around in a yoga studio in Chinatown filled
with guys in their 30s and 40s. They had each paid $250 to learn to become more connected and
satisfying lovers. OM is a partnered sex act whereby a man and a woman pair up; the woman
removes her underwear and lies down on a yoga mat; and the man kneels over her and strokes
her clitoris for 15 minutes. Many shy guys join TwoTastes to get over their sexual inhibitions.
Some seducers learn OM because they hope to get better at noticing women’s feelings.
Beyond the core practice of clitoral stroking, TwoTastes has built up a New Age
philosophy about desire, sex, and gender. In one sense, OM harks back to a centuries-old
Western fascination with erotic arts—from the Greek lesbian poet Sappho to Ovid’s Ars
Amatoria to translations of the Kama Sutra to the French libertine Marquis de Sade—that lives
on in present-day practices like BDSM and tantra (Foucault 1990). TwoTastes traces its roots to a
few intentional communities of the 1960s counter-culture. It started with an organization called
Lafayette Morehouse, a sex commune established in 1968 in California, led by Dr. Victor
Baranco (Brown & Pogash 2009). Reminiscent of Scientology’s L. Ron Hubbard and EST
founder Werner Erhard, Baranco was a quintessential charismatic leader and former appliance
salesman known as “Thug Buddha” (Ziesegar 2016). In the 1970s, he legally incorporated the
Lafayette Morehouse commune as a state-accredited university. Here he trained thousands of
Americans in an esoteric technique of orgasm control. Holding public demonstrations of socalled “deliberate orgasm,” author Peter von Ziesegar writes that students who were watching
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“Sometimes passed out, fell out of chairs, and pictures fell off the walls” (Ziesegar 2016).
TwoTastes uses clitoral touching to channel involuntary bodily processes and feelings.
Against the mainstream sexual conditioning of the predator-prey dichotomy, OM is presented as
a subtractive process of self-transformation. How so? First, OM’ers (as they call themselves) say
that divorcing intimate touch from sex frees both partners from what OM’ers call the
“commerce” of mainstream American sexuality. Commerce means social expectations that both
partners might find alienating; for example, men who feel they have to perform well sexually,
and women who feel they have to have (or fake) an orgasm to make the guy feel good about
himself. Rob, TwoTastes’ cofounder and business manager, describes the difference between
Baranco’s practice of deliberate orgasm and the present-day practice of OM:
“My perception of deliberate orgasm is that it’s the stroker—the man—who takes over a
woman’s nervous system. You’re taking her on a ride. The woman surrenders, and the guy just
basically goes in there and strokes—handles everything—and just strokes and control…
TwoTastes’ viewpoint was that it was two people coming together to create the sensation. So the
woman is as active as the man. And so both people are totally active in the process of creating
this experience. The woman’s not passive.”
TwoTastes also claims that inhibitions and shame (what he calls “crossed wires”) are a product
of social conditioning. Going beyond this conditioning to find true intimacy requires pushing
both the man and the woman out of their comfort zones. This means doing OM—a temporary
relationship that heightens intimacy and anonymity to a breaking point.
Finally, in an OMing session the woman may or may not have an orgasm. In fact, the
word orgasm does not even mean sexual climax. Instead, like mesmerism, it refers to a feeling of
bodily arousal that two people can learn to manipulate to heighten their mutual pleasure.
Practitioners of orgasmic meditation see orgasm as a subliminal, mercurial, yet thickly
connective life force that can be channeled to a range of life-affirming goals. In this way,
TwoTastes harks back to pseudo-scientific theories of esoteric energy like John Noyes’
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“spermatic economy,” Franz Mesmer’s “animal magnetism” (1779) or Henri Bergson’s “elan
vital” (1907). These meditators posit that orgasm can be harnessed and manipulated just like a
technology. For example, the beginners’ guide to orgasmic meditation (distributed to new
students) claims,
“We would go so far as to say that female orgasm offers us a new technology with the same
biological goal as the Internet—that is, to connect human beings. While the Internet is a way to
connect by means of electronic, wireless, and optical networking, orgasm is a way to access our
human technology.”
This type of language deliberately appeals to tech-savvy or socially awkward nerds—less an
erotic art and more like the “orgasmatron” in Woody Allen’s movie Sleeper (1973).
OM may seem like a stark contrast from hookup culture. Despite its seeming anonymity
and disconnection, these men and women seem more concerned with spiritual connection than
with “scoring.” In fact, OM is a logical consequence of the same forces that create hookup
culture. Stroking, author Emily Witt writes, “Allow[s] for an intimate connection but preserve[s]
an emotional distance” (2016, 51). For one thing, the 15-minute ritual reduces intimacy to the
model of a factory assembly line. For another, being vulnerable does not mean giving up power.
For men, having more insight and intuition about what women want can make them better
lovers. But it can also be wielded to manipulate women into getting sex. Third, even though
TwoTastes encourages men and women to observe a ritual practice that outwardly ensures both
people’s sexual consent, the practice of orgasmic meditation itself is all about heightening desire
and sexual tension. This ambiguity can be used in manipulative ways. For example, the role of
the man as the “stroker” seems to reinforce ideas of male physical dominance and emotional
self-mastery. In turn, the woman becomes the cipher for vulnerability and emotion. She seems
like a mysterious black box of feelings that men learn to coax out through skilled mastery.
Finally, consent may be given within situations that are otherwise coercive. As the
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handbook published by TwoTastes puts it,
“We allow our desire to flow freely, and we get pulled along in its wake. Momentum comes
because we are so attracted to where our desire is taking us—and we couldn’t stay away if we
tried. The work we choose to do, how we spend our evenings, and the sex we have with our
partners are all now decided by pleasure. We become spontaneous, playful, creative, effort- less,
and our greatest joy becomes whatever is happening right now. Because we’ve followed our
desire to this moment, gratification is always available.”
Like the Island of the Lotus Eaters who sleep in narcotized apathy, this is as much a utopian
myth as a cover for abuse. This came through when I asked a men’s seduction coach named Max
“Do you practice OM’ing still?” He replied,
“I’m done with that. I felt very manipulative energy from the people who were in that
community. It’s forced connection. Anytime you don’t want to connect with someone, they see it
as ‘Hey, there’s something wrong with you.’ And it’s like, ‘No, I actually don’t want to connect
with you.’ And they reply ‘But no, you’re supposed to be spiritual and you’re supposed to love
everyone.’ My response to that is, ‘I love you, but I don’t want you in my life.’ It’s inauthentic.
They claim authenticity, but as soon as you don’t like them, then you’re being inauthentic.”
For OM’ers, de-stigmatizing sex take the form of an obsessive sex cult. For seducers, as we will
see, hooking up takes a strategic and detached approach to sex.
Are these behaviors so different after all? Seduction, hooking up, and OMing each aim to
cultivate what Rachel O’Neill (2018) calls a “sexual work ethic.” Sociologist Eva Illouz (2007)
calls this “emotional capitalism”: the introduction of market logics of efficient production, free
exchange, and competitive advantage into the realms of sex and intimacy. Through this process
sex becomes a value-bearing resource that can be cultivated, enhanced, and used strategically to
secure material benefits. This line of thinking seems common to the point of banality in our
culture because romantic love and hedonism are two sides of a coin. They are alternating
currents stemming from one single cultural outlook: an outlook that, from the self-indulgences of
“scoring” to the ecstasy of “love at first sight,” sex is both the deepest secret of our lives and the
path to our most real self-fulfillment (Foucault 1990). If career versatility is the flip-side of doing
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what you love, it is equally true that hookup culture perpetuates itself within—not outside of—
the appealing and elusive ideal of true love. In place of a sense of belonging that would make the
Americans in this chapter feel authentically whole, they are all just temping. Maybe they are
taking sex way too seriously.

Section Three: A Brief History of Pickup Artists and Seduction Communities
If sex has become a deregulated marketplace, then like any deregulated marketplace, it
has a way of making people miserable. Seduction communities emerge out of the 1960s counterculture, 1970s men’s consciousness raising groups, spiritual awakening movements, and selfhelp literature (Lockwood 2014, Kripal 2008, McGee 2007, Pitzer 1997, Wuthnow 1996). Their
antecedents can be found in phenomena such as assertiveness training, T-groups, and the EST
Forum. Now, however, seduction communities filter all these influences through digital
information and communication technologies, consumerism, incandescent gender politics, freemarket libertarianism, and the tattered myth of self-made manhood. As John, a seduction coach,
tells me:
“You might be seducing someone to get a job. Or maybe it’s because you’re looking to get a
boyfriend or a girlfriend. There’s lots of reasons why you would want to get close to somebody,
or draw somebody in.”
True to their broad cultural roots, John implies that seduction communities teach seduction as a
skill in persuasion that has a potentially broad range of goals including—but not limited to—
sexual conquest. Like hooking up, at its core seduction is a sexual script (Simon & Gagnon
2011). It is a shared convention that gives meaning to mushy and inchoate phenomena that
happen in the chaotic space between self and others.
The word “pickup” dates to World War II anti-prostitution propaganda posters intended
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to combat sexual disease and preserve physical hardiness among troops deployed on the Western
Front (Wuebker 2015). Pickup is one application of seduction. It refers to the skill of
approaching, starting, and managing a conversation with a stranger with the intention of having a
sexual or romantic tryst. The posters painted women from local populations in Allied-occupied
territories as potential carriers of disease and threats to the war effort. Commanders thought that
sex would compromise troops’ courage, discipline, and willingness to get killed for the cause.
Later, during the late 1960s and early 1970s, self-help literature melded the expertise of
psychologists and therapists to the moral shifts of the sexual revolution and the chutzpah of the
advertising age. Popular books arising from this heady ferment included psychologists Albert
Ellis and Roger Conway’s The Art of Erotic Seduction (1967), a semi-autobiographical how-to
book for men. In 1970, Madison Avenue “mad man” and advertising copywriter Eric Weber
published How To Pick Up Girls!, moving the concept of training in seduction from a marginal
pseudo-academic curio to tap into the growing mass market in self-help literature. Weber’s book
sold millions of copies despite baldly sexist remarks by today’s standards. Its popularity reflected
feelings of sexual entitlement and frustration among middle-class American men who felt
marginalized by the sexual revolution.
In the late 1980s, a failed comedy writer and self-described pickup artist named Ross
Jeffries began leading a series of workshops for men claiming to teach them “speed seduction”
(Clift 2007). Speed seduction is a method of interpersonal suggestion, influenced by a New Age
self-help practice called neuro-linguistic programming (“NLP”). This, Jeffries claimed, would
generate powerful gifts of persuasion—akin to hypnosis—through techniques of mirroring
another person to create deep rapport. In 1992, Jeffries sold a short guide to his teachings
through mail-order catalogues titled How To Get The Women You Desire into Bed. Like Weber’s
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book, this early foray in bringing pickup skills to a mass audience was limited to the initiative of
an individual who created a marketplace by hacking through the underbrush of the male psyche
to monetize men’s unspoken fears and desires.
In 1994, around the same time online dating went public with Match.com, a student of
Jeffries (and friend of notorious internet hacker Kevin Mitnick) named Lewis de Payne initiated
an online newsgroup (called a Usenet group) called Alt.Seduction.Fast (ASF). Usenet bulletin
boards are uncensored private forums where hobbyists, geeks, and outsiders could affirm
identities that were peripheral to mainstream society (Rosenzweig 1998). ASF made use of the
internet’s capacity for aggregating anonymous, geographically indeterminate, and simultaneous
discussion threads through which users and hobbyists would discuss shared interests. This
innovation sparked new online seduction communities—including discussion forums, email lists,
websites, and blogs—where users would learn seduction techniques and share their personal
struggles and sexual experiences in so-called “lay reports.” These virtual groups inspired fans to
create in-real-life clubs called “lairs” where men would meet to learn seduction skills. When the
original ASF site became overwhelmed with spam, a group called “Learn the Skills Corporation”
developed an alternative site called “Moderated ASF” (“mASF”).
During the 1990s, seducers who congregated in online forums like the geeky-sounding
mASF remained largely out of the public eye. As self-described pickup artists, they developed
their own lexicon, and articulated a shared set of practices and beliefs that helped them transcend
their social and sexual inhibitions by modeling masculine cultural archetypes. Pickup artists were
what sociologists Howard Becker (1963) and Richard Hebdige (1979) called a “subculture,” and
participants referred apocryphally to “the seduction community” as a sign of in-group belonging.
For them, the term implied marginality and a sense of transgressive coolness that came from
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subverting social norms. While claiming to moderate the quality of discussions, mASF also
marked a first attempt to enclose the forum of freely-accessible seduction advice as legally
proprietary intellectual property. mASF lasted from 1996 to 2008, becoming a breeding ground
for a several pickup artists who would go on to create multi-million dollar businesses teaching
seduction in the 2000s (O’Neill 2018, Strauss 2005).
Up to the turn of the millennium, then, being a pickup artist (PUA) meant participating in
a subculture: a group which pursued a defined set of activities grounded in a shared set of skills,
beliefs, and social norms. Inspired by the idea of speed-dating,6 the predominant understanding
of seduction skills during this time followed the model of Jeffries’ speed seduction. As Jeffries
explains on a BBC show called Louis Theroux’s Weird Weekends (2000),
“Speed seduction is a method, a series of techniques, a way of thinking about women that allows
a man to get past a woman’s first initial impression of him, which is usually based on his money,
his looks, or his social status. It opens up a deeper, much more imaginative, much more
suggestive part of consciousness.”
Jeffries’ idea of speed seduction reflects a zeitgeist of digital culture in the 1990s, namely that
online media seamlessly democratized expertise, knowledge, and created social empowerment
(Benkler 2007, Castells 2001). As ex-seduction coach Mark Manson says, “This zeitgeist… was
that there was a knowable ‘formula’ of seduction—that if a man simply knew the correct
components and how to press the right buttons, any woman would sleep with him.”
With increasing public awareness of pickup artists, some coaches found they could make
their advice marketable (Strauss 2009, Savoy 2008, von Markovik 2007). The first notable
seduction book to achieve widespread appeal after Jeffries’ was by African American author and
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Invented by a L.A.-based rabbi frustrated by younger generations’ ineptitude in meeting and
courting each other, speed dating involves a group of men and women who take 5-minute turns
chatting to see if they like each other (Witt 2016).
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entrepreneur Tariq Nasheed, called The Art of Mackin (2000). Many Americans got their first
glimpse of seduction training in the figure of T. J. Mackey, Tom Cruise’s unhinged seduction
coach who advises his audience to “Respect the cock, tame the cunt!” in P.T. Anderson’s film
Magnolia (1999). In 2005, New York Times reporter Neil Strauss published The Game:
Penetrating the Secret Society of Pickup Artists. Gaining widespread notoriety by selling 2.5
million copies (and countless more shared illegally online), Strauss framed the semiautobiographical text as an exposé of the seduction community, and described the author’s
adoption, socialization, and eventual branding as a pickup artist while sharing a house with other
pickup artists in L.A. called Project Hollywood (Strauss’ seduction training company is called
StyleLife Academy). In 2007, Strauss’ mentor, a pickup artist named Mystery, coached hapless
men to approach women in a VH1 reality show called The Pickup Artist. A Canadian
counterpart, Keys to the VIP (2006-2008), pitted pickup artists in competition against each other
to pick up women. In 2018, a pickup artist named Richard La Ruina even created a videogame
called Super Seducer. (Despite dubious reviews—hardcoregamer.com called it “A sleazy piece
of hot garbage that you should avoid at all costs”—a sequel is due in Fall of 2018).
Pickup artists worshipped their own “gurus” (guys with cartoonish nom-de-plume like
“Mystery,” “Sweater,” and “Extramask”) and sought to master “the game” (Strauss 2005). Their
seduction techniques drew heavily on sex role theory and evolutionary psychology. Many of
these techniques sound like garish adolescent fantasies if not like downright misogyny or even
sexist violence. As communications scholar Debbie Ging (2017) notes, they include concepts
like “flooding” (facing down nervousness and forcing oneself to approach women);
“peacocking” (dressing up to attract attention), “sarging” (mechanically approaching as many
women as possible); “negging” (giving a backhanded compliment); “friendzoning” (sexually
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rejecting a man because he is a friend); “shit testing” (female defense mechanisms, a so-called
“bitch shield,” that test a man’s resolve); “pawning” (using attractive women as “social proof” to
demonstrate social desirability or high “sexual market value”); “anti-slut defense” (a woman who
seems to resist a man’s overtures because the guy thinks she does not want to look slutty); and
“bitch shield” (a woman who seems cold by habit of wanting to avoid men’s attention). A
website called PUALingo.com lists more than 700 terms.
Pickup artists have also been known to peddle more esoteric techniques of would-be
mind-control. “The cube,” for example, is a visualization technique whereby the seducer asks a
woman to imagine and describe a vivid landscape; in a psychoanalytic sleight-of-hand, the
seducer then claims to read clues to her values by how she describes this scene, thus inventing a
shared connection. “Strawberry Fields,” an in-joke about a Beatles song, is a similar
visualization game; the seducer asks a woman to visualize and describe a fenced-in field of
strawberries and makes joking inferences about her personality based on her replies. While some
pickup artists see these routines as ways to elicit someone to share more about themselves, others
hope they make women more suggestible to their sexual advances. At one seduction meetup I
attended, for example, a short, overweight middle-aged African American man told me he was
practicing hypnotic suggestion with women over the phone. I told him “that sounds difficult,”
buying time while hoping he would say more without offending him. He went on, “Seduction is
all in your speech patterns. It’s about using certain loops to bypass her conscious mind—full of
conditioning of how society tells her she should be—and speaking directly to her subconscious.
It takes practice.”
These types of approaches and pseudo-hypnotic practices are a lot of flash and little
substance. Many practitioners espouse the misogyny of what sociologist Michael Kimmel (2008)
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calls “guyland.” As one erstwhile denizen of Project Hollywood remarked to me in an interview,
“There was a sense back then that we wanted to fuck women”—he meant the double sense of
sexual penetration and exacting revenge. At the same time and ironically, however, many of
these men also reflect a skepticism towards conventional masculinity. For example, they
strategize to override the so-called “Alpha Male of the Group” (AMOG), a domineering
masculine persona who is caricatured as loud, belligerent, and protective of women in his social
circle (more on this in the next chapter).
During the 2010s, many seduction coaching businesses failed because of an increasingly
competitive marketplace that tended to misogyny, empty boasting, and thinly-veiled violence.
Many coaches and their followers seemed to be acting out obsessions or fantasies that were
unsustainable. A few years after publication of The Game, for example, Strauss checked himself
into sex addiction rehab (Strauss 2015). In addition to periodic allegations of sexual harassment
against coaches and trainees, several mass shooters in the U.S. were found to have their digital
fingerprints in online seduction communities (Nagle 2016, Prickett 2014). In the mass media,
consensus began to emerge that seduction communities were a Machiavellian, misogynist, and
vaguely perverted phenomenon; an expression of resentful losers seeking to manufacture
masculinity through atavistic desires for patriarchal power; and a catch-all for the social ills of
masculinity from chauvinism, entitlement, and promiscuity to aggression, abuse, and rape culture
(Harding 2015, Christensen 2009, Brownmiller 1991). They seemed cynical, unstable, and antisocial—mercenary buffoons who pantomime romance like stock characters in a Renaissance
Commedia dell’Arte gone off the rails (Stallybrass & White 1986). Pickup became a meme: a
provocative idea that captured previously unspeakable needs and desires, but that had evidently
run its course into a dead end of campiness.
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But if pickup declined, the underlying feelings it spoke to only grew more rampant.
Seduction techniques include a range of soft skills that aim at stirring women’s feelings of
attraction and arousal. Men who join seduction communities feel the dating game is rigged in
favor of financially successful, socially well-connected, and conventionally handsome men.
They think they are faring poorly compared to other guys. They alternately resent, yet at the
same time want to be a part of New York City nightlife, which beckons adventure but provides
unequal access to its thrills. They also desire and resent women, projecting a fantasy that women
experience endless sexual possibilities—and they do not—thanks to the notoriety of the male sex
drive. They come to think the only way to win social privileges, including access to women’s
bodies, is not to play by the rules of the game but to devise a new one: a game of chance. For
them, “game” feels like an evening of the scales of justice. It wagers that trading sexual shame
for pro-activeness, extroversion, and risk-taking works more often than sex that comes by
“accident,” by feeling “swept away,” or by “not knowing what you want and finding it anyway”
(as the young people at Red Bull put it).
Seduction coaches are usually men, but sometimes also women. As small business
owners, coaches present themselves as experts who help men (and increasingly women, too)
overcome challenges in their dating lives. There are no accepted credentials or certification
required to become a seduction coach. Barriers to starting a coaching business are low and there
is little overhead required. These factors mean that coaching is a highly competitive field. While
some sources estimate that seduction training is profitable—one documentary suggests it may be
a $100 million industry (Samra 2017)—there is a pervasive sense that it is an industry run out of
people’s bedrooms and basement offices (O’Neill 2018). As I will discuss at length in chapter
eight, being a seduction coach is precarious. Many coaches work part-time while keeping
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another job as their main source of income.
Seduction coaches use two frames of meaning to talk about seduction techniques: “outer
game,” which includes other-facing techniques, actions, and behaviors; and “inner” or so-called
“natural game,” which refers to how a man interacts with himself at the level of having (or not)
confident self-beliefs, emotions, and affects. Outer game is playful banter that is deemed more
suitable for nighttime environments, such as bars or clubs, where men compete for a woman’s
attention alongside distractions like friends, cocktails, and loud music. Inner game—read selfconfidence—suffices for more tranquil daytime environments like coffee shops, parks, and
sidewalks, where seducers think the simple bravery of approaching a stranger is unexpected
enough to warrant forthrightness and honesty. In both cases, seduction techniques are so-called
“training wheels” that should yield natural-seeming behaviors that flow intuitively through
practice and downright Pavlovian self-conditioning.
Today’s seduction communities represent a new phase in the transformation of a social
movement. Guys who are learning pickup are also trying to replace secrecy, commonly
associated with public perceptions of sexual harassment and abuse, with more aspirational and
inclusive idioms of self-help. In comparison to the subculture of pickup artists described in
Strauss’s book, the arc of seduction training claims to have moved from a focus on cynical
techniques (such as memorizing verbal scripts) to a focus on so-called “natural game” that
disfavors blatant objectification in favor of instilling self-confidence. As a result, the meaning of
the term “seduction community” has also changed. Today, it signifies not so much a practical
concern with how to seduce women (although it does that too) as with managing a subset of
men’s subjective concerns with desire, intimacy, and identity. It demands practitioners follow
practices and rituals of embodying power in the aim of self-transformation.
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Conclusion
Thanks to changing cultural norms of mediating intimacy, fewer men today are teaching
and learning Game-era pickup. One of these forces is the popularity of online dating, which has
made a seemingly endless pool of singles readily available from a pocket smartphone. Another is
the growing social stigma of pickup, which played out through a series of public allegations of
abuse, harassment, rape, and fraud against prominent seduction coaches on social media in the
early 2010s (more on this in chapter five). More recently, the #MeToo movement has made
many men more self-conscious about flirting. Also, pickup is wearing. Though it can make you
feel powerful, we will see that practitioners easily become jaded. Pickup has now become a
cliché, a cultural shibboleth. And the techniques have become well-known. Thanks to publicity
across feminist blogosphere sites like Bye Felipe, Straight White Boys Texting, and Reddit’s
Creepy PM’s, many women, now recognize and call out men who use pickup lines at bars
(O’Neill 2018, Condis 2018).
Another reason for the decline of pickup is the rise of the online “manosphere” and the
so-called “alt-right” (Nagle 2017, Ging 2017). These movements have siphoned many men away
from softcore flirting and sexual obsessiveness into politically radical collectives that seek to
promote male dominance over a wide spectrum of issues. The manosphere, for example, is a
digital ecosystem of blogs, podcasts, and online forums where users discuss in grave detail the
dark psychological corridors of masculinity. Some of these sites have received considerable
media exposure as a result of salacious or sometimes downright terrifying episodes of young
men run amok (think of episodes such as the Elliot Rodger shootings in Santa Barbara,
California, in 2014, which led to the shuttering of controversial Reddit sub-forum r/incels).
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Besides well-known manosphere sites, my informants are fascinated by websites with content
designed to entice the modern “bro”: take, for example, The Chive (a site for “funny pictures,
photos, memes & videos”), Distractify (a Buzzfeed-lite site for trending content), BroBible
(“products and stories to make your life more chill”), Swoop The World (“Get out of your
comfort zone, travel, seduce beautiful women and make life an adventure”), Good Looking Loser
(“Hardcore Self-Improvement”), and AaronSleazy.com (“Getting women with sleaze”).
Seduction is not simply opportunistic hedonism. It represents a complex, ambiguous,
arch-masculine way of getting sex in an age when intimacies—and even identities—are
increasingly objects of work. In the next chapter we will explore the reasons why men,
confronted with all this, are still joining seduction communities. Many just want to meet
somebody. Some are in it to win notches on their bedpost. But not all: some want to explore their
sexuality, to learn models of sexual relationships different from those they were exposed to as
children, or to feel like they have more choices in their dating lives. Some believe women do not,
or could not, find them attractive. Some of them want to give women pleasure but do not know
how. Others want to find a partner to settle down with. And still others want to come to grips
with what it means to be a man in America today.
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CHAPTER THREE: Masculinity and the Flight from Order

Episode 1. May 15th, 2015. It is the beginning of a week-long residential “bootcamp”: an
intensive training program blending seminar-style instruction with in-field practice on
approaching women. In the living room of an AirBnb in Chelsea, seven thirtysomething white
men sit on large fake black leather couches that create an L-shape in the living room. They will
spend the next week living together and approaching women in the city streets. Merging reality
TV with an arch-masculine coming-of-age story in what he called a “crazy crazy experience,”
their coach Graham asks them what they want:
“Why do so few guys pursue this area of knowledge? A small [number] of guys don’t know this
stuff exists. And if they did, they’d think it’s like snake-oil salesmen or penis-enlargement pills.
Because some of the [coaches] out there are amazing marketers, bullshit artists. But there’s a
wealth of knowledge out there that is amazing. And you guys are here putting yourselves through
this. Why are you here?”
Answers from the men on the couch unfold one by one:
“I’m here to improve my social life and my skills with women. I see guys who should be terrible
with women—[they’re] broke [or] homeless—but they’re really good with women. They don’t
have the looks, they don’t have the money, but they have something.”
“I want to master the craft of relationships and dating. Because life is too short. You can get
money, but you can’t get time back. And the amount of opportunities I’ve wasted with women…
If I don’t sort this out I’m gonna be an old man looking back on my life [saying], ‘what the fuck
went wrong?’ I’ve gotta invest in myself now. It’s my turn to be selfish.”
“I’m here to smash [my] limiting beliefs. I think we all have them, as men, limiting beliefs about
what’s possible, what we can get away with. [This] is actually what women are attracted to, [a
guy who’s] a little more ballsy than average. And I’ve been on this amazing journey to discover
not just how to have sex with amazing women, but what life is really about. It’s [part of] a bigger
journey about being the best me that I can be.”
“I’m here because I’m at an age at which I’m tired of letting fate take its course. At some point
you have to take control of your dating life. I’m not sure that [seduction coaching] works, but I
come here out of faith that it works. At some point, you don’t really have a choice. If you want to
improve you have to do something. I’ve come to experiment and see what happens.”
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“I’m here to get better at dating. I think this is a skill which can be learned. Some people start out
with vast amounts of natural talent. I don’t think I have natural talent—but, as a skill, I think it
could be learned by studying and practicing and just taking time to get better at it.”
Saying he has “limiting beliefs about what’s possible,” one man sees himself as ineffective at
dating. Another says, “it’s my turn to be selfish,” suggesting he sees self-interest as linked to
human connection. Saying that guys who are “good with women… have something” suggests
ambivalence about the kinds of men who possess seductive prowess. Finally, another who claims
that dating is a “skill which can be learned” reveals an analytical approach to solving the
problems of dating and seduction.
Despite these men’s fixation on skills discourses, almost without exception my
informants believe that masculinity is biologically innate. This reflects a normative American
view that gender and sexual orientation are evolutionarily programmed. The presumed
determinacy of gender from one’s sex links masculinity to heterosexuality via sexual desires for
women’s bodies (feminist poet Adrienne Rich, 1980, calls this “compulsory heterosexuality”).
This assumed causality licenses a range of other social functions and institutions, including
marriage and heterosexual reproduction. If it is held up as natural and unmediated, at the same
time, masculinity is nonetheless popularly believed to be actualized in specific contexts. As Rich
alludes, masculinity must be constantly proven by showing that one has access to women’s
bodies. In other words, masculinity is culturally coded as both biologically innate and socially
achieved. This chapter finds that men are eschewing traditional stigmas around showing male
sexual ineptitude to highlight contradictions in masculinity and work on their gender identity.
The men in question are specifically seeking to acquire the privileges of heterosexual
masculinity by picking apart and objectifying its components. Using narratives of coming out
that are more typical of gay liberation, they try to repair the power of masculinity as a felt
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property of the body. I will show how they do so by learning to express empathy and emotional
vulnerability, traits that are often counted as hidden costs of being a manly man in America
(Anderson 2009, Messner 1997). I will argue they do this work of reparation from firmly inside
the “heterosexual matrix” (Butler 1990) of male privilege. As such, seducers exemplify
masculinity in flux. They wish to become more macho, but they also want to overcome some
costs of machismo by experiencing increased emotional vulnerability and self-authenticity. As
we will see, their attempts to reconstruct their masculinity reassert male power in new and
nuanced ways.

Section One: Tuning In and Dropping Out
Since what has come to be called the Great Recession, eighty percent of all jobs lost were
held by men (Kimmel 2017). Male privilege, which historically favored men over women and
minorities in politics and employment, is no longer socially acceptable (Kimmel 2017). And in
the decade since 2008, while men are losing traditionally male forms of work, they were also
losing a clearly defined sense of what it means to be a man. A string of recent books with titles
like The Mask of Masculinity (Howes 2017), The Descent of Man (Perry 2017), Angry White
Men (Kimmel 2017), Men on Strike (Smith 2014), and The End of Men (Rosin 2012) spell out
that heterosexual male identity seems to be in trouble.
But which guys? After all, white men still earn more money on average than women and
minorities, and 95.4% of Fortune 500 CEO’s are male (Warner 2014). However, faced with their
relative loss of jobs and status amidst what some have called a “mancession” (Weigel & Ahern
2013), many middle-class American guys see meritocracy as something more like reverse
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discrimination (Kimmel 2017).7 Young men’s difficulty living up to their traditional role as
providers and protectors may encourage conservative gender ideals and even a backlash against
women’s rights (Kimmel 2008, Faludi 2006).8 This is happening not just among men but also
among some women. For example, “tradwives”—so-called “traditional wives” who extol the
virtues of staying home, bearing children, and submitting to male leadership—epitomize how
some women disillusioned by the gap between progressive feminism and the reality of enduring
inequality for women seem to embrace male supremacy and the so-called alt-right (Kelly 2018,
Crispin 2017).
As sociologist Barbara Risman (2018) notes, gender in America is in flux as never
before. In 2015, the U.S. Supreme Court established same-sex marriage equality across all fifty
states in the landmark civil rights case Obergefell v. Hodges. Recent non-discrimination laws
passed in some American states have allowed people to use bathrooms that conform with their
preferred gender identity. Gender-neutral personal pronouns like ze and e have made the jump
from marginality to mainstream acceptability in entertainment industries, social media, and
universities. In high schools and colleges, young people are more accepting of fluid and nonbinary genders and less tolerant of offensive terms like “gay” and “fag” to describe someone
who does not line up with traditional masculinity or femininity. The LGBT acronym has come to
include optional letters (“LGBTQI,” “LGBTIQ,” or just “LGBT+”) to include intersex and queer
identities. Pop stars like Miley Cyrus and alt-right provocateurs like Milo Yiannopoulos flash
queer desires and self-stylings as a badge of pride and subversive coolness.

7

This language is echoed by President Donald Trump, who often voices the view that Americans
are being taken advantage of by unfair globalization practices and international trade policies.
8
This backlash is sometimes called post-feminism, a view that feminist aims have largely been
achieved, and that therefore feminism is no longer politically valuable or needed (O’Neill 2014).
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This is also a complicated time for feminism. So-called “postfeminist” women say
feminism has outworn its value (Crispin 2017). Others march on the Capitol wearing pink hats
stitched with the words “pussy grabs back” (January 21st, 2017). There are more and more words
for male chauvinism, from “mansplaining” to “manspreading” and “manterrupting.” At the same
time, accepted expressions of female sexuality—from pole dancing classes to porn chic—tend to
be more about sexual self-display than personal pleasure (Jervis 2008). Female pop stars today
take sexual self-determination for granted and talk about their sexuality as a weapon: from
Beyonce and Rihanna (who sings “Sticks and stones won’t break my bones, but chains and
whips excite me”) to Ke$ha and Katy Perry. In her song “Last Friday Night” (2010), Perry
champions hedonism as a proving ground for yesterday’s “good girls”: “There’s a stranger in my
bed, there’s a pounding in my head, glitter all over the room, pink flamingos in the pool, I smell
like a minibar, DJ’s passed out in the yard, Barbie’s on the barbeque, is this a hickey or a
bruise?” Is sexual liberation different from making oneself into a sex object?
Even “Mattress Girl” Emma Sulkowicz, who notoriously accused classmate Paul
Nungesser of rape while they were students at Columbia University, recreates her abuse in
Marina Abramovic-inspired performance art at posh galleries in Los Angeles (Grigoriadis 2017).
Claiming that women have achieved liberation and equality can make sexual consent more
difficult, not less, thanks to what Burkett and Hamilton (2012) call “compulsory sexual agency”:
the idea that all sex is freely consented to since women no longer have grounds to legitimately
express distress. Acknowledging pain, on the other hand, is all too often equated with self-pity
and wallowing in victimhood. As psychologist Deborah Tolman puts it, “This is the
contradiction we put in front of girls: You should be confident and do well in school and do
athletics, but you’re supposed to also be a good sex object at the same time” (in Miller 2018a).
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Bestselling pulp erotica like 50 Shades of Grey—wherein a “good girl” inspires her
sadomasochistic boyfriend to undying love by making herself into a sexual plaything—
reconciles these contradictory cultural demands women face, and absolves women of
responsibility for their own pleasure (Illouz 2014, Williams 1991). As Illouz writes about 50’s
gender roles,
“Christian’s immense social and sexual power is matched only by his intense and permanent
need for symbiosis; Ana’s love is tempered by her genuine need for autonomy… [the narrative]
ultimately reconciles these struggles in intense sadomasochistic sex, which re-enacts their gender
identities and stabilizes their differences…” (2014, 46).
In other words, 50 Shades upholds the ideal of women’s sexual liberation by reproducing the
predator-prey stereotype of male and female sexuality.
Men experience a mirror-image of this double standard. In the U.S. male power is
simultaneously common and yet normatively unacceptable. As men see it, they are expected to
be both sensitive and strong. On one hand, American role models are a common point of derision
in mainstream entertainment (think of cartoonish dads like Ray Romano, Homer Simpson, and
yes, even Donald Trump). On the other, male actors and musicians often approach being a dude
with a dose of humor. From muscular icons like Channing Tatum, Chris Hemsworth, and
Dwayne Johnson to savvy nice guys like Paul Rudd, Will Smith, and Ryan Gosling, emotionally
tuned-in actors have taken the limelight from archetypes of stoic, withdrawn, and mysterious
masculine cool like John Wayne, Paul Newman, Clint Eastwood, James Dean, and Humphrey
Bogart (Grigoriadis 2017, Bordo 1999). Unlike these older stars, today’s cool guys are more
aware of male power and its abuses. They embody masculinity with a mixture of empathy,
playful self-awareness, and unapologetic hustle. This makes them “woke”—which means
attuned to issues of social justice and inequality—that has gained mainstream use in the wake of
recent U.S. social movements like Occupy Wall Street, Black Lives Matter, March For Our
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Lives, and #MeToo. These changing role models represent ways of coping with changing
cultural scripts on how to be a man. They also represent subtle ways of maintaining power. As
sexual assault researcher Vanessa Grigoriadis writes, “You can’t mock your own masculinity if
you’re not supremely confident in it” (Grigoriadis 2017, 40).
How are men responding to these changes? Many are confused. The flipside of the selfmade man, after all, is a conformist—or, worse still, a nobody. They feel angry, depressed, or
emasculated by cultural and economic changes. Many of them want to get in on hookup culture,
but equally many feel profoundly lonely and adrift. Losing the historical privileges of
masculinity also means losing a stable sense of identity. Some choose to drop out of stable
employment or family expectations (Lane 2011, Garsten 2008, Magnusson 2008). Others get
angry and resort to patriarchal sexist, reactionary masculinist and anti-feminist beliefs (Blais &
Dupuis-Deri 2012). They perceive themselves as victims caught between greedy corporate
raiders, taxpayer-fed economic elites, inept government bureaucracies, and women and
minorities whom they see as unfairly privileged by political and institutional reforms like
affirmative action and child custody laws (Kimmel 2017). However false this view may be, it
traps many American men inside a contradictory set of feelings. They simultaneously idealize
and resent received expectations of men. They feel these cultural values of masculinity leave
them ill-equipped to face the modern fluidity of gender, sex, and relationships.
Explaining how men discover seduction skills gives us key insights on who they are. The
first thing we know is that these men are experienced internet users. Seducers are steeped in
digital technologies (ICT’s) from a young age. Many of them grew up in the 1990s and early
2000s playing first and second-generation videogames. They felt drawn to gaming genres such
action, strategy, and role-playing (RPG’s), where winning is done with magic spells as much as
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with guns and swords. They were also drawn to the hyper-masculine protagonists of these
games: men who are fit, aggressive, and sexually powerful with women (Salter & Blodgett
2017). They often talk of how, as Gabriella Coleman writes of internet hackers, their “in-born
affinity for technology transformed, over time and through experience, into an intense
familiarity” (2012, 25). For example, a coach named Max explained that as a child he was nerdy
and analytically-minded. Computers were the perfect lab for him to indulge his curiosity. By the
same token, they also left him estranged from his peers: “I remember in 5th grade, when I was
ten, I picked out my first HTML book. I just fell in love with [computer] programming. I didn’t
really develop my social skills, because I loved computers so much.”
Matt suggests that there is a shared thread connecting an interest in computers with
feeling socially alienated. Being nerdy gives men like Matt a motivation and a means to get
information on how to become more socially successful. ICT’s are also one of the main routes
men use to interact with like-minded men in ways that solidify a new sense of identity.
Typically, either before or after reading Strauss’ bestseller The Game (2005), they do a Google
search and find resources—everything from e-books and chatroom forums—on seduction skills.
By reading and interacting with other men online, these would-be seducers get progressively
socialized into a shared discourse and lexicon of seduction as a set of techniques and skills
(RTFM, “read the fucking manual,” is a common admonishment to newbies). As one trainee at
the Chelsea bootcamp put it, “I’ve been reading game blogs for the past few years. [They]
seemed really interesting. They describe a new philosophy, a new way of looking at things.”
The narrative of coming out emerges as a common touch point. Jason, 33, a mixed white
and Korean executive at a tech services startup in New York City, told me his ‘Aha’ moment:
“Like a lot of guys, I was just browsing the internet. Then I saw an article online about this book
The Game. I started reading [it] and I got hooked. I just thought it was fascinating. And the
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breakthrough for me was [realizing] that social skills are a skill just like any other skill. [Just]
like you can study finance, you can study anything.”
Jason discovers that looks, money, or status are not required to feel like an attractive man. For
him, skills are self-evident values. Skills are so-called “shifters,” words that convey meaning
through the context in which they are used (Urciuoli 2008, Silverstein 1976). He describes a
gestalt shift whereby the seemingly anarchic domain of social life comes to appear as an object
of study. Part of his feeling “fascinated” is the empowering promise of this discovery. Frustrated
desire moves from being an indefinite and perhaps shameful private experience to an objective
field of knowledge—one that taps into his deeply held belief about the truth of his identity and of
sex. Sharing his desires and failures with a digital community of others who remain anonymous
allows him to feel confident (without necessarily having to feel committed) that he can change
his reality. Like Jason, many guys I interviewed felt a palpable sense of comfort, relief and
reassurance in knowing they are not alone.
This type of coming out narrative tends to presume that embracing one’s identity means
making it more visible. Other men, though, describe the emotional thrill of discovering seduction
as something that depends on the promise of hidden knowledge. Mats, 38, a digital nomad9 and
internet marketer from Germany, had previously worked in L.A. as a marketer and copywriter
for pickup artist and self-described “modern-day Casanova” Mystery (von Markovik 2007). He
is a large, stocky guy with tangled hair, a shark-tooth pendant, and an air of piratical debauchery.
We met accidentally in a Portuguese language class in New York. When I contacted him for an
interview via Skype he was living in Rio de Janeiro with his Afro-Brazilian girlfriend:
“I came out of a long-term relationship, and somebody recommended a book, Double Your
9

The term digital nomad refers to privileged Western workers who use digital technologies to
work remotely while traveling. It has gained popularity thanks to the decoupling of work from
geographically-fixed offices.
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Dating. I ignored it for a long time. I thought it’s all bullshit, you know, just people making
money. And I eventually found it for free, downloaded it, started reading it, and thought ‘Wow,
there’s something to this. These guys have something figured out that the general public doesn’t
know or discuss. Something [is] being passed along in these secret circles that’s not commonly
taught by fathers to their sons.’ I downloaded more stuff from illegal [online] forums. I got
deeper and deeper into this research frenzy. It’s like I decided to see the matrix.”
Saying he “decided to see the matrix,” Mats turns a phrase that has migrated from science fiction
and cyberpunk subcultures to New Age communities, “alt-right” online message boards, and
technology workplaces (Jones 2013). The phrase expresses a desire to delve “into a virtual
reality that replaces the realm of physical existence” (Calleja 2011, 25). Reading these texts
made him feel as though he had acquired a view of hidden truths behind waking life. They
allowed him to achieve a formerly unimaginable degree of power and self-confidence.
Seducers’ familiarity with cyberspace goes beyond reading. Their personal relationships
weave in and out of digital forms. Almost all the seducers I spoke to are active in some way or
other on social media. Some have used online forums to seek hookups or liaisons with
prostitutes. Ken, 27, is a corporate recruiter for software companies. He described how online
liaisons influenced his sense of self in high school:
“I went on Craigslist in my junior year and I met some girl. That’s when I had my first kiss. I
was a late bloomer. Then [came] more Craigslist stuff. In my junior year of college I started
online dating. I had a few hookups but I didn’t have sex until I was 21. Because I met people on
Craigslist who had done all these crazy things I got bolder and bolder. Other people who were in
college would have thought you were crazy [to meet people online]. [But] that’s where I learned
to craft pretty crazy emails and messages. And that translated into my real speech patterns, so I
just became who I was online. Which is great. You don’t want to catfish anybody through your
own personality.”
Craigslist in a free site for posting classified ads for everything from cosmetics to kitchenware
and furniture. Until 2018 it hosted sections, like “Casual Encounters” and “Missed Connections,”
that were a veritable tidal wave of unreciprocated human yearning. For men like Ken, the
internet offers a way to meet people. “Catfishing” is slang for pretending to be someone else
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online. Instead of framing authenticity and online performance as mutually exclusive, Ken says
that meeting people online allowed him to try on new ways of communicating that translated into
his everyday speech patterns.
Many of my informants pursue seduction training out of what they say is a need for
personal growth, success, and self-improvement. But as Mats suggests, the most typical cause is
a romantic breakup. For these romantics, this loss of innocence sets them on a path to learn
seduction—in some cases to win back the affection of the woman who left them. Just as often,
the men I spoke to simply reflected a diffuse sense of loss. They may see themselves as having
missed out on sexual adventures their friends were having in high school and college. They may
have lost their virginity later than their peers. They often identify as introverts or felt disabling
shyness around women and girls. These guys describe a mix of desire and paralysis. They use
seduction to get the fun, pleasure, and adventures they perceive themselves as having missed
when they were younger. Underneath this desire, wanting to control others is a reaction to
feeling out of control in their lives. To use a millennial catchphrase, they have “FOMO”—fear of
missing out—about their lack of sexual conquests. As a result, they become opportunists.
Other men stake out a somewhat different terrain. Idealistic and sensitive, these men call
themselves “beta males,” or describe themselves as suffering from “nice guy syndrome” (Glover
2003). They are the seemingly ubiquitous “man-child” of media scorn (Weigel & Ahern 2013).
Like the Victorian-era concept of neurasthenia, nice guy syndrome condenses meanings like
anxiety, introversion, apathy, sexual inhibition, overthinking, suggestibility, submissiveness, and
false empathy (Blackman 2012, Bederman 1995). The root meaning that unifies all the attributes
of a “nice guy” is subjection to women (whether as a “mama’s boy,” “sissy,” “cuck,” “mangina,”
or a “pussy”). These men are already sensitive—too sensitive, they say. Many of them are afraid
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of female emotions that they perceive as volatile and unpredictable. For many of them,
sensitivity is a cover for feelings of numbness and social alienation rooted in low self-esteem.
Like French psychologist Alfred Adler’s theory of the “inferiority complex” (in Gilman 2001),
beneath this numbness are repressed feelings of anger, sadness, shame, and the trauma of social
and sexual rejection when they were growing up. Many of them feel unwanted, invisible, and
inadequate. They misinterpret these rejections and imagine they do not deserve sex, intimacy,
and love. Others have a pervasive sense they have been trodden on their whole life. Some of
them are still living with parents. Many feel humiliated or riddled with self-doubt. Seduction lets
them feel empowered to pursue desires that stem from repressed emotions.
An example is Adrian, 29, who is African American and a semi-professional pool player
who has Aspergers syndrome. He comes across as extremely tentative and shy. He told me that
pool provides him with reassuring boundaries within which to express himself: “[Pool] calms me
down,” he said. “You get into the flow of the game, but you also have to examine the table and
calculate what works.” He described learning seduction as a means to become self-reliant in the
wake of his father’s death, his breakup with his girlfriend, and his long-term estrangement from
his mother:
“I’ve been adjusting [to these changes] in a lot of ways. …So I figured, at that point, I’d just
check it out. I really wanted to figure out certain things, and try it out, just to experience
something new. [Learning dating skills] has helped me. I guess it’s just having the guts to do it.
I’m sometimes very cautious, because I don’t want to make some mistakes, and all.”
Due in part to his disability, Adrian has struggled all his life to have intimate sexual relationships
with women. For Adrian, dating skills offer new possibilities for agency not despite but because
of the constraints they provide. They counteract the effects of the cognitive disability that
prevents him from tuning into the thoughts and feelings of other people, and letting them feel
attended to, in ways that allow him to have the social life he wants.
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In other cases these men’s motives are rooted in early family relationships: whether
growing up with absentee fathers or in single-parent households; under the primary care of
nannies or paid caregivers; or with unconventional, abusive, or downright unstable parents who
seemed incapable of sustained displays of love and nurturing. The most striking example of this
comes from Daniel, 31, a white male software engineer. Daniel is thin, sweet, and boyish. He
speaks deliberately and cautiously in a velvety southern drawl. He describes how seduction
promised him relief from maternal abandonment:
“I came from a really tough childhood. I stopped my mom from suicide a number of times.
Ultimately, though, my mom succeeded in that, and it was just me and my father and sister. I’ve
always had good relationships with guy friends, and women have been attracted to me, but I was
terrified [of women from] my psychological trauma. I reached the point where I wanted a
girlfriend in high school, and I got into [pickup artist] David D. I learned pickup. I’ve done all
kinds of crazy shit. And I did [pickup] for a good ten years. I struggled. It wasn’t working for
me. I went into [a mindset of] ‘alright, I’ve gotta try something different.’ I did NLP, hypnosis,
[using] fuckin’ crystals, whatever under the sun that I could do. …I’ve got notebooks full of
affirmations and crazy shit, like, nonstop visualization [exercises]. It became a job.”
Another trainee named Teddy told me, “When I was growing up, I had a very distant relationship
with my mother. She never told me she loved me, she never hugged me. So growing up, I just
assumed to interact with girls that way. Don’t talk to them, don’t touch them.” For Teddy,
Daniel, and Adrian, seduction straddles the line between play and aggression in a way that seems
to play out childhood family dramas—and no small amount of sexual shame. Learning seduction
allows them to feel they are finally becoming their own men. It makes them feel powerful. It also
helps them overcome an emotional dissociation from their bodies that developed as a
psychological defense against fractured family ties. It allows them to reconstruct their past
experiences of pain and loneliness in ways that tell them a coherent story about the future.
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Section Two: A Spectrum of Men
From literary anti-heroes like Philip Roth’s Alexander Portnoy (1972) to romantic strays
like Flaubert’s Frederic Moreau (1869) and Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones (1749), getting laid is a
hallowed obsession for men who feel like outsiders to seek to conquer the big city. Seduction
communities count an ethnically diverse collection of men. Besides white males, this includes
predominantly South and East Asian men, and to a lesser extent Latinos and African Americans.
They generally wear metrosexual or hipster fashion styles. Many are seeking seduction advice
because they lack strong and supportive friendships. Growing up, trainees often felt different
from their peers. They may have been shy, nerdy, or overweight. A disproportionate number of
them are first or second generation immigrants to the U.S.
They often tell stories of being bullied, harassed, or rejected by other children.
Experiencing belittlement in childhood often led them to be sensitive, introspective, and selfcritical. As we saw with Teddy, Daniel, and Adrian, this often caused them to distrust themselves
and withdraw from others, which only compounded their sense of loneliness. Ryan, a white 32year old seduction coach who left his job in the subprime insurance industry after the 2008
financial crisis, tells me:
“It’s just loneliness in general [that attracts people to dating skills]. It’s a lack of connection [in
their lives], I think, that draws people to seek this out. I don’t even have to ask [my clients], ‘Do
you have a strong social network?’ No! Of course they don’t. There’s an incredibly strong
correlation [between] my easiest cases and how strong the social circle they already have [is],
and, likewise, [between] my more difficult cases and how little of a social network they have.”
Ryan makes an important point. For many men, seduction is a solution for social alienation and a
sense of loneliness.
Seduction coaches typically say their clients exist on a so-called “spectrum.” On one
hand, they often experience social anxieties which may or may not be rooted in physical or
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cognitive dysfunctions. Like Adrian, several other men I met during fieldwork suffered from
autism, cerebral palsy, or other physical disabilities. They see seduction skills as one among
many other ways of coping with handicaps that impede their lives in all areas. On the other hand,
trainees also include recent immigrants, divorcees, and seemingly successful men who lack what
Ryan calls “dating tools.” These guys are intelligent, motivated, and successful—they just never
learned how to flirt. Both groups see seduction not only as a remedy for being outsiders but also
as a systematic means of pursuing the good life. The spectrum is a spectrum in another sense
too—an emotional one. Some of these guys betray thinly veiled rage against women. Others are
empathetic, self-conscious, and sensitive to the point of self-effacement—especially around
women.
These two sides of the spectrum are outliers. In between is a vast, mushy mix of guys:
those who feel aggrieved or entitled; loners who want revenge against their childhood bullies; or
lonely souls who seem apathetic or who want to explore their sexuality. Feeling mentally
cluttered or impeded, they probably just lack a sense of direction and self-confidence. Often,
meeting them felt eerily anticlimactic. Far from seeming gaudy or predatory, they are
surprisingly average-looking cis-gendered males. They might be bored doing faceless corporate
work in what David Graeber (2018) calls “bullshit jobs.” In a culture that increasingly equates
success with visibility, self-promotion, and extroversion, they feel like Richard Wright’s
protagonist in The Outsider (1953): alienated, morbidly reflective, and prone to self-loathing.
And some simply seem a bit directionless. Like the drifting, indecisive, slightly paranoid
protagonist Antoine in Jean-Paul Sartre’s novel Nausea (1938), they are looking for a little
excitement in life. Above all, they are searching for a sense of human connection that gives life
meaning. As millennials, they were told they were special. Now that the world seems none too
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impressed, they want to be the stars of their own movie.
Paul, 32, is far from ordinary. He is white and part Oneida (the Native American tribe,
not the Perfectionist commune). A former data analyst for a corporate marketing firm, he felt
politically radicalized by the 2008 financial crisis, becoming a leader in the Occupy Wall Street
movement while doing a PhD in sociology at a prominent New York university. As a side hustle,
he runs a blog titled Anarchy Isn’t Easy and rents himself out by the hour on the male escort
service RentAGent. Paul is intense and charismatic—a natural leader. He tells me he practices
capoeira (a Brazilian martial art) as well as shibari (a form of Japanese erotic bondage with
ropes). His hair is unkempt. He sports a mustache like the Guy Fawkes mask from the movie V
For Vendetta (directed by transgender siblings Lana and Lilly Wachowski, 2006). Some would
call him a “manarchist”: a macho anarchist according to urbandictionary.com (not to be
confused with a “macktivist,” a guy “who participates in marches so that he may have access to
cute girls who believe in saving the planet”). He talks as if he were rapping at a poetry slam,
reeling off a continuous mix of critique, pop psychology, and profanity-laced street-smarts.
Through a haze of marijuana smoke in his apartment in Williamsburg, Paul describes
how seduction helped him overcome his shyness: “My mom talked about getting raped once.
And I grew up being afraid. I didn’t want to be that guy. I was afraid of making a move even
when the woman was giving me a signal.” He adds,
“It’s cool to see people [who] come [to the U.S.], who don’t speak English as a first language or
who obviously have insecurity issues, overcome their limitations and realize that it all [gender,
sex] really is just a social construction. But the reverse is also true. I’m an attractive guy. I’m a
smart guy. I have alpha qualities. I’m talented. And I can run a really good conversation. But you
can have all the right attributes in the world, and if you don’t have this [skill] those attributes
won’t count for anything. In fact, they can work against you. Because then people will see your
fear that much more clearly.”
Naming what he calls “alpha qualities,” Paul says that success—whether in work or in dating—is
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a function of how much emotional impact he has on others. This does not depend only on his
personal qualities. Emotional impact may be a visceral force, but gender is still a “social
construction” that depends on others’ expectations. In short, he implies he will be alone, despite
his gifts, if he does not own up to the predator role.
Paul suggests seduction models aspects of what sociologists call “hegemonic
masculinity” (Connell 2005). Hegemonic masculinity names a set of cultural beliefs that promote
male domination and female subordination by producing a set of taken-for-granted cultural views
that ascribe sexual agency to men and passivity to women. Hegemonic masculinity, which
pickup artists call “alpha masculinity,” is typically characterized by attributes of courage, risktaking, willful individualism, endurance, aggression, competitiveness, physicality, self-reliance,
self-confidence, toughness, resistance to pain, sexual potency, resolve under pressure, and
tightly-regulated emotional self-control to the point of stoicism. Speech and interpersonal
behaviors are often used to assert dominance, attract attention to oneself, or take the floor from
others. At its extremes, hegemonic masculinity shades into what sociologists call toxic
masculinity: a ruthless pursuit of domination where competitiveness walks hand-in-hand with
bigotry.
Recent polling suggests that ideals of male strength, sexual aggression, and stoicism still
run strong among adolescent boys (Miller 2018a). But Paul also suggests that the normative
demands of alpha masculinity “can work against you” if you do not have seduction skills. Alpha
masculinity and seduction draw on similar cultural views of gender, but seduction is not
reducible to alpha masculinity: it demands that seducers appreciate the cultural contingencies of
gender, even if only to bend social expectations to their own will. Alpha masculinity legitimizes
the acceptability of male power by adapting a Hobbesian theory of evolutionary psychology to
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state that it is natural for men to compete over sexual possession of women’s bodies (Ryan &
Jetha 2010). Psychologists, for example, tell us that men and women are most likely to behave in
gender-stereotypical ways when they are trying to attract someone of the opposite sex
(Griskevicius et. al. 2006). In the U.S. masculinity is most commonly linked to sex through
discourses of the male sex drive. This story says that men are animals who, if they could get
away with it, would wantonly pursue their sexual gratification (Gutmann 1996).
This is contrasted to a commonsense view that female libido is restrained yet volatile;
that it is diffident and generally difficult to decipher. Social stigmas against female sexual
aggression mean, for example, that many women are receive the message that their sexual
appetite is wrong. As a result of this cultural conditioning, they may even be less attuned to their
own feelings of bodily arousal (Chivers et al 2010). Evolutionary psychology—and its
controversial theory of “parental investment”10—proposes that women are turned on by safety,
faithfulness, and intimacy. That men are hornier and women are choosier. That women trade sex
for affection. Because of this, it is women’s job to bend men’s sexual drives towards
monogamy—or so the story goes (Bergner 2013). This fable is rooted in Darwinian views of
sexual selection as a struggle between males for sexual access to submissive women (Darwin
2007, Trivers 1973). Men often think this ascribed (yet perhaps incorrect) sex difference requires
tact, grace, and indirectness in making sexual overtures. They commonly experience this paradox
as trying to achieve sex by avoiding a no (Leek 2015, Friedman & Valenti 2008). Some seducers
even believe in what Michael Kimmel (2008, 49) calls the “date rape myth,” which is that
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Parental investment theory states that men and women have different evolutionary motivations
for sex. Whereas men are expected to maximize their chances to spread their seed, women are
held to be wary of sex due to the risks of pregnancy and motherhood they stand to bear should
their mate decide to take off (Bergner 2013).
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“women want sex just as much as men do but are socialized to say no even if they mean yes.”
At a seminar called Art of Charisma, for example, the coach John explained it like this:
“Girls want sex as much as guys do. But they always have to try to get [men] to invest more, to
get them to invest as much as they can, and screen them. It’s a girl’s job to resist and set
boundaries early on. But as a guy, you guys are hunters, you have to pursue them. Because what
will happen if you don’t is, you’ll end up in the friend zone. Even if the girl likes you, she’ll
know ‘there’s no sexual tension. I don’t know what happened.’ It’s because you didn’t press
things. So, as a guy, it’s your job to push things forwards. So, you want to be clear about where
you’re going, so that you have a reasonable chance to get there.”
Or take the words of Magic, and Indian immigrant who left his home country and became a
Miami-based seduction coach after a devastating breakup with his fiancée back home:
“There is no ‘let me take you on a date, let me be nice to you.’ No, no, no. You’re a woman, I’m
a man. I’m gonna seduce you, take you home, do things to you that a man should do to a woman.
So that’s why I come across as a man, that’s what really turns them on. Women say this all the
time; even if she’s 55 years old, she’ll tell you she often feels as if she’s with a little boy [with
her partner] as opposed to a man. What they’re saying is that the guy has very shy or childish
behavior. [But] we’re trained this way. ‘Respect women.’ Now, what the fuck does respect
women mean? Should I approach her, should I not approach her? Should I touch her or should I
not touch her? If I say, ‘I want to take you home and fuck the shit out of you,’ am I disrespecting
her? What is respect? So a lot of us, we get really confused as we’re growing up about what the
boundaries are. And when you do that for 5, 10 years, that’s who you become. You don’t want
her to feel uncomfortable, but in the process of not making her feel uncomfortable you lose all of
the attraction. This is why I talk about mindset. If you understand that women want the same
thing that you want then you will not see that as disrespect.”
There’s obviously a big potential for abuse in Magic’s view of equal-opportunity sexual
liberation. The blurriness of “respect” potentially legitimizes sexual coercion.
This is in part why sociologists argue hooking up perpetuates a sexual double-standard
that favors men (Kalish and Kimmel 2011, Kimmel 2008, Bogle 2008, Glenn and Marquardt
2001). For example, after learning seduction some men feel empowered to engage in sexually
coercive behaviors without seeing them as such. On the other hand, fear and desire are
interconnected. Before their coursework, many seducers have the opposite problem than sexual
harassment: they seem unwilling to flirt, and believe women could not like them or find them
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desirable. These are two sides of the same cultural belief that suggests that men are the hunters
and women the guardians of sex (Serano 2008). For example, think of the line a horny, sexuallyfrustrated teenage Jonah Hill spouts to Michael Cera in the Judd Apatow film Superbad (2006)—
“You know when you hear a girl saying, like, ‘Ahh, I was so shitfaced last night, I shouldn’t
have fucked that guy’… We could be that mistake!”—some men even enter their seduction
training believing women do not like sex. They are reluctant to be hunters. As Gad, Adrian’s
coach, told me in an aside at the bar where Adrian was practicing meeting women: “He’s
terrified. He believes he’s hurting [women] when he talks to them.”
As Paul suggests, the alpha male’s independence and stoicism means he is ill-equipped
for romance. If men are conventionally thought to lack romantic finesse, then the myth of the
chivalrous gallant—a swashbuckling rogue who tears through social conventions and
prohibitions, sweeps swooning damsels off their feet, and remains stalwart amidst consuming
passion—marks an exception (Allen 2007).11 During a coaching seminar, one coach named Eli
boiled this myth down to its blinkered views of men and women:
“In many sexuality doctrines they talk about how the man is the master in the situation. He is the
solid, stable, grounded one. The wood. She is the storm, she is the tempest. And as he holds her,
she goes out of control, and that is the sexual experience. And you [guys] probably feel like,
where the fuck do I fit in this? I’m just like the stable container-holder? Do I have an experience,
or am I just like a walking, talking boundary?”
Eli’s saying that men are supposed to be logical and women are supposed to be emotional. The
myth of romance says that passion comes from these two elements coming together. It is no
surprise, then, that being romantic enables male power over women by affirming ideals of male
sexual potency and female submission (Gordon 2018, Flood 2008, Allen 2007, Demetriou 2001):
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Americans might think of Fabio Lanzoni (“Fabio”), the Italian fashion model and actor who
appeared on the covers of dozens of harlequin romance paperbacks in the ‘80s and ‘90s with
titles like “Lovestorm,” “Gentle Rogue,” “Savage Thunder,” and “Rough and Tender.”
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she is “the tempest,” as Eli says, yet through it all he is the one who “holds her” and remains “the
master in the situation.”
In the aftermath of sexual liberation, the gallant and the damsel in distress have been
replaced by the sexual conquests of the so-called “player” (Grigoriadis 2017). Anthropologists
file this under the cross-cultural phenomenon of machismo, a cult of male virility that revolves
around sexual potency mixed with misogyny (Stevens 1973). Machismo plays an ideological
role in class conflict. For example, it helps working-class men shore up a compromised sense of
manhood by asserting prowess in their carnal relations with women (Gutmann 1996, Lancaster
1994, Pena 1991). It consolidates alliances with other men across race and class lines by
asserting power over women—for example by stereotyping them as mysterious, emotionally
unstable, and potentially treacherous—in ways that weaken their class consciousness (Gordon
2018, Franco 1989, Behar 2001). Like hegemonic masculinity, Roger Lancaster notes that
machismo is a flexible and internally variegated “field of productive relations” (1992, 12) that
accommodates seemingly incongruous desires and behaviors.12
Despite being as much myth as reality, machismo manufactures consent across a range of
social institutions without overt force thanks to common-sense tropes like ‘Boys will be boys’ or
‘That’s the way men are.’ Yet there is always a gap between the ideal-typical attributes of
machismo and how most men feel in their everyday lives (Hanlon 2012, Gutmann 1996). One of
these gaps, of course, is that many men desire strong emotional ties with their families and sex
partners (Giordano et al. 2006). Although many men may feel misrepresented, marginalized, or
tyrannized by the power of machismo, they are often complicit in upholding its fictions for the
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This is highlighted, for example, by the proliferation of machismo in queer settings, such as
among lesbians once referred to as bull dykes and gay male leathermen (Halberstam 1998).
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partial benefits they give them (Connell & Messerschmidt 2005, Hearn 2004, Demetriou 2001):
for example, the expectation for men to win a living in the world of work and politics while
women stay home and take care of nurturing and caring for her family. This is why, for Paul,
even normatively attractive guys may suffer from not having seduction skills because “People
will see your fear that much more clearly.” Or as Max puts it: “There are [men] who don’t feel
worthy, and there are [those] who feel like nobody else is worthy of them. These are actually the
same thing, just [from] different [perspectives].” Blinded by the advantages—or desires for the
advantages—of status, seducers strive to make clear and objectify the social relations that ensure
men’s power. They do so precisely because they do not feel powerful.
Men who join seduction communities tend to lack real-life role models and mentors.
They often turn to superheroes and celebrities. From Steve Jobs to Elvis Presley, James Dean,
Clint Eastwood, John Cusack, Batman, Spiderman, Iron Man, Scottie Pippen, Marlon Brando,
James Bond, J.D. Salinger, and Magneto from the comic book X-Men, a core of predominantly
white, male celebrities, musicians, athletes, actors, superheroes, stars, and sidekicks animate their
childhood fantasies of masculinity. These heroes are outlaws, rebels, vigilantes, or misfits,
outsiders at the margins of society who have been rewarded and glamorized for their perceived
otherness. They are unique, supremely talented beings who transcend laws of humankind and
nature alike. Yet they are often reluctant stars. They have special gifts, so the story goes, and
sometimes do work for the common good. In fact, their heroism is only possible because of the
hapless guy they embody in their everyday lives. As Anastasia Salter and Bridget Blodgett write,
these heroes are “Both larger than life and incapable of acting as a normal person” (2017, 37).
Like the accidental killer Raskolnikov in Dostoevsky’s existentialist novel Crime and
Punishment, being mediocre in everyday life makes macho exploits seem more superhuman.
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Rohan, 26, is a men’s seduction and sex coach. He was raised in upstate New York by Sri
Lankan and Filipino parents who never spoke with him about sex. “My whole life I was very
shy. I’d get anxiety going to school. I would go days without speaking. And for most of my life I
was ok with it until puberty.” Suddenly craving female company, he felt hopelessly inadequate.
He tried to kill himself at age 16. Realizing that he needed to “take conscious control” of his life,
he turned into a self-described “self-improvement junkie.” He thought it was a problem with his
masculinity (“I thought I wasn’t man enough”) so he took up wrestling and boxing. In college he
did ROTC, and took a lieutenant commission after graduation. “I was trying to make myself
[into] a man,” he says. But he turned down a commission in the Marine Corps because “I didn’t
want to be brainwashed,” as he puts it. “My second was to prospect for the Hell’s Angels, which
didn’t work out because I rode a rice burner.” Instead he learned pickup, joined TwoTastes (“the
best game in town,” he says), and planned to write an erotica novel in the style of 50 Shades of
Grey. He says he always idolized sidekicks rather than stars. Yet somewhere in the middle of our
conversation, he pauses to ask me, “Do you think I come off as arrogant?” Becoming an expert
at seduction makes him feel both macho and sensitive to appearances.
Or take Xavier, 28, a high school art instructor. He is stocky and slightly hunched,
probably from spending too much time in front of screens. He comes across as sweet, quiet, and
reflective. At a bar near his shared apartment in Park Slope, I asked if he had any role models
while growing up. He replied,
“No, [not] until David [seduction coach]. I respect my dad. He’s a pretty manly man, the strong
silent type. He was a refugee from Hungary right after the fuckin’ Holocaust. …He was a pretty
badass kid. When he was 13, he asked the rabbi what dinosaurs had to do with the Bible. The
rabbi gave him a little smack, and my dad punched him in the face. So my dad was kind of my
hero. He’s a pretty cool guy. [But] you know, he’s not in touch [with his emotions]. They don’t
build guys like that anymore. What kind of war do we go through? We whine about the
economy. I can’t stand it. I want to bring back the energy from the loins and connect to that.”
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As Xavier tells it, in many ways he sees his father as a desirable and scarce embodiment of the
self-made man. He is risk-taking, self-reliant, and resistant to orthodoxy and authoritarianism.
Although he esteems his father, he finds him overly rigid and ultimately inadequate as a guide in
Xavier’s search for a masculine ethos. However, Xavier wants access to his emotions with a
strong caveat: the “energy from the loins,” a sense of sexual dominance that insulates the
potential effeminacy implied by emotional vulnerability. “I think it’s attractive to be masculine,
but it’s not socially acceptable,” he adds. On some level, Xavier implies, modern society is
decadent. Implying that masculinity should be something passed down generationally, Xavier
sees becoming manly as an exercise in redemptive, if not reactionary, gender purity.
If orthodox American masculinity conflates men’s femininity with homosexuality
(Kimmel 1994), a range of recent studies show male American Millennials are embracing
sentimentality. Eva Illouz (2008) describes the New Man as someone who is pro-feminist,
displays empathy, has fluency expressing his emotions, and engages in communicative
reflexivity with his partner. The New Man is a lot like what seducers call “nice guy syndrome.”
Some sociologists argue a lessening of homo-hysteria among today’s heterosexual young men
allows them to express previously stigmatized forms of emotional support, affective softness,
touching, metrosexuality, and gay-friendliness (Anderson 2011, McCormack 2011, Baker &
Hotek 2011). Young men today increasingly value authenticity and an ability to be open and
expressive of their individuality regardless of sexual orientation. However, through my
conversations with seducers I discovered that the inclusiveness of the New Man does not
necessarily trouble the primacy of heterosexism, patriarchal power, or other forms of structural
inequality.
Sensitivity, machismo, and misogyny can go hand-in-glove. This is exemplified by a new
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breed of online male celebrities, like Logan Paul, who rose to fame through his YouTube videos
(pranks, sketch comedy, and “vlogs”) and playful, rude boy style of authenticity. Paul has been
caught up in a series of controversies, from recording a song where he physically rides women
like a bicycle (“No Handlebars”) to his infamous vlog of a dead man hanging from a tree in
Japan’s Aokigahara forest. Guys like Paul are sensitive macho men. They have been called
“spornosexuals” (Simpson 2014): dudely, subversive, metrosexual, tough-yet-sensitive manchildren who take shirtless selfies to show off their gym-toned muscles on Instagram. These guys
espouse privilege while claiming to embrace emotional openness, non-aggressiveness, political
wokeness, and their own feminine side (Morris & Anderson 2015). For this type of straight guy,
sensitivity, reflexivity, and cultural relativism may simply secure their privileges amidst the
normalization of gay rights and feminism. It can hide enduring gender hierarchies behind liberal
attitudes of tolerance, negative freedoms, and virtue signaling (Messner 2016, O’Neill 2014, De
Boise 2014, Bridges & Pascoe 2014). This is exemplified by what authors in the feminist
blogosphere call “Nice Guy Syndrome” (which is similar, but not quite the same, as how
seducers use the term): guys who perform sensitivity and niceness for women as a strategy to get
in their pants.
Many seducers are analytical to a fault. They are often highly educated, and most have
college degrees. Their fields include IT and technology, data analytics, finance, computer
programming, engineering, graphic design, entrepreneurship, and the bench sciences; as well as
more traditional career paths in medicine, law, and management. If they are “math men” rather
than “mad men,” their troubles are in fact not so different. Technology, finance, and media
industries in America are still dominated by men and have been critiqued for perpetuating
fraternity-style sexism (Marwick 2013, Maclean 2013, Tilcsik 2011). As labor has become more
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feminized—meaning it increasingly involves service, care, and soft skills that patriarchal
institutions historically assigned to women’s worlds—men have also usurped workplaces
traditionally reserved for women. As they have done so, these jobs have become de-stigmatized,
better paid—and rife with misogyny (as in the ubiquitous notion of “tech bro” work culture;
Chang 2018, Wissinger 2016). These men’s search for systems of seduction reconciles a
contradiction: it enacts the latent patriarchal values of these workplaces while promising to fix
their dissatisfaction with bureaucratic organizations that treat them like cogs in a machine. Many
of them were taught that women are a reward they should expect for doing well at their jobs.
When they discover money cannot buy love, some of them turn to seduction.
Noah, 39, is a white male IT consultant. He has shaved his (probably balding) hair down
to a glossy dome. He is a fast and heady talker and comes across as earnest and sensitive. He
says he was shy as a kid. He still considers himself introverted, and went through long spells of
depression and medically-diagnosed attention deficit disorder (ADD). He described the effect of
his work life on his sense of self:
“Up until today I’ve worked for three multi-billion dollar companies and three startups. But I’ve
always struggled with [my career], [with the ethics of] increasing their earning power… I
recognized that I’m not gonna be happy in these jobs, because they’re not designed to [make
people happy]. I’ve been ground down under this common cultural drive of production. It eroded
my ego [to the point that] my relatedness to people was becoming problematic. I felt like I had to
keep doing things to move up the corporate ladder, to make more money, so that I could impress
the chicks. That exchange, the commerce of it all. I was conflating my work with my
relationships, [thinking], ‘I can’t have a relationship if I don’t have work.’ It was painful.”
Never mind the drudgery and exhaustion of sitting hunched in front of a computer, pulling sixty
hour workweeks that leave him little time for a social life. On an existential level, Noah feels like
a faceless node in a network that erodes the differences between humans and machines.
Noah then attributed his burnout to his insight that communication should flow:
“My psyche is steeped in the idea of two things. One, making life easier for other people, myself
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included. And two, just a kind of natural geekiness. [In] every business I’ve ever worked at I’ve
always created systems that were highly effective, increased levels of communication, and just
gave better results. That’s what I’m trying to do. It requires connectivity. Human conductivity.
Connection. You can’t just elect to create a system and say ‘here, this is yours,’ because people
won’t accept it. I feel like ‘I’m not a master of [the system].’ I know what needs to be done, but
I’m not a master of it. And it shows up in other places in my life, [like] in the relationship I had
with my family. It definitely shows up in my relationship with my girlfriend [laughs].”
What motivates Noah is a belief that communication should be seamless. Upgrading his social
connections is an ambition that unifies his work and romantic life. This may seem ironic, given
that “conflating my work and my relationships” was the source of his burnout. In fact, it is a
logical stance. Seduction training rekindles a sense of humanness that Noah finds missing in his
work. Moreover, both work and relationships take a practiced skill in congeniality, if not selfeffacement, as when he says “I know what needs to be done, but I’m not a master of it.”
Noah talks about his “natural geekiness.” Geek is slang for someone who takes deep
interest in computing but who is socially inept (Connell 2005). Geeks often evince a passion for
technology, science, and pop culture genres like fantasy, science fiction, and comic books (Salter
& Blodgett 2017, Massanari 2017). They are often technocrats, believing that skill and
specialized knowledge should trump social perceptions of what is good (Varma 2007, Kendall
2000). With the transition to a technology-driven economy over the past 20 years, nerds and
geeks have moved from marginality to a position of relative prestige. This is exemplified by
trends as disparate as “geek chic” (Wissinger 2016); the canonization of techies like Steve Jobs;
the popularity TV shows like Sherlock, The Big Bang Theory and Silicon Valley; the takeover of
Hollywood by comic-book franchises (Salter & Blodgett 2017); the rise of eSports; the growth of
the videogame industry (Condis 2018); and the explosion of online dating. Invented by Harvard
computer science students using an early IBM computer, online dating has skyrocketed in
popularity and commercial viability thanks to platforms like Match.com (invented by Silicon
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Valley entrepreneur Gary Kremen in 1993), OKCupid (invented by Harvard math majors in
2004), and gamified platforms like Tinder (invented by Sean Rad and Justin Mateen, Beverly
Hills jocks who were inspired by Facebook and by gay dating apps like Grindr; Witt 2016).
If nerds bear affinity with certain hegemonic masculine traits like control,
competitiveness, and value-maximization, the term “geek” suggests they also feel uncomfortable
exuding macho traits like physical strength or sexual prowess (Kendall 2011, Connell &
Messerschmidt 2005, Eglash 2002). Their combination of material privilege and socio-sexual
exclusion bears strange fruit. Just like Jesse Eisenberg’s portrayal of Mark Zuckerberg in David
Fincher’s film The Social Network (2010), they are somewhat proud of their outsider status as
beta males (Salter & Blodgett 2017). Exemplified by the 21st Century Horatio Alger myth of
college dropouts-turned-entrepreneurs, they want to use cleverness to turn their perceived
weakness in the dating game into tactical advantages (Lingel 2017). In seduction communities,
nerd identities are glossed with terms like “beta males” or the acronym “AFC” (“average
frustrated chump”). While used self-deprecatingly, these terms also allow them to feel validated
as members of a hidden moral majority. They also allow them to see themselves as victims of a
society that apportions rewards to alpha males and the women who date them.
By fixing their identities to a stance of persecution and righteous struggle, being insideroutsiders to valued forms of masculinity can in some cases intensify obsessions with masculine
stereotypes. For sociologists, for example, toxic masculinity represents machismo on steroids.
Sociologist R. W. Connell (2005) says that toxic masculinity is overcompensation for perceived
vulnerability, including shame or traumatic prior experiences of humiliation, that these men
interpret as personal weaknesses they must overcome. Toxic masculinity turns hegemonic
masculine characteristics like stoicism, toughness, and social dominance into fixations. Fixations
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might be benign, like obsessively pumping iron, doing extreme sports, or engaging in locker
room banter. They could also be malignant, such as squeezing one’s body past its limits by using
performance-enhancing drugs that toe the line between risk-taking and masochism. These
hegemonic masculine behaviors may even be weaponized in fantasies of revenge, perhaps by
bullying or attacking gay men; sexually assaulting or domestically abusing women; committing
mass shootings or terrorism; or buying into fascism, political authoritarianism, or strongman
tactics, whether in public or from the relative safety of a computer.
Toxic masculinity is a useful but ultimately inadequate theoretical framework for
understanding seduction trainees. It does not capture seducers’ nuanced ambivalence about those
cultural values of male power that favor alpha males. Nor does it address their liberal (or
libertarian) skepticism of the social structures—from political pandering, capitalist globalization,
economic inequality, environmental degradation, institutionalized racism, endless warfare, and
religious conservatism, to everyday bullying, homophobia, and petty sexism—that have
historically privileged “alpha males” throughout U.S. history. To sharpen the point, we need to
understand ambiguity as a strategy, even as an ethical perspective. Seducers are both woke and
often misogynistic. They are playful players (Grigoriadis 2017). In short, their sense of
masculinity is hybridized (Bridges & Pascoe 2014, Demetriou 2001). They want to temper
masculine power so that it can be fluidly applied across different contexts (Butler 1990). They
want to create a third style of masculinity that marries the emotional benefits the New Man
enjoys while affirming the power of the alpha male. This means they exude aspirations to
traditional male privilege while also espousing liberal and progressive political beliefs in other
areas. And they do not see these beliefs as logically incompatible. Behind a countercultural ethos
of fun, playful transgression, and emotional self-expression, they fundamentally value power.
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They blend wokeness and anger in ways that manage to fit progressives (think Bernie Sanders)
and reactionaries (think Milo Yannopoulos) under the same tent.
Hybridity characterizes not just seducers’ outlook, but also (as we will see in the next
chapter) the practice of seduction itself. Seduction’s paradoxes of control and self-expression can
be distilled in the masculine archetype of the hacker. Hacking refers to practical-minded
tinkering and solving problems by creating clever shortcuts. Whereas the term “geek” stresses
the social awkwardness of the nerd as the quintessential non-alpha, hacking connotes the nerd’s
socially-valued traits of cleverness in the aim of subverting or repurposing social systems of
value. In its narrow definition, commonly called “black hat” (or malicious) hacking, the term
means exploiting systemic insecurities to gain unauthorized access to computer networks for
personal gain. But the root value of this work is not simply technological. For hackers, it is social
engineering. Like taking a fresh-air ramble across country fields, this can be as harmless as
taking an unauthorized stroll through off-limits information systems (Cornwall 1985). Or it can
include strategic ploys like talking someone into giving away their password, rifling through
garbage to obtain keycards, or looking over someone’s shoulder through digital or in-person
surveillance (Jordan & Taylor 1998). A good hack reflects gendered understandings of macho
rebelliousness done with risk-taking bravado (Jordan & Taylor 1998).
Thanks to economic, cultural, and technological developments hacking has moved
beyond a narrow definition of technical proficiency. In a technology-driven economy nerds and
geeks have gained increased public status as “the ultimate twenty-first century entrepreneurs”
(Varma 2007, 361). The once-narrow definition of hacking now encompasses a growing number
of workers, like Noah, in tech-intensive workplaces—from startups to corporate boardrooms and
Ivy League MBA’s who populate New York’s “Silicon Alley”—that seek to harness emerging
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value chains through disruptive innovation, growth-hacking, failing upwards, and a “move fast
and break things” mentality (Simon & Lanier 2018).13 It has inspired fast-paced product cycles
that increasingly affect legacy industries like advertising, branding, hospitality, tourism, and
public relations (Boltanski & Chiapello 2007, Mazzarella 2003, Packard 1957). So-called “white
hat” hacking, for example, means using knowledge of systemic vulnerabilities to strengthen a
network’s resilience to attacks. Hackers are commonly romanticized in pop culture as rebels, as
paragons of disruptive pragmatism, who come up trumps in corporate America by doing work
they love. The pleasures of hacking are utilitarian and consumerist, to be sure. But like the sexual
communitarians we encountered in the last chapter, they also celebrate creativity, sharing, and
meritocracy beyond personal property rights.
Seducers distill the “hacker ethic” (Coleman 2012) into social relations in hopes of
changing their everyday experiences. Exemplified by films like Revenge of the Nerds (1984),
they hotwire male power and repurpose it to their own ends. Richard, a former seduction coach
who is now married, in his forties and working as a sex therapist, relates the idea of hacking to
seduction’s value in dealing with the limitations of people’s socially-conditioned views of male
and female sexual desire. Speaking to a room full of guys at a seminar in Chelsea called Raw
Masculinity, he explained his idea of “skillful violation:”
“How often have you heard a woman say, ‘I just wish he knew what to do. I don’t want to have
to tell him. I just want him to know what to do.’ Women are conditioned to be the gatekeepers
[of sex]. But they’re trained to say ‘no.’ They’re trained that their sex is bad, it’s dangerous. And
with women, it’s often easier for them to produce sensation in their partner’s body than it is for
13

Appearing on NBC news in 2011 to promote his leadership book The Two-Second Advantage,
entrepreneur Vivek Ranadive refers to Mystery as a paragon of using data analytics to boost
performance: “Mystery had no luck with women, and he decided that he was going to get really
good at it. He just started practicing talking to women. And now he claims he’s the world’s
greatest pickup artist. What can a bank, a retailer, or a phone company learn from Mystery? It
turns out, a lot. He’s figured out the exact right thing to say at a woman at the exact same time.
And companies are trying to give the right thing to their customers at the exact right time.”
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them to really feel what they’re feeling in their own body. So there’s gridlock. There’s a situation
where, to get into the territory [sex] that both of us want, there’s this boundary that you have to
cross that you’re not gonna get permission for. She’s not gonna invite you. She’s not gonna say
‘Would you please bla bla bla.’ She is built in such a way that she can’t. She won’t have the
experience that she wants to have. So there must be this way in which you make it through the
barbed wire into the garden, which is where both of you actually want to be. But this is of course
extremely risky. It’s extremely risky.”
Seducers are trying to hack the hook-up. Both hackers and seducers use their self-ascription as
nerds to get access to, and simultaneously subvert, social power dynamics.
Both also value self-expression and deride copycats who simply mimic the solutions of
others (Nissenbaum 2004). As we have seen, seducers want sexual power; but they also want
access to their emotions. More importantly, they want to be sensitive while also feeling in
control of their emotions in ways that allow them to make women feel passionate desire for
them. For seducers, then, seduction is about patching the system. It gives them personal feelings
of passion, intense focus, and even flow by turning self-expression into a skill that can be
mastered (Coleman 2010). Like Zuckerberg, seducers are fundamentally seeking to grasp the
same powers of masculinity—defined by access to women’s bodies—they previously felt
excluded from (Salter & Blodgett 2017, Jordan & Taylor 1998).
A nuanced reading of this contradictory blend of control and self-expression comes from
Bai, 27, a marketing analyst for an advertising firm in New York. His eyes seem withdrawn but
piercing. Deceptively laid-back, I felt some hidden anger there. Bai immigrated from
Guangzhou, China, at age twelve. He periodically attends seduction workshops in the city. He is
stylishly dressed in a low-cut t-shirt and black naval jacket with wide lapels. When he feels
people looking at him, he has a tic of brushing imaginary things off his face:
“When I was a kid, I watched a lot of cartoons. I think I wanted to be a superhero. At this stage,
I’d say [my role model is] Richard Branson. [He’s] powerful and [he’s] obviously wealthy. But
at the same time, he’s not boring you know. He has a great sense of self-expression. [He’s] not
too formal that he’s unapproachable.”
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Anders: “So despite his successes, he still seems like a regular guy?”
Bai: “Not regular, but approachable. I think he got money because he took risks to do what he
wants to do, and that’s one of the inspirations I have. He’s an inspiring guy.”
Bai continued, turning the conversation back to approaching women:
“I feel there’s a high-stakes game [in life] which is getting more normal for me [now]. For me,
an Asian guy approaching a white girl, it’s somehow very different than a white guy approaching
a white girl. And that pushed me to be more polished… [To learn seduction for] personal ego, I
guess.”
Anders: “Approaching white girls?”
Bai: “Not exactly white girls—[just] high-value girls that [are] skinny, beautiful, long-haired.
They’re more beautiful. Beautiful, first [of all], but then also [because they’re] more challenging.
They can just turn away in a second. When I was a kid, I did a part-time job in Guangzhou that
was near a college campus. And there were a lot of white girls [at the college]. I was a teenager
selling fashion magazines. And I was always looking through the fashion magazines, [seeing]
these beautiful girls… and sometimes these white girls [would] come by to buy some magazines.
I didn’t know their language, but I was curious to know what they were thinking. I think that is
one of the reasons I wanted to talk to them, to know them more.”
Drawing on the image of billionaire inventor, playboy, and philanthropist Richard Branson, the
kind of masculinity Bai desires is cosmopolitan and status-oriented but also seemingly accessible
and therefore more real. Discussing his yearning to get to know those beautiful, exotic women
who seem to have jumped off the covers of fashion magazines, Bai courts the achievement of an
exalted masculine identity by acting on the risk of expressing his desires.
Bai also says his experience is “somehow very different than a white guy approaching a
white girl” (see also Yang 2011). For him, learning seduction counteracts what David Eng calls
“racial castration” (2001): specifically, American stereotypes of Asian men as docile, asexual,
and hypomasculine. But overcoming his feeling of being an outsider and gaining access to power
(“approaching high-value girls”) does not mean leveling racial inequalities. Bai is not trying to
destroy racial stereotypes, much less political and economic structures that make him feel
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unfairly discriminated against. Instead, like Noah, he is trying to co-opt the performance of
privilege through grit, graft, and hustle. He is subverting inequality by mimicking its logic. Game
polishes Bai’s ability to balance displays of traditional masculinity where entitlement and sexism
overlap (“For personal ego, I guess”) with the contemporary acceptability of masculine
vulnerability. What Bai wants is privilege: a kind of power that uses cunning, code-mixing, and
strategic authenticity to make him seem effortlessly attractive (Khan 2012, Eglash 2002).
For these men, seduction becomes a quest for self-identity, a quest that equates sexual
prowess to finding out the truth about oneself (Giddens 1992). Learning seduction means
validating their identity as cool nerds. Cool is a style that involves masking emotions (Dinerstein
2017). Being cool means succeeding without apparent effort. It means getting tuned-in without
being emotionally caught up (Stewart 2007). Machismo can enact coolness insofar as it signals
strength and self-assurance (Segal 1990). But as corporations have increasingly coopted cool as a
branding device, authenticity—succeeding through talent as well as effort and sincere desire—
becomes more and more tied to coolness (being “canned” or inauthentic, by contrast, is
“uncool”; Schiermer 2014, Khan 2012, Gregg 2010, Frank 1998). How do we balance cool’s
emotional detachment with recent calls for men to be vulnerable and authentic? As Xavier,
Noah, and Bai attest, the answer consists in the fact coolness is not about hiding emotions so
much as channeling and controlling them. Like passing, cool is an attitude of entitlement in the
face of risk that both uses and produces intuitive knowledge about how to move through socially
challenging environments, including sexual intimacy, with a vibe of nonchalant intensity
(Dinerstein 2017, Belk et al. 2010).14 As Paul puts it, “When you do approaches it’s all about
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Scholars posit that cool first emerged within African-American culture as a way of asserting
dignity and power in the face of oppression (Majors & Billson 1993).
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getting out of that headspace of seriousness and work. It feels like I need to un-alienate. I need to
get in touch with this other aspect of my mind and spirit.”
We have learned about what kinds of men seducers want to become. But what kinds of
women do they want to date? One clue is the pervasive way seducers refer to “girls” rather than
“women”. This suggests they are frustrated by a perceived gap between the women of their
fantasies—whether these women are fashion models, movie stars, strippers, porn actresses, or
“the ones that got away”—and how they perceive the women they are able to date. At his
seminar, Eli caricatured the way much seduction advice relies on evaluating women for their
looks: “Go out and bang the hottest girls, 10’s only! Nine plus! We’re the Tramp Hunters’ 10
secrets for getting sluts banged in your home!” The guys in the audience laughed. Reminiscent of
Mark Zuckerberg’s collegiate precursor to Facebook, called FaceMash, many seducers and
pickup artists take to ranking and rating women as sexual objects by their appearance. For
example, a group of three women standing together at a bar becomes a “three-set.” Or they might
say that an “HB 9” (“hot babe”) is a better catch than an “HB 7.” Even Xavier seemed almost
stunned by feminine beauty: “Women are the most beautiful things on earth. There’s nothing that
can hold a candle. Not a beautiful painting, not a piece of architecture, not a thing. Nothing is
more interesting than a beautiful woman. And I’m an artist. That’s saying a lot.”
Seducers want to feel like objects of female desire. And they want women who are smart,
funny, creative, down-to-earth, self-sufficient, and sexually empowered. But they want to keep
the privilege of being the ones who approach women, rather than asking that women approach
them. Many seducers are frustrated by perceptions that women are pulling ahead of them. They
resent that women seem increasingly empowered to pursue success, competitive advantages, and
personal satisfaction in the worlds of work and sexual intimacy while they still feel measured by
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old-fashioned values that men should be strong, stoic, and independent. As Graham tells me,
“Because of the whole feminist thing, a lot of women are pushed towards masculinizing
themselves.” As a coach named Jeff tells me, “I want us to be interdependent. I want her to have
her own things and life, but at the same time I want her to be able to be a woman to me. And I
want to be a man for her.” In short, seducers selectively endorse women’s sexual liberation while
remaining critical of what they perceive to be feminism’s effects on women, politics, and
society. Aspiring to take women on an adventure, they want to create a world where men and
women are equal yet inhabit clearly-defined expectations of masculinity and femininity.

Conclusion
The defining attribute of today’s seducers is doubt. They find themselves betwixt and
between cultural norms of what a man should be. They are trying to embody norms of middleclass masculinity that seem in decline. And so they are responding by strategizing new, flexible,
and empathetic forms of male power in response to the times. Many are nerds, geeks, introverts,
minorities, immigrants, or loners. They are simultaneously privileged and marginalized by
American standards of masculinity. Machismo represents some of the values they seek to enact
through seduction, such as privilege and power. Yet it also elicits some of the limitations they
seek to transcend through seduction by having an insider-outsider view of masculinity. Sexual
shame and entitlement go hand in hand. Seduction teaches shy guys how to be more extroverted
and assertive, what Matthew Gutmann calls “An option of letting their heads be controlled by
their bodies” (1996, 236). But it also teaches “alpha males” who already feel plenty privileged—
like Paul—how to be more flirtatious, emotionally competent, and romantically skilled; in other
words, how to modulate their aggression and channel it into socially-acceptable forms of male
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power.
Seduction is about wanting to belong. Belonging means not just finding a sexual partner,
but also, and maybe even more importantly, being part of a meaningful community. Yet it is also
about wanting to be free and unaccountable to social norms: even more, to be able to bend these
norms to one’s own will. Straddling this contradiction, seduction is a melancholic form of
nostalgia for the future. Men who learn seduction feel unable to express sexual desires that they
view as being integral to desirable masculinity. Seduction reconciles their desires to become
manly men within a social-political climate where male domination is unacceptable yet common.
Seduction helps men deal with feelings of disempowerment by framing these feelings as
relational and contextual effects that can be overcome through hard work, practice, and bending
the lines of sexual consent.
Even though they are trying to empower themselves, the skill of seduction requires
trainees to think at least minimally of the other person’s wellbeing. Trainees would like to use
the tools of the master’s house (Lorde 2007) for initiating sex. But they also wish to overcome
the alienation they feel—an alienation that is born from the selfsame social power of masculinity
they want to acquire—to be able to experience warm human connections. This alienation comes
in many shapes and sizes; for example, when they feel stressed out, disengaged their own
emotions, or just plain lonely. They approach intimacy, which Americans believe to be a terrain
of equality and mutual self-revealing, from a standpoint of fear; fear of not being good enough,
or fear of not finding anyone who matches their standards. In both cases, their fear is about being
alone.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Journey of Jazz: Seduction, Consent, and Good Game

Episode 1. February 23rd, 2015. I notice a new guy at the weekly seduction skills meetup
at Columbus Circle’s Time Warner Center mall. Standing in the hall between bustling shoppers,
Usman is a 26-year old Pakistani web developer. He had recently immigrated and is living in
Forest Hills with his uncle. He had been fired from his previous job for flirting with a female
colleague. He mentions his proclivity for paying for massages with a “happy ending.” In case I
was interested, he tells me how I should go about scouting erotic massage parlors without getting
arrested. Smartly dressed in jeans and a black button-down coat, he has been on the job hunt
without any luck. A newbie, he is keen not just to listen to the coach’s advice but to practice
approaching women in the mall.
He approaches a blonde woman and comes back thirty seconds later. “That didn’t go
well,” he says. Another guy in the meetup volunteers some advice. Charles, 64, is a gaunt, wiry
white male professional TV soundtrack composer with lively eyes, a sweet smile, and a
mellifluous voice. Charles chooses his words carefully and delivers them with relaxed panache.
When you chat with him you feel like he is paying exquisite attention to you.
Charles: “What was your opener?”
Usman: “It was ‘Excuse me, can you tell me what it takes to get a beautiful woman like you?”
Charles chuckles: “Well, you’re jumping a few steps there. You should start slightly more
relaxed. If you do a warmup, you’ll find that you get into that state of mind with no pressure.
Like ‘Excuse me, I just wanted to let you know that you have a great sense of style. Are you into
fashion?’ Like that, ok. Take that sense of awareness to something that’s a little more
conversational, and a little more personal. But it’s all about your state of mind, how you feel
while you’re doing the approach. Because if you aren’t in that state, it’s not gonna go well.
What’s a warm up? A strictly informational question, not asking her anything obtrusive. Just a
really soft-pedal question. Something like this—‘Excuse me, is there a Starbucks in this mall?’
Or ‘Excuse me, can you tell me where the nearest subway is?’ Or ‘Excuse me, do you know
what time the mall closes?’ Be nice to her. Then just walk away. So what are you gonna say to
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her?”
Usman: “Ahh I’m gonna start panicking.” He laughs nervously.
Charles: “Trust me, it doesn’t matter.”
Usman, decisively: “It’s a warm up.”
Charles: “Asian girl over there—go!”
Usman takes off in pursuit. He comes back a few moments later.
Usman: “Basically, I ended up not approaching at all. I got discouraged, because every time I
would fail, I’d think ‘oh my god, I can’t do anything!’ There’s so much to learn, and I’m just
beginning. That’s what discourages me the most, that I have the same failure so many times.”
Charles: “They’re not failures, they’re just experiences. It just wasn’t an approach. An approach
is, you have an intention to talk to somebody. And part of that intention is that you’re gonna get
their attention in a direct way. But you just created another negative experience for yourself.”
Usman: “Yes, now I have more failures than I had five minutes ago—I’ll learn more.” He laughs
through pursed lips.
After approaching a female saleswoman he reports back.
Usman: “I went up to her and I said, ‘do you know what time this mall closes?’ And she said, ‘I
have no idea.’ The only thing is, when I was talking to her, I had this really serious face.”
Charles: “Because you’re nervous. Do enough warmups, and you’ll no longer be nervous.”
Usman over-thinks it and chokes. He struggles with the disjuncture between the
culturally expected linearity of masculine desire (“Can you tell me what it takes to get a beautiful
woman like you?”) and the necessary redundancy of practicing his technique. In fact, the
warmup is part-and-parcel of the predator-prey stereotype of male versus female sexuality.
Through his unguarded albeit naïve compliment to the first woman in the mall, Usman ironically
reveals the cruelty of using others for sport. This palpable cruelty causes him to sabotage his own
efforts. In the end, he unwittingly proposes an alternative reading of failure (“Now I have more
failures than I had five minutes ago—I’ll learn more”) that allows him to express his desires for
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social connection even if he is not “calibrated” to the succeed in the chase.
Seduction works by balancing two broadly different aims. One is to offer consistent
pathways of interaction that are designed to create feelings of comfort and connection with
another person. Because the other person’s thoughts and feelings are opaque and ultimately
unpredictable, the seducer must also cultivate a sense of improvisation, spontaneity, and personal
style in his performance. In this chapter, I make the case that seduction techniques provide a
ritual template for heterosexual flirting that enacts a certain kind of male power. Like “safe sex,”
ironically, seduction posits that consent is not so much an inalienable right as a prize to be won
by persuasive techniques of communication (Foucault 1988). To that end, seduction follows the
form of a game. This game enables seduction by scaffolding consent through interactive turntaking. While this is believed to be attractive to women, I also suggest it creates tension between
the seducer’s contradictory desires for freedom and social control.
This chapter moves from an explanation of seduction techniques into the lived experience
of seducers as they incorporate these skills in their daily lives. Along the way, it moves from a
formulaic view of pickup to an embodied analysis seduction as a performance. As seduction
trainees learn to objectify their desires and identities and fix their dating lives, they are also
learning to perform enactments of willpower, self-expression, and self-care that teach them to be
self-reliant individuals who do not need anybody else. Seduction helps them snag a mate in ways
that are flexible and resistant to missed connections, breakups, and heartache. Why? Because
they never get close enough to let their guard down. To seduce others, it turns out, these men
first of all need to seduce themselves. On that basis, I make two further claims. First, seduction
skills may reproduce the inhibitions they seek to solve because they rely on an emotional
trigger—the painful feeling of rejection—that first motivated these men to learn seduction in the
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first place. Second, they turn masculinity into an identity that is tantalizingly near yet forever out
of reach. Certainly, many men feel empowered by treating seduction as a game, which helps
them align their private, inner desires with suitable forms of public action. But in the long run,
many men feel enervated as they chase a specter of masculinity that seems to demand ever
greater sacrifices, risk-taking, and broken relationships.

Section One: Attraction, Consent, and Good Game
Who does not want more excitement in life? Although some people may crave
excitement more than others, from Instagram to sitcoms and advertising billboards, excitement is
a message Americans are bombarded with every day—especially when it comes to sex. Don
Juan seduced by promising marriage, and Kierkegaard seduced by withholding commitment, in
times when seduction meant challenging a male-dominated order of sexual protection and
control (Giddens 1992). Today’s seducers rely on the ambiguity of the chase (Kray 2017,
Kierkegaard 2013, Illouz 2010, Casanova 1997). Seduction coaches like to say that attraction is
the perception of value, which is our expectation of getting a reward for any given action thanks
to our past experiences and social conditioning. “Attraction equals investment, the degree to
which a woman’s investing in the conversation,” says Graham. Another coach named John, 34,
says, “Attraction has four components. The first part is visual chemistry. The second part is
connection. The third part is perceived value. And last, perceived challenge.” Like classical
conditioning, seduction coaches fit attraction within a behaviorist theory of desire. Like an
algorithm that retrieves and sorts data from a database, pickup represents women as Turing-like
psychological black boxes with whom predictable results can be achieved by running scripts of
relational data (Salter & Blodgett 2017). More broadly, seduction coaches propose there is a
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predictable correlation between verbal and nonverbal behavior and power—regardless of
whether this behavior is used to motivate oneself or someone else. And they believe this
performance can be taught.
Seducers often cite the work of popular author Robert Greene, who says that seduction
“thrives on ambiguity, on mixed signals, on anything that eludes interpretation. …The key to
both attracting and holding attention is to radiate mystery” (2003, 190). Sociologist Georg
Simmel backs up Greene’s claim:
“The distinctiveness of the flirt lies in the fact that she awakens delight and desire by means of a
unique antithesis and synthesis: through the alternation or simultaneity of accommodation and
denial; by a symbolic, allusive assent and dissent, acting as if from a remote distance; or… by
placing having and not-having in a state of polar tension even as she seems to make them felt
concurrently” (1984, 134).
Through a nuanced play of amenability, withdrawal, and provocation, dissimulating seeks to
render the flirt as an object of attraction. Intermingling consent and refusal seeks to induce the
imagined outcome of sex by foregrounding its present impossibility. In short, flirting suspends a
decision. It uses ambiguity to create artificial constraints on the desired person in a way that stirs
their passion.
Episode 2. April 15th, 2015. Sipping his third tequila while perched on a stool in a sports
bar in Chelsea, a seduction coach named Eric summarizes how he teaches the logic of seduction:
Eric: “Here’s point A, here’s point Z. Point A is meeting a girl, point Z is relationship, marriage,
whatever you want it to be. Draw me the line of how you would prefer that to go. My clients
want it to be easy, they don’t want any bumps. Most guys draw a straight line. I say, ‘alright, A
to Z. Here’s the woman. How do you think the woman wants that to go?’”
Treating me as a mock client, he shows me some squiggly lines his clients drew in his notebook.
Anders: “The woman wants it to be squiggly?”
Eric: “Yes! Because we talked about emotion. If you walk into a hospital and see someone
hooked up to a heart-rate monitor, and you see this”—he points to a flat line drawn by one of his
clients—“what’s going on?”
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Anders: “Not a good thing.”
Eric: “Right. The straight line is predictable, which equals the death of romance. If you do it the
way you wanna do it, you’ll kill it.”
If seduction affirms male power, it does so with a difference. Despite machismo’s claim
that male power should be asserted through direct and self-expressive agency—“with a minimum
of wasted communication,” as John describes the alpha male’s straight-talking directness—
Eric’s answer is that the seducer should modulate his desire, and veil his intent, in order to
creatively play with the other person. In other words, seduction deliberately creates friction in the
interaction, rather than minimizing it in hopes of a smooth ride. Like a healthy reading on a
“heart-rate monitor,” Eric explains seduction as a sine curve. This seems to derail the presumed
linearity of hegemonic masculine desire which eroticizes male dominance and female
submission. Eric is proposing a different kind of productivity that demands creative
dissimulation over forms of agentive efficacy that are culturally marked as masculine. He is also
inferring seduction may displace the object of a guy’s sexual desire.
Seduction is a ritual. The seducer must balance his search for social cues that may
indicate sexual or romantic interest while manipulating his own presentation of self to hide his
nerves and smooth out the stages of so-called “sexual escalation.” Although coaches describe
outer game in different ways, there are broad similarities in their blueprints. First comes the
“approach”—physically moving to greet a stranger. Second is the opening gambit of engaging
this person in a conversation, often by commenting on their appearance or the surrounding
environment. Making an inference or assumption works like a so-called “cold open” in theater. It
skips formal introductions in favor of telling a joke, or injecting a premise, that gets the viewer’s
attention. This piece of exposition merely sets the stage; “It’s just your foot in the door,” as one
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coach puts it. He then seeks to pivot the conversation, often ascribing—spuriously or not—
certain attributes to the other person to pique their emotions (so-called “assumption stacking”).
While subtly leading the flow of conversation, the seducer seeks to engage in baited small talk.
He hopes the other person feels comfortable and inclined to share more about themselves.
Up this point the seducer seeks to display curiosity in ways that pass as normal, within
socially-accepted boundaries of public decency and propriety. Now he typically injects an
undercurrent of sexual tension into the interaction to avoid what he calls “the friend zone.” He
may seek to “spike” attraction by “breaking rapport”; for example, challenging the woman or
teasing her to reaffirm his autonomy, project his dominance, and polarize male and female
gender roles. Using a playful tactic of “push-pull”—what Xavier described as a pattern of
“pressure, pressure, release”—he performs diffidence and presents himself as a challenge. The
push is a sense of insecurity (“does he like me?”). The pull is someone who seems fun, confident
attractive, yet fundamentally elusive; infused with a kind of life force that burns brighter and
hotter than mere small talk.
For example, one of the most notorious pickup techniques is “the neg.” Like a game of
cat-and-mouse, the neg flips the script on the romantic cliché wherein the man buys the woman a
drink to show his interest. The neg is a backhanded compliment that borders on rudeness. It gives
approval and takes it away in the same stroke (“I like your fingernails, are they real?” or “Those
shoes look really uncomfortable”). Seducers may break rapport in milder ways, such as by giving
an artificial time constraint (“I’ve gotta go meet my friend in a sec”), or by inferring the interest
of would-be rivals for the seducer’s attention. Teasing creates a false conflict, persuades the
other person to let down their guard, and interjects uncertainty that short-circuits the other
person’s ability to think critically about what is happening. Sociologist Erving Goffman says two
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kinds of information make up any interaction, what people “give” and what they “give off”
(1959). These techniques play on what vibe seducers are giving off. Uncertainty serves to
distract from, and enfold, the main action. It is meant to spike the target’s attention and interest
by showcasing the seducer’s ambivalence and desirability in the eyes of others. He will stand
tall, and take up space, while affecting a physical looseness that suggests he is at ease. He may
rock backwards, inviting his partner to lean in.
Like sales tactics, these maneuvers try to make others “invest” in the conversation. They
suspend disbelief while hedging against the seducer’s risk of losing face. They raise the stakes
and seem to invite the listener to pass a challenge by “stealing the frame” of the conversation
(Thorn 2012). As John puts it,
“When you see if she’ll move with you, it’s a test. When you see if she’ll turn, it’s a test. When
you touch her shoulder, it’s a test. When you shake her hand, it’s a test. When you try to kiss her,
it’s a test. You’re always testing.”
In this way seduction techniques are like stage magic and con artistry (Williams & Milton 2015,
Mihm 2009), Maurer & Sante 1999). Seducers capitalize on seduction as a spectacle. Some
claim to aspire to “give girls that movie moment” of feeling desired (in O’Neill 2018, 21). Others
call approaching “hustling” or “pimping.” What is important is the “hook” point where the other
person is intrigued by a memorable, emotional turn of events whose outcome feels uncertain.
Feigning drama through an external constraint or limitation disrupts the target’s expectations and
creates an emotional lure. Strategic ambiguity veils the seducer’s goals and gives the other
person the appearance of choice or a decision to be made. Backstage, though, a condition for the
drama to be resolved has already been introduced. Like an earworm, the hook’s lack of
resolution suggests that later, or right then and there, the engagement must escalate.
Pickup also aims to raise the listener’s levels of energy and excitement, creating a private
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conversation that prepares the grounds for mutual trust, self-disclosure, and feelings of safety
within a socially-risky situation of stranger intimacy. If a conversation ensues, the seducer feels
he has entered the “rapport” stage. Rapport helps solidify a connection. He may express
appreciation (“qualification”) for specific attributes he perceives in his conversational partner. As
one coach puts it, “You wanna demonstrate that you’re not just pursuing her for sex.” He may
offer strong eye contact and light touching (“kino”) on the top of her hand or forearm (seducers
think touching releases trust-inducing hormones like oxytocin). He may step in, or pivot from
standing askance to face his interlocutor directly. He may speak more slowly.
Rohan seems like he would be a natural at building rapport. He has soft, deep brown eyes
and cascading curls of hair. He gazes at me steadily, calmly, like a cat, as we talk sitting on a
plush leather couch at a candle-lit lounge in New York’s Flatiron District talk. He describes the
rapport stage of seduction like this:
“I start tuning into her physically. I’m not trying to copy her movements. I’m just trying to pay
attention to what she’s feeling, and then act appropriately. Then at some point I’ll state my
intent—I’ll say ‘I think you’re really hot’ or something. But it has to be an energetic thing by
putting my attention on the essence of her.”
Empathy is not just for soulmates. “If you find you have something in common with this
person,” Eric advised me from his bar stool back in Chelsea, “That is the perfect time to get out.”
He continued, “Always leave them wanting more. When you make a particularly insightful
comment or you make her laugh—time to hit the ejector cord.” The seducer could stick around
and try to hook up. Or he could ask for her phone number and suggest they meet up for a date.
In an interview for British GQ magazine, standup comedian and tabloid lothario Russell
Brand offers seduction tips in a blog titled “One-night stand up”:
“1. Offer an alternative: Seduction is all about offering an alternative to the quotidian. All of us
are trying to escape the tedium. Women want adventure… 2. Know your brand identity: Be in
tune with your unique selling point. Look at yourself as a product. For me, the idea of a slightly
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gauche philandering adventurer seems to work quite well… 3. Avoid singles’ bars and clubs:
Places where your attendance shows an admission of failure as a human being cannot be good. In
a club there’s an expectancy of seduction and people are on their guard. It’s better to strike in the
street or at a bus stop, or perhaps near a hedge. 4. Never be too blunt: Never mention sex at first.
Seduction is an incremental war of attrition. To go up to a girl and say, ‘Would you like an
orgasm?’ is the Hiroshima of seduction. What you need first of all is, at most, a Falklands. 5: Be
postmodern: This is the postmodern era and everyone knows what’s going on, so say things like,
‘I’d like to flirt with you, I’d like to chat you up. I’m chatting you up right now. Are you
enjoying this chatting-up that’s been happening?’ Reference the process itself… 6: Be confident,
know what you are and what you want. See the beauty in other people. It is alluring for women
that their beauty is being appreciated. But don’t be afraid of their beauty. We’re all just lumps of
nature wandering around waiting to die” (in Mullinger 2012).
As Brand jokes in his six-part list, seduction seems to simplify sex as a series of well-ordered
problems. It offers adventure, titillation, and no small dose of male fantasy.
With its blend of urban density and anonymity, a location such as New York City also
plays an important role in seduction. Seducers need to have a good working knowledge of the
city’s nightlife. This includes familiarity with bars that are easy to access (nightclub bouncers
sometimes deny entry to men who are unaccompanied by women) and crowded (bars with a high
concentration of tourists are often preferable on grounds that foreigners might be more willing to
pursue a one-off tryst). Men who do daygame must be familiar with well-trafficked public areas
and transportation hubs (typical haunts include Union Square, Grand Central Station, and large
retail stores like Whole Foods, Barnes & Noble, and the Strand). The seducer also needs to know
a range of places to plan fun dates that he hopes will lower social inhibitions: from stylish bars
and lounges to more playful choices like video-game arcades, zoo’s, art galleries, ping pong,
laser tag, and even trapeze. Navigating city neighborhoods is a crucial skill because these spaces
become stages that can hurt or hinder the seducer’s chances of success. As Neil Strauss writes in
The Game,
“Put [pickup artists] on South Beach in Miami and any number of better-looking, muscle-bound
bullies will be kicking sand in their pale, emaciated faces. But put them in a Starbucks or Whisky
Bar, and they’ll be taking turns making out with that bully’s girlfriend as soon as his back is
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turned” (2005, 12-13).
Episode 3. May 20th, 2015. It is night on a glittering rooftop bar in midtown Manhattan. I
watch as a seduction coach named Gad tells trainees how to do push-pull. He had noticed his
client Ori leaning back during his conversation with three women moments ago. After the
conversation dissolved Gad approaches him to debrief. Ori is not having it. “I was trying to do
several things you told me there. One, I leaned back after engaging them and in so doing I
invited them to come closer. That’s what you wanted me to do, right?” Wrong. Gad has
something else in mind:
“You can only lean back after you hook them in interaction! Otherwise you haven’t built up the
energy of the group and made yourself a part of it, and the conversation will just fade away. The
most dynamic place for you to be is in the middle of the action, at the center of the group. Only
then can you lean back and reverse the energy so they’re chasing you.”
Gad’s advice belies that flirting is an opaque vibe arising through the alchemy of two
people in tune with each other. Hooking suggests that seduction is a ritual with variable but
predetermined outcomes. Seduction is a map to sex; but it is a country road—full of turns and
bends—not a highway. It entails recursive, escalating behaviors that are iterative and nested.
Creating what psychologist Robert Cialdini (2006) calls a “yes ladder,” an incremental sequence
of come-ons that hides the structured format of seduction and increases the odds that the other
person will comply over time by making a series of smaller commitments. This is a strategy as
common to traditional political campaigns, advertising, and PR as it is to modern-day social
media influencers and disinformation propaganda: Keep it simple, do not explain yourself, never
apologize, and repeat and reframe your approach until it seems inevitable. In the same way Tim
Brown writes about business innovation, seduction “Is best thought of as a system of overlapping
spaces rather than a sequence of orderly steps” (2009, 16). Problematically, hooking also implies
that consent to one kind of interaction implies consent to all forms at its level or below. As Gad
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sees it, the solution is that a seducer can jump steps so long as he returns to the previous step
before progressing.
Pickup techniques are supposed to provide conversational scaffolding. Seducers believe
this scaffolding helps them lean into uncomfortable situations. In this way, seduction relies on an
implicit cultural view of sex as an adversarial sport or zero-sum game. In this game, men are the
pursuers and women are the gatekeepers of sexual intimacy. As Graham puts it, “You’re the
man, you’ve got to lead. You’re slowly leading her into your reality.” According to the
deficiency model of male-female miscommunication, sociolinguists claim that American boys
and girls learn different communicative styles when they grow up, which prevents them from
fully understanding each other even as adults (Henley & Kramarae 2008, Tannen 2007,
Crawford 1995, Maltz & Borker 1982). Men and women might as well be from two separate
cultures. For Americans, this view was epitomized by books like the relationship therapist (and
former monk) John Gray’s Men Are From Mars, Women Are From Venus (1992).
Reaffirming the idea of a battle between the sexes, pickup puts the onus of saying “no”
on women. To adapt a gaming metaphor, pickup strikes some men as a “cheat code” to get sex. It
tells men that it is easier to ask for forgiveness than permission; that, as Classicist (and sister of
the Facebook founder) Donna Zuckerberg writes, “When you stop caring about whether a
woman actually wants you to kiss her, initiating contact becomes much less intimidating” (2018,
113). Like a computer programming loop, some seducers take this advice to the point of thinking
that any instance in which a woman did not say no clearly and unambiguously is an invitation to
try, try again. In other words, they may see a no as situational rather than categorical; that, as
linguistics expert Sally McConnell-Ginet writes, “she is playing hard to get, but of course she
really means yes” (1995, 47). Some seducers see a woman’s rejection as just a “test” to see how
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sure he is of himself. As methods of “testing,” seducers see seduction techniques as ways of
manufacturing this consent. As seduction coach Ross Jeffries says,
“When you hear a woman speak, you have to think, ‘for that to be true, what is the process she
has to undergo inside subjectively? …What is she doing with the flow of feelings in her body?
What is she doing with how she’s imagining and visualizing? What is she doing with herself
energetically?” (in Almog & Kaplan 2015, 37).
These cultural scripts blur the lines between consent, compliance, and obedience. They allow
some seducers to strategically abuse beliefs about male-female miscommunication to deflect
responsibility for sexual harassment and rape.
We see by now that seduction models a trajectory of intimacy. In its ideal form seduction
is a plan for inception. The seducer seeks to pull off the tricky act of leading the interaction while
making it seem like he is the one who is responding—even affecting playful doubt—to the
woman’s come-ons. So each step in the seduction ritual is introduced by a disavowal. If the
seducer introduces himself by making a specious or one-sided remark, he also seeks to build
rapport later by breaking it through a tease or a challenge. Whereas most people would take the
notion of applying a formula to social interactions as dishonest, seducers believe it allows them
to express more authenticity. James, a seduction coach, is a former industrial design student from
Pratt. I asked him, “What’s your opening line?” He said, “It’s a compliment. I just say ‘I like
your style.’ It’s universal enough, and it can mean many different things. It can work on
anybody.” He continued,
“I know some people drive themselves to come up with something that they feel is authentic and
in-the-moment and one-hundred percent original, but I feel like they just shoot themselves in the
foot. I never have to think about that, and it takes a lot of the anxiety out of the situation. It gets
me out of my head. Now instead of thinking ‘What do I say?’, I’m just thinking ‘Oh, that girl’s
hot, I’ve gotta go have a conversation with her.’ It allows me to think about other things that are
probably more important in the long run than the first thing coming out of your mouth.”
As we saw in Usman’s struggles, James says that relying on a standard compliment helps him
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overcome what seducers call “approach anxiety”: fear of rejection or public embarrassment if
(and when) their opener falls flat. “I like your style” is a convenient justification for his
approach. James says it allows him to put his attention more fully on the woman.
As James alludes, fashion is also a convenient prop for flirting. This is because it acts as a
means of sensory stimulation and emotional suggestion, an external variable that both people can
relate to (Postrel 2013, Thrift 2008). Mentioning it nicely places the would-be seducer between
acceptable curiosity and nosiness. A female networking coach at a workshop titled “How to
Make Small Talk Comfortable” at the Brooklyn Brainery—a community driven educational
space in Park Slope—gave another example of an innocuous but playful approach using
accessories: “Nice glasses, are those from Warby Parker? No? Well, I’ll have to find out where
they’re from, then.” Other props for this discrete kind of misdirection include cellphones,
jewelry, clothing, and even pets. These physical extensions of people’s bodies become ripe
fodder for flirting because they extend their owner’s personal space, allowing the seducer to
make token assumptions about the other person’s tastes and personality while plausibly denying
any overt sexual interest (so-called indirect game).
As we have seen, the comfortable predictability of James’ opener allows him to feel
relaxed and more confident. That is because the opener works according to what Michael
Silverstein (1976) calls a shifter. The meaning of “style” is contextually variable. It connects the
person with “style” to the speaker who offers them a desirable form of recognition. In a more
detailed example, I watched Graham approach a woman outside the Spring Street 6 station in
lower Manhattan.
Graham: “Excuse me, you look very nice. You kind of look French. I don’t know what it is—the
Disney buttons down the jacket. I can see you on a bicycle in Paris—I see you with a baguette in
one hand, driving down the cobblestone streets of Paris.”
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She: “Thank you. Hopefully yes, very soon!”
In Graham’s and James’ examples, the opener elevates both speaker and addressee to a
privileged (yet transparently spurious) mutual recognition that is at once narrowly inclusive,
aspirational, and radically open-ended (Nakassis 2016, Irvine 2001). “Taste classifies, and it
classifies the classifier,” says sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (in Weigel 2016). Style suggests
swaggering nonconformity mixed with cool flexibility and open-mindedness. In the context of
flirting, it subtly invites the woman who receives the compliment to step out of her everyday
world where strange men might be predators and accept the idea of an adventure.
The world of sexy singles can often seem like a brutal competition where only the fittest
survive. As Mystery writes, seduction “Can mean the difference between successful replication
and having your genes unapologetically weeded out of existence” (2007, 13). Better to hedge
your bets. Techniques like using an opener presume people are skilled actors, and that real
intimacy is a scarce commodity. By taking conversational risks that open gaps in meaning, James
and Graham seek to hook their listeners. They playfully invite them to fill these gaps through
their interpretive attention and engagement. As Paul puts it,
“The thing about a good conversation is that you shouldn’t talk about any one topic too much. A
party is not supposed to be serious. This is a break from everyday life, from the strain of your
mundane existence. For it to be sociable, the interaction has to be between two people who are
equal. You’re looking to create an equal playing field here.”
Paul sees seduction as a playful, albeit idealistic reversal of social decorum. In seduction, both
flattery and abject teasing partake of the allure of play. What exactly does this have to do with
male power?
On one level, this friction is intrinsic to contradictions in American cultural scripts about
romance and desire. Freud (2011) was not the first to notice connections between sex and
aggression. Psychologists who study the phenomenon of “excitation transfer” have found that
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fear and desire are both governed by the body’s parasympathetic nervous system; physical
arousal caused by adventure, fear, or the thrill of transgressing what is forbidden can spill over
into sexual arousal (Bergner 2013). “Desire demands mystery, desire demands space. Whereas
love demands that we are the same, that we are as one,” remarked a British dating coach named
Matthew Hussey to a roomful of women at an event on how to meet “Mr. Right.” “Women want
a good man with an edge,” Hussey continued. “Love is about nurturing, kindness, and stability.
Desire is about hot, sexy, seductive, naughty, disgusting, bad.” Graham’s assistant coach Yossi
asked one of his more helpless students, “Where does sex come from? Those energies.
Spontaneous, adventurous, things like feeling in-the-moment, living in-the-moment.”
Like electricity that flows between an alternating-current power source, desire needs
space and tension to emerge. As a young trainee named Luke observed, “Pickup is like standup
comedy. It’s not about the lines you use, it’s about the delivery”—timing, tone, and tempo. For
Paul,
“You’re leading her into her happy place. And once you can get a woman out of that neurotic
stressed-out world and help her forget about all her shit… once you’ve caused that relief for her,
once you’ve caused that fun and play—psshhh, it’s done.”
Although he claimed earlier that flirting is about creating an “equal playing field,” Paul reveals
here that flirting depends on contextual enactments of leadership. This is soft power, not
domination. It asserts social influence not through overt force but through a persuasive lightness
of touch.
Despite Paul’s earlier claim that a “break from everyday life” can only happen on an
“equal playing field,” this shows it also depends on subtle relations of inequality. While the
coaches and clients above all describe how these scripts make them feel liberated, tendencies to
control and manage their own speech may have the unwanted effect of limiting seducers’ own
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search for freedom. Like the plastic smile of a hotel receptionist, it can lead to efficiency,
predictability, and standardization—not to mention for the women they meet (Cameron 2000).
Applying techniques creates problems for consent, under the auspices of just joking around,
since the other person may not be privy to the sporting nature of the seducer’s opening line.
While James may “get out of his head” and perceive the other person more realistically, he also
sees her differently: as a stereotyped subject with whom flirting may yield an objective result. In
the big picture, Paul, James, and Graham are playing a game between the affordances of
conventional and expressive communication. They are reflecting on the difference games make
in social relations. The opportunities and dangers of this will be unpacked in the next section.

Section Two: The Watermark of Skill
Learning seduction is a bit like moving to a foreign country. Newbies ride the same
learning curve of entry, disorientation, incompetence, learned competence, and then a period of
depression—frustration and failure all over again—that precedes mastery in any new skill. A
trainee who is starting out typically learns seduction by reading an e-book. Like Lonely Planet
guidebooks about how to meet strangers, these manuals present a linear unfolding plot predicated
largely on men’s power over women. These guides suggest discrete stages of situations, events,
and behaviors that should follow one upon another. They create hermetically-sealed frameworks
that imply rules and formalized techniques. They treat complex human considerations through a
limited notion of production and reception. They also predicate reified skills that can be
transported across different social contexts. But they lack contextual features of seduction as an
interactional happening that is bound in time and place. They are metonymic instantiations of the
male fantasy of seduction itself.
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Technique without emotion is hollow. As a lived experience, flirting seems to fly in the
face of planned action. It is marked by emotions that shift unpredictably at great speed between
people. Any gesture and its recognition are linked by infinitesimally small margins of time. As
skills, seduction techniques become meaningful guides only at the outer edges of what can be
semantically communicated. As I propose in this section, seduction works by playing with time
itself. Seduction is, as Pierre Bourdieu remarks of music, a social practice “entirely immanent to
duration… not only because it is played out in time, but also because it plays strategically with
time and especially with tempo” (in Wacquant 2006, 101-2). Through words and gestures that
unfold in time, seduction plays with the unfolding rhythms of intimacy as it is chanced, gained,
suspended, teased out, and broken.
If serendipity is the currency of romance, then uncertainty is the grist of seduction. As
Usman discovered at the beginning of this chapter, light-footed improvisation is the crucial skill
he is missing. Evoking the idea of chord progression within a musical scale, calibration is the key
to improvising. Calibration sometimes refers to a seducer’s desire to portray a consistent or
“congruent” social persona. Congruency is meant to defray the hesitation and cognitive
dissonance a woman may feel about meeting a male stranger. More importantly, calibration (also
called “mirroring”) refers to the necessary but unquantifiable ability of a seducer to elicit
emotions in his target by performing what I term “deliberate spontaneity.” Like swinging in jazz,
flirting is about skillfully playing out the rhythmic unfolding of one’s behaviors against the
running energy of the conversation (Wilf 2010). It means tailoring speech and behavior to other
person’s apparent mood. It can mean pressing forward, pulling back, or even playing the
silences. For example, one coach’s idea of hooking involves leaving a momentary silence
(“pregnant pause”) or pausing in mock contemplation (“hmm, oh really?”) after a woman’s
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remark, to feign doubt and deliver a jolt of suspense. While calibration can seem deliberate and
manipulative, seducers aspire to practice calibration so that it becomes an embodied intuition.
Otherwise, he fails to catch the other person’s response and his performance will fall flat, or
worse, be interpreted as harassment.
One of the main concerns pickup artists have is how to get “in state.” Getting in state
means shifting their attention away from everyday concerns so they become more confident,
spontaneous, and extroverted. As one coach put it,
“The ‘fun state’ of mind is the state you need to be in to approach women. Not fun as in a clown,
but your mentality: is it serious? No. Is it outcome dependent? No. When you’re playing, there is
no outcome. The outcome is the playing itself.”
I asked Ewan, a 27-year old seduction adept who is earning a PhD in neuropsychology, “How do
you get in state when you’re just not feeling up to it?” He replied,
“You know, it’s often true that during a week you make plans to go out Friday and talk to
women, and then by the time Friday rolls around you just aren’t feeling it. In those cases, what I
think is ‘Imagine the hottest girl you had a crush on in high school licking your asshole.’ Trust
me, that will get you in state.”
For Ewan, vulgarity interrupts everyday drudgery and lends him a more spontaneous mood.
Likewise, Daniel told me about how he warmed up when he visited Project Hollywood
and went nightclubbing with some housemates of Neil Strauss:
“The coaches were like, ‘Ok, we’re gonna drive down the interstate and we’re gonna scream
“penis” at each other as loud as we can. So we’re riding in this car, and we’re yelling “penis” at
each other, and then there’s another car driving by, and we’re yelling “penis” at them.” It’s
creating a shared ‘men being goofy together and having fun together’ vibe.”
In the venerable tradition of fake-it-till-you-make-it, warming up is a calculated gamble. It is
about engineering an easy success that lifts the seducer’s mood and energy. This helps seducers
balance their emotional investment (“will she like me?”) with the risk, even the likelihood, that
the approach will fail. Much advice in seduction manuals encourages trainees to see themselves
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as characters in video game-like worlds. When you fail, Mystery advises, “Just hit the reload
button and play again” (2007, 42).
While warming up is a strategy, it can also lead to an unhelpful sense that the seducer is
stepping into a fictional avatar or merely playing a role. Making seduction into a game allows
him to selectively identify with idealized traits while dissociating from inconvenient realities
(Turkle 1999). Some seducers go out telling themselves they are intentionally hoping to get
rejected a certain number of times. But guys like Charles do not just coach their charges (like
Usman) to warm up when they are going out to meet women. Instead, they tell them to get into
the habit of being more extroverted. For them, small habits become big changes over time. They
recommend guys should start saying “hello” to baristas, taxi drivers, cashiers, and other service
workers to practice being friendly, playful, and sympathetic. These rapid calibration techniques
allow them to tune into the social vibe of a place by gently breaking the social norm of avoiding
strangers. Like Rick in Michael Curtiz’s 1942 film Casablanca, seducers feel they are learning to
“walk like the mayor”—that is, to act like a man about town.
Game is a particularly useful metaphor for seduction, sociologists Ran Almog and Danny
Kaplan write, “because of its evasive, dual association both with rational behavior, as in game
theory, and with the suspense of everyday rationality” (2017, 37). In fact, game is more than a
metaphor for seduction. Game, as a system of rules for seduction, is both a conceptual model and
a practical strategy. Game is simultaneously a way of seeing, a way of acting, and a way of
feeling. It creates trainees’ sense of reality, conditions their scope of choices and behaviors, and
distills a finely-tuned blend of fear, pleasure, and anticipation that makes seduction feel
challenging, engaging, even morally fair. The constraints of game are empowering because they
create the subjective feeling of making meaningful choices. They seem effective because they
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offload cognition onto knowledge in the environment in the form of visual, auditory, haptic,
spatial, and other sensory cues. By foregrounding one’s learned abilities within the game, every
action is paired to an expectation. Perceived as a game, social interaction promises a measure of
control (feedback) balanced with a measure of spontaneity (unpredictability) because in the end
game takes two to play. Either it takes, or it does not.
Like drag, deliberate spontaneity is meant to convince the prospective target (Goffman
1967). First and foremost, though, it is meant to convince the player who starts from a place of
doubting his sexual attractiveness to women. As a result, Zuckerberg writes, “Successfully
picking up a woman becomes conceptually similar to a boss battle at the end of a level in a video
game” (2018, 124). Game constitutes a reassuring sense of order; that seduction takes certain
procedures which, like best practices, also allow room for exploration. This push-and-pull (what
gamers call “slack”) between rules, agency, and outcomes gives the illusion of a stable context. It
provides fun and excitement while enhancing their ability to perceive sensations (attitudes,
moods, and vibes) that wax and wane in interactions. Whereas play is open-ended, exploratory,
and unserious, game owns up to the perils of seduction. Game suggests an iterative, singleplayer, goal-directed process; a win-loss condition, where one person’s loss is the other person’s
gain. It also suggests players should develop schemes and tactics to manipulate the game in ways
that maximize their own winnings: kill all the enemies; collect all the treasure in the level; or redo the same quests over and over to buff up their stats and win an elusive trophy (Condis 2018).
In these ways, game transcends disinterested play and integrates seduction within broader social
considerations of productivity, added value, and resource management (Trammell & Gilbert
2014, Bogost 2011, Salen & Zimmerman 2003, Caillois 2001).
As Usman finds out, seduction takes work. But this kind of work has a unique nature. As
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anthropologist Thomas Malaby remarks, a game is less about ensuring domination than it is
about “calibrating multiple contingencies to produce a mix of predictable and unpredictable
outcomes” (2007, 9). Freedom, Usman discovers, is also about learning to cultivate empathetic
attunement to others. But, as with bluffing in poker, the unpredictability of others’ intentions is
not just an obstacle. It is an active ingredient in the seducers’ own absorption and cognitive
immersion in the game (Manovich 2001). Failures become fertile moments that tune the player’s
ear to the hidden logic of the game. Failures also prove the seducer’s personal growth, masculine
intent, and Teflon-like resistance to upsets. Fundamentally, calibration is a means of emotional
self-regulation. Through force of habit, seducers hope to engrain the ability to calibrate as an
ontological capacity for action that lives at the level of their nerves, musculature, and reflexes
(Mauss 1973). Calibration does not seek to eliminate risk so much as to transform it into a fictive
and nonthreatening simulation.
For a seducer to be successful he must believe in his own performance. But as we have
seen, challenges are not just a regrettable downside of game. Any interaction involves attending
to another person, too. He must train himself to take in the details of their manners, gestures, and
moods. As a coach named Eli puts it,
“Seduction isn’t a videogame. It’s not like saying ‘I want to beat the level’ and then walking
through it without paying attention to your environment. You’ve gotta navigate it on its terms.
And doing that makes you a better player at the game. The fact that women are complex is not a
drawback, it’s a benefit. I’m like a surfer on a wave. There’s a million ways to surf that wave.
There’s no right or wrong way to surf it except that you have to stay on top of it. You go inside
of it, you get wiped out.”
The risk that the seduction may fail can enhance the masculine self-regard of the seducer as an
opportunity to display his resilience and cunning. In a blog post titled “Attracting girls is like
punching a dude in the face,” Graham compares the steely nerve of a seducer to the dead-eyed
conviction of martial artist Bruce Lee when he punches through a stack of bricks:
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“When you approach a girl, you’ve gotta think ‘Fuck it.’ One hundred percent, aim the car for
the wall, put the pedal to the metal. …When you start doing pickup your first approaches are
going to be really bad. If you do it day after day, your warmup times will be less and less.”
Seduction frequently fizzles. Rather than seeing this as a roadblock, seducers come to savor the
pleasurable frustration of the near miss (Csikzentmihalyi 2008, Gee 2003).
Seduction is thus a craft of improvisation. Like jazz, seduction allows for improvisation
because it formalizes interaction like a call-and-response (Wilf 2014). It is a skill in learning
when to rely on structure, and when to freestyle; when to express yourself, and when to rely on
familiar routines. While this psycho-physical conditioning may turn the seducer into an
“approaching machine,” he nonetheless hopes to become what sociologist and boxer Loic
Wacquant calls “an intelligent and creative machine;” one that is capable of “self-regulation
while innovating within a fixed panoply of moves as an instantaneous function of the actions of
the opponent in time” (2006, 95). On a torrent website for exchanging pirated seduction e-books
and digital courses, one user writes:
“Pickup training material in my opinion does more harm than good. The more you have in your
head when talking, the worse the pickup is going to be. It’s the formula for the ‘weird’ factor.
Pickup is a journey of jazz. You spend a lot of time learning theory, watching masters, and
jamming at home. But the moment you pick up the guitar and jam with others, you drop all that
because in that moment the theory does not exist, it’s not separate from you. If you have
practiced enough and let go, the mind has a knack of bringing to the jam the theory you need at
that moment.”
Another guy replies:
“Well said… when they ‘play in the groove,’ even mistakes—wrong notes, wrong phrasing, and
so on—always somehow work. But when a musician is not in the groove, anything he does will
not work—including playing all the ‘right’ notes in the ‘right’ places.”
Describing seduction as a “journey of jazz,” these men confront the paradox of essences and
appearances noted by Usman: that skill ultimately demands surrendering technique to flow.
Pickup spikes testosterone (Roney et. al. 2007). It also requires developing a feel for the
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game. Seducers often believe the best pickups are those that stretch themselves to the limits of
their comfort zone. At the limit, calibration creates a tight feedback loop between the bodily
affect seducers can consciously control and what they have no control over. Here, calibration
registers both as a valued bodily capital and as a seemingly irrational state.15 My informants
describe feeling beside themselves. Creativity comes naturally, time seems to slow down, and the
intractable puzzle of otherness seems suddenly more ready-to-hand. Seduction’s balance of
expressive and instrumental norms of communication can induce men to enter psychological
flow states of heightened self-efficacy.16 “Flow” is a state of attentional intensity that merges
action and awareness. It involves fast, seemingly automatic improvising that yields feelings of
virtuosity, immersion, and effortless focus.
Flow stems not just from practice and repetition; it also hangs on the seducer’s cathartic
feeling of being able to momentarily naturalize and inhabit a feeling of masculinity that is
culturally constructed. Yet, as I will show, flow both enacts and problematizes the masculine
willpower seducers value and from which they draw a sense of identity and status. Paul describes
this feeling as “being in the zone”; a felt attunement, or sense of immersion, in which space and
interpersonal otherness seem to recede:
“Pickup puts you into a zone. And when you get kind of immune to rejection, and you learn how
to stop fearing rejection and just start living, then you get into this flow where it’s like, ‘Oh my
god, I can’t believe I’ve just been walking around here approaching for two hours; oh my god, I
can’t believe we’ve been talking for this long; oh my god, I can’t believe my dick’s in you!’”
Deep absorption and feelings of mastery coexist with an eclipse of self-awareness and critical
thinking. Enjoyment follows from a paradox of control whereby, Mihaly Csikzentmihalyi writes,

15

For sociologist Kimberly Hoang, body capital means “How bodies that are worked on become
valued as a means of production in competitive consumer contexts” (2015, 129).
16
Flow is a psychological theory of optimal human performance. First applied in contexts of
sports, games, and art, it is now applied to optimizing workplaces (Csikzentmihalyi 2008).
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“A doubtful outcome is at stake, and one is able to influence that outcome” (2008, 61).
Episode 4. At a free seduction workshop improvised inside the open lobby of Deutsche
Bank on Wall Street, Paul and his girlfriend Stephanie (a bisexual preschool teacher and parttime seduction coach) explained flow to one of their clients—let us call him Tim.
Tim: “Everybody’s on different speeds. How do you know what to say to women—do you feel a
vibration?”
Stephanie: “Mirroring will create that comfortable feeling, it will help you get on the same level
as that person. Then naturally the rapport and the pace of the conversation will catch up. The
energy will match up.”
Paul: “They’ll start matching your energy at that point. And they’ll actually start following your
gestures. You’ll notice it, and you can test it.”
Tim: “It’s like an adrenaline rush, I would assume, for someone to be doing that.”
Paul: “Totally. You get a rush of oxytocin, and dopamine, and serotonin…”
Tim: “The brain’s pleasure center?”
Paul: “Yeah. You want to feel that rush when you’re doing seduction. You want to get yourself
aroused. If you can’t turn yourself on, if you can’t activate your own sexual energy, you’re not
gonna be able to elicit that in someone else. Eventually, when she sees that you’re friendly, she
starts mirroring that, and she takes on your game.”
Tim: “If she wants to.”
Paul: “Yeah. It’s a consent-building process.”
Rohan explains the effects of calibration on his ability to feel sexual desire:
“The intuition for seduction can be taught—but there’s no formula. Instead feel her, and when
you feel her you’ll know exactly when to kiss her. I call it ‘ambient attention’ as opposed to
direct attention. If I’m connected to a woman and my body’s getting aroused, I know she’s
getting aroused. Because when people are in connection—which is mutual empathy—when one
person feels, the other person is going to have a corresponding sensation.”
Paul and Stephanie’s idea of “mirroring” blurs gendered metaphors of work and play. It posits a
direct connection between behavioral extroversion, personal affinity, and the contagiousness of
sexual arousal.
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Episode 5. July 12th, 2015. It is a warm night. At the same rooftop where I watched Gad
and Ori a few months ago, I find myself chatting with a coach named Nate and his students. I
talk to women alongside them at the bar. At the start of the evening I had not been in the mood
for socializing. It was the kind of hesitation you feel before jumping into a too-cold swimming
pool. All the same, after warming up I enter the flow state like Paul and Stephanie described. It
feels like a headful of warm steam, preceded by feelings of tenseness and hyperawareness that
come anytime you throw yourself into a meaningful action that exceeds your grasp. After an inbetween stage of nervy acclimation, I begin to feel a pleasurable lightness, loosening, and
attunement in my body. Hours seem to pass by in thirty minutes. I feel confident and grounded.
My body feels like a moving equilibrium, a perpetual motion machine, in which my center of
gravity is no longer inside myself but rather projected just slightly off the surface of my chest.
Jeff, another coach, describes being in the zone as a place where the body becomes a
porous membrane materialized in its thingness:
“You’re no more inside your body than you are outside it—you’re fifty percent in and fifty
percent out. You’re taking information in as you’re sending it out. The energies that are coming
out are coming back to you the same way. And the emotions that you’re having, people are
giving that exact experience back to you.”
Initially I followed the routine with perfunctory interest. Just like a dancer misses the downbeat
and collides into her partner, the connection was missing. Within thirty minutes, though, my
fatigue lifts and I become rooted in the present. Saying hello to strangers takes on a familiar
rhythm. Hello’s start to bounce back my way like tennis balls thwacked across a net.
Charles, the guitarist and professional sound editor who had been coaching Usman,
describes flow as a creative experience like music:
“As a successful musician you have to get very in-the-moment. If you’re not, whatever it is that
you’re creating is gonna kind of suck. Those are a lot of the same qualities you need to have a
successful interaction with a woman. Some of my best pickups are where I would basically just
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riff. You’re letting yourself go, but at the same time, you’re containing your energy. It’s not a
forced thing. Hopefully, it’s an inside-out kind of thing. When you look at a beautiful girl, it’s a
moving experience. You’re moved emotionally and physically. Guys think they’ve gotta be
strong and confident—which you do. But not to the extent that you shut down that intuitive
feeling, like, ‘In my mind we’re in bed right now,’ and she feels it. That’s really what seduction
is about. It’s getting to that point. It is creative. I mean, creativity is connection.”
Like music, Charles says flirting is a collaboration. It is a creative process of building something
together from what is freely available to both people on the spot. Calibration gives him insight
on how expressions and underlying desires converge and diverge with rhythmic consistency in
the predictably unpredictable context of approaching a stranger. Over time, calibration gets into
flow. With practice, social cues evoke intuitive feelings about what he should do next.
Episode 6. These contradictions of freedom and dependency are sharpened to a fine point
for Ori, a former subprime mortgage trader who left his job at Lehman Brothers after the
financial crisis of 2008. Ori is short, muscled, and brooding. After road tripping around the
country on a motorbike to get his soul back, he founded a company selling bed linens with erotic
prints. Business has been tough. I met him for an interview at a café on 14th street:
“I’ve never had a problem approaching women and even sleeping with them. But the
relationships never go further than a month or two. They always leave. It’s because I can’t
connect with them emotionally. Women are emotional creatures. I can’t just bulldoze my way in
as I usually am good at doing.”
When I asked him to tell me about flow, he put it this way:
“There’s gradations of techniques that I apply throughout the date. The whole paradigm is ‘I’m
the emotional leader, so I’m guiding you. I’m gonna mirror you to make you feel comfortable,
and then kind of slowly push you in a direction.’ With women I’m always a bit too oppressive, a
bit crazy. I can project that ‘don’t give a fuck’ attitude, because I actually don’t give a fuck. But
to a point, that’s a detriment. I really don’t give a fuck. Before this training I had no ability to
connect. Right now I’m playing a game to succeed. So when it comes to being attentive and
aware, I don’t know if that’s identical to caring. It’s close enough. I’m tuned in because I’m
playing a game. I don’t know if I get into a flow. There’s a limit to how much I’m in the zone.
When I see a woman I want I go after her. I have to be a little cautious not to get hunter-eyes on.
This mentality of ‘I’m gonna cut you to shreds and eat your children’—it’s awesome for making
money. It’s lousy for meeting women. But I find that if you’re taking the lead, women give you
some leeway. You can just re-calibrate and start again. You win either way. You’re starting with
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nothing to lose.”
As Ori spoke, I felt his thinly veiled anger and contempt for women. I got a gut feeling of being
repelled. Yet he seemed to revel in answering my questions.
His coach, Gad, has been trying to teach him to feel more empathy for the women he
approaches. Here, though, Ori implies allowing himself to feel his own emotions is antithetical to
the forceful leadership and the sense of masculinity that earns his paycheck. For this reason, Ori
is unable to access states of creative fluency in his interactions (“there’s a limit to how much I’m
in the zone”). Instead, he feels he should exchange emotions as though they were poker chips.
For him, sex is not a creative process but a bargaining process. Invoking the devil-may-care
American attitude of freedom as having nothing left to lose, Ori sees women as a black box of
uncontrolled and mercurial sentiments. He feels free to disregard women’s perspectives, while
also acknowledging his inability to feel means he expresses his emotions through performance.
Seduction skills stand in for his inability to create warm human connections. But will they teach
him how to feel? Or will they simply usurp his emotions? While Ori’s perspective may seem
hopelessly misogynistic and entitled, it might equally be viewed as a toxic but arch-masculine
response to extreme precariousness—even hopelessness (after all, his entire company went down
on him without his consent).
Flow is like a Mobius strip. Lust and arousal mix on the precipice of losing control. Some
guys, like Charles, find this feeling enjoyable and creative. Others, like Ori, are afraid of it. This
poses a problem in distinguishing consent from psychological manipulation. For example,
treating intimacy as a game is liable to replace the intrinsic motivations of human sociality with
the extrinsic motivation of winning (“I’m playing a game to succeed,” as Ori puts it).
Ori exemplifies the risks of treating seduction like a game. At their core, games are
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structures of desire (Salen & Zimmerman 2003). As a variable but pre-defined field of
possibilities, activist and gamer Mary Flanagan writes, “A game must limit the range of stimuli
players need to take in” (2013, 63). By colonizing intimacy with a desire to perform, game can
start to replace choice with a creeping sense of obligation. Just like Ori expresses difficulty in
tuning into women’s emotions, so do others get burned out chasing flow as an addictive and
pleasurable feeling. Seducers may come to desire virtuosic performance as an end-in-itself.
Ironically, make-believe rules can come to seem fixed and binding. In other words, suspending
disbelief can lead to an authoritarian compulsion to seduce that dominates the seducer’s life.

Section Three: The Cold Stone Hand of Don Giovanni in Hell
I took much the same path after my seduction bootcamp in 2012. I enrolled in the
bootcamp for two reasons that seemed simple enough at the time. One was to test the waters, to
familiarize myself with seduction training and make sure it was really something I wanted to
spend several years researching. The other was to know for myself what these techniques were
all about. I was curious. Just like stepping into a fast-flowing river and suddenly noticing the
current has taken over and you are no longer standing but swimming, I got seduced. As part of
the bootcamp we were supposed to spend the next month internalizing what we had learned by
making sure to keep approaching women. I took this assignment seriously. Looking back, it is as
though game had taken over my nervous system.
Through the early Spring of the next year, I was having sex with more new women than I
had in the previous few years. At Thanksgiving with my father’s family, a typically stodgy affair,
my father noticed my testosterone-fueled confidence; “You’ve blossomed into a fine man,” he
said. But if this experimental engagement in following through on the techniques had positive
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aspects, it also had clear downsides. Diligently keeping up my practice made me more callous
towards women. It diminished my consideration of their feelings. I saw them as sexual objects. I
fixated on my dating life, which began to take up more mental bandwidth than seemed healthy.
Many women I met for dates asked me what my research was about, so I told them. That did not
always go over so well. A few of them would jokingly jibe me with comebacks like “So am I
part of your research?”
For a few months the promiscuity did not bother me. I was living hookup culture.
Increasingly, however, I noticed my consideration of women’s feelings became less of a priority.
This was a radical change for me. I had always wanted to be good to people. In a different sense,
though, the promiscuity was not so different. Growing up, learning to be independent, selfreliant, socially detached, and sometimes self-centered were things I was good at. It was only
after breaking up with a woman I really liked that the implications of my behavior hit home. I
felt a depth of loneliness that was singular, painful, and sharpened by realizing I was partly
responsible. But in that loneliness was a kind of cold peacefulness. It felt like I had gotten
something out of my system. I had confronted my conflicted relationship to sexual desire and
found my moral bearings after all. All I had ahead of me were twelve months of proper
ethnographic fieldwork. No biggie.
My experience, though, seems to differ from that of other guys. Over time, I learned,
seducers often condition themselves to a hardline view on the logic of pickup as a game. Like
machismo, this view has a steep temporal dimension whereby seducers can feel as though
“you’re only as good as your last pickup” (a notion that many seduction coaches I spoke to
mocked). While flow can be felt as a state of prodigious masculine power, it can also cause a
sense of vertigo. It is easy to lose a sense of who you are. Being in the zone can turn from an
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escape into a compulsion. This is because it promises what psychologists call “variable
rewards”—uncertain outcomes—whose uncertainty becomes addictive (Schull 2014, Costikyan
2013). Calibration itself implies that violations of consent may appear simply as contingent
effects that fall to the wayside of one’s own self-development. In this sense, seduction can
sometimes work as a toxic substitute for feeling and intuition that paradoxically stifles sensuality
by cutting the seducer off from his own emotions.
In this context, sexual appetite is a machine. Once switched on it can prove hard to satisfy
(Deleuze & Guattari 1987). Many trainees are prone to acquire what a seduction coach and
hypnotist named Zoe calls “ego mimicry:” a dependency on the formula for satisfying desire,
rather than a freedom to feel satisfied from unmotivated human intimacies. As Rohan remarked,
“It’s like Parkinson’s law, you know? Work expands to fill the time allotted.” Once associated
with play, flirting gets closer to a kind of labor: measured, optimized, and incentivized by
professional seduction coaches. Seducers in this boat are generally believed to have mastered
seduction techniques overly well to the point that they become meaningless imitations. They can
even show the appearance of dissociative personality disorders. Adam, a coach, offers a
psychoanalytic take: “The ego wants to be seen. But the self wants to expand. That conflict
creates anxiety.” Turning himself into an object of relentless optimization, the seducer may even
feel a break between his psychological self and his body. Like an anorexic, he may be tempted to
sacrifice his life to attain his ideal self-image (Grosz 1994).
Burning out is a function of the two contradictory aims of seduction. On one hand, men
use seduction skills to feel more like autonomous, self-directed men. On the other hand, they use
these skills to enable romantic feelings that are culturally coded as intimate and understood to
require a certain transcending of self-interest. In this mix, seduction skills partake of the quality
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of objectivity that philosophers Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann (1966) call “recipe
knowledge”; the quality of all language, as a system of signs, to virtualize experience. The catch
is that intimacy is not partible. Unbeknownst to him, the seducer can himself be seduced by the
fantasy of greater and greater social thrills gained through escalating feats of self-mastery.
Episode 7. May 22nd, 2015. Back at the AirBnb in Chelsea, consider the post-bootcamp
debrief between Graham and his client after the bootcamp was over.
Graham: “In your everyday life you’ll find yourself talking to a girl, and you’ll probably do
something, and you’ll be like ‘fuck, Graham said not to do that.”
Alex: “More than just feedback, I feel like you’re giving me tools to be able to analyze myself. I
mean, that’s priceless. It’s great that I’ve improved over the course of the bootcamp, sure. But
obviously that’s not gonna be enough to carry me to all my ambitions and dreams. But being able
to analyze myself, and then convert that into…”
Graham interrupts: “Of course. Because then you can be your own instructor, and that’s like…
that’s the trajectory” (he mimics an upward arc with his hand).
Alex: “This has been my problem before. Sometimes you get good reactions from women,
sometimes you get bad reactions, but it’s not always obvious to me why.”
Graham: “Even if you’d sucked all week and didn’t improve, what you’re doing wrong would be
so reinforced”—he hesitates—“so reinforced, that by the seventh day, you’d know what you
need to work on. It’s an immersion process. There will be ups and downs. It’s never smooth.”
At the end, Graham stumbles and repeats “reinforced.” Is this because he perceives the doublemeaning of “reinforced” as a word that signifies both redundant and deeply ingrained?
Seduction techniques also project an idealized image of a woman who will be seduced. In
doing so, they repackage men’s sexual shame into techniques of self-management. Illustrating
this dynamic, a middle-aged white trainee named Fred told me his views of the female model, a
blonde woman named Faith, who was working at a bootcamp we had attended that day:
“She exhibits a lot of the qualities of the girls I always thought I couldn’t get. And I kind of like
some of the playful flirty energy she has. Whether it’s fake or not, whatever. I feel like I don’t
have to be anything, I don’t have to worry about anything. I don’t have to impress her. I can be
completely indifferent to this. I really have no outcome to this.”
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Fred’s pleasure in his outcome-free interactions with Faith seems to suggest that he thinks of her
almost like a sex worker (Frank 2003). A coach named Joseph, for example, offered this critique:
“Seduction has a very dark shadow side that’s rooted, in my opinion, in addiction and loveavoidance and a real fear of intimacy.” I agree with Joseph. For many guys, seduction is about
avoiding contact rather than forging intimacy. Fred’s ideal image of femininity is built on the
psychosomatic imprint of rejection he felt in the past. As Anthony Giddens writes, “Unconscious
emotional reliance upon women [is] the mystery whose answer [he seeks] in women themselves”
(1992, 61). Seduction promises a way to fill a hole in Fred’s psyche that has been created by
sexual shame coupled with a habit of objectifying women. He feels he can be more authentically
himself because he “has no outcome to this.” Seduction is a mask, a protective shield, that
conceals the real woman facing him in the present moment. Because of this, seduction fetishizes
the visual proof of female sexual pleasure but can never seem to deliver it (Williams 1999).
Seducers get burned out, first, because they cannot resist objectifying themselves.
Second, because they acquire a seemingly relentless habit of scanning their environments—the
equivalent of restlessly browsing the internet—for women to approach. As a symbol of intimacy,
seduction seems incompatible with any real ownership of one’s own speech, touch, and sex
(even of one’s own body). Ironically, practicing seduction as a skill can hinder fantasy,
eroticism, and sensory arousal. Like Charlie Chaplin compulsively assembling widgets on the
assembly line in Modern Times (1936), they struggle to turn off the machine. Turning women
into objects of sexual conquest, just like putting them on the proverbial pedestal, also makes
these men feel like they are not worthy of women. As Judith Butler writes, “The radical
dependency of the masculine subject on the female ‘Other’ suddenly exposes his autonomy as
illusory” (1990, ix). The tools of seduction hold up an opaque mirror to a man’s own insecurities
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and vulnerabilities, haunting him even as he seeks to persuade someone else.
The very idea of sexual rejection that seduction exists to remediate becomes a byproduct
of engaging in behavior that puts the seducer at the whims of the other person’s unknowable
subjectivity (not least their understandable resistance to being objectified). Instead, seduction
takes him on an involuntary ride of mental tics, stress reactions, and feelings of loss that seem
magnified in the very attempt to eradicate them. “Appropriation,” Butler writes, “redoubles the
structure of identity through the melancholic absorption of the one who is, in effect, twice lost”
(1990, 48). The seducer is himself triggered, compelled to seduce again and again to gain elusive
self-mastery. Jeff elaborates the danger:
“We had one guy like that recently who took all these pickup workshops, and he’s like ‘I can
approach anybody anytime, anywhere.’ But he wasn’t feeling any emotion. He was like a social
robot, just a machine.”
Efficiency becomes self-destructive. Pickup becomes what Mark Fisher calls “depressive
hedonia,” namely “an inability to do anything except pursue pleasure” (2009, 22). The “social
robot” is the tipping point where technique usurps self-development. Like Don Quixote tilting at
windmills, seducers become frozen in a fantasy of masculinity that affords only repetition and
illusory transformation (Crapanzano 1980).
In the process, seducers may find they have become exactly those empty ideas of
masculinity they had sought to flee. Paul confided that seduction can become addictive:
“You can take it too far. You can get to the point where flow becomes the only kind of
experience you can tolerate, and you can’t handle mundane experience anymore. All of a sudden,
it’s like, ‘Oh my god, I’ve gotta quit my fuckin’ job!”
Paul laughs. He admits that seduction can be just another style of failure. He experiences this
failure as an emasculating state of dependency marked by the fear of losing his job. Instead of
risk, immersion in the zone affords a hidden premium on certainty: win or lose, it is the pre-
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designed outcomes of treating seduction as a game that allows Paul to self-equilibrate in
predictable ways. A desire for psychic entropy, playing to the point of extinguishing himself, is
the flipside of the seducer’s virtuosic masculinity. Yet in Paul’s ironic laugh about settling for
“mundane experience,” he still seems in thrall to seduction. Being close to the edge gives him a
thrill. Maybe he realizes his job was not fulfilling him anyway.

Conclusion
Flow in seduction seems to exert an uncanny lure almost like an undertow. This undertow
can wreak havoc on guys’ lives. After describing his newfound success in meeting and bedding
women, Charles speaks poignantly on the cost of his failed relationships:
“I met a girl that I was really into, and it did not go well. I realized that I sucked at intimacy.
When we would have sex, she would complain because she said it felt very impersonal. And I’m
like, ‘Yeah, no shit, that’s kind of what it’s become for me.’ So I kind of dialed the whole thing
down at that point. In seduction you’re kind of stuck. And then it becomes obsessive, your
routine, and it’s no longer that enjoyable. You’re doing it because you’re compelled to do it.”
Charles sees the limits of treating the conquest of feminine sexuality as a mark of male value. He
feels the pain of loneliness, perhaps even of self-betrayal. He realizes the same skill that brought
women into his life now prevents him from experiencing intimacy with them. Because of this,
Neil Strauss writes, “To win the game is to leave it” (377).
Does seduction work? Yes and no. First, seduction fails more likely than not. This should
be obvious. Everyone has individual personalities, tastes, and turn-ons. Many seduction attempts
go amiss, and that is a good thing. Men should value and actively invite a woman’s honesty and
consent—and arousal is not the same thing as consent. It is possible to be aroused by all sorts of
things that one does not actually want. In this sense, seduction is not so different than hosting a
party: people have fun when they are free to let loose—to be silly, irreverent, to be themselves—
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as well as free to leave.
Second, there is a very real placebo effect here. We can call it, as Graham did in the last
chapter, the “snake-oil salesmen” problem. Does thinking he is more charming make a guy more
charming? For guys with a solid baseline of social empathy and intuition the answer is generally
yes. This is the great mystery of confidence. Like the difference between art and pornography, as
Justice Potter’s notorious U.S. Supreme Court ruling says, “I don’t know what it is, but I know it
when I see it” (in Williams 1999, 5). Third, seduction skills may work for awhile. But a
seducer’s skills tend to fizzle as soon as he no longer believes in his routine. As Charles’
experience suggests, his conviction may even wane because it is a routine. Maybe he gets lonely.
Maybe he just gets bored. Another way of saying this is that different techniques work for guys
with different personalities. A guy may well discover that the costs of being a seducer—from
stress and burnout to short-term relationships—are not worth it.
When pickup works, it is because the techniques have taught the trainee to understand an
emotional signal that rises and falls between two people when they are flirting. The peaks and
the valleys of this range are often steeper when you are meeting a stranger. This is why so many
seduction coaches say that the techniques are just “training wheels” that the guy should
eventually ditch in favor of being more spontaneous and authentic. Coaches say things like, “For
every time you see a technique that works, we can show you an example of the exact opposite
working.” An Indian-American coach, Magic, does not even try to stand tall and take up space
when approaching a woman; instead he will plop himself down, legs folded, on the ground next
to her as she sits in her chair. He deliberately affects submissiveness to such a degree that
positively demands outcome-independence or a devil-may-care attitude. We are left staring into
the abyssal mystery between feeling attracted to someone and feeling chemistry with them. Guys
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get manipulative when they use techniques to get a certain outcome.
In this chapter I have sought to show how seduction trains men not just to confront
insecurity but to love it. It also reinforces macho ideals of masculine invulnerability, autonomy,
and self-control. It also squares with anthropological appraisals of masculinity as a penchant for
risk-taking (Herzfeld 1985, Geertz 1977). Risk enables feelings of self-mastery, encouraging a
man to operationalize a sense of expertise by crisscrossing the limits of his ability to control
situations defined by possibilities, instability, and transformation. By turning their approaches
into objects of display, risk-taking manifests seducers’ willpower and intentionality by showing
their freedom and endurance to withstand loss and rejection through so-called “outcomeindependence.” This defangs the bite of failure. It turns failure from being a sign of implied
dependency into a narrative of self-improvement. Failure becomes a guy’s way of renouncing his
attachments to things outside himself.
Seducers embody the American myth of self-made manhood which says you can make
something for nothing (Lears 2004). Their seduction performances, though, become something
more than just a myth. Through their relations with women, they come to embody feelings of
power, pro-activeness, and loneliness that intensify cultural paradoxes of American masculinity.
If seducers seem to worship the game, the punishing swing of flow and burnout also puts
pressure on them to integrate pickup in the sustainable context of their everyday lives. Back in
the rented apartment in Chelsea where the bootcamp was happening, Graham turns to the men
and says: “I do find that my interactions with girls are getting stronger as I’m developing my life,
my passions, and my interests in areas outside of picking up girls.” His video production
manager Martin joins in: “Daygame starts before you start talking to girls. Where are you in your
life?” “It’s beyond passions,” says Graham. “It’s about what are you doing in your life, what is
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your life for?” Martin: “If all of your needs are handled, and you strip it all down to the basics,
what do you genuinely like to do?” Figuring women as an interchangeable part of the equation,
Martin surmises that the real action lies within the man himself.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Speed Seduction: Fear, Desire, and Radicalization in Online
Communities

Episode 1. In the Fall of 2014, at the outset of my fieldwork, a seduction coach named
Julien Blanc became an international pariah when a three-minute video appeared on YouTube.
Blanc worked for seduction training company Real Social Dynamics (RSD). The video showed
him approaching women in the streets and bars of Tokyo and grabbing their throats, provoking
viewers with the caption #ChokingWomenAroundtheWorld. Within a few days, a young AsianAmerican woman launched a petition on social campaign platform Change.org for Australian
immigration authorities to ban Blanc, who was on the way to teach a seduction seminar in
Sydney, for promoting sexual violence. In a premonition of the #MeToo movement, the
campaign went viral on Twitter and Facebook and was soon picked up by online news. Abroad,
politicians and pundits alike imagined their countries symbolically as maidens at risk of
violation. British politicians called on then home secretary Theresa May to exercise “sensible
border control” (O’Neill 2018). Almost immediately people messaged their politicians for Blanc
to be denied entry visas to Japan, Singapore, Germany, Canada, and Brazil. Calling for
immigration control measures more typically applied to political or religious extremists, this
marked the first time in history that someone had been denied entry to the UK on the grounds of
sexual harassment (O’Neill 2015).
In the weeks after the controversy Blanc took to mainstream news outlets to apologize.
Defending himself against charges of inciting rape, he claimed his video had been
misinterpreted. It was meant as a joke albeit in poor taste. In an interview with CNN, he says:
“I’m extremely sorry for everything that happened. My intentions were never bad. It was a
horrible attempt at humor, and unfortunately a lot of it got put out of context. This stupid picture
doesn’t represent what I teach. I was trying to be funny, stupid. …None of my clients do this,
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and I don’t make my clients do this either” (CNN 2014).
By bracketing and highlighting the theatricality of his gesture, Blanc’s reply evokes a common
trope among internet hackers and trolls who engage in pranks and malicious defacement that
blend truth and lies “for the lulz” (Coleman 2012, 111). Blanc and his critics stake out
contrasting views of the politics of play. The public outrage centers on Blanc’s potential to
encourage viewers to mimic his behaviors. Blanc appeals to an idea that online social networks
are spaces for freedom and unfettered fantasy—not to explain his training programs, but why
they were allegedly misunderstood. Realizing this online-offline opposition is unsustainable, he
then goes on to frame harassment as merely accidental; a matter of well-intended, pull-yourselfup-by-the-bootstraps striving:
“A lot of our clients are socially awkward guys—guys who are too scared to walk up to women
in the first place, let alone even say hi, let alone even ask for the time. So we do teach [them]
when to back off, but the main thing is [teaching them that] it’s ok to put yourself out there, it’s
ok to express yourself, it’s ok to say hi to someone—[but] only if the other person wants to listen
to you” (CNN 2014).
Blanc uses the excuse that, like his clients, he is simply socially inept: that his intended joke was
a poorly-transmitted attempt to make a connection with his audience using humor.
I begin this chapter by discussing how the idea of speed seduction that emerged in the
early 1990s reflected a gendered view of the early internet; of digital communications as an
instantaneous and transparent means of command and control. Digital communications gave
people a measure of anonymity that, on one hand, afforded people new freedoms to choose how
they want to present themselves, including allowing them to masquerade or pass as other sorts of
people. On the other hand, it allows them to aspire to share their intimate private lives more than
ever before. As I will show, seducers use the internet the same way they use seduction: as a set
of tools for empowerment that blends work and play.
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In the second section of this chapter, I show how this plays out in online seduction
communities where coaches monetize male users as they turn distracted netizens into fans and
paying clients. Online, self-improvement is hard to distinguish from self-objectification. This
allows coaches like Blanc to deny responsibility for their clients’ use and abuse of seduction by
commoditizing their speech in ways that blends socially-stratifying understandings of skill with
hacker ideals of openness and meritocracy. I show how this logic enables other paradoxical
aspects of online seduction communities, including ambivalence towards intellectual property
and cyber-libertarian desires that mix profiteering and free speech. By showing how online
seduction communities confuse self-help with the power of exploiting attention, I begin to
develop an argument that unfolds over the next three chapters: that seduction communities are
more concerned with stabilizing and evaluating power inequalities between men than with fixing
fraught relationships between men and women.

Section One: New Media as Pathways of Entry, Absorption, and Radicalization
Episode 2. May 19th, 2015. I am sitting on a folding chair in a rented dance studio high
up in the skyscrapers of midtown Manhattan. Today is the last seminar at the seduction coaching
company Art of Charisma. The group had recently been kicked off Meetup.com. The coach,
John, was about to lose his prized list of 2,800 online subscribers. For him, this digital
community amounts to a list of prospective attendees and paying clients that he had amassed
over the course of five years. John is looking dapper as always, but his energy has gone missing.
The impending demise of his Meetup group had scuttled his momentum. Compared to previous
seminars I had attended, he seems to be going through the motions.
After the seminar ends, I approach John and ask him, “Couldn’t you simply start a new
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group with a new name?” He replies,
“Yeah but what’s the point? It would take me four or five years to build up [the group
membership]. If I’m going to develop another asset, I’m not going to built that on a platform
where I have to be concerned about whether or not I’m going to lose it. A year and a half ago,
[Meetup.com] contacted me because they wanted to feature me in advertisements. And I haven’t
done anything differently. We run the same lectures. Their policies have changed. The [deletion
notice] email actually specifically told me that [Meetup.com] decided they didn’t want anything
to do with dating, seduction, pickup, or anything like that.”
I check the terms and conditions of Meetup.com later that night. I find a notice:
“Meetup does not support groups that involve ‘pick-up artist,’ seduction techniques, or
‘wingman’ tactics. The shared practices and principles of these groups were deemed to not be in
alignment with Meetup’s values to support local communities built on civility, respect, and
mutual consent.”
Meetup.com is an online service provider that provides communities for people to organize reallife gatherings around specific interests and hobbies. Group founders often monetize these
gatherings, for example by organizing paid seminars or field trips. As such, Meetup blends a
model of community affiliation with economic incentives of profit. Attendees at Art of Charisma
meetups were asked to pay $20 per entry at each event. The real money, for John, was getting
individuals to commit to longer-term paid coaching relationships.
Since this was a tacitly accepted feature of Meetup’s business model, why was John’s
group being shut down? At the workshop, Charles voiced a commonly-held belief that
administrators now find these groups controversial. Usman, who emerged as something of a
connoisseur of seduction meetups over the course of my research, showed thinly-veiled outrage:
“Why would they shut down a group that’s just meant for socializing?” Charles said it was
because they did not want to liquidate their brand “like Backpage.com or
AdultFriendFinder.com”—a perception of shadiness and sexual exploitation that arguably played
into the failures of social networking sites like Friendster and MySpace (boyd 2011). Similar
social media companies’ attempts to stymie cyberbullying and virtual harassment had recently
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cropped up in Facebook’s “greylisting” the names of abusive accounts and establishing a ‘Hate
and Harassment’ team to help police interactions on the site (Lingel 2017, Phillips 2015). Just
last year, Charles said, he counted more than twenty-five dating skills groups on Meetup. Having
performed an identical query that morning, the count was now down to three.
In an unusual gesture of community policing, Meetup’s note implies that seduction
groups promote harassment or abuse of women. By contrast with defunct social media sites like
Friendster and Myspace, Meetup aimed to be what Emily Witt calls “the clean, well-lighted
space” (2016, 24)—a woman-friendly environment where signs of male lust were graciously
expunged. But sexual violence is deliberately left out of their note. Instead, the neutral reference
to “civility, respect, and mutual consent” implies a blanket notion of tolerance that is as
generalizable to any and all cases as it is bland and devoid of actual values (precisely what the
note claims to be defending). Because of this vagueness in specifying their user guidelines, the
note seems designed to exculpate Meetup of any adverse effects stemming from its denizens’
behavior, rather than putting them on the firing line to actively patrol or curate the site on an
ongoing basis. The note implies coaches may even be manipulating their clients.
On the back of the Arab Spring, Occupy Wall Street, as well as activist movements like
Anonymous and Wikileaks, the early 2010s saw optimism about the power of the internet to
spread knowledge, civic participation, and social mobility reach its biggest resurgence since the
dotcom boom in the late 1990s (Nagle 2017). Making one’s identity visible online can be a force
for civil and political rights. Lately, though, it has marked a turn towards right-wing politics
around the world. As optimistic assessments of the insurgent power of online networks waned in
the wake of a worldwide swing to reactionary politics in 2016, social scientists examined the
ways in which online networks could manipulate attention towards reactionary ends; from
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misogynistic “slut shaming” and “revenge porn” to fake news, white supremacy, and the rise of
the so-called alt-right (Nagle 2017, Fang & Woodhouse 2017). Advanced ICT’s allow what were
once isolated individuals to join social groups that exert a powerful influence over members who
may come to nurture a sense of reality entirely apart from mainstream norms (Gee 2003). Taken
to their logical conclusion, then, it is no surprise that digital technologies can enable fictions that
seem real. In 2014, for example, two girls in Wisconsin stabbed a friend almost to death to
impress a fictional character named “Slender Man” who was collaboratively invented by users of
the online comedy forum SomethingAwful.com. People became aware that memes17 might
actually encourage especially impressionable or mentally unstable people to act out. In fact, this
is symptomatic of a millenniums-old fear that technology might collapse the boundary between
what is human and what is technology (Peters 1999, McKenzie 1994).
Part of this power is down to network effects of scale. As Michael Barkun writes,
“[Online] such subject-specific areas as crank science, conspiracist politics, and occultism are
not isolated from one another.” Rather,
“They are interconnected. …The consequence of such mingling is that an individual who
enters… pursuing one interest soon becomes aware of stigmatized material on a broad range of
subjects. As a result, those who come across one form of stigmatized knowledge will learn of
others, in connections that imply that stigmatized knowledge is a unified domain, an alternative
worldview, rather than a collection of unrelated ideas” (2013, 233).
Barkun paints a picture of dystopian false consciousness. It is important to point out that free
speech and anonymity online can enable creativity, political activism, and a meritocratic ethos
among those who feel isolated from social norms (Phillips 2015, Coleman 2015). On the other
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Memes are representational data—an image, a video, or any other unit of cultural
production—that spread virally through ICT’s. Richard Dawkins writes: “Just as genes propagate
themselves in the gene pool by leaping from body to body via sperms or eggs, so memes
propagate themselves in the meme pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process which, in the
broad sense, can be called imitation” (in Condis 2018, 48-9).
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hand, they can also lead to a prevalence of posts that rise to the top due to their lurid, shocking,
or exploitative content. Social media algorithms may favor controversial content because it
stimulates visceral and irrational emotions—such as fear, desire, and outrage—that lead to higher
levels of user participation and engagement with the platform (Massanari 2017). These effects
can compound each other in ways that lead to political polarization, extremism, and
radicalization (Phillips 2015). In online communities favored by self-described nerds, for
example, displaying one’s ability to withstand, tolerate, and normalize such content—
exemplified by so-called “edgelords” (Mortensen 2016, Nyberg 2015)—can become a sign of
social capital and in-group status.
Since the 2010s, observers have categorized seduction communities as part of the socalled “manosphere” (a portmanteau of blogosphere): a loose online network of blogs, podcasts,
forums, YouTube channels, and alternative news sites connected through HTML hyperlinks.
Followers of the manosphere include a motley crew of men’s rights activists, white supremacists,
conspiracy theorists, angry divorcees, disgruntled dads, male victims of abuse, self-improvement
junkies, bodybuilders, bored gamers, weekend warriors, and alienated teenagers. Transecting
these individuals’ disparate interests is an often vicious response to feminists (sometimes dubbed
“feminazis”) and so-called “social justice warriors.” These online communities are fertile
breeding ground for conspiracy theories masquerading as special insight. For example, these men
commonly claim that identity politics, affirmative action, and the neoliberal state are
compromising liberal equality and oppressing personal free speech. This warps post-1960s
countercultural beliefs that have become reactionary political viewpoints; such as the need for
Americans to liberate their consciousness from inequalities and falsehoods borne out by
corporate manipulation, government conspiracies, and perceived censorship through politically-
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correct social norms (Anderson 2017, Reich 1970, Hofstadter 1964). Their resentment borders
on psychological gaslighting. It disguises their feelings of male inadequacy behind a mask of
radical inquiry, free thinking, and subversive coolness.
In some ways, the upside of guys like Julien Blanc’s notoriety is clear. As zones of male
emotional frisson, these online places are also ripe for infiltration and exploitation. Architects of
the manosphere seek to stir readers’ fears, desires, impulses, and moral righteousness in ways
that recall more profitable and traditional “outrage media” like Fox News, Breitbart News, and
Rush Limbaugh (Sobieraj & Berry 2016).18 Fueled by bombastic media personalities like “shock
jock” Howard Stern (Carter 2004), “fratire” author Tucker Max (St. John 2006), and mixed
martial arts commentator turned “21st Century Timothy Leary” Joe Rogan (Hedegaard 2015),
they now congregate across websites like /r/MGTOW (“Men Going Their Own Way”) and
/r/TheRedPill (which, as of 2018, had as many as 261,307 subscribers), feeding their audience—
and being fed by it—in a feedback loop of emotional catharsis. As Allum Bokhari and Milo
Yiannopoulos write,
“Young people perhaps aren’t primarily attracted to the alt-right because they’re instinctively
drawn to its ideology: they’re drawn to it because it seems fresh, daring and funny, while the
doctrines of their parents and grandparents seem unexciting, overly controlling and overlyserious” (in Condis 2018, 103).
Behind the cliché of countercultural coolness, Bokhari and Yiannopoulos correctly identify that
ideological consistency is secondary to power. Whereas pickup artists fetishize sexual conquest,
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It’s important to add that profiting from outrage isn’t limited to right wing media. Instead, fear
and despair are common feelings among readers in the social media-powered, always-on
journalism of the 21st Century. News consumers often feel the world is getting worse, because a
steady diet of negative, explosive, even appalling news is profitable in a news culture whose
cliché goes, “If it bleeds it leads.” In fact, for over a century sociologists have been concerned
with the power of mass media to stimulate irrepressible fantasies, unrealistic desires, and
unrequited longing that easily turns to anger (Arvidsson 2006).
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for example, MGTOW’s argue men are better off breaking all relationships with women (Koul
2018). Turn one way and you find hyperlinks to intellectuals of the so-called “dark web” like
evolutionary psychologist Steven Pinker and neuroscientist Sam Harris (Weiss 2018). Turn
another and you jump to alt-righters like #Pizzagate huckster Mike Cernovich and the immensely
popular conspiracy theorist Alex Jones.
One of the main incubators for the manosphere is a website called 4Chan. In addition to
giving birth to hacker group Anonymous (Coleman 2015), 4Chan was, as Andrea Nagle writes,
“A massively influential and creative forum for pranks, memes, and images that ‘cannot be
unseen’. The culture of the site was not only deeply and shockingly misogynist, but also selfdeprecating in its own self-mockery of nerdish ‘beta’ male identity” (2017, 14).
4Chan was created in 2003 by a young American named Christopher Poole. Poole was inspired
by Japanese website 2Channel, an online meeting ground for young Japanese people who felt
alienated by consumerism and mainstream society, to share anime, jokes, and funny memes
(Beran 2018). Inspired by similar feelings of alienation, men in the manosphere often trade
4Chan’s frivolousness for idealized, archaic notions of virility and manliness that have been lost.
As Donna Zuckerberg notes, they use references from ancient history to argue for an impending
future utopia of male supremacy, rooted in social Darwinism, in which biology is king (2018).
For example, seducers often say they have gone “down the rabbit hole” (from Lewis Carroll’s
1865 novel Alice in Wonderland), seen “the matrix” (from the 1999 dystopian film by the same
name, directed by Lana and Lilly Wachowski19), or taken “the red pill” (also from The Matrix).
They feel they’ve grasped basic human truths underlying politically correct liberal politics.
Think of it like a Venn diagram: not all manosphere guys endorse pickup artistry, and not all
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In The Matrix, the protagonist Neo unwittingly lives in a dystopian world of mind-control until
he takes a red pill that allows him to wake up and see reality.
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pickup artists associate themselves with the manosphere; but even guys who do not affiliate with
seduction communities may share their fears, desires, and beliefs about men and women.
An American pickup artist, former industrial microbiologist, and self-described “love
tourist” named Daryush Valizadeh, who calls himself Roosh V, exemplifies one style of toxic
masculinity that is likely to emerge from this digital ferment. Born of Iranian and Armenian
immigrant parents, Roosh made a name for himself by self-publishing stories of his sexual
conquests around the world in books with titles—like Bang, Bang Poland, and Don’t Bang
Denmark—that sound like bad study-abroad themed porno flicks. By 2016 Roosh branched out
into more explicitly right-wing political activism and anti-feminist trolling through his website
ReturnOfKings.com. As he explains his concept of “neomasculinity” in a blog post,
“Neomasculinity combines traditional beliefs, masculinity, and animal biology into one
ideological system. It [aids] men in Westernized nations that lack qualities [like] classical virtue,
masculinity in males, femininity in females, and objectivity, especially concerning beauty ideals
and human behavior. It serves as an antidote for males who are being programmed to accept
Western degeneracy, mindless consumerism, and immoral state authority” (Roosh V, 2015).
Roosh has been known to advocate the legalization of rape; in a review of Ovid’s Ars Amatoria,
for example, he approvingly cites the poet’s controversial claim that “Women like being hurt.
What they like to give, they love to be robbed of” (in Zuckerberg 2018, 106). But after trying to
organize a coordinated global network of meetups for like-minded men, Roosh balked when he
had private personal and family information published online (“doxing”) by Anonymous in an
episode that bore echoes of the campaign against Julien Blanc.
Roosh’s ideas blend hope and male nostalgia with a bracing dose of anger. In fact,
neomasculinity’s cocktail of patriarchal dominance and self-righteous victimization has appeared
in various historical guises: as recently as self-help guru Jordan Peterson’s book 12 Rules for Life
(2018), and as far back as pre-World War II fascist intellectuals like Julius Evola and Georges
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Sorel; will-to-power philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche; and 19th Century Zionist critic of modern
degeneracy Max Nordau. The Southern Poverty Law Center, a nonprofit legal advocacy that lists
hate groups, cited Roosh in 2012 on a list of hateful and misogynistic websites that justify
extremism. These beliefs tend to produce a Manichean worldview of oppressed men and
vengeful women (Tait 2017). As shown in viral episodes of sexual harassment like The
Fappening and #Gamergate20, online communities like ReturnOfKings can serve as echochambers that magnify misogyny under the guise of free-speech libertarianism (Ging 2017,
Mortensen 2016, Mantilla 2015). Sometimes these men’s resentment even turns against pickup
artists themselves, whom they perceive as manipulating and exploiting their desires for their own
profit (as exemplified on sites like reddit.com/r/puahate).
These communities stoke users’ most primal emotions and link them to persuasive but
scattershot discourses of justification. The results can be anything but a joke. On April 23rd,
2018, a 25-year old man named Alek Minassian drove a rented van down a sidewalk in Toronto,
killing eight women and two men. The car attack was reminiscent of recent Islamist terrorism in
New York, London, Stockholm, Nice, and Berlin. Just before his massacre, he posted a note on
Facebook announcing:
“Private (Recruit) Minassian Infantry 00010, wishing to speak to Sgt 4chan please. C23249161,
the Incel Rebellion has already begun! We will overthrow all the Chads and Stacys! All hail the
Supreme Gentleman Elliot Rodger!”
The post paid homage to a young man named Elliot Rodger. In 2014, Rodger shot and killed six
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Adrienne Massanari explains that “The Fappening [was] centered on illegally acquired nude
[photos] of celebrities distributed and discussed via anonymous image-board 4Chan and
Reddit.com. The second, #Gamergate, ostensibly pursued a hashtag ‘movement’ spawned by
individuals who purported to be frustrated by a perceived lack of ethics within gaming
journalism and became a campaign of systematic harassment of female and minority game
developers, journalists, and critics and their allies” (2017, 329-30).
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people in Isla Vista, California, while driving around. After crashing at an intersection, Rodger
shot himself in the head in what writer Sarah Prickett (2014) calls a “virgin suicide.” Before
Rodger, in 2009, an engineer named George Sodini shot and killed four women with a pistol in
an aerobics class in suburban Pennsylvania.
Minassian and Rodger were members of an online subculture called “incels,” short for
“involuntary celibate.” Incels are angry about not having sex. Many of them are confused about
sex, dating, and women.21 They share their resentment and self-loathing on internet forums like
the Reddit site r/incels, which once had 40,000 members (and has since been shut down). In a
137-page manifesto titled My Twisted World posted online shortly before his rampage, Rodgers
writes that sexual jealousy was his primary motivation for the killings:
“I felt like such an inferior mouse whenever I saw guys walking with beautiful girls. I knew that
I would rather die than suffer [involuntary celibacy], and I knew that if it came to that, I would
do everything I can to exact revenge before I die” (in Grigoriadis 2017, 146).
Sodini wrote about his sexual frustrations online, claiming he had not had sex in 20 years
(Kimmel 2017). He even attended a dating coaching seminar run by a coach named R. Don
Steele (whose website, steelballs.com, encourages men to dress well, be confident, and even
gives them a “Bill of Assertive Rights”). Incels often subscribed to the “black pill” ideology,
which espouses hopelessness mixed with extreme misogyny—including advocating rape,
affirming male privilege, and labeling women with terms like “femoids,” “whores,” and “sluts.”
Incels are the logical, monstrous product of a society that tells men sex is a commodity—
a commodity to which they are entitled. Like a rebooted Norman Bates, the three incel vigilantes
killed women because they simultaneously judged them to be immorally promiscuous at the
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Ironically, the term “incel” was coined by a queer Canadian woman in the 1990s. She used the
term to refer to members of an online support group for lonely-hearted singletons (Tolentino
2018).
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same time that they felt sexually rejected by them. Behind their rage lies an impossible and
misplaced set of desires. They crave sex yet despise women. Likewise, they obsess over female
beauty and decry makeup as a fraud (Tolentino 2018). They weaponize this psychic ambivalence
into narcissistic rage and toxic misogyny. Some incels speak reverently of school shooters like
Seung-Hui Cho, who murdered 32 people on the campus of Virginia Tech in 2007. Cho had been
diagnosed with anxiety and depression disorders and counted himself an outsider. Idolizing
Columbine killers Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, Cho fantasized about taking revenge on the
rich kids and frat boys who may have harassed him (Kimmel 2017). Nikolas Cruz, who shot and
killed 17 high school students in February 2018 on the grounds of Marjorie Stoneman Douglas
High School in Florida, expressed admiration for Rodger in a YouTube comment on a video
about Rodger’s manifesto. These young men’s rage recalls serial killer Ted Bundy, who in trying
to explain his motivations for mass murder told his lawyer, “I didn’t know what made people
want to be friends. I didn’t know what made people attractive to one another. I didn’t know what
underlay social interactions” (in Marshall 2018).
What exactly is the “incel rebellion” that Minassian alludes to? As their links to school
shooters of various stripes suggests, incels do not just hate women. Calling themselves “beta
males,” they spew vitriol against alpha males (so-called “normies” and “Chads”) whom they see
as successful, attractive, and getting plenty of sex (Nagle 2016). At the same time, they trade tips
to enhance their masculine appearance through cosmetic surgeries like wrist enlargement, jaw
implants, eyebrow botox, penis stretching, and even 3D-printed skull implants. This ambivalence
is key. Incels are angry that they cannot pass as alpha males. Incels hate alpha males, yet they
want to be like them. As one user of an incel forum, incels.me, writes:
“Killing chads is dumb. [A] chad is what anyone here would be if [their looks were] 8+. Plus
chads are bros and male promiscuity isn’t bad for society. A chad is only fucking a certain
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[femoid] because society and her family allowed her to be a SLUT. CUCKS are the ones whose
death would benefit all of us. Feminism is only a thing because of CUCKS. Women only have
rights and emancipation because cucks let them have it.”
This incel sees women as nothing more than a tool for male power. As such, he holds that
promiscuous women are not a problem. Rather, he despises men who refuse to possess women
and who instead allow themselves to feel subjected to women. This is a monstrous case of what a
podcaster and dating coach Dr. Nerdlove calls “White Knight Syndrome”: a feeling of
entitlement to sex by way of “trying to come to [a woman’s] ‘rescue’” in ways that ultimately
“deny that women have agency of their own” (in Salter & Blodgett 2017, 142). Yet the author
finds no irony in posting this on a website for men who cannot get laid.
Despite violent outbursts by a few members, incels are a subculture steeped in pranking
and irony. While many want social status and sexual privileges, they also see society as
decadent, even degenerate, rife with partying and promiscuity (see also Tiqqun 2012). As their
ambivalent hatred of alpha males attests, beta masculinity is not exactly machismo. It is quieter,
more introverted, but no less prone to explode in self-righteous violence. “Beta masculinity,”
Andrea Nagle writes,
“Is an ironic inversion of the fabled swagger of the alpha male. Whereas alphas tend to be
macho, sporty, and mainstream in their tastes, betas see themselves as less dominant males,
withdrawn, obsessional, and curatorial in their habits” (2016).
What ties the alpha and the beta together is a restless search for power. The beta’s geeky
obsessiveness and playful intellectual machismo is just another way of asserting social control.
Behind incels’ subversive rage and obsession with sex, we can glimpse something else: a
nostalgic desire for purity in gender roles and relationships. Their ego becomes a fortress, as
solitary and brooding as it is fragile. When mixed with their ironic style of communication, this
can lead to expressions of what Jessica Benjamin and Anson Rabinbach, describing the aesthetic
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style of soldiers in 1930s Fascist Germany, call “sensuous anti-sensuality” (1987). As one user
on incels.me writes in a soft porn-themed post titled “Imagine how a woman feels”:
“Imagine how soft and warm her skin feels. Imagine the sweet smell of her perfume. Imagine her
tenderly pressing her soft lips against yours. Imagine her letting you get on top of her and
inserting your cock inside her, softly moaning as it slides in… Imagine her breathing getting
heavier with each thrust. Imagine her wrapping her arms and legs around you, holding you as
close as she possibly can… Then imagine the feeling of pure satisfaction and peace that comes
afterwards, and looking beside you to see a person that cares about you and has accepted you in
the most intimate way possible. You will never get to experience this because your skeleton is
too small or the bones in your face are not the proper shape. Have a nice day.”
Virgin suicide becomes a way wiping away the wishy-washy morality of contemporary society
by laying claim to an absolute value. Violence is a form of re-birth. It allows them to trade in
their sense of worthlessness for a feeling of forceful supremacy; as if to say, ‘You think I’m a
loser? I’ll show you or else.’ As with these 1930s soldiers, death and destruction represent an
absolute rejection of femininity, sensuality, and the body itself (Theweleit 1987).
The nihilistic purity of this act is that it returns Rodger to and Minassian to the absolute
solitude of their own individual self. As Benjamin and Rabinbach explain, “The key to the
fantasy of destructive violence and rage against women is the conflict between the longing for
fusion and simultaneous terror at the destructive implications for the self that such merger
entails” (1987, xix-xx). Like the psychopathic cabbie Travis Bickle in Martin Scorsese’s Taxi
Driver (1976), they destroy the fabric of the society in which they lost themselves. In this sense,
incels are radicalized dropouts from hookup culture. In mainstream media, they seem to lie
somewhere between the hikikomori (“shut-ins”) of Japan, radically shy or agoraphobic people
who rarely leave their homes, and the radical Islamist jihadists of ISIS who would have women
veiled behind burqas or redistributed as sex slaves (Wallace & DeCook 2018, Wallace 2018,
Douthat 2018). Many men join extremist groups less out of religious conviction than a desire for
camaraderie (Mink 2015). Just so, incels’ desperation for a sense of belonging can drive them to
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join misogynistic online networks so they feel like they have someone to talk to (Cook 2018).
It is important to state that incels or even the followers of Roosh V represent only
fractions of the men who visit seduction websites. On an online torrent website called
TheForum.bz where would-be seducers upload pirated seduction e-books for free, I followed
along as the members (using pseudonyms) debated each other’s opinions on whether you can tell
a woman’s character from her appearance. In doing so, they implicitly debate each other’s views
of the manosphere:
Danger Zone: “With game you’re just limiting yourself. Unless of course you’re hardcore red
pill and don’t want an egotistical stuck up western woman. Then stfu [shut the fuck up] and
move to rural Guatemala where some “pure” village girl will provide you with half gringo
spawn.”
Quincy: “Way before [learning] game I stopped prejudicing people. There are too many
contradictions to make a law out of [women’s looks] or even a theory.”
W: “Red pill is for douchebags. I mean, totally read [Rollo Tomassi’s book] Rational Male.
There’s certainly truth in there. But I don’t really see the point in going through life with that shit
in the forefront of your brain all the time. I think it’s probably beneficial to have an optimistic
(but still cautious) concept of what an ideal woman SHOULD be like, because you can change
people by treating them like they are something.”
Danger Zone: “I stopped reading [Tomassi] because it’s just so much vitriol again and again.”
Curveball: “[The] larger issue is that the basic premise (AWALT [all women are like that]) is
about putting boundaries and boxes on women. So all the higher quality girls that don’t fall into
that bucket immediately lose interest in you as that philosophy comes out, and you are left with
the AWALT hypergamy shitty females because that is what you’ve self selected for. [It’s] really
unhealthy imho [in my honest opinion].”
Chango: “A self-fulfilling prophecy.”
These guys are ambivalent about treating women like sexual objects. The important point is that
they consider game as “limiting” not for women’s sake but for the constraints this places on their
own self-development.
As these guys attest, seducers in the manosphere intensify a trend as old as the internet
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itself: using online communication as a means for ludic, irreverent, and misleading performances
(Brunton 2013). What is shared between sites that advocate sexist behaviors, and those that revel
in a sense of male victimization, is a sense of what Michael Kimmel calls “aggrieved
entitlement” (2017). For example, whereas some seducers and other users of the manosphere
aspire to become alpha males, others—of whom Rodgers is a monstrous example—revel in
victimization (“betadom”) as a mode of perceived social subversion (Ging 2017). (There is even
an online subculture of so-called “bronies,” adult male followers of the animated show My Little
Pony: Friendship is Magic.) Feeling that the world is stacked against them, incels recognize,
name, and even revel in their "beta-ness" to claim a measure of power—to stay one step ahead of
social systems of power, coded as social and sexual desirability, that they feel victimized by.
This mix of playfulness and hatred can be confusing to research. It can also elude men
who are unable to distinguish pranking from a call to action.22 Certainly, men in the manosphere
intensify some traditional features of antifeminism. But they also appear to “complicate the
orthodox alignment of power and dominance with hegemonic masculinity by operationalizing
tropes of victimhood” (Ging 2017, 1). This aligns with assessments of male nerds as ambivalent
beneficiaries, simultaneously privileged and marginal, of the social rewards of conventional
hegemonic masculinity (Nagle 2017). They see sex and gender politics as social games of value
that can be won. As with Julien Blanc, masking transgression as playfulness represents a strategy
to secure the privileges of heterosexual men in an age when male power is both common and
politically incorrect to espouse in public. Transgression becomes a mark of masculine
distinctiveness that conflates eccentricity with individuality (Salter & Blodgett 2017, Marcus
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Reports suggested Minassian had autism, and therefore may have had trouble not just with
socializing but also with distinguishing joking from reality online.
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1995). In other words, nerds uphold different standards for masculine status rather than
challenging the social privileges of masculinity itself.
I had received an invitation to join TheForum from an anthropologist I met at a
conference. He was using the site and was supportive of my research so long as I did not disclose
his personal connection to it. When I returned to the site in early 2018 I found TheForum had
been shut down. After a little googling I found the site had moved to a new domain; after logging
in, a message on the homepage explained the relocation, stating that a senior staffer of the site
had “gone rogue,” shut off the servers, and locked everyone out. In what amounted to “a
deliberate and hostile act,” this staffer gained access to all the users’ private passwords and was
soliciting them for credit card donations under the auspices that the site was still operational.
Whether it was a money-making scam or a destructive takedown almost seemed beside the point.
It was the ultimate prank. “Stay safe and change your passwords,” the alert advised us.

Section Two: Mad Men, Beta Males, and Escaping the Attention Funnel
Episode 3. March 28th, 2015. I arrive at Brass Monkey bar, in New York’s Meatpacking
District, around 8 pm. Whereas on weekends the place became a thumping nightlife venue, on
weekdays it caters to a happy-hour crowd. I text the organizer of the weekly seduction meetup
asking if he had arrived. Within seconds I feel a buzz in my pocket. “Upstairs at the table in the
back.” I make my way up the stairs and join a group of three guys seated around a chunky table:
Dylan, the group organizer; a stylish black man on his left; and a Southeast Asian guy across the
table. They are busy talking about an economic recession they predicted to hit by the summer.
The way the group works, Dylan explains, is that the men meet up every week around 8:30; talk,
share stories, and have a pint; and then drop by bars in the neighborhood to practice seducing
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women. I noticed the group—formerly called NY Casanovas (a pseudonym)—had been
surreptitiously removed from Meetup.com sometime in the last two weeks. He replies that all
group activity typically runs through an alternate social media platform, Reddit.com. He says I
should search for Dark City Seddit (DCS) and message the group administrators to be added to
the site, as well as to a private mobile app for group-based texting; “It’s much easier to keep in
touch that way,” he says. Later that night, I log on and notice the group logo is an image taken
from popular TV show Mad Men; a silhouette of womanizing antihero Don Draper reclining on a
sofa. The image seems like an ironic nod to a bygone era of male chauvinism.
These men assume that anonymity allows them to talk about their desires, fears, and
inhibitions without shame. They feel empowered by being able to share intimate or unpleasant
details about their lives and receive validation from other members of the forum. That is because
the forum is treated as a bounded space (Lingel 2017). Users are allowed to choose a
pseudonym, and overly personal discussions rarely cross the chasm from the virtual world to
real-life meetups like the Brass Monkey gathering. But it is also true that the hyper-distanced
“logic of lulz” involving displays of ironic knowingness, hardness, and machismo on DCS can
bleed into everyday life (Milner 2013). At another meetup of DCS a month later at Houston Hall
(a beer garden in Chelsea), I chatted with Will, a white thirtysomething software engineer, who
was talking to some of his friends about plans he had first shared on the forum: doing a so-called
“thirty-day challenge.” Will explained, “In May I will go out every night of the week for the
whole month.” Cato, who works in ed tech, challenged him: “If you’re so hard, why don’t you
start now?! Do it, start right now.” Will hesitated: “I’ve gotta work myself up to it, man! This
month is preparation. I’m going to the gym five days a week, getting in shape, fixing up my diet
to eat well. Otherwise it’s just gonna break me!” Cato replied, slightly drunkenly, “You know
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what’s the only thing holding you back? It’s you. Your voice, your self-talk, your barriers.”
Episode 4. September 3rd, 2015. Today, in addition to the regulars in the conversational
thread of DCS I am browsing on my laptop, I notice a new guy. Calling himself Mike Pickup, he
describes how his game mimics the sales tactics he used to set up his coaching business:
“I used to work for RSD three years ago and they wanted to hire me as a new instructor. They
wanted to pay me shit money so I started my own company. I’m at 447 lays [sex encounters],
143 [in the] last year. I know every aspect of game inside out at this point. My system is very
comparable to direct sales. Very methodical and repeatable, [the] whole method [is] focused on
results. [It’s] one giant system. [It’s] basically like a sales funnel with all levels optimized. Pour
leads in the top and every part is optimized to close them either with pulls [sex encounters] or
day 2’s [dates] and [to] get the best onto rotation.”
Mike’s introduction takes hustling to a new level. He voices small-business concerns with
flexible production, supply-chain management, and return-on-investment.
As we have seen, men’s complex emotions—their anxiety, sadness, or anger—are easy
targets for manipulation online. In December of 2014, for example, news emerged that a
prominent seduction coach named Tom Torero was found faking supposedly real footage in
Youtube videos and promotional materials featuring him meeting, interacting with, and kissing
women in public. So-called “in-field footage” is a medium that is highly valued in seduction
communities because it seems to attest, with documentary evidence, to charismatic interpersonal
skills that are otherwise difficult to verify in the digital domain. In Torero’s case, these videos
sacrificed the truth in a cynical ploy to increase his fan base and grow his income. It was alleged
that Torero advertised a casting call and hired amateur actresses to play the role of the women he
approached. The consternation over fake “in-fields” reflects seducers’ ambivalence between
aspiring to individualism and collectively sharing techniques.
This ambivalence registers through the supposedly objective record of a seducer’s
capacity to improvise his flirting skills in real time through in-field videos. The sign of a good
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seducer is a willingness to embrace constraints: to pick up women even, and especially, in places
where it seems unfeasible. Whereas imperfection may act as a proxy guarantee of truth in a
medium that easily enables misrepresentation, Torero went too far. He allowed the search for
authentic female desire to usurp both the sense of masculine individuality—as well as his
ascribed ability as a teacher—that holds value in his viewers’ eyes. Like the notorious “Nigerian
401” email phishing scam (Brunton 2013)—an African prince needs to transfer money across
borders, and you are just the friend to help him out—Torero’s marketing seemed less like a pitch
than a scam. As a member of an online forum put it, “paying an actress to fake an infield [video]
when this is exactly what you teach for a living may be the only unpardonable sin in [this]
industry.” Torero exploited a gap inherent to all digital systems: a-synchronicity means the link
between identity and authentication breaks down. Yet accusations of duplicity failed to torpedo
the Torero brand. In the years since, the self-described “Legendary Street Hustler and Nomadic
Daygame Delinquent” has gone on to write more how-to books, produce a podcast, market new
video training programs, and release a steady stream of YouTube videos with titles like “How to
Talk to a Girl in a Mall,” “How to Stack and Spike,” and “Beta Bait.”
After weeks of back-and-forth over Mike’s standing on the forum, the members of DCS
discovered he had recently been accused of sexual assault and kidnapping. Allegedly, he was in
Las Vegas and began hooking up with a young woman in his car. When she wanted to leave, he
reportedly pulled down his pants and started masturbating in front of her (Zadrozny 2015).
Surprisingly, though, this was not even the incident that got him canned (if anything, they were
less worried about Mike’s victims than how Mike’s presence might reflect on them). Instead,
Mike got evicted from DCS only after he used high-pressure sales techniques to pitch a $6,000
bootcamp to the other members. I watch the cascading chat-feed on DCS as they log onto a free
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webinar Mike was using to promote the bootcamp and surreptitiously troll him with racial
epithets cribbed from the film Borat (2006). The trolling seemed to stack up at lightning speed:
Zain: “Ask him if he is more alpha than king kong”
C: “What does he think of pheromones”
Zain: “Ask him out of all those lays how many were men?”
These DCS members police the line between fraternity-style camaraderie and self-publicizing
“personality spamming” (Brunton 2013, 165). As I explain in detail in the rest of this section,
expelling Mike hinged precisely on the unsettling similarities between his seduction methods and
his business practices. It presents the men with the challenge of distinguishing quality advice
from marketing propaganda. We will see that these men’s fear of being manipulated plays out on
the grounds of gender and the politics of acceptable desire.
First we need to understand DCS’s place in the manosphere. DCS is one of many online
forums that run the gamut from informal networks to formal organizations linked to coaching
companies. Since there is no formal accreditation required to join, membership in groups like
DCS is highly permeable. As a location in what Patrick Davison calls the “unrestricted web”
(2012), trainees move between and across different groups at will, including other manosphere
sites. They give themselves avatars that mask their real identities. Moreover, they often change
avatars altogether. On forums like DCS, seducers trade advice not just about dating and
seduction but about all aspects of their daily lives. In turn, these virtual worlds assemble an
interwoven architecture of male-oriented media far more pervasive than a monthly subscription
to Playboy, Stuff, or FHM magazine. As Michael Kimmel puts it, “The fantasy world of media is
both an escape from reality and an escape to reality—the ‘reality’ that many of these guys
secretly would like to inhabit” (2008, 150).
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Online groups like DCS are “imagined communities” that enmesh their users in a textual
world (Anderson 2006). Not confined to dialogue, they use expressions, abbreviations,
acronyms, GIF’s, emojis, and memes (think “The most interesting man in the world” from Dos
Equis beer ads or “the Old Spice guy”; Knight 2014) that skim affective dimensions of emotion
while objectifying events and displaying semiotic efficiency through practices of
“metaconsumption” (Shankar 2006) that show in-group status. Like commodity fetishism,
metaconsumption means producing, circulating, and consuming things as words and
representations (Illouz 2007). These representations, in turn, enact particular values for them as
members of an imagined community (Anderson 2006, Edwards 1988). Anonymous
metaconsumption, and being “alone together” (Turkle 2012), leads to less authentic selfdisclosure (Hollenbaugh & Everett 2013). It can also induce the false idea that all women share a
basic behavioral profile (Tait 2017). In sum, metaconsumption can turn men’s inchoate feelings
of anxiety, worry, loneliness, and sadness into more acute forms of alienation. This allows
members to begin to decontextualize seduction from the immediate purpose of meeting women.
They can also feed their anger in ways that contribute to the gradual radicalization of some users
who begin to see manipulation and conspiracy everywhere (Tait 2017). Fundamentally, DCS acts
like message boards on popular MMORPG’s like World of Warcraft: it encourages users to see
seduction as a game with no goal other than self-imposed ones—as Cato put it, “The only thing
holding you back [is] your self-talk, your barriers”—such that they can ideally go on playing
forever.
Under the protective cover of pseudonyms like Doc, Chango, and Ken Kaniff (a
pedophilic character from a song by white rapper Eminem), users feel the forum is a level
playing field for heterosexual guys. They trade advice, e-books, and autobiographical “lay
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reports” (diary entries) that describe their sexual encounters. At the same time, they learn
strategies of interpretation and exegesis that allow them to apply others’ experiences as useful
guides for their own behaviors. Through the “distributed knowledge” (Gee 2003, 187) of the
group, seducers learn the evaluative criteria for success and failure in their pickups. Their realworld values may, in fact, come to seem like mere effects of their rhetorical enactment of skills
discourses in these communities (Bakardjieva & Gaden 2012). Socially distributed cognition
means that seduction skills exist not just in the mind and body of the seducer but also in the
presence of a virtual community he can summon for help. Knowing how to leverage the
community allows him to take risky actions in real life secure in the knowledge that, whether he
succeeds or fails, he can gain a useful perspective by sharing his experiences with other members
online. Sharing and comparing their experiences with the other members is basically
compulsory; inactive members (“lurkers”), and even some members who disagree with others,
are routinely purged by group admins. Even for them, though, trust is critical. Perhaps because
they value their privacy, they yearn to know the anonymous screen names populating DCS in
person. Monthly meetups, when the pixelated avatars ghost into flesh and blood, give them a
base of solidarity and rapport that anchors the otherwise cynical online world.
Episode 5. September 27th, 2015. On one occasion, members of DCS speculated about
the corporate structure of RSD. Threaded together is a parallel conversation about whether “lay
count” (number of sex encounters) is a valid heuristic of success in mastering seduction.
Al Bear: “I wish I could get stats out of RSD’s business. The average age of consumers for each
product line, the success of engaged customers and whether they have a marketing team or just a
bunch of monkeys flinging shit at a monitor.”
Tuxedo Mask: “I doubt it’s easily traceable, I dunno how you would quantify success anyways.”
Al Bear: “Clearly success is measured in sex units.”
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Tuxedo Mask: “I’m more curious about what there [sic] corporate structure is, how many
employees and how much [money] they’ve generated over the years. Yeah I don’t like lay count
either. It’s a massive leap to go from 0 to 1.”
Al Bear: “[Their] structure is likely a pyramid with silos for each instructor, almost like a
franchise.”
Tuxedo Mask: “And during bootcamps, videos have mentioned where guys forego the pull [sex]
to keep training.”
Gangster of Love, ironically: “@C Because the amount of sex one is having is the be-all, end-all
hallmark of a true [master] PUA.”
C: “I won’t say lay count isn’t indicative of someone’s expertise level in this. But everyone has
different goals here.”
Tuxedo Mask: “I think lay count is a good heuristic on success, but not a surefire measuring
tool.”
Gangster of Love: “Sex doesn’t even matter.”
TheGoodSteer: “Only validation.”
Gangster of Love: “And neither does the amount or type of women you can attract. Exactly, only
validation! It’s good. Let’s set the standard super low. This way we can all feel like we’re
successes all the time and feel good even if we aren’t getting actual results! Booya.”
Dos Equis: “I don’t think RSD has much of a customer support team.”
C: “I don’t think it matters. Their business model is all about stuffing people into the top of the
funnel.”
DCS guys cannot agree on a common rubric for success. Implicitly, they do not know
how to evaluate the work they are putting in to become alpha males. Using gallows humor and
sarcasm, they blur feelings of abject dependency (“only validation [matters]”) and domination
(“stuffing people into the top of the funnel”) while mocking the stereotype of pickup artists as
sexually obsessive. Doing so, they critique masculine archetypes of sexual prowess and
ironically affirm beta male identities (“We can feel like we’re successes all the time and feel
good even if we aren’t getting actual results”). They admit they are competing with each-other
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over a contradictory, unreachable goal: now boasting about their sexual prowess, now
undercutting that prowess as an unhealthy fixation. This is because their language is, as Eva
Illouz writes,
“[Simultaneously] neutral because one is supposed to attend to the objective and denotative
content of a sentence… and subjectivist because the justification for making a request, or
experiencing a need or an emotion, is always ultimately based on one’s own subjective needs and
feelings” (Illouz 2007, 35).
They reveal seduction has as much to do with men comparing their abilities with other men as it
does with bedding women (Herzfeld 1985).
Yet what stands out is that this discussion appears less emotionally laden for them than
Mike’s sales push. In a sense, the opacity of RSD’s corporate structure seems to affirm the users’
agency rather than undermine it. As their rampant sarcasm suggests, they believe they too can
learn clever ways to win at their social life if they can create their own single-blind funnel and
“stuff” people into it. Said another way, knowing RSD’s claims may be false does not debunk
their appeal. Persuasion is no longer just a matter of sexual seduction. It is a business that links
extractive profit to gendered acts of violence. When seduction becomes a commodity, whoever
promises access to it becomes an object of speculation and fascination. The slipperiness of
seduction as an object of cost-benefit analysis compromises any a priori notion of unmediated
desire. Even manipulation, they suspect, might be viewed as ethical—part-and-parcel of selfempowerment by connecting nerdy hackers to alpha masculinity through the overarching idea of
predatory value-extraction.
Episode 6. November 3rd, 2015. In the following, seducers debate attending an RSD
“Free Tour” promotional event.
Cova: “Where is [the] free tour?”
And: “It’s usually at hotel pennsylvania I think. The time I went I felt like I was getting gamed.
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Like they were practicing public speaking game on me.”
Cova: “Did you end up hooking up with an RSD speaker?”
And: “[I] think some of the dudes were close to buying a bootcamp. They got my digits tho.”
And says he felt manipulated by their sales push. This sets up Cova’s joke about homosexual
eroticism (“did you hook up with an instructor?”) and And’s reply that links heterosexual
seduction with marketing skills. They affirm their heterosexuality, despite the patently
emasculating context of their discussion, by policing anything that could be perceived as gay,
queer, or effeminate. Here, they portray homosexuality as a state of credulous obedience or
outright passivity: being a dupe, a normie, an AFC, or what gamers call a “non-player
character”—a mindless prop or foil for a player’s self-development, mere prey inside an
attention funnel built by others.
This roundabout self-affirmation of being heterosexual men depends on affirming a
connection between seduction and economic exploitation (“practicing public speaking game”).
Men in online groups like DCS are aware of the irony that their achievements in embodying
masculinity make them objects of jealousy and desire for other men. In the process, they
experience a nagging doubt about the means and ends of their desires. Homophobia is partly due
to hypermasculine compensating for spending time commenting on each other’s lives, attending
to each other’s emotions, or otherwise expressing intimacy in ways that strike them as vaguely
feminizing; as though they are male performers in a beauty pageant for other men.
As masculinity becomes virtualized, doubt haunts them with the thought that their desires
may be mimetic, manipulated by unseen online entrepreneurs. Said another way, they cannot
sure if their aspirational “alpha male” persona is only a fever dream of their erstwhile “beta
male” selves which are targeted by RSD’s game. In DCS, then, the seducer’s ultimate hope is not
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to transcend the game and be truly, freely, and accountably themselves. Rather, it is to take an
active role—just like RSD—in creating their own games of attraction and capture (Allison 1994,
25). Up to a point, they embrace a critical demystification of seduction and seek to turn this very
demystification into newly-charged persuasive power. In the process, seduction takes on an
ethical quality as a capacity for action in the world. In their eyes, they are not dupes; instead they
become analysts of deceptive arts, experts at unmasking powerful secrets of manipulation. The
more fractured and untenable masculinity seems, the more important it becomes to understand
and master techniques of persuasion.
Even as their banter seeks to establish heterosexual maleness’s self-evident value and
facticity, relying on the validation of other guys online threatens the practical aim of embodying
alpha masculinity. Teasing and verbally tricking each other resolves this tension by
manufacturing hierarchies between men based on their abilities to successfully stage their own
games in everyday life. Lines like “Let’s set the standard super low,” and “Did you end up
hooking up with an RSD speaker?” can be framed as trolling. Trolling is what Michael Herzfeld
calls a “poetic strategy” for winning status (1985, 16). It is a form of aggression that forces selfexposure on another person by exploiting an expected social convention, while absolving its own
role by taking the form of a joke or a prank (Condis 2018, Mantilla 2015).
Trolling uses irony to provoke someone else into giving away information that would
otherwise be private. “A troll,” journalist Adrian Chen writes, “exploits social dynamics like
computer hackers exploit security loopholes” (in Milner 2013). Rather than deploy clever code to
extract information, the reaction itself is the win: as with negging, you are a chump if you take
the troll seriously. For the guys in DCS, trolling is almost a requirement. It is a performance that
asserts masculine individuality by caricaturing earnestness and emotionality as pre-conditions for
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being duped and subjugated by other men. As such, their mock performances of social
conformity (“Only validation [matters]”) are delivered with a wink—marked as inauthentic—on
purpose to undermine political correctness, authorize transgression, and elevate an ideal of
masculinity that stays cool and aloof under pressure (Condis 2018). Trolling is what Megan
Condis calls a “metagame” (2018, 34): it uses shock value to tap into collective unconscious
thoughts in such a way as to turn these men’s fantasies of power into a passable version of
reality. As Whitney Phillips adds, “Trolls’ talent for emotional firewalling is matched only by
their ability to recognize and exploit their target’s attachments. …What makes a troll successful,
in other words, is his or her ability to empathize” (2015, 35-6).
Like trying out a “neg” in a dark bar full of strangers, trolling typically thrives in online
forums where users are anonymous. On Facebook, by contrast, seducers seem more willing to be
vulnerable, authentically engaged, and supportive. But even these sites are not immune from
jealousy and rivalries. On a private seduction group on Facebook, for example, one guy felt
shamed for sharing his sexual conquests.
Joe: “I’ve taken a post down earlier this morning because I felt shamed, judged and wronged by
many of you on [my] success. I was going to ask to be removed from this secret [group] because
this was supposed to be a safe and non-judgmental group where we can share our success and
support each other and celebrate each other’s success with a virtual high five or fist bump. Prior
to [seduction training] I wasn’t having any success with women what so ever [sic]. I went to bed
many nights in tears with my own dick in my hand not knowing what to do. I was envious of the
guys that were solid with hot gorgeous women. I’ve wanted to master what they have, how they
speak, and what they do. I had self conscious [sic] issues because of my height and weight. I’ve
put in so much work to get the results that I am having. I am so proud of myself. I’ve never had
this in my life before. I joined you guys to share success with you guys and to support you as you
support me. But to be put down by many of you and others agreeing with the put down and
humiliation after all the work I’ve put in really set me back in a corner and made me feel
ashamed and wronged by people I consider brothers.”
Seth: “You are truly inspirational. No shame. No excuses. You’ve put the time and work in.
[You’ve] faced your own shit over and over. Thank you for being vulnerable with us. Keep it
up.”
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Greg: “Brother I am a witness of your work. And you will never ever hear such hating from me.
I’m proud of you and I celebrate your success. Forget the haters and run your own race.”
Sean: “Dude remember that every time you post you might or better said will inspire someone
else. Forget about the haters. Keep pushing”
Like chatting to new folks at a friend’s backyard barbeque, displays of altruism on platforms like
Facebook may be due to users’ need to perform a continuous and stable self-image. On the other
hand, strong identities can foment some members’ resentment and jealousy at not measuring up
(much like when the DCS guys booted Mike Pickup).
Moreover, both DCS and Facebook communities shared a common ritual that some—but
not all—members seemed to perform with relish: posting photos (preferably without the face) of
women they had slept with. This is a more stripped-down version of Joe’s disclosure above (and
part of the reason why he felt confused and betrayed by the other guys). As we will see in the
next chapter, sharing stories of sexual conquest is an exploitative, age-old practice by which men
constitute bonds with each other through the bodies of women; whether promised in marriage,
exchanged like chattel, or ogled at a strip club (Hoang 2015, Allison 1994). One guy on DCS
posted a selfie while getting a blowjob in the bathroom of a bar. This seems uncomfortably close
to episodes of sexual assault like the 2012 Steubenville, Ohio, rapes, in which high school
footballers recorded cellphone videos of themselves shoving fingers into a naked, unconscious
classmate’s mouth and vagina and joking about it on Twitter and Facebook (Grigoriadis 2017).
As the DCS admin once wrote, “We prefer you guys to post pics with no faces, but ultimately
it’s up to you.” While nominally a benefit to women, this appears as a cover to absolve the group
admins in the case of any controversies.
How do these men negotiate the fine line between self-expression and sexual
exploitation? As we have seen, the question affects not only relations between men and women,
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but also men’s relations with each other and their coaches. Let me return to the story of Julien
Blanc. Things quickly got worse for him. Outraged netizens combed through his social media
profile and unearthed seedy stuff, like a selfie wearing a T-shirt saying “Diss fatties, bang
hotties,” and an image he posted of a “Power and Control Wheel” (an infographic meant to help
women identify when they have suffered sexual abuse) followed by Blanc’s caption, “Might as
well be a checklist.” Instead of trying to make women invest (as with the seduction technique of
negging), this kind of trolling was meant to capture men’s attention. Claiming his video was “a
bad joke,” he sought to bracket it in a “magic circle” of play (Huizinga 1971) set apart from
everyday life. To do this, he portrayed filmic representation as an act of speculative imagination
that necessitated the freedoms of artistic license.
This appeal obscures how play and reality are linked through contemporary digitallypowered economic practices that make desire a source of profit (think Tom Torero) as well as
masculine braggadocio (think of the Steubenville rape case, or Donald Trump’s response to
sexual assault claims against him that “It’s made-up stuff”). Just so, public criticism of Blanc
centered on the ability of this digital representation to encourage violence among viewers while
erasing the trace of its own effects. Trying to avoid the charge that his video is an incitement,
Blanc’s first claim (“My intentions were never bad”) hides behind a context (“I was trying to be
funny”) that is inaccessible to his viewers. Blanc’s claim ignores the very productiveness of this
gap for men in digital seduction communities, who may in some cases read it as a call to action.
While many seducers repudiated Blanc, others sought to defend him. Peter, a Chinese-American
seducer I interviewed, said he had once met Blanc in person. “He’s a smart guy,” Peter said
thoughtfully. He then dished an explanation that is often given in journalistic think-pieces about
social media, so-called “fake news,” and the ineptitude of American tech elites in quashing
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manipulative uses of their online platforms: “He got into game really young. He told me RSD
hired him when he was eighteen. So he never had a real education. I think he feels like he missed
out.”
Blanc’s quasi-apology (“My intentions were never bad”) shows us the infrastructure of
male power that is shared between Facebook and anonymous social media like DCS. It fits the
pattern of American male celebrities like Louis C. K., Charlie Rose, and Al Franken apologizing
for their alleged sexual offenses during the #MeToo movement. Are these apologies just a way
of excusing patriarchal power by reframing it within a cultural narrative of self-improvement?
Then again, what would forgiveness even look like in Blanc’s case? In his Machiavellian,
degrading pretense of power, he had consciously positioned himself beyond the pale of morality.
Blanc’s apology seems to say contradictory things: that the male sex drive is powerful and
innate, and that men should be forgiven for losing control; and that men should be given the
authority to control the contexts in which their words and actions get understood.
In other words, his apology asks viewers to suspend trust in men who can and will act
like wild cards. His calculated bid for forgiveness is, as Jacques Derrida (2001) would say,
transactional—and thereby inauthentic. When all men are potential predators, apology can be
just another playful act of misdirection. This logic exploits the predator-prey stereotype of male
and female sexuality. Like a male version of the female Madonna-whore complex, this idea
perpetuates male power by mythologizing a Cartesian dichotomy of male recklessness and
rationality (Michael Lewis in Salzinger 2016, 4). Blanc’s predatory “joke” is passive-aggressive
(Gregg 2010). It implicitly rejects injury as what one DCS member calls “excuse fuel,” a form of
false consciousness that allows people to wallow in victimhood. In so doing, it exploits our
attention and secures profits from power-hungry seduction trainees. His apology legitimizes the
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normalcy of male abuse within a techno-libertarian, arch-masculine mythology of overcoming
your external and internal limitations, “forget[ting] about the haters,” and pulling yourself up by
your bootstraps. Perpetuating a vision of the world as a game just waiting to be hacked, Blanc
was an early adopter of a strategy of “harnessing supposedly unserious, insincere rhetoric” that
over the past twenty years has made its way from online forums to the White House (Condis
2018, 106).
Like internet spam, trolling exploits human attention and seeks to nestle into the nooks
and crannies of online communities where it can spread (Brunton 2013). Like the sexual
predator, Blanc-as-prankster uses a technique of asserting dominance while using his social and
structural privilege to remain unaccountable to retribution, much less reciprocity (Berlant 2018).
Trolling is the flip side of digital community. Like seduction, the problem that trolling exploits
and aggravates is “the tension between infrastructure and expression, [between] capacities and
desires” (Brunton 2013, 9). Despite widespread public hatred of trolls, trolling relies on the same
capacities for automated scripting, algorithmic connectivity, and network effects on a vast scale
that enable people to freely participate in online communities. Trolling, like seduction itself,
relies on a world where the business of corporate media—like Facebook, Twitter and Google—is
increasingly enmeshed with IRL communities (Phillips 2015, Brunton 2013). This is a world
where social media companies thrive on advertising revenue by extracting data from users,
filtering it via content-sorting algorithms, and selling it to other people by monetizing our time
and attention (Wu 2016). As part of the manosphere, seduction has become part-and-parcel of
the landscape of social media within the maturing internet. It depends on social relations that
empower people of any stripe to make up their own identities in virtual domains, and that also
disentangle communication from lived identities. This cleavage has a paradoxical result: because
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identity is unmarked, signifiers of race and gender are stereotyped at the same time as claims of
minority status are taken as improper checks on others’ freedom to enjoy the online forum as a
space for free play (Tripodi 2016, Manivannan 2013, Milner 2013, Boellstorff 2008, Nakamura
1993). Trolling is a tactic for securing male privilege—not by claiming status directly but instead
by burning down the town square.
If trolling gives men an ephemeral kick of serotonin, it threatens the denizens of DCS
with the sense that they are engaged in cosmetic and self-referential kinds of working on the self.
They might be so-called “keyboard jockeys”: men evaluating each other in a digital (hence
unreal) context. The flip-side of this is men like Alec Minassian and Elliott Rodger. Unable to
tell truth from fiction, they spiral into an abyss of narcissistic rage. The forum depends entirely
on the virtual attention of men evaluating other men’s performances of masculinity (as
TheGoodSteer put it earlier, “Only validation [matters]”). Playful jabs like Cova’s—“Did you
end up hooking up with an RSD instructor?”—use the perceived threat of homosexuality to
uphold the tenuous heteronormativity of the forum. They momentarily dissipate this threat while
shoring up a key benefit that anonymity provides, which is their freedom to tell misleading
information, give questionable advice, and switch identities. Trolling reminds us that the
cohesion of the group depends on an untenable notion of masculine autonomy, affirmed over and
over again by displacing homosocial desire through discursive forms of disciplining other men as
normatively able-bodied (“alpha”) or debilitated (“beta”) subjects.
The common thread underlying these men’s ambivalent self-reflections as sometimes
alpha, sometimes beta men, is that they see their behaviors and identities as fundamentally
transgressive and disruptive of social norms—even when they themselves are the potential
losers. If they get caught in RSD’s attention funnel, for example, they can still marvel at its
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design. Men in DCS cultivate an emotional style that packages vulnerability, sensitivity, and
empathy within a hardened kernel of irony. These performances serve to stratify hierarchies and
alliances between them. Worshipping transitive (properly masculine, they think) agency above
all else, these differentiations are consolidated in ways that implicitly link traditional femininity
and subordination (Salter & Blodgett 2017).

Conclusion
Social media presents us with a paradox. It allows desires for radical transparency (from
confessions like Joe’s to relentless desires for self-improvement) to emerge inside balkanized
communities that increasingly polarize people’s views away from a mainstream cultural
consensus of moral right and wrong. These contradictory effects can lead to radical notions of
gender purity side-by-side with hybridized notions of gendered assimilation and resistance. If
digitally-networked technologies have allowed for the objectification of women’s sexuality in
new and insipid ways, this chapter has shown that it has also created new ways for men to
objectify themselves. Judith Butler offers,
“What if sexuality is the means by which I am dispossessed? What if it is invested and animated
from elsewhere even as it is precisely mine? Does it not follow, then, that the ‘I’ who would
‘have’ its sexuality is undone by the sexuality it claims to have?” (2004, 16).
As the case of incels shows, violence can stem from the same digitally-powered desires for truth
and reckoning that spurred progressive movements like #MeToo and #TimesUp. Even digital
enclaves like DCS are semiotic domains where troubleshooting seduction encourages users to
take on embodied dispositions towards themselves and other people that have profound ethical
consequences in the IRL world.
Before my research started, I thought that attending training bootcamps would be the
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hardest part. In hindsight, it turned out to be lurking on sites like DCS. I was terrified that I
would get used to the dark; that I would become inured to the vitriol. (I could not even spend
more than a quarter hour on incel websites—a dereliction of my duty as researcher.) Anonymous
online forums strip out a viable place from which to grasp meaning—and by implication to
assess truth, experience trust, or even come to a consensus on what is valued—in the lived
context of any one person. They make things feel harsh, alienating, and lonely, even when
people are being vulnerable, because they decontextualize language and make meanings easy to
manipulate. Far from taking the sting out of their discourses, this gap between users’ words and
their intent only makes the influence of these virtual groups more insidious.
The plausible deniability of users’ intent becomes the natural resource—unrefined
element, raw material—from which the force and social values of seduction are spun. Just so, the
cascading real-time chats of DCS compose an online archive of male inhibitions. This archive
insistently hollows out the foundations of hegemonic masculinity in pretenses of rationality,
autonomy, and bodily inviolability. In the face of this “undoing” of gender (Butler 2004), these
groups ritualize and commodify a notion of gender as potentiality, as an embodied capital that is
always available to be drawn upon to make oneself feel more assertive and empowered.
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CHAPTER SIX: Working at Play in the Seduction Community

Episode 1. July 19th, 2015. I am at a weekend-long bootcamp in a rented dance studio in
Chelsea led by two coaches, George and Nate. With the battered pinewood floor crackling
underfoot and the early evening sun bathing the windows, I listen as they instruct three middleaged trainees to embody seductive masculinity through their postures and gestures:
George: “Stand up straight. Talk in a loud, empowering voice. Also, don’t be afraid to pause a
little bit. Use me and Justin as examples. You can mimic what we’re doing. We tend to learn
from mimicry as human beings. Really make that a part of who you are, and incorporate it into
your everyday life. So, first thing we’re gonna do is practice approaching a closed set. That’s a
set [of women] where you don’t see a [physical, positional] opening to enter.”
The trainees were Jake, 22, an Italian American sales rep from Long Island; Arjun, a middleaged IT specialist from Mumbai who had been learning about game for three years; and Edgar, a
nebbish white male software engineer in his late thirties. Edgar was the only guy at the workshop
who was married—a fact that causes the other men consternation. “Why do you need to learn
this when you’re married?” one asked him. He replies that his wife was ok with it. It seemed
they had married young (it sounded as though she had been a mail-order bride). They were going
through a patch of experimentation in their domestic life, he explained.
Altogether, they seemed way too shy to fill George’s order. As two of the trainees take
turns play-acting women in a bar, the other man, Edgar, practices approaching, tapping them on
the shoulder, and greeting them with a “Hey guys, what’s up?” George and Nate reprimand
Edgar for being creepy and tell him to do his walk again.
George: “Faster. Again! Imagine you’ve got your fuckin’ objective. Imagine you’re smashin’ a
pussy. Fuckin’ run up to them.”
Nate [calmly]: “You can take longer steps.”
Thud, thud, thud as Edgar walks up to the make-believe women.
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George: “Fuck yeah! Very good. Now we’re going to go one at a time.”
With that, the men take a practice stroll through an imaginary nightclub. They practice
catching a woman’s eye—a body-length mirror propped on a folding chair so they can watch
themselves—and then pivoting adroitly to approach her. Nate does a demo.
George: “Notice that Nate allows his body to follow his desire. It’s like a reflex-reaction. ‘I’ve
noticed something, then boom.’”
Edgar: “You have nothing to say [in advance]?”
Nate: “You have nothing to say. You figure it out when you get there.”
We are learning to walk just like models on a catwalk. We march in circles following George,
who seems equal parts drill sergeant and pied piper.
George: “Stand up straight, tall, open! And remember, as a confident man, you’re not afraid of
moving your arms. But notice how I’m not moving my arms aimlessly. I’m very controlled. I’m
also graceful. You want [your feet] to sound light.”
By now, though, Edgar was walking with a mechanical gait. His feet seem to grip the
floorboards in stiff, quasi-martial palpitations like kneading dough.
Nate: “Do it again. And take your time, Edgar. Imagine that you own this venue. If you’re the
owner, you’re not just going to be rushing from point A to point B.”
Edgar: “I actually feel that way often. I feel disconnected from the crowd, and more like the
owner of the place.”
Nate [incredulous]: “You feel like the owner?”
Edgar: “Yeah. Disconnected from the crowd.”
Nate: “Being disconnected is different from being the owner. I mean, they might be related.”
Edgar: “He’s not part of the crowd.”
Nate: “Well, he’s not part of the crowd—he’s actually above the crowd, because he has
responsibility for the whole thing. So he’s not gonna be just going on a mission like this [mimics
Edgar’s walk]. It’s a very different vibe. If you’re intimidated by the situation, it’s like ‘Oh shit,
oh shit, I’ve just gotta get from point A to point B here.’ It’s very different body language. But if
you’re the owner, the venue is your bitch, right? So you’re responsible. You’re taking care of it.
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You’re looking around and making sure everything is working well, that people are having fun.
That’s the mentality you want to have. Positive. Dominant.”
Thud thud thud as Edgar goes again.
George: “You see how your arms are pinned to your sides like that? It makes you look like a
gunslinger from the Wild West. Loosen up those arms. Chin up. Shoulders back! Very good.
Chin up! Higher. Higher—chin up higher.”
Edgar: “Higher? That’s looking up, though.”
George: “It doesn’t matter!”
Edgar: “But I can’t see where I’m going if I’m looking up!”
Nate: “Look. If you’re concerned about looking where you’re going, look twenty feet ahead.”
Edgar: “Crazy.”
George and Nate are trying to teach Edgar the importance of sub-communication: the body
language that conveys things about him before he has even spoken a word. Edgar, on the other
hand, points to a conflict between individualization and imitation. Tangled up in instructions to
swagger with purpose, his failures reflect what David Foster Wallace calls the fraudulence
paradox: that “the more time and effort you put into trying to appear impressive or attractive to
other people, the less impressive or attractive you felt inside” (2004).
His movements seem exaggerated and mechanical. They lack style, feeling, and
authenticity. His over-compensating will to conform suggests a desperation that seems
intolerable in Nate and George’s eyes. That is because it seems like he is either making fun of
the assignment or that he has completely emptied himself out in the attempt to seem likeable.
Like Al Franken’s character Stuart Smalley on Saturday Night Live—“I’m good enough, I’m
smart enough, and doggone it, people like me”—Edgar does what George is doing for the sake of
doing so, not because he feels that way. But what George wants Edgar to exude is not a matter of
appearance. It is about his presence, vibe, and intensity: things that can only be verified by how
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someone else feels by looking at him (Featherstone 2010). His failure to “walk like a man”
illuminate an irony at the core of masculinity. Edgar tries projecting alpha masculinity but
announces, to his coaches’ consternation, that he feels a familiar sense of social alienation. This
confuses George, who cannot understand that ownership (“Imagine that you own this venue”)
also implies social disconnection. Instead, George sees it only as a desirable state of entitlement.
Edgar’s insight is that changing his walk is as an act of passing for a heterosexual man which
ironically results in a hampering sense of inadequacy and self-consciousness. Changing his walk
undermines the very gender presentation he seeks to embody.
“Pickup artistry,” writes sex-positive feminist and self-described “pickup artist chaser”
Clarisse Thorn, “is sometimes a social phobic support group” (2012, 109). Like many American
institutions that seek to reform troubled individuals, seduction training locates sources of change
within the self and minimizes, or elides altogether, cultural and socio-structural influences on
gender (Summerson-Carr 2010, Christensen 2009). This chapter frames seduction skills as a
form of self-help. At the intersection of work and intimate life, self-help helps people cultivate a
resilient sense of self. Self-help is intended to liberate, reveal, or restore the true self. But it is
also a vector of conformism. Practitioners in these groups feel like being yourself takes a
surprising amount of work (Illouz 2008, McGee 2007). For example, seducers constantly debate
the relative merits of learning theory versus learning through experience. They can never quite
arrive at an answer. In part, this is because seduction training blurs authenticity and conformity
in ways that seem to compromise the very qualities of masculinity they desire. Even more, it is
because they believe acquiring persuasive power over someone else can transform their own
identities. Most seducers feel transformed. They are sure change is happening. Yet selfactualization becomes a tantalizing promise that is always just out of reach. This tantalizing
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feeling is baked into seduction as a skill that is, well, seductive. It justifies men’s feelings of toil
and effort. For trainees, objectifying themselves and their relationships promises a clean,
technical solution to complex social experiences of desire and intimacy.
This chapter examines male fraternities that teach seduction skills through relations of
intimate reciprocity, conviviality, and mentorship between men. I begin by considering the form
and function of “wingmen,” guys who help each other during seduction outings. Wingmen, I
suggest, accomplish male bonding behind the pretense of warming up their skills. I show how
this masculine orientation of seduction is a prototype for larger, more diverse intentional
communities—which I call seduction communities—that turn men into the ethical subjects of
their own behavior. These fraternities lend men a sense of social solidarity and temporarily help
solve feelings of loneliness. I will claim they use discourses and exercises of self-help to
reproduce male hierarchies behind the veneer of empathy, vulnerability, and social support.

Section One: Homosociality in Communities of Practice
When I asked him to describe the genesis of his coaching business, Lawrence recalled the
seminal role of his friendship with his co-founder Bruce:
“[When I was in law school] I started going out and networking on my own. But it was really
hard. I didn’t even know how to start a conversation, let alone network. So I met up with [Bruce]
who was really good with girls, and we started focusing on meeting women because it was more
fun. I was 24 years old. Focusing on that seemed like it was a much more applicable and
interesting skillset, and it overlapped seemingly ninety-percent [with networking]. Bruce had no
guy friends. Almost none. But he had tons of [girlfriends] all the time. And I had tons of guy
friends and no [girlfriends]. So it was a good mix, a good matchup.”
Lawrence sees himself and his friend as socially disadvantaged in complementary ways. Their
friendship allows each to remediate the other’s deficiencies in ways that blend sexual pleasure
with social mobility. When I asked a coach named Ethan, 40, to tell me about his clients, he said
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“They’re sort of like me.” “Seduction coaches,” he continued, “tend to attract guys that are sort
of like them." As Ethan and Lawrence point out, learning seduction depends on a masterful
understanding of complementarities, similarities, and differences between men.
Lawrence’s story evokes the cultural archetype of the “wingman.” Being a wingman is
first and foremost a seduction tactic: a routine whereby two men approach a group of women
with the idea that one will take the pressure off his partner; for example, by providing an implicit
reference of the other’s trustworthiness; offering a counterpoint to spark conversations; or just
distracting a woman’s friends to allow his partner to carry on a private conversation with his
target. The wingman helps his partner benchmark his successes, failures, and progress towards
self-improvement. In this sense, he provides a masculine style of care work. He is supposed to
encourage his partner whenever he is dejected, disappointed, or not feeling up for talking to
women. Intimate knowledge of one’s wingman is a prerequisite for a good wingman
relationship. A wingman should know when to push his partner, versus when to lay off him, to
get him to perform at his best.
A wingman may also allow his partner to learn new skills and abilities. Xavier described
how he made friends with two other clients of the seduction coach he had hired:
“They’re like my best friends now. I wouldn’t tell them that, but you know, I think it’s going to
be a forever friendship. A brotherhood, like the army. We hold each other to a high standard.
And we don’t take each other’s bullshit. We keep pushing ourselves, we keep jumping over that
line of fear—over, and over, and over, and over. It’s a shared experience. We make [seduction]
more fun than if [we were] just [doing it] alone. I can’t have this conversation with [people in
general] because this is taboo, it’s taboo stuff. With them, I can tell them everything.”
How is it that a metaphor of aggression and even violence (wingmen are “like the army”) helps
Xavier make sense of flirting? As Mystery tells Neil Strauss in The Game, “You are the most
important man in my life… Try not to queer that up, ok?” (in Zuckerberg 2018, 125). Xavier
calls his friends the “pussy posse.” “We all have friends,” he continued, “but these friends are
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friends who like to have adventures.” This so-called “bromance” carries a lot of weight for
Xavier. These guys do fun, wild, and crazy things. Like the friendship between writer Nick
Carraway and playboy millionaire Jay Gatsby in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (1925),
whenever they are together he feels that more fun, wild, and crazy things happen to him. The
shared experience of facing risk (“jumping over that line of fear”) enables male bonding.
Charles, the musician who had earlier advised Usman on his warmups, elaborates:
“There’s an accountability thing. [Say] you’re on the street [and] you’re walking next to some
cute girl that you’d like to talk to. Maybe you will, maybe you won’t. But if you’re out with
another guy, and if [he] says ‘talk to her’, [you] will! I just will. I won’t even think about it. It
just happens. [You] don’t hesitate. There’s an encouragement, an accountability thing, and it
makes it more fun. If you crash and burn, it becomes like a joke. It just breathes much more air
into the whole process, [and] makes it much less threatening. I feel no jealousy [for my partner],
only excitement—almost like it’s me. It’s like being part of a team. There are certain rules. And
he’s there to support you.”
Being watched by another guy gives Charles the emotional charge to overcome his approach
anxiety. Feeling “supported,” he points to a pleasurable vicariousness of experience through
which he feels uninhibited, almost hypnotized, as the tension between his desire to meet a
woman and his ego-driven fear of embarrassment is transformed by his wingman’s presence.
Seeing how he varies his pronouns—first “I” now “you,” then back again—suggests he is feeling
a bit of the wingman’s provision of “fun” in his conversation with me. The wingman, David
Grazian explains,
“Seems to gain almost as much pleasure from his friends’ excitement as from his own exploits…
watching [his] comrade succeed in commanding the young woman’s attention [makes it] as if
their own masculinity is validated by his success” (2007, 232).
Charles enjoys seduction as a craft, meaning an intimate bodily practice through which men
bond as they work side-by-side on a project (Sennett 2008).
As a relationship of man-to-man solidarity, the wingman relationship depends on
displacing the woman as a focus of erotic attention (Freud 2011). Instead, a wingman allows his
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partner to turn seduction into what Michael Herzfeld calls a “poetic strategy” (1985, 16) that
establishes the seducer’s manhood through displays of courage, initiative, and clever
resourcefulness in the eyes of his partner. Using coded metaphors of aggression (take “like the
army,” or “crash and burn”), Charles and Xavier might even feel an unconscious sense of
attraction—what Rene Girard calls mimetic desire (1976)23—for their wingman; what Mystery
fidgets with in his casually homophobic remark “Try not to queer that up, ok?” Riding high on
the vicariousness of experience, this pleasure also works to disarm feelings of shame in their
seduction attempts. Does it also depend on foregoing sex with the woman the seducer is
addressing? In the short term, yes. Sexual non-possessiveness enacts solidarity and trust between
men. The sexual desire that a seducer feels in his heterosexual flirtations is used to buttress their
homosocial relationship (Allison 1994). Remember the debate among the DCS users about
whether sex is the mark of a seducer’s success; specifically Tuxedo Mask’s reference to “videos
[that] have mentioned where guys forego the pull to keep training.”
Many of the guys I interviewed do not have strong, sustaining, or dynamic friendships
with other men, much less a wingman to go out with. Seduction communities provide a structure
of support that is otherwise lacking in their lives. As Strauss writes in The Game, “The seduction
community became more than just an anonymous bunch of screen names. It became a flesh and
blood family” (2005, 149). Seduction training is a sensitive, emotionally risky issue for trainees.
As a matter that might seem shameful, it is best accomplished in close-knit communities that
ensure privacy and relative secrecy through relations of mutual trust, radical honesty, and the
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For Girard, mimetic desire is provoked by witnessing another person’s desire. It involves a
recognition that one’s own desire is not unique, but rather follows a narrative plot trajectory.
This means that the relationship between the subject and the object is not direct: there is always a
triangular relationship of subject, model, and object (1976).
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“bro code” (Kimmel 2008, Tilly 2005). Moreover, scholars point out that hookup culture often
works through peer groups (Bogle 2008). Seduction communities provide an ersatz social
network for men who lack strong friendships. Based on fraternities and fictional secret societies,
seduction communities consist of men who meet on a regular basis and seek to transform
conscious competence into unconscious mastery of seduction. They provide safe spaces,
nurturing, and emotional support—values that are not otherwise present when guys approach
seduction as a single-player game. This is because they are not just learning to seduce women.
Above all, they are seeking to transform their own identities.
Seducers peddle self-help nostrums like ‘You’re the average of the five people you spend
the most time with.’ Sometimes, they distill the effect of the wingman relationship by creating
egalitarian shared living arrangements that premise relatedness and mutual affinity on a
foundation of radical individualism. By living together in so-called intentional communities,
known as “seduction houses,” they seek out a group of people who will give them unvarnished,
honest—and, most important—helpful feedback. They are trying to remake their personalities
wholesale to become more creative and empowered. Sharing rent and meals, they believe
cohabiting will impart affective, cognitive, and embodied changes that cannot be learned through
a training course. Using ideologies of radical honesty, communicative transparency, and
authenticity, they audit and externalize unexpressed feelings towards themselves and others that
are commonly hidden behind a mask of social politeness. They do this in the belief that being
transparent about their underlying fears and anxieties will turn suffering and perceived disorders
into liberation (Stewart 2007, Foucault 1990); and that ascetic self-discipline, coupled with
unvarnished honesty, can open new scope for them to experience untold personal freedoms in
their everyday lives. As a lanky, thirtysomething South Asian guy living in a seduction house in
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Brooklyn told me, “You can do whatever you want. That’s the whole point: it’s a community
built on expressing desire. But,” he added a caveat referring to reality TV shows like Survivor
and The Apprentice, “We don’t vote people off the island.”
These intentional communities sit in the shadow of 1960s sexual communitarians.
Despite claims that associationism has been declining since the 1960s (Bellah et al. 2007,
Putnam 2000, Lasch 1991), recent investigations suggest increased economic insecurity,
technological innovation, and fraying social safety nets may increase desire for community
among what is left of the American middle-class (Metcalf 2015). From Sunday School classes to
Weightwatchers, Toastmasters, T-groups, EST, Alcoholics Anonymous, and singles groups,
members of today’s intentional communities identify variously as hobbyists, lifestyle
practitioners, sexual experimenters, or spiritual seekers (Bellah et. al. 2007). From meetup
groups to college fraternities, people have been joining optional communities in increasing
numbers in the past decade (Grigoriadis 2017). These communities perfectly encapsulate the
modern social ideal of inclusion without codependency. The litmus test: ask yourself how many
of your fellow members could you count on to show up for you in a pinch? Maybe some. Maybe
none. Despite Xavier’s optimistic affirmation of the loyalty of his “pussy posse,” my research
aligns with sociologist Rachel O’Neill’s assertion (2018) that seduction communities tend to
breed weak ties.
Seduction communities are best understood as what Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger call
“communities of practice” (1991): collectives who interact with each other to perfect their
solutions to a common concern. Relying on many of the practices used by twelve-step and other
addiction-recovery programs (Summerson-Carr 2016), seduction communities claim to help men
recover from nice guy syndrome by cultivating appetites for risk-taking, independence, and
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rejection of perceived dependencies in their lives. These men coach each other to vigilantly
guard their beliefs and behaviors in hopes of generating new, more empowered and more
authentic identities. In practice, this means participants are trained to observe and evaluate
competent displays of other men’s emotions in ways that join pleasure to self-discipline. In this
sense, seduction skills act as what Foucault calls “modes of subjectivation” (in Weiss 2011) that
seek to transform the individual into the ethical subject of his own behavior. As Saba Mahmood
elaborates, “The importance of these practices does not reside in the meanings they signify to
their practitioners, but in the work they do in constituting the individual” as a subject of
ethically-sanctioned desires (2005, 29).
Episode 2. September 21st, 2015. It is sign-up day for a three-month long training course
called the Male Today Group (MTG). Every week, men will gather for several hours of seminars
at a rented dance studio in midtown Manhattan before heading out to bars or nightclubs to
approach women with their comrades. Self-described as a “community based” program, MTG is
run as a not-for-profit organization. Unlike more commercial bootcamps that can cost anywhere
from $400 to $4,000, the membership fee of $160 only covers the costs of renting the studio
space. Our coaches are prior alumni of the program. These circumstances lend themselves to a
friendly and jovial atmosphere of camaraderie. Men laugh, chat, tell stories, tease each other, and
swap advice during quiet moments. Clearly, belonging to the group gives them a feeling of
comfort, camaraderie, social acceptance, and friendly recognition; a place where familiar faces
greet you with a smile after a long day’s work in the city. “In some ways,” one guy says, “We’re
just men having good conversation together.” Men discuss their hookups and sexual
experimentations (such as polyamory and open relationships). The group is evenly composed of
white and South Asian guys. While most are in their 20s and 30s, others are in their 40s and 50s,
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including several divorcees.
Meetings typically begin with exercises in disrupting what Erving Goffman calls the
“front stage” of a person’s everyday self-presentation to reveal “the man behind the mask”
(1959, 214). To that end, they engage in training exercises, games-based learning, self-help
affirmations, storytelling, role-playing, improv acting routines, energetic braggadocio, and other
kinds of collaborative emotion work meant to stoke feelings of courage, optimism, and proactiveness. They may also include a seminar-style lecture by one of the coaches on a topic of
shared interest; such as fashion, self-confidence, online dating, as well as specific seduction
techniques (like calibration or qualification, discussed in chapter four). After hanging out in the
studio for a few hours, men typically venture out to bars and nightclubs in the city to practice
approaching women and playing wingman for each other. They use warm-ups and so-called
“social freedom exercises” to focus on overcoming their nervousness, acting outside their
“comfort zone,” and validating each other’s efforts by reinforcing so-called “independence from
outcomes”: which means that whether they are rejected by women or not, they should feel good
for having “taken action.”
Episode 3. October 3rd, 2015. It is the first MTG meeting of the semester. A ChineseAmerican dating coach named Stephen, who works as a daytime stock trader, asks the room of
male seduction trainees: “What are some attractive qualities?” The men volunteer: “Confidence,”
“image,” “leadership,” “power,” “adventurousness,” “independence,” “passion,” “drive,”
“generosity,” “selflessness,” “positive mindset,” “appearance,” “taking action,”
“impressiveness,” “background,” “experience.” Despite this prodigious flow of associations,
Stephen chides them, “You don’t want to impress the girl. If you’re going to impress somebody,
impress yourself.” Then men think for a second, then answer some more: “Non-neediness,”
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“lifestyle,” “confidence,” “attitude,” “sense of style,” “success and money,” “looks,”
“frankness,” “sociability,” “stability,” “humor”—and, last but not least, “not being boring.”
Stephen replies, “Alright, let me write some of my down.” Standing next to a blackboard, he
picks up a piece of chalk and scrawls out a list. Then he reads it out loud. “Mindset, appearance,
lifestyle, health and fitness, action, personality, physical touch, logistics, body language, money,
status, and conversation skills. You master these, and the sky’s the limit in your dating life.”
After that, George—23, an Italian-American from Long Island who comes off like Arthur
‘the Fonz’ Fonzarelli from the 1970s feel-good sitcom Happy Days—walks up to deliver a
lecture on the importance of fashion and style in seduction. George asks the group, “Why is
fashion important?” Answers ring out: “It makes the job [seduction] easier”; “it makes you feel
good about yourself”; “it makes your first impression”; “it telegraphs your personality”; “It
allows you to embody a character that becomes your ideal.” George replies:
“When you dress well, not only do you feel better about yourself, more confident, but girls will
react to you differently because you look better. Throughout history, all the people who had
more money or more skill sets used to dress better; royalty used to wear purple. People with
fancy hairstyles were chiefs, leaders of certain tribal cultures and stuff. And nowadays, fashion
communicates status, and status is probably the one most universal attraction trigger there is.
Someone who’s high status, they have a lot of money, they have a lot of social power. All that’s
related to the way you look. They’ve done studies that show that for men, what’s actually as
important as a woman’s figure is how well-kept they keep themselves.”
A guy in the audience begins to ask a question: “There’s a product called pheromones, is it
recommended to…” George interrupts him,
“Alright, pheromones are actually things that come from your body, which is good. Then for
fragrances, go to Macy’s try them out, and then buy them on Amazon for like a third of the price.
I like Chrome. But I don’t want you guys to all go out smelling like me, so…”
The trainee is asking if there is a biological way to get women into bed. He is looking for a cheat
code to skip the grooming effort that George was prescribing. But he subconsciously merges this
idea with a commoditized notion of style—that fashion produces effects of power—and it flies
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over George’s head. After that, George leads the guys out of the rented dance studio and onto the
streets of midtown Manhattan. They are headed to Zara to look at outfits.
Outside Zara on 34th street, George tells us to circle around and gives us a pep talk. He
explains some key principles of fashion we should keep in mind when choosing outfits. First is
fit. Second is balancing what George calls “swagger” and “flow.” Flow refers to how fashion
accessories match and play together to create a sensation of movement for the viewer. “It’s very
simple,” he explains. “Flow has three components to it: color, material, and character.” Swagger,
by contrast, is how any one piece of fashion stands out on its own—what George calls a “set
piece”—to attract attention, entice the viewer, and stimulate an emotion. “Swagger is the
flashiness of a certain outfit or item,” he says. As with seduction routines, flow seeks to create
congruency of personality, while swagger visually breaks rapport (just like push-pull) to create a
glamorous and beguiling sense of distance. In this sense, fashion acts as a bridge for these men to
embody their ideal seductive selves. It acts as what Virginia Postrel calls “nonverbal rhetoric”
(2013, 6) that expresses our sense of individuality in forms that are iconic, recognizable, and
brand-ready. Fashion is just another way of resolving the tension in seduction between selfexpression and manipulation.
Then George asks us to check him out. “What do you think I’m going for with my
outfit?” A lanky, well-groomed Asian man in his mid-twenties ventures a guess, “Biker?” “That
is correct,” George replies. “But you could say it’s a blend of biker with a touch of rock star.”
George then encourages us to model our fashion image based on movie stars we admire. He
shows off a pair of black leather gloves he had bought online. “I was trying to get the gloves like
Ryan Gosling in Drive. These really do the trick, and they also double as great driving gloves.
What else do you think of when you see these gloves?” “BDSM,” someone offers. “Correct!
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When women see these gloves, it reminds them completely of that new movie 50 Shades of
Grey. It’s an added layer of conversation, all from just wearing these gloves.”
Style does not always have to be a conversation-starter. I was interviewing a
thirtysomething British guy named Phil, who was in New York for an extended holiday. He had
heard about MTG through a google search. At one point, Phil was talking about how physical
looks are still important in dating, and that looking disheveled can be a strike against you. He
asked me if I liked his hair. He had a floppy but clean head of brown hair, parted down the
middle like Tom Cruise circa Eyes Wide Shut (1999). Then he said, “It’s a hairpiece, a wig.” He
asked me to touch his hair. He took my right finger and led it to his scalp. It felt like hair. He led
my finger upwards until I felt a plastic seam running along his parted hairline. I felt a sense of
shock, since his hair seemed like such a part of his face that I could not imagine him without it.
The effect was what Freud would call uncanny (1955). What was his real hair like? Although I
liked Phil—he seemed vulnerable and earnest, though a bit self-absorbed—I felt myself recoil
from him. I wondered, what happens a woman finds out? Does it stifle the intimacy?
Episode 4. October 17th, 2015. At the studio, before the start time, the men assemble
around an old piano they had turned into a makeshift bar top. George and Nate had teamed up to
co-coach today’s seminar. They pour the contents of several cans of Budweiser Strawberrita
cocktail into smallish 7-11 brand paper cups. It feels like college. Then George asks the trainees
to stand and repeat after him in the style of call-and-response.
George: “Let’s start out with…?”
Chris: “I am awesome!”
George: “I am awesome!”
The room rings out with a collective “I am awesome!”
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George: “Titties are beautiful!”
In chorus: “Titties are beautiful!”
George: “The golden booty!”
In chorus: “The golden booty.”
George: “Give it to me!”
In chorus: “Give it to me!”
Hushed laughs break out at the camp affectation of what Philippa Willitts calls “inspirational
porn” (2012). Affirmations like these suggest if you own your desire you can overcome any
adversity. That social anxieties deserve to be broken by willful chutzpah masquerading as
extroversion. Implying that inhibitions just show bad attitude, George’s exhortations discount the
possibility that his trainees’ inhibitions represent learned responses to complexities dating
situations that require measured evaluation and circumspection.
After the regular seminar had ended, we pile into the back of two black GMC trucks
hired from Uber to head to the Flatiron District in Manhattan. Sitting in the car with the other
guys, I feel my energy rising. Excitement and nervous anticipation course through my body in
shimmering pulses. We begin the outing (so-called “in-field training”) by each collecting onehundred “hi’s” from strangers on the sidewalk. This is our warm up. The words do not matter,
George advises, so long as we simply engage one hundred different people. It does not matter
whether they reply or what they say. To cheer us up, George tells us,
“I had a [student] who did one-hundred hi’s every day for thirty days straight. So [it added up to]
three-thousand hi’s. I did four-hundred in a day once. By the end of the four-hundred I could do
no wrong. I was yelling ‘hi’ at people across the street and getting their attention.”
Walking up and down the sidewalk, each trainee radiates his own energy. The responses are
predictably mixed. Xavier is clearly nervous. His face is drawn into an expressionless mask. He
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raises his hand to wave at women—tight oscillations, head tilted—a cutesy wave, as though he is
self-consciously playing up his sheepishness. Marcus, a Kenyan-American student, has an
especially easygoing vibe. After dozens of hello’s, he becomes so practiced and smooth that one
shirtless jogger engages him first—“Hey, how’s it going”—before he can open his mouth.
Then George and Nate pass out sheets of paper with our next assignments. We can
complete them in any order we liked so long as we jot down our level of discomfort the activity
brings us. Optimistically billed “social freedom exercises,” they are as follows:
1. “Eye contact. Make eye contact with 3 people. Hold it as long as possible.
2. “Got the time? Ask a stranger what time it is.
3. “Directions. Ask a stranger for directions.
4. “Small talk. Ask for directions and then make small talk for 30 seconds.
5. “Store clerk. Small talk with the store clerk for 2 minutes.
6. “Rapport seeker. Try to last 3 minutes in a conversation with a rapport seeker (bum, flier
passer, charity collector).
7. “Small talk 2. Small talk with a store clerk even after the next customer is getting rung
up.
8. “Tell a joke. Tell a joke in front of a safe group (people you know).
9. “Dancing 1. Dance a little in a public space. Not too much. Just bounce a little or snap
your fingers.
10. “Walk and sing. Walk down the street while singing or rapping. There are already a lot of
people who do this.
11. “Make that guy laugh. Walk up to a stranger and start a conversation. You must make the
stranger laugh. You can’t leave the conversation until you make him laugh.
12. “Butting in. Walk up to a group of people you don’t know. Listen in on their
conversation for a short time. Then as soon as possible butt in and start talking to them as
if you’ve been in the conversation the whole time.
13. “Dancing 2. Dance full out on the street or in a public space.
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14. “Embarrassing memory 1. Recall an embarrassing moment in front of a safe group.
Laugh at yourself.
15. “Embarrassing memory 2. Recall an embarrassing moment in a 1-on-1 conversation with
a stranger.
16. “Random joke. Tell a joke in front of a group of strangers in a completely random place
(train, store, library).
17. “Moonwalk. Moonwalk in a circle around a group of strangers.
18. “Telling secrets. Tell a deep dark secret to a stranger.
We flood our systems with adrenaline, powering through performance anxiety and the fear of
exposure to get to the other side of our embarrassment.
Around 9 pm we arrive, loosened up, at the rooftop bar for an evening of seduction
training. I soon realize there is a fashion show taking place. The men have to navigate their
approaches while dodging models parading down the red carpet to the sounds of booming techno
music and popping camera shutters. I join a group of three guys discussing their strategy and
reinforcing the need for emotional “outcome independence.” It is now 11 pm, and the men have
been approaching women for over an hour and a half. George looks over at me. “Let’s un-button
that top button,” he says. I open my shirt. “There, that’s better.” A young man named Sean is
staring blankly into space. George gives him a pep talk: “You look tired there, buddy, doing ok?
Just take a moment and refresh yourself, take it easy.” Sean seems shell-shocked. “Go to the bar,
get yourself a cup of water.” Sean returns with the water but is still visibly adrift. George
encourages him. “Look around you. Take in the moment.” He continues,
“Here we are on this rooftop. Taste and feel the fresh air. Listen to the music and the beat. Listen
to the voices of the other people mingling. Breathe it in. The only goal for tonight is to have a
good time. Where’s the party at? We’re the party.”
We fold our hands into the center of the group and shout, “We’re the party!”
“4, 3, 2, 1, go!” George urges Sean into another approach. Pep talk notwithstanding, Sean
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eventually returns and relays to us that in the interim he has managed to approach no women at
all. I separate from the group to scout out Nate and his guys. Aldhair, a short Hispanic guy in an
aquamarine shirt and dark-tinted Aviator sunglasses, is chatting with two blonde women and
playing the entertainer: mugging, laughing, gesturing grandiosely in his blackout shades.
Walking past the bar downstairs I hear someone call out “Hey, Victor Turner!” I turn around and
find myself facing Keith, an African American computer programmer from the group. At this
point the evening takes a turn for the surreal. I bump into Gad, an escaped Hasidic dating coach I
had met elsewhere, who is coaching a portly and bespectacled South Asian man. Only moments
thereafter I spot John, from Art of Charisma. John is limping, and says he had gotten into a
biking accident a few weeks ago. My head is swimming. It feels like I am at the center of some
sort of strange, Federico Fellini-style pageant of seduction coaches.

Section Two: Rule-Breaking and Generative Scapegoating
Episode 5. October 31st, 2015. The final act of tonight’s MTG seminar is to practice our
approaches. Because there are no women present, trainees take turns play-acting as women. The
remaining men stand around the perimeter, taking turns to walk over and greet the faux
women—“Diane” and “Jessie”—as though they are beginning a conversation with female
strangers at a bar. Ashok goes first. He is from India. That night, he sports a preppy suit and
gelled black hair that complement his resolute jawline. He approaches Diane and Jessie
precariously. He teeters this way and that, poised on the balls of his feet, before leaning forward
from a safe distance, thrusting out his jaw in compensation. “Hi, how are ya?” From the sound of
irrepressible laughter among the others it has clearly been a comically inept approach. As if his
body language were not awkward enough, he had uttered the one question George advised him
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not to say. The sudden realization of his disastrous approach makes Ashok laugh too. It’s
altogether too much, and the fiction of the role-play comes crashing down.
Seduction techniques often seem, even to their practitioners, as kitsch or even parody.
Like George’s biker gloves from 50 Shades of Grey, they seem to invert the means and ends of
desire. George recognized this risk when he was talking about perfumes and mentioned that “I
don’t want you guys to all go out smelling like me.” Seduction posits that the masculine is not
innate but is instead produced through artifice. David Halperin, for example, notes that in
America “Style counts as feminine and substance counts as masculine, since masculinity is
fundamentally concerned with the true content of things” (2014, 326). Jack Halberstam notes
that, whereas femininity is “easily impersonated or performed,” the performance of masculinity
must be blunted and restrained to pass as realistic (1998). This is because, in the words of
Simone de Beauvoir, “The man represents both the positive and the [neutral]” (2011, 5). Or, as
John Berger writes, “Men act and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch
themselves being looked at” (1972, 47). Halperin, Halberstam, de Beauvoir, and Berger infer that
heterosexual masculinity may be compromised in the very moment of its objectification through
overt, redundant forms of display and explanation. Masculinity seems persuasive to the extent
that it denies its own performance.
For much of the 19th and 20th Centuries, anthropologists presumed this gender ideology.
They saw gender as being molded by the family and close-peer group. Gender, as they saw it,
instilled values and behaviors that were meant to further social reproduction. They also analyzed
how gender roles are learned together with inherited values and enacted to receive validation in
adulthood according to culturally-specific systems of power, status, and prestige (Abu-Lughod
2000, Ochs 1992). Masculinity was often passed down in men’s enclaves, fraternities, lodges,
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and associations through sometimes violent initiations into adulthood that enacted political
alliances between families, cemented social hierarchies, and which—like the MTG group—were
often predicated on the exclusion of women (Rubin 2011, Herzfeld 1985, Levi-Strauss 1955).
Later ethnographic approaches challenged these assumptions by observing how maleness is
complicated by reversals of sexual orientation in rites of passage (Herdt 2005, Turner 1966,
Nanda 1994, Lancaster 1994). Influenced by performance studies, these anthropological
accounts have helped destabilize the presumed naturalness of opposite sexes, complicating
biological views of sexuality as the locus of binary gender identities (Butler 1990).
In the previous chapter, we saw how seducers fear their online identities are merely
fever-dreams of their erstwhile “beta male” inhibitions. In this chapter, we have seen how
George insists that masculinity should be sui generis (“I don’t want you guys to all go out
smelling like me”). Judith Butler argues that gender is never natural, instinctive, or authentic.
Rather, “gender is always a doing,” a practice of acting as-if that originates in imitation (1990,
25). This idea disturbs the obviousness of seduction as a practice that joins sexual access to
masculine self-improvement. The risk for the trainees is not just that gender becomes what
Butler calls “a free-floating artifice” (1990, 6). It is also that this artifice is in some way
deceitful; that their desire to become alpha males is just a cover story for an underlying wish to
become a copy or a replica of the alpha. Who are the trainees performing for, exactly? And once
there is no longer anything natural about men, who are women? What happens to heterosexual
desire, insofar as it relies on the ascribed difference between men and women? For a moment,
Ashok’s giddiness reflects the “radical contingency in the relation between sex and gender in the
face of cultural configurations of causal unities that are regularly assumed to be natural” (Butler
1990, 137-8). On the other hand, seducers worry that alpha masculinity might be just a reflex of
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anxiety, and seduction nothing more than a fundamentally reactive effort to take back power
from men and women whom they perceived to have hurt their feelings in the past.
For the men at MTG, it is obvious that favoring appearance over essence, scripted over
unscripted behaviors, and role-playing over action makes fun of straight masculinities. This
cultural trope is played up, for example, in Hollywood representations of male strippers gyrating
for women’s pleasure (movies like The Full Monty or Magic Mike); straight guys getting a
lifestyle makeover (TV shows like Queer Eye for the Straight Guy); or gay men getting a macho
makeover (movies like The Birdcage). Variously called gay macho, the butch shift, or the
masculinization of the gay man, queer guys like leathermen, jocks, and “clones” have in some
cases embraced hyper-masculinity more successfully than straight men (Segal 1990, Altman
1983, Levine & Kimmel 1998, Forrest 1994). Talking about gay male norms of playing the
straight guy for sexual innuendo on online dating websites, Robert Payne says that “Straightacting draws attention to its own process of self-construction: ‘this is me acting straight’ or…
‘this is me acting straight-acting’” (2007, 526). Ashok and the others laugh because embodying
alpha masculinity ineffectively—through over-effort, strain, or just too much style—makes them
feel emasculated. It makes them feel both masculine and feminine. My informants did not tell me
this in so many words. Instead, like the guy at MTG who asked George about buying
pheromones, they just get a gut sense of diffidence about being stylish (Barber 2016).
The feeling of emasculation exists because these men are simultaneously drawing
attention to the artificiality of male power and pointing to their own position just beneath the
privileged level of alpha males they are seeking to become. In the face of this paradox, men
approach seduction training with a peculiar blend of angst, self-control, and existential
detachment. Like hackers, this lends itself to their self-image as tinkerers and problem-solvers.
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These men look for games in every system. They approach social norms with a stiff dose of
skepticism, willful subordination, and resistance (Condis 2018, Coleman 2012). This is because
seduction is supposed to be self-expressive, and yet it also depends on external reassurances of
the efficacy of the seducer’s charms. Seducers feel they have to be a “man’s man” as well as a
“ladies’ man.” To preserve a sense of heterosexual masculinity in the potentially feminizing
space of the bootcamp, seducers recode vulnerability as a good thing—so long as it is governed
by self-control. They also assert professional-class aspirations; for example, discussing how
seduction skills may help them negotiate business deals. While they frequently objectify women,
they also tend to disparage strip clubs and prostitution as anathema to self-improvement. First
and foremost, though, they believe that seducing a woman should in some measure be an
authentic expression of their skill, a nexus where their desire overlaps (but never perfectly!) with
their sense of social agency. As we will see, their fickle sense of authenticity is achieved through
strategies of gender policing that do three things: stratify relations between men; defray the threat
of homosocial desire; and, ironically, objectify the very façade of naturalness which they believe
underpins the desirability of the seducer as a male archetype.
The contradiction between rules and rule-breaking behavior often manifests through an
appreciation of humor, irony, and cleverness (Coleman 2012, Herzfeld 1985). At MTG meetings,
for example, men were regularly asked to pretend to be women for the sake of modeling
approaches. This serves three purposes. First, like sparring for a prizefight, it allows trainees to
inhabit the presupposing practices of women by voicing their potential reactions to each of the
other men’s moves as they practice their craft. Second, gender bending cultivates the attitude of
emotional detachment that is necessary to successfully perform deliberate spontaneity in their
seduction attempts. Third, joking about the boundary between homosociality and homosexuality
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helps the men transgress social norms in a way that establishes mutual trust. This mutual trust, in
turn, is necessary for the training work to happen. Gender inversions expressly depend on the
context of the community as a close-knit group who get to know each other through relations of
“carnal fraternity” (Wacquant 2006, 68), and who jokingly adopt effeminate identities as a form
of gendered play. While seeming to suggest that homosexual panic is less relevant in the
formation of heterosexuality, make-believe femininity allows them to reclaim male privilege. For
example, the peals of laughter that greeted Ashok’s tentativeness reassert heteronormativity by
coding masculinity as a penetrating bodily performance (Ward 2008, Kulick 1998).
In addition to jokes and role-play, one of the most common rituals at MTG is sexual
storytelling. Telling their stories of approaches, failures, and conquests for the group allows the
men to participate in a shared discourse of masculinity (Rosaldo 1986, Herzfeld 1985). If
seduction plays with time, so does storytelling. But the target is reversed: instead of manipulating
temporality to help persuade a woman, the seducer uses storytelling to reframe his present
experience as a step along the path to self-transformation—maybe a modest step, maybe even a
failure, now recast as a moment redolent with meaning. First, storytelling displaces the voice of
the speaker into a movement-based identity (Polletta 2006, Kondo 1990). Second, storytelling
elicits a self that can be the subject of sympathy. Third, it channels insecurities and shame in
ways that can be remediated through objectifying skills discourses.
In these respects, seduction communities like MTG act as what Victor Turner calls cults
of affliction: a group of individuals bound together in suffering (1970). Among tribes of the
Ndembu in Sub-Saharan Africa that Victor Turner studied, cults are an important source of
social affiliation. Their adepts are haunted by spirits. They gather in cults to propitiate the spirits,
which are personifications of incompatible social stresses and demands on tribal members.
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Acknowledging and appeasing these spirits through communal rituals makes suffering central to
adepts’ sense of identity, while also turning these malevolent spirits into guardian forces who
confer health and curative powers on the victim (1970, 362). Next, I will explain how this works
by way of an example of sexual storytelling one night at MTG. Rather than giving power to the
storyteller, though, this time the community decides to turn the tables. They use the storyteller’s
story against him. They turn him into a scapegoat whose caricatured outlandishness flatters the
listeners’ sense of their own masculinity.
Episode 6. October 31st, 2015. At the beginning of tonight’s community meeting, a white
guy named Damon, 23, shares his story of a drunken hookup in a nightclub. Damon is a short,
ferret-looking guy who works in real estate. He begins abruptly:
Damon: “I fucked a girl from the club last weekend—”
George cuts him off: “Alright, when you tell a story, you don’t tell the punchline first. You share
what happened and then… This is the unfolding, right.”
Damon tries again: “Ok, so, I always go out at night and I get really good reactions, but I don’t
fuck girls during the day because I want to stay out late.”
Mike: “So you’re too tired to get laid, basically.”
Damon: “Yeah. It’s so stupid though, because I [often] go out and decide that I’m not going
home with a girl tonight, that I’m just getting girls’ numbers. So my friend has got like seven
girls he’s fucking. So we all went out together, and I was just like ‘Alright, if I get the
opportunity to take a girl home, I’m gonna do it.’ So I approached three groups of girls at La
Caverna. The first [group] I was kinda awkward. The next [group], the dudes they were with
pulled [the women] away. Then, [in] the third [group], the girl basically—her friend tried to get
her away—and then I started some game shit, teasing her. And then the two girls looked like
they both wanted to make out with me, and I was gonna try to double [kiss] them. But then [her]
friends came back and pulled one of them away. So then I ran away with the other. I was like
‘Let’s get pizza,’ and we ran out of the club. We got into the light, and she wasn’t as hot as I
thought, but I was like ‘I want to fuck a girl tonight, so I’ll just fuck her.’ So I did. [Then] I got
her to leave, though in a very nice way. She wasn’t even upset or anything.”
Even though he did not especially like this woman, Damon says he hooked up because he felt
sexually aroused. His story fits a pattern of men who use displays of controlling women’s bodies
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to earn status and create alliances with other men (Hoang 2015, Kimmel 2008, Sanday 2007,
Frank 2003). In this case, the caddishness of his behavior (“I got her to leave, though in a very
nice way, she wasn’t even upset or anything”) elicits bursts of laughter from the other men. For a
moment, it seems like Damon’s play has worked. Far from congratulatory, though, it
immediately becomes clear that, for the other guys, Damon’s story fits an ongoing narrative in
which they tease him by calling him “Damonita.”
In part, they laugh because Damon’s story is utterly lacking eroticism. In part, they laugh
because they are jealous. Damon is what many young women, responding to the inequities of
hookup culture that pickup artists take advantage of, call a “fuckboy:” a guy whose singleminded pursuit of sexual hookups makes him unfeeling and manipulative (Grigoriadis 2017).
American standup comedian Aziz Ansari calls it the “male bozo” (2015): the guy who is too
spoiled for choice to settle down. To the other men in the room he is simply a male slut. George
capitalizes on the gendered misstep of Damon’s sexual opportunism. He replies tongue-in-cheek,
“So you were a gentleman at the end of it.” He then hurries to clarify:
“Remember guys, [there’s] nothing wrong with the story, but this is not just about you fucking
girls. That’s not what we’re teaching you here. That is a result that comes out of you being an
attractive man with an attractive lifestyle who owns who he is, says what he wants to say, is
respectable, and is just a dominant man. You end up getting laid. [Turning back to Damon] So
you’re slowly becoming more and more a man.”
George suggests the feminizing trope of Damonita persists not despite, but because of Damon’s
wanton seductions. True masculine desire comes from being a guy who “owns who he is” and
represses any and all forms of dependency on others.
While Damon’s sexual adventure seems to affirm machismo, guys in MTG see it as
running perilously close to the conceited manipulations of nice guy syndrome. Damonita
exemplifies an adolescent male ego run amok. After the ritual of sexual storytelling is finished,
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joking at his expense performs a bottom-up regulatory function of gender policing. It also hints
at an unexpected sexual prudery in the community. Even though the men share sexual stories,
being over-explicit is generally frowned upon because, as Damonita shows, hyper-masculinity
flies in the face of the self-help ethos of the group. In thrall to libido, Damonita undercuts a
masculine ethos of willful autonomy. In this way, seduction communities both affirm and contest
the relation between men’s sexual aggression and male privilege.
Through his rhetorical manipulations, George moves Damon (as Damonita) rapidly in
and out of the unenviable position of being a communal scapegoat (Herzfeld 1985, Girard 1977).
The specter of Damonita—“So you’re slowly becoming more and more a man”—helps seducers
manage by externalizing, without directly confronting, the contradiction of artificiality and
naturalness (think pheromones versus biker gloves) that underlies their feelings of shame. The
implied accusations against Damonita transform this shame. They allow the community to be
renewed as a space of homosocial intimacy. The ritualization of his caricatured outlandishness
allows the men to reassert their heterosexuality by pointing to what they are not (Cameron 2006).
As we will see in the next chapter, this creates alliances with other men that hide their
differences of race and class. It also creates inequalities between men who seem more or less
manly. As Scott Kiesling writes, “Men… [refer] to other men as feminine, thus drawing on the
cultural model of the heterosexual couple to index a homosocial inequity” (2011, 275). This
allows men in MTG to display emotional vulnerability and nurturing behaviors that seem
anathema to machismo; to defray fears of homosexual desire and reaffirm that they are
heterosexual guys.
Like Ashok during his failed approach, Damon laughs along with them. Was Damon’s
sexual misadventure merely playing the role of fuckboy that he had already been assigned by the
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other group members? And is there also pleasure in talking about shame? Joking helps the men
get used to embodying a kind of power they feel uncomfortable with by reaffirming the
acceptability of softer, more expressive forms of masculinity inside a safe space (McCormack
2012, Goodey 1997). They seek to overcome, while also coming to peace with, their identities as
reformed nice guys. Joking and laughter help acclimate the men to seduction as a craft that
involves both stoicism and vulnerability (Goldstein 2013, de Genova 2005). Through what Scott
Kiesling calls “fuck stories” (2011), laughter processes shame and turns it into the raw material
of male bonding by pointing to the limits of language to express emotions. Jokes and
scapegoating act as placeholders for explanation. They allow the men to feel intimacy with each
other while also feeling free from the emotional outpouring of others. They instill selfinterestedness, forcefully articulating the limits of each person’s responsibility for other group
members in a way that both contradicts and reaffirms ideals of the self-made man, while also
placing a clear limit on homosocial intimacy (Karioris 2014). This suggests homophobia is still
an operative dimension of hegemonic masculinity even—perhaps especially—when men bond in
ways that require vulnerability, empathy, and potentially feminizing styles of care work (Barber
2016, Kimmel 1994).
Episode 7. December 2nd, 2014. In the public lobby of Deutsche Bank on Wall Street,
Paul decides to introduce the seduction skills he has been learning to a group of marijuana
legalization activists (men and women). Using the conceit of calling it sex ed, he explains to
them that “If you’re afraid to talk to people about sex, that’s going to limit your effectiveness
[as] a revolutionary.” Paul makes it clear the day’s talk is meant to teach the activists how to flirt
consentingly. “People come to [social] movements because they care about issues,” says Paul,
“but also because they’re fucking lonely and they want to get laid.” He continues,
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“What we don’t want is people feeling awkward here. We don’t want distractions. And, frankly,
we want everybody here getting laid on a regular basis. Once you understand this [seduction]
process, and you know that you can go out and take these steps to get this done when you need
to, we hope you’ll feel like you have a lot more free mental energy to devote towards marijuana
legalization.”
His talk goes smoothly. But it takes an sudden detour when a member of the group, Tim,
responds to Paul’s question whether they had ever experienced sexual harassment.
Tim: “Oh, I’ve had lots of bosses always hitting on me, and stuff. They say [things like] ‘You
want a job? You gotta have a job.’ In the bathroom they’re like, ‘Hey, you wanna see [my
penis]?’ I’ve never been harassed by a woman, that I know of. Mostly men, mostly bosses.”
Paul: “That you know of. But it happens. [And] that’s a great point. Locker-room sexual
harassment—guy-on-guy stuff—we don’t even know when we’re doing it to each other half the
fuckin’ time. I mean, again, it’s another reason to know about this [seduction skills]. We need
people to understand normal versus abusive behavior. It’s important for men to learn game to
defend ourselves from [abuse].”
Tim: “I don’t know if they’re joking—maybe once or twice—but not, like, constantly. When I
was in the Navy we used to always act like we were fucking each other [because] there were no
women around. Everyone was grabbing each other… Now you’re making me go back into all
my old memories, into my head, aahhh… We’re not supposed to talk about our pain, are we?”
Paul: “No. This is not about pain tonight. You can do that on your own. This is like the ‘Project
Mayhem’ part of our Fight Club, where you go to support groups. But instead of, like, testicular
cancer or whatever, it’s like ‘Yeah, I’m a sex addict.’ [Or] ‘Yeah, I wanna be a sex addict…’”
Tim: “I was picked on as a kid, [and] I never got over that shit.”
Paul: “I was too. And [seduction] really helped me get over that shit. All that nervousness, all
those tics will go away. If you follow this process, that shit ends.”
Tim: “A whole new level…”
Paul: “…Where you stop being afraid, and learn to love the game.”
Tim’s interruption makes the other activists visibly uncomfortable. There is an undertone of
genuine distress, confusion, and pain in his line of thinking that sucks the momentum out of
Paul’s presentation.
Tim is talking about how men use their privilege to display their power in ways that may
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temporarily transgress heteronormative stigmas against homosexual behavior. He is saying that
men use the fear of homosexual violation as a weapon to establish power over other men. Unlike
guys like George Sodini or Elliott Rodger, Tim may have been more willing to tacitly accept this
harassment—rather than fighting back or going postal—because cultural codes of masculinity
imply that hierarchies between men are natural (Kimmel 2017). Tim’s outpouring of trauma
suggests that transgressing the hetero-homo divide does not necessarily liberate men from rigid
gender stereotypes. It can even reassert them. Paul offers that learning seduction skills can help
him understand when he is being coerced by another man, sexually or not. He says seduction can
be an equalizing force by helping men recognize what abuses of power look like. But he also
cuts Tim short, putting a limit on sharing vulnerability and proposing pain is something he
should deal with on his own (“No. This is not about pain tonight. You can do that on your own”).
This actively reasserts male hierarchies by inferring Paul’s mastery of a type of knowledge that
Tim is missing. If learning “to love the game” promises an escape from suffering, in Tim’s case
it can also seem uncomfortably like traumatic dissociation.
Many trainees keep their training strictly confidential. They do not talk about it with
friends, family, much less with girlfriends. Because of this seclusion, seduction communities act
as spaces of conviviality, what Christopher Lasch calls a “haven in a heartless world” (1991).
MTG enables its trainees to learn seduction through different modes, including goal-setting
(urging men to set and track their own progress towards a goal); interpreting experiences (using
conversation to figure out how their actions aligned, or failed to align, with their goals); giving
feedback (sharing advice and assessing mistakes through conversations and storytelling); and
seeking out real-world practice so trainees can learn to apply their skills across a wide variety of
situations. For their part, trainees become emotionally invested in the community of practice
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through various conventions, including friendships with other practitioners; blended teaching
methods (drills, field trips, diary-writing assignments, and coaching calls); and digitallynetworked means of sharing experiences and meeting up with other group members (including
via text, Facebook, as well as smartphone apps like GroupMe and WeChat). Finally, trainees’
self-confidence develops relationally via friendships with other practitioners; the media
assemblage of e-books, e-courses, and podcasts whose lessons they debate; as well as the norms
of speech and emotion work they learn in the community. Some men go on to become coaches.
Others turn their new friendships into business partnerships.
Changes take place in their practices of self-care, too. Like models or pro athletes, many
of them rely on a variety of enhancements to make their bodily capital fructify. Some turn
themselves into human guinea pigs. They become avid practitioners of biohacking and lifehacking. These wellness trends involve self-conditioning through special workout rituals
(including lifestyle practices like yoga, meditation, burpees, and crossfit); culinary diets (like the
so-called paleo-diet); nutritional supplements (including testosterone, caffeine, soylent, honeybee
pollen, theanine, cod liver oil, alpha lipoic acid, horny goat weed, mushroom coffee, and
“nootropics” that supposedly enhance memory and cognition); non-Western medicine; and even
self-administering psychotropic drugs (like adderall, ritalin, modafinil, plant-based
hallucinogens, and even micro-dosing LSD). Some guys take chemical beta blockers to dull their
nervousness and calm their fight-or-flight responses when they are out doing approaches. Others
self-administer brainwave therapy (so-called “binaural beats” that are believed to induce states of
calm relaxation and heightened suggestibility).
They also discuss ways to prolong sex, delay ejaculation, and deal with issues like
erectile dysfunction through “nofap” (refraining from masturbation). They rely on
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pharmaceutical and biodynamic enhancements to optimize their reserves of energy, as well as to
discipline their minds in the pursuit of willful self-creation. Yet they are adamant that these
supplements are used to enhance their performance, not as coping mechanisms against their
anxieties. For example, many seducers rarely drink booze when they go out to bars and clubs.
Researchers say that most sexual assaults happen under the influence of alcohol, when
inhibitions are lower and guys perceive women are more vulnerable (Grigoriadis 2017). For
seducers, on the other hand, self-numbing seems antithetical to an ethos of self-reliance.
In these respects, MTG acts as an interpretive community that extends the logic of
seduction out into broader cultural discourses about the mediation of self-other relations in ways
that normalize gender differences. For example, it provides an idealized, reassuring space for
male bonding. It mixes feelings of fraternal intimacy and productivity in ways that reproduce
traditional divisions of masculine and feminine domains. To defray the camp, effeminizing, and
“outcome-dependent” pursuit of seductive masculinity at all costs, seduction communities “make
a shrine of labor” (Klein 1993, 249). For example, they believe accumulating sexual experiences
with women—and talking about them—can translate into economic capital (O’Neill 2018). And,
as we will see in the next chapter, they see working on the self as a cleansing, redeeming, and
arch-masculine type of activity that makes them feel like a big wheel while insulating the shame
of the “fuckboy” (Sennett 2008). Above all, as we will see in the next chapter, they obsess about
authenticity, an ideal that seems increasingly desirable yet unsustainable.
As its reward, seduction training promises a flexible kind of power that can be usefully
applied in many different social contexts. The metaphor of work generates solidarities between
men that extend outside of MTG. Many trainees report the effects spill beyond their sexual lives.
Many seducers feel they have gained the courage to create, experiment, face failure, and act on
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their impulses in ways that translate to other areas of their lives. They often cite improved family
relationships, work lives, friendships, and freedom in pursuing longstanding life goals. Taking
their training out into the world, these men develop unexpected ways to apply their skills. All
this suggests, as we will see in the next chapter, there is not just one game to be played. Instead
there are many possible games that vary according to practitioners’ needs, desires, and private
frustrations.

Conclusion
“Recovery groups,” Kathleen Stewart writes,
“[Offer] both practical recipes for self-redeeming action and a hard-hitting, lived recognition of
the twisted, all-pervasive ways that compulsions permeate freedoms and are reborn in the very
surge to get free from them once and for all” (2007, 75).
Seduction communities use rituals of male bonding to help their participants replace feelings of
suffering with empowerment. These homosocial rituals act out cultural contradictions of
dominance and vulnerability in American ideals of masculinity and sex. While these rituals may
help men in transforming themselves, the desires they give voice to have been forged in contexts
of profound inequality: not just between men and women, but between men themselves. In
chapter four I suggested that seduction skills engineer the ideal woman of seducers’ fantasies. In
this chapter we have seen how they work to consolidate alliances and hierarchies between men.
As Melanie Gourarier writes, seduction “is structured around modalities of assessment, which
permit each member to place himself in relationship to the other members according to [their]
degree of acquired masculinity” (2012, 10). These masculine hierarchies do not just impart a
sense of identity; as George showed us in policing Damon’s sex life, they actively produce forms
of heterosexual and homosocial desire that these guys find acceptable.
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By creating triangles of desire between coaches, trainees, and the women in their lives,
seduction communities reproduce patterns of male friendship and rivalry that depend on the
changing cultural meanings of maleness. As Eve Sedgwick writes, “We are in the presence of
male heterosexual desire, in the form of a desire to consolidate partnership with authoritative
males in and through the bodies of females” (1985, 38). Seduction allows men to displace their
status anxieties onto the bodies of women in ways that reconfigure power relations between men
even more than between men and women. To alter male relationships, though, prestige-making
action must necessarily traffic in risk—the risk of emasculation in the eyes of other men. The
point is to destabilize the comfortable mask of their social identities. Seduction exploits the
liberating idea that we are all just actors playing a role. As we will see in the next chapter, it also
unfolds against the backdrop of habitual, repetitive, seemingly never-ending work on the self.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: Inner Game

Episode 1. April 3rd, 2015. A native New Yorker, Gad, 38, fled his upbringing within the
ultra-orthodox Ger sect of Hasidic Judaism in South Williamsburg, Brooklyn. By his own
admission, he was never an avid participant in the Ger way of life. He saw it as repressive,
conformist, and false. Rebellious and lively as a kid, he would skip out of religious instruction to
play sports. At the age of 18 he attempted his first escape. He tried enrolling in the Israeli army,
but his move was blocked by influential members of the Ger community. For the next decade, he
carved out a recalcitrant life for himself in the community, eventually marrying a progressiveminded woman who was also fascinated by the outside world. At age 30, he finally left and
settled in the Bronx with his wife, whom he divorced soon thereafter. They felt they had
outgrown their relationship. For Gad, though, the combined effects of community ostracism and
divorce were reality-shattering.
Clean-cut and neatly-dressed, Gad is sweet, smart, and lively. He is cordial, though a bit
dry and stuffy. Although he coaches men and women on all the messy aspects of their dating
lives, he is reluctant to share the messy details of his own private life. You cannot shake the
feeling that he is an old soul; polite, but maybe more like your grandfather than your wingman
Lothario. In fact, he is an incredible charmer when he turns it on at the bar when he coaches
clients (we saw him at work in chapter four). Dressing a tad more conservative than your average
seduction coach could be a vestige of his Hasidic upbringing.
That does not mean he is reluctant to share his story. On the contrary, he seems to have
his story polished down to a T. We are sitting at a café on the Upper West Side of Manhattan
near the real-estate company where Gad works a day job. After describing the patriarchal gender
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politics of Hasidim—including separate schools for boys and girls, arranged marriages, and the
transactional (“business-kind”) relationship between his mother and father that felt bereft of
love—Gad tells me how learning dating skills allowed him to come to terms with the trauma of
leaving the community:
“I realized that because of the way I grew up, it’s hard for me to see ‘female’ as ‘human being’.
They’re objects for me. They’re sexual objects. That’s the way my brain was thinking, and that
was one of my biggest problems coming into the dating world. And now you have to go out, and
meet people, and start dating, and connecting with women! I had no idea how to handle it. I
believe that the number one thing, before you event start dating, is [that] you have to be yourself.
You have to be someone. If you are nobody, you can’t just go out and date. Because people don’t
just date you, they date who you are. So if you don’t know who you are, or you don’t recognize
that you even exist, it’s very hard to start dating. And coming from a community like that, where
everything is uniform—where you’re just a tiny little screw in that big machine, and it’s nothing
about you—to a world where you have to be something, you have to be someone… [then] you
have to realize, you have to decide, you have to understand, you have to discover who you really
are. And only then you can start dating.”
Gad describes the myriad difficulties he faced in making the transition from living in a close-knit
community of imposed discipline to an anonymous one where self-determination—the ambition
to truly, finally be yourself—is the only viable currency of friendship and intimacy.
In an interview for The Art of Charm podcast (2015) Gad elaborated the challenges that
strongly-felt cultural traditions can pose for the project of “discovering who you really are”:
“When you grow up in a closed community, you’re not judged by your own action, you’re
judged by what people see. So you constantly look around, and it’s [about] ‘what do other people
say about you?’ And when you go out and date and you try to please other people, that is one of
the worst things you can do in dating. It shows such insecurity and dependency. You’re
constantly trying to please other people, because that’s how you judge yourself. So [learning
dating skills] is about learning to judge yourself in your own eyes, learning ‘who am I? What’s
important for me? What do I believe in?’ That’s the first step in creating your own personality.”
He then described his first, tentative experiences trying to meet women in Manhattan:
“When I left [Ger], the first few times that I went to the bar I sat at the bar for three hours and
didn’t speak to anyone. And when the bartender asked me what I wanted to drink, I got so scared
and nearly paralyzed. I just blurted out the first name of beer that came into my mind. And I still
remember they didn’t have it—it was Carlsberg, which was popular in Israel I guess. When I
heard they didn’t have it, I was devastated. Like, ‘that’s it! My life is over. I have no idea what
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I’m going to order right now.’ And I remember I left the bar and I cried. And I guess that’s kind
of like rock bottom, where you realize ‘ok, I need to learn [dating skills].’ Everyone has their
reason to feel like ‘I’m different, I’m extreme—my case is very strange.’ And the only [thing] I
could say to all your listeners out there is that it definitely can be taught, and it’s sometimes so
easy. It’s sometimes so simple. The bad news is, it’s probably a problem. The good news is, it’s
very solvable.”
Gad describes immigrants from purportedly closed communities as lacking self-sufficiency and
being dominated by others. Like captives in Plato’s cave, they seem unable or unwilling to
engage in autonomous self-making.
Gad replies that this problem is “very solvable.” Self-help promises Gad the care of a
personalized solution together with the ease of a one-size-fits-all patch. Nestled within his
aspirational story lies a hidden claim to power. This power is signaled by Gad’s shift from
“discovering” to “creating” his personality. Hope signals an ability to change or evolve; to take
the view that life gets better, and to view loneliness as a chance to take responsibility in
overcoming it (Puar 2010). Far from lofty self-realization, though, Gad talks about this struggle
as a matter of basic survival. For outsiders like him, taking on a reflexive project of self-making
is necessary both to assimilate to a foreign society and to construct his sense-of-self. Social
belonging, adult responsibility, and upward mobility all seem to depend on the tricky matter of
knowing yourself.
Seducers are by and large trying to ingrain seduction skills as instinctive behaviors. They
talk about seduction as a muscle. To them, bridging the divide between artificiality and
authenticity involves changing their habits. Befitting seducers’ ambivalent relationship towards
enhancement and naturalness, they rely on two different discourses of self-help. One is
rationalizing, obsessed with control, organized around tireless work, and primarily talked about
using metaphors of the digital (seduction e-courses that take this view have names like Date
Against the Machine, The Girlfriend Activation System, and Execute the Program). The second is
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self-expressive, ideologically romanticized, and framed through metaphors of nature (e-courses
in this camp have names like The Fearless Experience, Ars Amorata, and The Authentic Man
Program). These contrasting perspectives influence how trainees think about seduction: whether
as a tactical sexual conquest (the former), or as an inward-looking cultivation of one’s sense of
masculinity (the latter). Moreover, the two are not mutually exclusive. Seducers prize the virtues
of efficiency that come with being in the zone. As we will see in the next three chapters, though,
they also attack commodified standards of social relationships and extol the redemptive,
quintessentially masculinized powers of self-authenticity and intuition.
In this chapter, I show how men cultivate the rationalizing and reflexively objectifying
benefits of seduction communities through inner-looking forms of self-discipline called “inner
game.” I begin by discussing how and why seducers value the ideal of the “natural” seducer, a
man who seems effortlessly charming. I trace the lineage of this idea of masculine renewal
through a complex history of American men’s attempts to embody ideals of self-made
masculinity. I claim that seduction is a modality of what Michel Foucault calls “technologies of
the self” (1988). In this sense, inner game perpetuates a therapeutic outlook, rooted in
psychoanalysis, that blurs the lines between what is normal and what is pathological by turning
“the ordinary, mundane self [into something] mysterious [and] difficult to achieve” (Illouz 2007,
8). Inner game, I argue, revives class and race inequalities that have historically supported male
supremacy in America under the liberal banner of self-help. It reasserts masculine privilege in
ways that urge men to work on themselves endlessly. In the process, the lines between selfempowerment and self-exploitation are blurred.
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Section One: Kind of Blue
Episode 2. November 12th, 2015. In a rented loft in Chelsea, a seduction and dating
coach named Richard speaks to the assembled guys at a day-long bootcamp called Raw
Masculinity:
“The problem with guys is that we are obsessed with thinking in terms of formulas or instruction
manuals. We’re constantly looking for that substitute, that template that’s going to stand in for
our innate ability to feel and intuit what I’m supposed to do right now, so that we don’t actually
have to feel, [so that] we don’t have to be in the experience right now.”
The “social robot,” like “nice guy syndrome,” stands opposite the “natural,” a guy who embodies
alpha masculinity effortlessly. The natural is a precious archetype who stands tantalizingly
beyond the reach of trained seducers. Their search for a seduction formula, in Richard’s mind, is
born out of their fear of being rejected. “Physical cues,” he suggests, “are just a proxy for feeling
and being connected to someone else.”
He then tells the men a story:
“One of the greatest musicians in jazz of all time was this guy Miles Davis. He did this album
Kind of Blue. And if you know anything about Miles Davis, you know he changed his style a lot
during his career. For that album, he wrote the tunes on the morning of the recording. And the
session players recorded every first complete rendition that they did. They didn’t do second
takes. It was purely out of the heart. People think they’re honoring Miles Davis by making a
tribute album that plays everything note-for-note. The way you honor Miles Davis is to innovate
and do your thing. That’s what he did. [But] we have this situation where we’re constantly
looking for a formula. And yet we’re the ones who are supposed to be the initiators [in romantic
encounters]. We’re the ones who are supposed to have this sense of, ‘now is the right time to do
something.’”
Richard claims that seduction “formulas” are simulations that usurp intuition. Techniques boost
short-term performance at the cost of sustainable success, authentic relationships, and happiness
itself. But feeling connected to someone else takes courage. As a seduction coach named Jeff
tells me on a separate occasion,
“We have clients who try to hurt themselves to take themselves out of learning. They would go
out and get in a car accident. Or they’d go out and purposely trip and fall and break a bone. They
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would just do weird things like that. It’s amazing what our clients will do to sabotage their
success because they’re so afraid of it.”
For Richard, intuition is vital because men are the initiators in romantic situations. Self-sabotage
may reflect men’s reluctance to learn manipulative techniques. Or they may be symptoms of
these men’s reluctance to face fearful situations while staying truly and authentically themselves.
After Richard’s talk ends, we mingle. I notice Damon from MTG is standing a few rows
ahead of me. To spark a conversation I ask him, “So, what are your sticking points?” Sticking
points means points where a trainee is struggling. I found him more calm and introspective than
the month before at MTG:
“All the time, I get a little bit of cognitive dissonance between being genuine and wanting to
perform. But, at the same time, the performance can be natural. I guess I’m having a difficult
time integrating the natural and the performance. Because it’s a very fine line, and that’s what’s
troubling me. Normally I would do a lot of approaches, when I was performing more. I would do
more approaches because there was that safety net. But now I’m trying to get rid of that. It’s
almost like being a beginner again. It’s like climbing a mountain and then climbing down again
to get back on the ground. I’m still better off than not knowing any of this. I have a [belief], and I
know that if I keep on following it, it will lead me towards fulfillment.”
Many men struggle to marry their learned affinity for seduction techniques with the real business
of just being themselves. Damon’s conundrum is that he has learned a repertoire of empowering
conversation strategies at the cost of feeling like he is retreating from being fully present. It
erases his sense of participation. Pickup may make men like Damon behave in-authentically. But
it also may help them realize, and resolve, other sources of inauthenticity and disconnection in
their lives. Seduction is like a black light. It inverts what counts as everyday behavior. In so
doing, it can also help people realize uncomfortable truths about themselves.
Episode 3. April 12th, 2015. I am interviewing Rob, the British seduction coach, via
Skype. I ask about his plans. This turns into a discussion about the state of seduction.
Rob: “I think pickup is on its last legs in our [Western] countries. In its wake… I think men are
interested in [finding out] ‘what is masculinity?’ Now, men are starting to do men’s work rather
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than pickup work. [But] I think a lot of men’s work is a little bit soft, a little bit dry. It lacks the
mischief of, like, ‘Yeah, let’s go out and meet girls and be naughty, and tug on their skirts, or
whisper dirty things in their ear, and make them laugh, and charm and bed women.’ It lacks that
seduction and that mischief. What I don’t think anyone has achieved in this [coaching work] yet
is to really embody, and go deep enough into masculinity in a way that transmits something very,
very sharp.”
Anders: “Can you explain that?”
Rob: “If over the past 10 years men are starting to do men’s work rather than pickup lairs, that’s
a big step forward. But what I feel in that kind of masculine meeting that’s growing right now…
I feel like they haven’t reached the end of the polarity yet.”
Anders: “What’s the polarity?”
Rob: “If we’re coming back from this kind of gender-neutral, middle-grey nothingy, what-thefuck-is-a-man-or-woman type place, the postmodern place—I think we’re in this period of [men
saying] ‘Hey, we want our masculinity back, and we don’t want to hate any other group of
people while we do it.’ But I think we’re still a long way off really embodying, say, the samurai,
or the bushido; this masculinity that can just kill and slice in the name of love. I think there’s
something expressly masculine about going outside the group. So if there’s a men’s circle, it’s
kind of funny, because a circle is feminine. Like, the idea of communion, and gathering, and
being in a circle, and hearing and seeing each other is a feminine trait. So it’s kind of like men
doing a feminine thing, and talking about their masculinity in a feminine container. And I think
the very masculine thing to do is to completely break out of this men’s circle and actually go and
sit on that mountain in the Himalayas, or actually go and study an apprenticeship under that one
samurai in Japan. Like, you go in alone, you cut off all your attachments to earth—you burn in
that longing—and you learn that just killer clarity of the masculine.”
In the last chapter, we saw that seducers grapple with the feminizing possibilities of style. For
Rob, social processing is de facto feminine. The mountain means solitude. A flight from
rationality and alienation into wildness. Rob lays out a theory of men’s move away from pickup
into masculine self-development. What is it about masculine seduction that escapes
communication, seeming so ephemeral?
Let me start by recalling a point I introduced in the last chapter. Namely, that men’s
attempts to embody, achieve, and display heterosexual masculinity have a great deal in common
with the rise of self-help and so-called makeover culture. From juice cleanses to meditation and
CrossFit, self-help weds self-reliance, consumerism, and normative desires for health, wellness,
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and everlasting life in ways that link vitality to self-control. Like soft skills, self-help aims to
help people get in touch with their inner creativity as a source of profits as well as a hedge
against social and economic alienation (Gershon 2011). Yet in so doing, it blurs the lines
between self-enhancement, dependency, and self-exploitation (Heyes 2007, Pitts-Taylor 2007).
As Jasbir Puar puts it, “The modulation and surveillance of affect operates as a form of sociality
that regulates good and bad subjects” (2017, 19). From this we can infer that men’s judgments of
personal success in seduction are temporary—for some, as temporary as their hookups. To
develop a sense of inner masculinity that is growing and expanding in the face of their fleeting
and fragile relationships, trainees must ride a rollercoaster of power and malaise based on
performing signs of hope, optimism, and privilege through unrelenting self-policing.
Working on the self is nothing new for American men. Inspired by freethinkers of the
Scottish Enlightenment, 18th Century American polymaths like Benjamin Franklin turned values
of empirical reasoning and self-reflection towards ideals of personal improvement. Instrumental
to Franklin’s self-cultivation was a discussion group of likeminded male colonists, called the
Junto Club, whose members met weekly. Inspired by the middle-class urban salons of Britain
and France, and anticipating modern American power broker clubs like Bohemian Grove and
even entrepreneurial “mastermind” groups (Domhoff 1975), the junto was a brain trust. In
between discussions of politics, philosophy and morality, members assisted each other’s personal
growth. Conveniently, they thought the invisible hand of self-interest was not just a way for men
to bond with each other; it was also the most enlightened way to improve their civic
communities. Masculine values Franklin revered—including temperance, frugality,
industriousness, rationality, and rigorous self-control—were largely predicated on the view that
the measure of a man could be taken by his virtue and honor. This ideal of manhood was linked
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to religious morality rooted in Renaissance-era Calvinism: namely, that salvation in the afterlife
was unknowable, but that individuals could reveal their divine “election” through good deeds in
their everyday lives (Bloch 2003, Ditz 1993).
In the 19th Century, trends including industrialization, urbanization, rising wage labor, as
well as the domestication of the Wild West, narrowing imperial frontiers, and the erosion of
landed family estates caused the first modern crisis of masculinity in America (Smith-Rosenberg
1986). In the Gilded Age class barriers were shifting (Kimmel 2005). Taking flight from the
purported effeminacy, decadence, and homosexualizing influence of urban civilization became a
male ideal (Clift 2007). Novelist Henry James channels this feeling through his character Basil
Ransome, a southern gallant, in his 1885 novel The Bostonians:
“The whole generation is womanized; the masculine tone is passing out of the world; it’s a
feminine, nervous, hysterical, chattering, cantering age, an age of hollow phrases and false
delicacy and exaggerated solicitudes and coddled sensibilities, which, if we don’t soon look out,
will usher in the reign of mediocrity, of the feeblest and flattest and most pretentious that has
ever been. The masculine character, the ability to dare and endure, to know and yet not fear
reality, to look the world in the face and take it for what it is… that is what I want to preserve, or,
rather, recover” (1984, 293).
In this age, men sought to prove their masculinity either through fantasies of escape (like the
American “filibusters,” self-employed soldiers who launched missions to support revolutions in
Latin America; Greenberg 2005); or by joining fraternal groups: the army, civic associations,
spiritual communes, secret societies, fraternities, sports teams, bodybuilding clubs, hunting
lodges, even the Boy Scouts (Syrett 2011, Kimmel 2005, Klein 1993). These clubs gave
unmarried urban bachelors a source of support and community; a space to vouchsafe their
manhood amid fears of enervation through consumerism; and asserted a gendered difference
between public and private spheres (Kimmel 2005, Messner 1997, Nelson 1998).
Remember John Noyes from Chapter Two? Sexual subcultures, the exotic others of
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mainstream American sexual life, also began to take root in the 19th Century. Male members of
the Oneida Perfectionists, for example, commonly practiced a sexual technique of withholding
orgasm during sex. This taught men that sex is about self-control. While it had feminist
aspects—for example, making sex about something more than male pleasure, while freeing
women from unwanted pregnancies—this idea was part-and-parcel of other Victorian
practices—from chastity belts to dietary regimens, anti-onanism pamphlets, and even blandtasting Graham Crackers and Kellogg’s Corn Flakes—that taught men to conserve their virility
(Katz 2007, Kimmel 2005).24 Just as with hookup culture, Noyes was telling men that sex could
be separated from emotion. It is telling that Noyes envisioned his sexual utopia when he was a
26-year old virgin. In this light, the Oneida community seems like an obvious product of stifled
male desire. Seeing sex and emotional vulnerability as separate things is consistent with a culture
that tells men they have a free right to sexual access to women’s bodies—and, no, they do not
have to call the morning after.
In the mainstream, fraternal societies provided more than social acceptance and
emotional support for men who were betwixt and between social roles. They also helped them
reshape their personality and character amidst growing economic competition from European
and Asian immigrants, freed slaves migrating from southern states, and working women who
increasingly demanded a place in the public sphere (Kimmel 2017). The rise of Wall Street and
finance capitalism meant that economic boom and bust cycles came in ever faster waves. The
Horatio Alger myth of self-made manhood, increasingly tied to investing in speculative financial
enterprises, was never far from crashing to the bottom on a lousy bet (Sandage 2005). Fraternal
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It’s also an idea that lives on today in far-right groups of men, like the “Proud Boys,” who
mount anti-masturbation campaigns (“nofap”) while telling men it’s a way to get their “lifeforce”
back (Disser 2016).
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societies taught skills in writing, debate, oration, and logical thinking that supplemented or
altogether replaced a college education and helped them secure jobs, status prestige, and social
mobility (Rotundo 1994). In this sense, fraternal organizations functioned like self-help support
groups (Clift 2007). They supported men amid emerging free market capitalism that seemed to
recast social life as a Darwinian survival of the fittest (Hofstadter 1992). They allowed men to
enjoy the benefits of potentially feminizing traits like care and nurturing while also reasserting
masculine values of competitiveness, self-fashioning, and accomplishment.
Passing from Victorianism to early 20th Century modernism, masculinity inexorably
became a commodity to be purchased via consumer catalogues, body-building magazines,
mimeograph newsletters, and self-help books (Katz 2007, Pendergast 2000, Klein 1993). These
new print media celebrated the ideal of rugged masculinity. Bodybuilder Charles Atlas, a former
“scrawny weakling” and Italian immigrant named Angelo Siciliano, sold health and exercise
routines through ads in comic books. The ads portrayed a “97-pound weakling” getting sand
kicked in his face by a bully and being mocked by his girlfriend; he goes home to order Atlas’
workout book and transforms himself into a muscled hero who take revenge on his bully and
wins his girlfriend back (Klein 1993). From the ivory tower of academia, psychologist G.
Stanley Hall mixed Lamarckian ideas of the behavioral inheritance of traits with eugenic ideas of
racial and civilizational superiority to childhood development. Analogizing child development to
evolution, he published self-help books that linked the formation of masculine character to racial
purity. To help them embody ideals of manhood, he founded a nationwide network of reading
clubs that encouraged parents to harden boys through authoritarian discipline, bodily
punishment, and forbidding masturbation (Kimmel 2005, Greenberg 2005, Bederman 1995).
These trends, together with an explosion of interest in social psychology after World War
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II, collectively conspired to shift the meanings of masculinity away from what one did to how
one lived. Respect replaced honor, and masculinity replaced manhood, reflecting a shift towards
believing in a gendered self that is extrinsic rather than intrinsic to personal character (Kimmel
2005, Greenberg 2005, Sennett 2000, Lears 1981). The rise of a globalized corporate servicebased economy after the 1970s oil shocks, coupled with feminist consciousness raising groups
that spread awareness of patriarchal misogyny, saw men increasingly adopt behaviors, from
sensitivity and emotional empathy to cooperation and niceness, classically identified as feminine.
The men’s liberation movement, an offshoot of second-wave feminism, sought to frame this as a
net positive. Men’s liberation recognized that many men felt imprisoned by a cultural and
economic demand to earn money (ironically, the flip-side of the idea of women cloistered in
home-making that inspired women’s liberation touchstones like Betty Friedan’s The Feminine
Mystique in 1963). It also recognized that many men felt they lived hollow, meaningless lives
filled with shallow relationships. Following therapeutic styles of scientific corporate
management introduced by Elton Mayo in the 1920s, the 1950’s “organization man” epitomized
this mask of regimented, glad-handing congeniality (Urciuoli 2008, Illouz 2007, Whyte 2002).
These were, arguably, the costs of a cultural norm of hegemonic masculinity that conferred men
with vast privileges. Like Noah, whom we met in Chapter Three, these men felt oppressed in the
pursuit of earning a living wage; alienated by demands that they suppress their emotions in
pursuit of productivity; and confused by the social roles they were being asked to play in new
workplaces (Kimmel 2017).
As gender roles became looser, and the management of human relations became more
open to debate, confidence took on a powerful mystique in American culture. Softer male
archetypes marked by social tact, introspection, teamwork, listening skills, and the willingness to
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take directions threatened traditional masculine ideals of self-control (Coontz 1988). If men were
(maybe) allowed to be feminine, then who were they really? In response, magazines like Playboy
exalted bachelorhood—and affirmed heterosexuality as integral to manliness—while also
embracing men’s interest in style, fashion, and party hosting (Syrett 2011, Clift 2007). Hefner
used pictures of naked celebrities to attract men to a magazine that was really about culture,
politics, and the changing meanings of masculinity as a consumer object. In Playboy’s first issue,
for example, Hugh Hefner writes that playboys “Spend most of our time inside… We enjoy
mixing up cocktails and an hors d’oeuvre or two, putting on a little mood music… and inviting
in a female acquaintance for a quiet discussion on Picasso, Nietzsche, jazz, sex” (in Clift 2007,
40). These new media indulged men’s interest in consumption, self-care, and privileged
rebelliousness. They also insulated the perceived feminine qualities of these experiences by
reasserting an overt interest in women’s bodies (Bordo 1999).
The pendulum of male softness and asceticism swings both ways. In the 1980s and 90s,
public intellectuals like Robert Bly (1990) and Warren Farrell (1993) began teaching “men’s
issues” classes. Farrell spoke about male powerlessness. Bly complained about the “soft males”
populating the U.S. and extolled the need for reclaiming the “wild man” inside every guy (Faludi
2006, 319). These men’s groups were counterparts to women’s consciousness-raising groups
which, starting in the 1970s, started to deconstruct the concept of gender. Drawing from men’s
liberation, these groups allowed men to bond with other men through emotional vulnerability and
self-expression rather than stoicism (Illouz 2007). They also tapped into a vein of cultural
critique that extols the purported value of man’s inner wildness—and demands self-abnegation to
extract it—that extends back to 19th Century mythical frontier heroes like Davy Crockett,
Buffalo Bill Cody, or Tarzan; imperialist macho men like Theodore Roosevelt; and even the
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anti-masturbation advocate and founder of Corn Flakes, W. K. Kellogg (Bederman 1995, SmithRosenberg 1986).
How did these groups deal with the contradiction of allowing men to be soft and
vulnerable while also sharpening their sense of assertiveness and wildness? In fact, these two
ideas translated seamlessly into each other with little wasted energy. It does not mean men were
any less confused. The crux of this translation was the notion that self-control was both a
requirement and an impediment to successful masculinity. By the late 1980s, the men’s
movement harnessed by Bly and Farrell had turned into a cottage industry of self-help
workshops, books, lecture series, audio-tapes, radio shows, and even board games:
“’Brotherhood lodges’ sprang up in Tulsa, Oklahoma; Washington, D.C. supported six men’s
organizations offering ‘wild man’ rituals; ‘The Talking Stick: A Newsletter About Men’ issued
from Frederick, Maryland; the Austin, Texas ‘Wild Man Gatherings’ got booked months in
advance; and the Men’s Center in Minneapolis drew enough men to keep up a daily schedule of
‘playshops.’ In New York City and Oakland, California, the Sterling Institute of Relationships’
$400 ‘Men, Sex and Power’ weekends taught ‘wimps’ to become ‘real men,’ dressing up like
gorillas, beating their chests, and staging fistfights” (Faludi 2006, 319).
Bly and Farrell themselves were former left-wing, progressive, pro-feminist intellectuals who
embraced the politics of “injured masculinity” (Kimmel 2017, Robinson 2000, Carroll 2011).
Celebrating a biological basis for male bonding and the inhibiting forces of over-civilization,
they gathered crowds of male fans with promises of reclaiming male power. As we will see in
the next chapter, this is not so different from today’s masculine self-help gurus.

Section Two: Games of Truth and Power
Episode 4. November 19th, 2015. “What’s the difference between a guy who’s super
successful with women and a guy who’s just mediocre?” Nate is standing in front of an audience
of men at his weekly free meetup which acts as a tie-in for his coaching business (and began as
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an offshoot of MTG). The men reply, “Their belief in what they deserve!” Nate answers:
“You never know what’s going to happen. There [are] no hard and fast rules [in seduction]. A lot
of times in life you could be very pleasantly surprised. There are people who think they could
control the outcome of things; that’s when you have a [problem]. Because the reality is [that] so
much of life comes at us in surprises. We can’t dictate every single thing. We can’t coerce
people to do things. By the same token, you can’t necessarily force yourself to be a certain way
and have a very direct outcome every single time. Control the things you can control, but don’t
think you can control the things that are uncontrollable.”
Seduction distills a contradiction. Seducers want to become self-reliant individuals. Yet
seduction itself depends on an external agency, namely, what a woman wants. What seducers get
from seduction is not primarily pleasure—although this too is involved—but rather a sense of
gender identity. They make up for feeling expendable and dispensable in the eyes of women by
employing artifice to achieve the feeling of naturalness. In this way, seducers act as what Don
Kulick, writing about Brazilian transgender sex workers, calls “constructive essentialists” of
their gender (1998, 193). They believe masculinity is biologically rooted in sex. But they also
believe masculinity can be honed, sharpened, and elevated through bodily practices.
This comes into focus if we look at men’s self-help author David Deida’s model of
masculinity. Deida draws on the works of American mythologist Joseph Campbell and Swiss
psychotherapist and Freudian defector Carl Jung. His aphoristic book The Way of the Superior
Man (2004) is often cited as an ur-text in seduction communities. For Deida, masculinity is
comprised of three stages: a so-called “first stage” man is an exemplar of traditional breadwinner
masculinity. He is coded as physically and financially dominant. The “second stage” man has
come to embrace sensitive and submissive aspects of his personality (which Deida calls his
feminine side) marked by ideals of caring, sharing, fairness, and equality. A stand-in for the nice
guy, second stage masculinity is finally dissolved through a dialectical resolution to “third stage”
masculinity. Analogous to the alpha male, the third stage man unifies both the masculine and the
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feminine aspects of his personality into a higher-order synthesis. While coded as archetypally
masculine, the third stage man experiences a measure of gender ambiguity: both masculinization
and feminization.
Being both masculine and feminine is not so simple for seducers. In some cases, it
threatens their ideas of what it means to be a man. Pain becomes one way that coaches explain
away the loss-of-control that some seducers fear when they start their training. For example,
coaches frame their clients’ painful experiences of “failing their way to success” (as one coach
put it) within a narrative of heterosexual coming out that links self-improvement to social power
via self-mastery. At the beginning of a bootcamp, for example, Graham explained the
relationship between learning, making mistakes, and developing fluency in any new skill:
“The difference between this [training] program and other programs is the difference between
information recall and automatic action. What do I mean? We are all servomechanisms. Human
beings are servomechanisms. Servomechanisms are an automatic device that uses error-sensing
negative feedback to correct the performance of a mechanism. This is how heat-seeking missiles
work. Heat-seeking missiles don’t go straight for the target, they kind of wind left and right. And
the reason they do that is because it’s constantly going off-course. And it’s got a
servomechanism that tells it, ‘you’re going to the right, you’re too far off course, now go to the
left.’ This is how human beings learn things. The brain forgets all the information it needed to do
the wrong things, and it just remembers the right thing. What we want is automatic action. And
the way to program automatic action into yourself is through repeated failure and adjustment. It’s
all about your ability to adjust after failure.”
The idea of a self-correcting machine invokes the idea of the cyborg, a human whose body is
composed of machine and animal parts (Haraway 2000). This model of learning implies the
seducer does not need to be right about the other person’s desire for sex—he just has to keep
moving. Applied to sexual self-expression, the servomechanism also radically denatures the
presumed naturalness of masculinity. Graham defuses this danger by using the militaristic archmasculine metaphor of “heat-seeking missiles” that explode on impact. Detonation negates the
contradiction of mimicry and self-authorship. By course-correcting through his failures, Graham
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implies, the seducer is manly insofar as he affirms his capacity for information control, utility
maximization, and tactical domination.
If pickup feels like fast food—tempting, titillating, and not especially good for you in
large doses—then inner game is the equivalent of eating organic. “Inner game” is a set of
techniques meant to rewire the emotional self. It is a language of self-auditing that enables men
to feel confident and masculine even when their seduction attempts fail. As seduction coach and
self-described “inner game guru” Eric von Sydow, known as Hypnotica, writes in his
autobiographical self-help book Metawhore: My Cock Don’t Talk Politics (2012), “Inner game is
concerned with becoming a better individual.” He continues,
“There is never any outer game without inner game; it’s all smoke and mirrors. To use the car as
an analogy: the inner game is your engine, the meat and potatoes of the vehicle; and the outer
game is the fuzzy dice hanging from the mirror. One makes the car move and the other is a cheap
showpiece.”
A user named IN10SE, writing on the mASF forum in 2005, writes that “the key” to inner game
“is to go deep… and work on internalizing the beliefs/attitudes/mindsets of a guy who is super
successful with women.” Easier said than done. As Neil Strauss writes in The Game, “It was
easy to memorize [pickup] routines, but mastering inner game after a lifetime of bad habits and
thought patterns was not easy” (2005, 144). Some men find the strength to change themselves
only after they have reached a point of despair they commonly refer to as “hitting rock bottom.”
Inner game is, in part, a response to a cultural zeitgeist. Women now recognize and call
out pickup lines, so the lines have become more subtle, offhand, and under-the-radar. So, it is
reasonable to ask, do these guys truly believe in “alpha masculinity”? Or are they just
opportunists? Self-confidence requires trust in oneself as much as in other people. Inner game
manufactures confidence when a broader context for social trust is missing. It promises to heal
men of emotional traumas and phobias, set them free from their fears and attachments, clear
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patterns of destructive thinking, and re-program their minds to think in positive, self-affirming,
and quintessentially alpha male ways. Seducers see it as a matter of facing yours fears and
“upgrading” your belief system by re-framing those fears as opportunities for growth. Inner
game, as Paul puts it to me during an interview,
“Is [about] dominating the worst aspects of yourself so that the best part of yourself can come
forward. It’s about submitting to the best parts of yourself. Pickup really helped me just quiet my
thoughts. I can remember the moment when the negativity, self-judgment, self-criticism, all that
just melted. It wasn’t like ‘It’s gone forever,’ but it’s like ‘I get the process. I know how to make
this self-negativity and self-loathing [go away]. And that was incredibly liberating.”
Behind his mood swings, Paul wants to master his own ego. “Dominating the worst aspects of
yourself,” for Paul, means silencing his fear, worry, and his self-doubt. It also means silencing
his feminine side.
Ideally inner game should feel natural. But that is seldom the case. A seducer performs
inner game by consciously identifying and seeking to bypass his own inhibitions, up to and
including seduction techniques themselves. In this way, he hopes he will feel unflappable in the
face of uncertainty. He hopes he will be freed from feeling pain in the face of women’s
rejections. This is because he gets to experience his masculinity as a palpable force for selfcontrol even in the face of fear and frustration. “Inner game guys,” as they are called in seduction
communities, believe using affirming self-talk lets them turn the perceived apathy of inhibition
into proactive behaviors that are rejection-proof. “You want to learn to be comfortable being
uncomfortable,” one coach says. As Hugh, a trainee in MTG told the other guys, “I’ve gone from
[being in] tears and convulsions—really disapproving of myself—[to] feeling really good again.
Just remember you are good enough. And approve of yourself. [It’s about] your internal
dialogue.”
Inner game mixes self-government with self-care. It is an example of what Foucault
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(1988) calls “technologies of the self”. Technologies of self means the conduct of one’s conduct.
These “technologies” involve turning the micro-practices of the body into objects of
surveillance, control, and deliberate manipulation. As Foucault writes,
“[They] permit individuals to effect… a certain number of operations on their own bodies and
souls, thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a
certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality” (1988, 18).
One effect of this is that power and discipline are no longer associated with repression but rather
with pleasure and the personal pursuit of happiness. However, as with examples like sexual
abstinence and physical exercise, technologies of the self may also involve ascetic forms of selfdenial and suffering (Illouz 2007). They do not need to be solitary activities, but can be pursued
in the company of friends and teachers (Foucault 1997). Most importantly, Foucault calls
technologies of the self “games of truth”; that is,
“A set of rules by which truth is produced. It is not a game in the sense of an amusement; it is a
set of procedures that lead to a certain result, which, on the basis of its principles and rules of
procedure, may be considered valid or invalid, winning or losing” (Foucault 1997, 297).
Regardless of whether they promote pleasure or suffering, the ethical relativity of “games of
truth” makes them perfect for a consumer society in which values appear increasingly
interchangeable.
Inner game puts down roots in a psychological nexus where ideas of masculinity, power,
victimhood, sex, and shame converge. It does this by insisting that men who feel helpless are, in
fact, in control. They have to choose their beliefs, and reject their inhibitions as false
interpretations of reality, to feel powerful. Ironically, inner game also involves structured rituals
of going out-of-control in safe spaces. Like men in the mythopoetic movement, they use invented
initiations, symbolic and mythological archetypes, and feats of bodily endurance to sharpen their
self-image as self-directed individuals. Blaming modernization for their perceived feminization,
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they reference ancient mythology (including tropes from Eastern religions and Homeric and
Norse myths) and non-Western rites of passage to harness “the deep masculine,” an ideal
archetype of Rousseau-esque inner noble savagery (Lott 2013, Faludi 2006, Schwalbe 1996,
Gibson 1994). Like psychoanalytic “dream work” and “free association,” these rituals have a
therapeutic function, giving these men a means to temporarily reconcile their feelings with their
ideal self-image (Illouz 2007). They are like mirror images of Victorian ideologies of female
purity—such as the so-called Cult of True Womanhood (Smith-Rosenberg 1985)—for men who
fantasize about giving themselves up to untamed and atavistic forces of nature.
From their standpoint of relative privilege, these rituals allow trainees to temporarily
explore, invert, and even mock middle-class values of respectability and political correctness. At
a weekly meeting of MTG, for example, Nate begins his lecture like this:
“You have this masculine desire inside you. You have this testosterone. It’s an animal thing. It’s
a primal thing. We temper it, we hold it back for social appropriateness. You want to be
responsible with it, but you [also] want to be able to bring it out on a consistent basis in a
responsible way. You have to re-learn that primal stuff. Not 100%, obviously, but a little bit,
bringing it back in a responsible way—bringing that immediate, momentary desire out again.”
Remember Mystery’s claim in Chapter Four that seduction “Can mean the difference between
successful replication and having your genes unapologetically weeded out of existence” (2007,
13)? If we are genetically programmed to have sex, then as Mystery tells it, seduction effectively
parses out who lives from who must die. Ditch your excuses, he seems to be saying; accept your
evolutionary hard-wiring, and take responsibility for mastering it. Issues of paternity, blood, and
regeneration run thick in this Hobbesian dystopia of survival of the fittest (Foucault 1997).
Whereas before we saw how ascetic self-discipline cultivates an ethos of machismo, Nate raises
a paradox; that nice guys, just like skilled seducers, experience a surfeit rather than a lack of selfcontrol (inhibition, from the Latin inhibere, means to hold inside; Blackman 2012, Summerson-
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Carr 2010, Massumi 1995). This is a problem. Evolutionary psychology proposes that the male
sex drive is at once deeply innate to maleness and completely outside men’s control. Since selfcontrol can be ascribed to both alpha males and beta males (or AFC’s), seducers become
hypersensitive and always on the lookout to distinguish extinction-level inhibition from selfempowerment.
Episode 5. October 3rd, 2015. At today’s gathering of the MTG group, inside the rented
dance studio, the coaches decide to lead us in an improv comedy exercise. Each guy pairs up
with a partner and sits down face-to-face. Taking two-minute turns, each makes gestures while
his partner mimics them. George explains:
“We all start to fall into patterns. [They] might be daily routines, or the words that you choose to
use, or your nonverbal vocabulary and movements. When we do this exercise and you’re looking
at the person across from you, you’ll find things that you know are uniquely you. I want you to
become aware of those things, [aware of] the correlation between your physiology and your
emotions. To become aware of what you’re doing, and the [feelings] you’re giving off. The
second part [of the exercise] involves actually increasing our range [of behavior].”
The purpose of George’s game is serious. He wants the men to understand how they animate
their bodies. I pair up with a boyish semi-pro skateboarder from Virginia Beach. We spend the
next five minutes taking turns mimicking each other’s subtle and not-so-subtle gestures. Like
boys, we smile and break our concentration whenever the other person does something obviously
ham-fisted just to see if the other person will follow along. This exercise forces the men to
become completely focused on the present moment, because it is only then that connection with
another person becomes possible. Seduction coaches use play-based exercises like this to teach
their clients how they appear to others. On the other hand, these games also teach clients to deal
with failures in their seduction attempts—the fact that, whether they think they are good at
pickup or not, they are probably unable to correctly understand their impact on others. In this
sense, these games teach clients how to balance intent with openness to contingencies, coded as
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emotional outcome-independence from others’ responses.
Following self-help truisms, these games teach seducers that self-actualization comes not
from achieving their goal but instead from the personal growth that results from tirelessly
striving after their goal. The seducer is encouraged to own his desires by learning that the world
and other people do not always act according to them. To become more vulnerable, and to thwart
the enervating hold of seduction as a rote simulation, many clients get into alternative lifestyle
practices. These eclectic practices include yoga, improv comedy, method acting, meditation,
dance, tai-chi, push-hands, capoeira, calisthenics, acupressure, tantric Buddhism, and extreme
sports to soul-gazing, orgasmic meditation, neuro-linguistic programming, New Age
affirmations, visualization exercises, short-form writing exercises, and even BDSM. They try out
exercises like E.F.T. (the “Emotional Freedom Technique”), a spin-off of neuro-linguistic
programming that involves tapping different places on your face while saying restorative
affirmations like “I deeply and completely accept myself.” Or they get into things like E.M.D.R.
(“Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing”), in which they visualize traumatic
memories while moving their eyes back and forth to try to “reprogram” their beliefs with good
thoughts.
These techniques teach seduction skills indirectly, as a byproduct of mastering (or failing
to master) an obstacle presented as a black box. Trainees value these eccentric practices mainly
for the feelings and emotions they evoke. Like Foucault’s (1988) notion of self-care, trainees
consider that no training practice is good, bad, or even necessarily true in and of itself. As they
see it, the value of any practice depends on how it is used. Facing and mastering a novel
challenge can provide a sense of satisfaction. Even when they seem contrived or fake, practicing
these rituals offers a provisional sense of comfort and self-discipline that can become real. This
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is because eccentric training rituals seem to supply proofs of inner transformation by providing
emotionally charged experiences. Mediated by images, myths, and archetypes, these experiences
seem to bypass the rational mind by evoking and channeling what trainees believe to be their
own inner insights and intuitions.
These games aim to teach men just the right mix of flexibility and improvisation coupled
with masculine stoicism and detachment. They promote a kind of mindfulness by adjusting how
trainees pay attention to the world. They use methods of forcing concentration and distraction
that make trainees more open to trying on behaviors that often conflict with their deeply-held
beliefs about themselves and about women. These exercises also teach them that failure is part of
a process of personal growth, even that failure can be fun. For trainees, seeing themselves as
confident in the face of unpredictability can make them more willing to improve themselves. In
essence, they are learning how to learn. But games are not just ways for trainees to practice
speaking to others in potentially uncomfortable ways. They actually cause their participants to
feel embodied in new and different ways. As forms of what James Gee (2003) calls “empathetic
embodiment,” games cause participants to become immersed in a made-up environment that lets
them learn inferentially, thereby expanding their range of behavior. Games like this strategically
displace the impossibility of keeping external rules and authentic individuality separate. As such,
they are a convenient means for trainees to try out new behaviors while still feeling they are
authors of their own transformation.
Episode 6. October 31st, 2015. In another exercise at MTG, Nate asks the men to close
their eyes and imagine the sights, scenes, sounds, and feelings that take hold when they go out
for a night on the town. Now that we had grown quiet, absorbed in the reverie, he injects the
worrisome sting of anticipation: “Imagine you’ve just seen a beautiful woman nearby. You’re
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both waiting there. What are the thoughts going through your mind?” The guys reply, “She
probably has a boyfriend”; “I’m not good enough for her”; “What could I say to her if I wanted
to say something to her? How would I do it? Would I be interrupting something? What’s the
right way?”; “What’s gonna be [her] reaction? Will I scare her away? What kind of fool am I
gonna look like?”; “I want to talk to her, but I don’t know what to say”; “She’s too hot. She’s
way out of my league.”
The ease with which these guys visualize a diorama of sexual rejections suggests they do
not see themselves as desirable. They overestimate the likelihood of an embarrassing “blowout”
because of how palpably they fear it. Nate answers, “When you start labeling and judging, you’re
basically compounding the negativity.” Like quicksand, fighting the fear makes them sink faster.
He identifies a human tendency to ruminate on negative or anxiety-producing experiences and to
see them as more meaningful than they really are. This eats away at his trainees’ confidence and
ability to empathize with others and eventually becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. A better
solution, Nate proposes, is to recognize and accept the intruding fear before it festers into worry,
guilt, or self-judgment. We should name and reframe fearful thought with alternative
possibilities—preferably with “conscious, positive thoughts.” He is encouraging them to trade in
their self-criticism for the optimism of what seducers (drawing from self-help guru Stephen
Covey in his 1989 book The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People) call an “abundance
mentality”: that opportunities to meet women are everywhere. Since feelings cannot be causally
proven, he reasons, they are interchangeable. There is no way to prove that rejection is personal,
much less generalizable as a reflection of our identity. Since rejection is situational, we should
look on the bright side.
Through imagined simulations like these, trainees are trying to learn emotional
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intelligence by expanding what Lev Vygotsky calls their “zone of proximal development”
(1978). By glimpsing the limitations of a cognitive model of seduction, and the possibilities that
lie beyond its grasp, they try to comprehend and experience their powerlessness in a way that
paradoxically makes them feel more empowered. They seek a paradigm shift: to convince
themselves that fear of rejection is just a faulty, useless interpretation of experience that does not
reflect any realistic dangers to their well-being. Nate explains,
“Is [the positive thought] correct or incorrect? We don’t know. Probably not. [Whether] it’s
logically correct or incorrect makes no difference to how we’re feeling. [Instead] let the world
correct your interpretation.”
Seducers’ constructive gender essentialism even lets them believe that reality itself is malleable.
That the world reveals itself through experience, subjectively for each of us, and that reality is
therefore subject to manipulation through acts of make-believe.
George claims seduction training made him a more confident, generous, and accepting
person. To better grasp what Nate was talking about, I decided to ask George how he guards his
attitude from negative influences that could knock his self-confidence. George replied,
“You want to be open to things from the outside environment. But [then] I use how it resonates
with my heart. I can feel whether what someone is saying disempowers them or empowers them.
And I always choose to be certain about the things that empower people the most.”
Could success depend less on skill and more on the sheer number of chances a seducer is willing
to take? George’s explanation blends self-help with postmodernist relativity and masculine
bravado. He is making the point that enthusiasm may be more important to success than innate
ability, because is the single most important factor in determining whether the trainee takes a
helpful action. The point is, regardless of whether he fails, taking action is more likely to
generate rewards in the long run. What follows from this is that, for George, the truth is
subjective. Following Foucault’s point, truth is truthful only to the degree it makes people feel
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empowered. This is analogous to New Age beliefs in the so-called “Law of Attraction”; in the
self-help book The Secret, created by an Australian reality-TV producer, this belief equates to a
quasi-mystical mind-cure; a notion that we all “create our own circumstances by the choices that
we make and the choices that we make are fueled by our thoughts” (Oprah Winfrey in Peck
2010, 8). George continued, “Your thoughts are neither real nor true. It’s your choices. All of
your thoughts, it’s your choice [whether] to believe them or not.” Or, as Graham puts it, “When
you’re in different states [of mind] you can believe completely different things.”
Just as struggling builds character, maturity, and resilience in the face of failure, seeing
the world through rose-colored glasses can have certain benefits. Like a placebo effect, optimism
can boost seduction trainees’ sense of confidence, self-assurance, and well-being (Taylor &
Brown 1988). It can juice their willingness to learn from failures, to be proactive, and to take
initiative outside their comfort zone. For example, seducers believe “You’re the director of your
own movie.” That life is yours to create. That you can choose who you want to become. That
you can live life at the edge of your comfort zone without getting cynical and depressed. This
placebo effect can also help them weather the ups and downs of daily life, deal with uncertainty,
or gloss over behaviors and personal performances that fall short of their ideal self-image.
But shackling their imagination to unwarranted optimism can also be a coping
mechanism that raises some troubling implications. As with alcohol and drug abuse, it can instill
a desire to escape from reality and self-awareness. Like going through myriad medical tests,
restricting your diet, or dosing yourself with a battery of drugs to prolong life in the face of old
age, working to boost self-esteem can cause anxiety, especially when optimism becomes a matter
of constant self-monitoring (Ehrenreich 2018). For Graham, George, and Nate, for example,
truth matters only insofar as it manifests an ability to remake the world in the image of one’s
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beliefs. Seduction no longer seems confined as a capacity to act in the world but to alter the
world itself. Control becomes an illusion matched in its grandiosity only by its self-absorption.
These men’s radical empirical relativism is solipsistic and inner-looking, the logical apex of a
masculinity that is culturally unmoored from meaning and certainty. For them, optimistic
speculation and limitless effort hedge against unforeseeable but ever-present risks of losing
status. Manufacturing confidence becomes the only viable path to privilege, social belonging,
and even identity itself.
Inner game mixes romanticized biological essentialism and quasi-occult relativism.
Seducers talk about the need to “evolve” as guys. They say that consent is indistinguishable from
persuasion or what you can get someone to believe. If they apply this constructive self-delusion
as a strategic means of self-improvement, things get more troublesome when consent is conflated
with persuasion in the context of seducing women. “Attraction isn’t a choice,” says seduction
coach David DeAngelo. Or, as German anti-idealist philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer puts it,
“One can choose what to do, but not what to want” (in Ryan & Jetha 2010). Instead, seduction
suggests an awkward truth about human nature. As a coach named Adam says,
“When you have a thought that has any power over you, it has emotion attached to it. We’re
pushing and pulling on every human being we meet with [our] sub-communication, all day long,
telling them how we want to be treated. And that’s how the weak person ends up at the bottom of
the totem pole. He’s broadcasting insecurity from the moment he walks into the room,
[compared] to the person who’s broadcasting, ‘I have the strongest reality in the room.”
Whether they are emotionally pulling on others with their “sub-communication” or physically
pulling them to communicate to themselves that they are top dog becomes a slippery slope.
Exemplified by pickup artists’ concept of LMR—techniques to overcome a woman’s “last
minute resistance” or hesitation before sex—this can become an excuse for rape (O’Neill 2018).
Seeking to become the “best version of themselves,” having a “growth mindset” can
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subtly become less a choice than a compulsion. The social darwinism of constructive selfdelusion affirms these men’s privilege precisely by hiding it. As Adam remarks,
“Chasing comfort? [Business coach] David Nagel calls it the curse of the middle class. [The
belief that] ‘I value comfort and security over everything else.’ So they’re already dead. They
don’t have a life because they’re afraid of taking any risk at all.”
As Adam sees it, existential despair is a luxury. In this anecdote, he sees choice and necessity as
inverted. Comfort threatens an almost pathological imbalance between coping and self-reliance.
This message is well-tailored for heterosexual middle-class men who feel rootless in love and
work (Gershon 2017, Bauman 2001). It says that comfort is compulsive, that it is a prison that
can only be escaped by choosing radical risk. Exemplifying this, a seducer posts inside a picture
inside a Facebook group of a guy chilling on a beach with the caption, “Relax. Nothing is under
control.” Blogger and former pickup artist Mark Manson calls this “the subtle art of not giving a
fuck” (2016). Rob from TwoTastes calls it the “mastery of non-mastery.”
We have already seen that being zen has its benefits. On the other hand, optimistic risktaking becomes a way to enact male privilege precisely because it is seen as an intentional choice
not an obligation. Ironically, inner game’s focus on self-cultivation signals personal virtue
through Victorian ideals of self-restraint and self-denial that have more to do with repression
than with liberation. This is where male supremacy intersects with other threads in the tangled,
interwoven fabric of race and class inequalities in America. For one thing, these ideas are deeply
influenced by free market ideals of wealth; that capital begets capital, and that wealth can be
made without work. Some seducers, for example, strategize about clever schemes to engineer a
so-called “passive flow” of women into their lives so they no longer have to go out and
approach. For another thing, the double-sidedness of order and disorder brings seduction skills
close to a form of positive eugenics. Inner game can increase prejudice by desensitizing trainees
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to suffering—their own as much as other people’s. This suffering grows in the gap between
one’s real self and one’s ideal self; between feeling authentic desire and disguising one’s own
fear at not measuring up.
Masochism and bigotry often come from a similar place. Excluding others in the name of
self-interest marks the downside of performing privilege, individual willpower, and self-reliance
not just in seduction but in many other self-help discourses (McGee 2007). That is because inner
game is a form of self-discipline (Foucault 1990). In the American context, it extends historical
inequalities that link heteronormative masculinism to race and class privilege and that disfavor
nonwhites, poor people, working classes, women, and homosexuals as overly physical, ruled by
their appetites, and sexually uncontrolled. This belief historically barred them from political
enfranchisement, fair wages, and feeling wanted (Dyer 1997, Davis 1983). It goes back to a logic
of white virtue promulgated by Jim Crow laws that enforced racial segregation after the Civil
War while simultaneously eroding the collective class consciousness of workers (Freedman
2018). And it is still common in conservative and libertarian politics. It says that the poor person,
the drug addict, the single mom on welfare—or the rape survivor who is blamed for instigating
their own assault by dressing a certain way, staying out alone too late, or having one drink too
many—have personally failed by abnegating responsibility for their own security. That they are
morally depraved. That they prefer dependency on others. That they are asking for the
misfortunes that befall them, even when misfortune takes the form of retroactive punishment by
way of legal rehabilitation.
At the root of all of this is a cultural norm telling anyone who does not conform to
successful, white, heterosexual norms of able-bodied autonomy—or men who do not feel as
confident as they think they should be—that they do not deserve control of their own bodies
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(Troost 2008, Davis 1983). Put differently, self-help reasserts a person’s control of their own
body in a culture which tells them that intimacy and social inclusion are freely-taken choices.
Like online dating, this is a consumerist model of society. It perpetuates social inequalities
(Clough & Willse 2011). It ignores the fact that the freedom to help oneself is dependent on
education, life experiences, and family and peer socialization (Butler 2004, 3). It also ignores
that who is wanted or desired is a choice conditioned by racial, political, and gender-based
exclusions. That is because self-help’s doctrine of positive freedom (“freedom to”) personalizes
inequality by perpetuating an illusion of equal access to choice via the myth of meritocracy. It
encourages Americans to be stoically detached towards broader social problems, to eschew any
perceived dependencies on others, and to work on themselves.
At the same time, ironically, self-help encourages the view that hierarchies are natural
and can be used to your advantage. The irony is that self-help gives people a sense of choice
precisely by tethering it to the notion of self-control; in other words, by objectifying the richness,
complexity, and mutability of their selfhood and emotions and reducing these into psychological
stereotypes. At best, self-help reframes anger at social inequalities—and the fear, longings,
traumas, and physical stress reactions that accompany inequality—as a matter of private,
personal inhibitions and self-sabotaging stories (Illouz 2007, Peck 1995). At worst, it feeds
reactionary claims that speaking up about one’s gender, race, or class positionality politicizes
spaces for equal sharing and oppresses the free speech of others (Condis 2018). By severing the
self from sociality, paradoxically, self-help turns pain into suffering (Illouz 2007).
In this sense, inner game smuggles male supremacy into self-help via neoliberal notions
of empowerment and American ideals of lifting yourself up by your bootstraps. In Calvinist
fashion, for example, a trainee’s willingness to face hardship in the pursuit of self-development
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helps him achieve an exalted kind of masculinity—in the form of a primeval biological
endowment—that promises to help him rise above other men. As Alec, a member of DCS,
remarks after the forum evicted a guy nicknamed Frank (they could not decide if he was trolling
them with bad advice or just being naïve and clueless):
“You may think that saving each new soul is going to contribute to the cohesion of the group, but
in reality it’s quite the opposite. …Why should someone who doesn’t want to be helped stick
around and waste everyone’s time. Concentrate on improving yourselves instead of saving those
who aren’t ready.”
Implying that he “doesn’t want to be helped,” Alec says Frank’s participation in the group is not
directed towards self-improvement but is instead a symptom of his underdeveloped sense of self
that is pathologically damaged. Frank’s avatar was a blurred image of the disgraced African
American comedian Bill Cosby. Somewhere between optimism and fake-it-till-you-make-it,
Alec’s self-image as a deserving striver is a distorted echo of the idea that motivated waves of
immigrants (young men like Angelo Siciliano no less than Gad) to assimilate to bourgeois
WASP society over the past two centuries (di Leonardo 1998, Brodkin 1998).
Episode 7. September 15th, 2015. The subtle racism of inner game’s machismo is
perfectly encapsulated by Dr. M, 32, a white male seduction coach, who tells me about flying out
to Malaysia to teach a graphic designer client there how to seduce women. We meet at the 2015
Sexual Health Expo conference in New York before stepping out for an improvised interview at
a nearby lunch counter off Times Square. He describes his client this way.
M: “He was raised in a family where he didn’t get to go out a lot, kind of like me. He had some
early experiences with women. He had one girlfriend, and they broke up, and that was it. He
hadn’t had sex in seven or eight years. he’d been exposed to the [seduction] community in the
past, and he reached a point where he wants to have a family and give his parents grand-babies.
You know, it will take him years to really get good [at seduction], if he ever does.”
Anders: “What kinds of cultural differences did you notice about teaching seduction in Kuala
Lumpur?”
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M: “I think with traveling, and only being in town for a couple of days, you only hang out with
girls that are very in-the-moment. A lot of women love that. You can also work the [Western]
tourist-backpackers that are traveling through. And [there’s] Tinder. I think you try to steer more
away from the [women] that are very non-open, for a multitude of reasons. Remember, there’s
always the other 50%, right. So if you piss off a Muslim girl, it might not be her you need to
worry about, it’s the other 50%—it’s the Muslim dude with the sword that’s seven feet long
that’s running to cut your head off.”
Even though M is white and his client is Asian, M uses the idea of the model minority—someone
who has family values and a striving work ethic that make up for his nerdiness—to show how
male privilege weaponizes whiteness at the expense of women and minorities.
First, M constructs an image of desirable and attractive cosmopolitan singles—girls who
are “very in-the-moment.” They seem to embody liberal values of openness, spontaneity,
consumerism, and detached hedonism. Second, he compares them to a racially other woman, a
Muslim. But instead of describing her choices, he focuses on her brother, a Muslim man with a
“seven-foot sword.” This man is symbolically outside of progress, the opposite of “in-themoment,” a stereotype of cosmopolitan fraternity gone bad. Beyond the pale, his symbolic ethnic
and religious bondage serves M’s narrative of emancipation, progress, and self-authenticity—for
white men. His seven-foot sword symbolizes violence and excess. It links an idea of his sexual
repression with an idea of extreme male protectiveness: the AMOG run amok. Through the
symbolism of the client and the brother, M constructs the masculinity of ethnic others as either
hypermasculine (overly violent, aggressive, and out-of-control) or hypomasculine (weak,
effeminate, and dependent; Kimmel 2017). In the end, his client is the more palatable choice
because he accepts M’s help (and implicitly submits to him). As Gad discovers at the start of this
chapter, salvation is in view. Like M’s client, he only has to work hard and embody the ideal of
seductive masculinity to become his own man.
M paints a neo-imperialist picture of sexual order and control. He implies that white men
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like him tame their seemingly anarchic forces of sexual desire and tap into them as a resource for
personal transformation. That they have just the right mix of self-control and rugged vitality; a
mix which makes them not only sexually attractive but also properly self-made men. And that
clients like the Malaysian graphic designer can learn to rise above their racial others—the
“Muslim girl” and the “Muslim dude”—by establishing an alliance with M that is constituted
through shared access to the bodies of other, more sexually liberated women. But how do
sublimated classism and racism square with the fact that so many seduction trainees are not
white?
In fact, it makes perfect sense. Take Magic, who told the men at his coaching seminar,
“I’m an Indian guy. If I can do [pickup], I really must have something. If I can pick up chicks in
this country, I must really have a secret on me.” Or remember Bai’s quote in chapter three: “For
me, an Asian guy approaching a white girl, it’s somehow very different than a white guy
approaching a white girl.” On the DCS forum, Chango spells things out more directly: “If you’re
brown it’s gonna cost you 200+ [dollars] to get into PHD. Club game is pretty racist.” PHD is a
popular nightclub in New York’s Meatpacking District. Chango and Bai infer that, while
seemingly free and open, today’s oversaturated dating market perpetuates a racialized hierarchy
of sex appeal. In particular, it can end up favoring men and women who conform to Ken and
Barbie-doll ideals of attractiveness.
Or consider Jason, the mixed white and Korean guy we met briefly in chapter three. After
telling me sex was a forbidden topic in his home, he explains:
“I think the biggest [realization] for me was being willing to take up space in the world. I think
it’s an especially Asian thing to say, ‘Don’t take up space in the world,’ ‘Respect your elders,’ or
‘Don’t speak until they speak.’ So that was a big change for me, thinking about the world in that
way, taking up space in it.”
For Jason, seduction is about a willingness to assume privilege. For Jason, as for Bai, Magic, as
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well as M and his client, learning seduction is about mastering a subtle play of identity and
difference that undergirds racial exclusion. Bell hooks calls this “Getting a bit of the Other”:
using the power of sexual pleasure to transform oneself while preserving a sense that sex itself is
destabilizing, even dangerous (1992, 367). As sociologist Rachel O’Neill explains, “To become
more skilled with women is indelibly bound up with a desire to disrupt the racialized and
racializing logics that circumscribe [their] relationships with men” (2018, 60). Especially for
men who feel racially marginalized, seduction signals a man’s ability to bend the world to his
will (Pascoe 2011, 86). It does this not by addressing racism but by muting its effects. They hope
this sign will translate into sexual confidence: a form of mastery over women that will, as Adam
puts it, broadcast to men and women alike that “’I have the strongest reality in the room.’”
Episode 8. October 31st, 2015. Using evolutionary psychology, some men ascribe a
rational or scientific basis for the kind of magical thinking that inner game involves. For
example, an immigrant German engineer and coach at MTG named Jorg remarks:
“A lot of this inner game is evolution-based. Back in the day, the tribe wanted to find the alpha
male. So the alpha male had to be sure of himself. Everybody’s always figur[ing] out how sure
somebody else is by their opinion of themselves. These days, we usually have a little bit of fear
when we’re in unfamiliar environments. Sometimes that works against you. Today, maybe it’s
better to not be completely honest but [instead] to be a little bit overconfident, because you
influence the people around you. Lots of society doesn’t really have any values these days.”
Hugh, a member of MTG, replies by sharing a time when his misplaced confidence was
rewarded:
“I remember a situation when I was in this Meetup group, and I was walking along the High
Line. I saw this cute girl and just assumed she was part of the meetup group. So I stuck out my
hand and I just went to meet her, you know. And within ten seconds I’m sitting down next to her,
and I have my arm around her because she’s cold. We went on a couple of dates after that. And I
find out that she’s not from the Meetup group at all. She’s some random person. How do you do
that every day? Trick yourself?”
Damon: “You had a belief that, because she was in the meetup group, there was some sort of
connection or commonality there. Just feel like that about everybody!”
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Jorg: “Everyone’s in the meetup group!”
A chorus of laughter meets Jorg’s sardonic reply. For Jorg, a lack of social traditions, coupled
with the accelerating rationalization of life, creates meaninglessness (“Lots of society doesn’t
really have any values these days”; see also Bellah et. al. 2007, Herzfeld 1985). This allows him
to advocate for radical individualism. Rather than feeling fear or paralysis, he encourages them
to use the moral vacuum of collective rootlessness as an opportunity.
“Evolutionary psychology is the secular answer to the [religious] doctrine of original
sin,” writes historian Molly Worthen. “It’s a primordial explanation for the anxieties that haunt
us” even as we live surrounded by the creature comforts of consumer society (2018). This is
hardly accidental. Evolutionary psychology’s narrative of survival of the fittest explains a
contradictory reality: on one hand, an American culture that privileges material success through
relentless competitiveness and limitless growth; and on the other, one that fetishizes personal
authenticity, even before social relationships themselves, as a means to secure social belonging.
Like self-help, evolutionary psychology naturalizes competition and social hierarchies and gives
people an explanation for their suffering. In place of truth, what makes these seducers believe is
not what is there. It is what is not there. What makes them believe is not evidence but rather the
lack of evidence. This is the real meaning of game: it persuades these men because they suspect
its artifice, not despite it.
What, in the end, is the difference between cool nerds—guys like Jason who want to
“take up space in the world”—and nihilistic killers like Alek Minassian or George Sodini? In
America, where male privilege is an invisible structuring force in social relations, game will
always lie on a spectrum between self-empowerment and coercion. For these men, game is
persuasive because it offers a fantasy of turning the tables on a dating game they perceive to be
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rigged against them. The gap between their felt identities and their ideal selves is where they
anchor their belief. Because of this, seduction communities sit somewhere between self-help
clubs and fascist cults. These guys come to believe that their own personal self-transformation is
linked to social and generational renewal amidst social and political realities they perceive as
deeply damaged. They enact these fantasies through their inner game work with other guys and
by sharing the collective belief that they are establishing a new vision of social ethics where
men—now armed with flexible, more nuanced forms of power—have a key role to play.
Inner game’s veiled system of exclusion hides what E. Summerson-Carr calls an
“evidentiary crisis” (2010, 195): the fact that masculinity is a copy without an original (Butler
1990). It masks the fact that male supremacy is built on a foundation of sand. Despite the
possibility of egomaniacal feats of projection and narcissism, the lines between privilege, selfliberation, and bare survival become blurred for seducers. This is because inner game prescribes
relentless self-control as the way to discover one’s own authenticity. Ironically, this relentless
self-control anonymizes emotions and experiences and makes them seem interchangeable. As
one member of Dark City Seddit chimed in sarcastically during Frank’s eviction, “Can we swap
Frank for Everything’s a Limiting Belief Danny? At least he went to the meetups.” Not
surprisingly, seducers find that pleasure and self-actualization can be lonely, hard work. This is
because seduction itself is about fashioning a self that can cope without the support of a
surrounding community. When no one seems trustworthy anymore, tethering one’s sense of
authentic self-actualization to a fantasy of debunking a rigged game can be a thankless—even
enraging—job. Remember Daniel’s response to his youthful loneliness in chapter three. When
pickup did not help him much, he says, “I did NLP, hypnosis, [using] fuckin’ crystals, whatever
under the sun that I could do. …I’ve got notebooks full of affirmations and crazy shit, like,
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nonstop visualization [exercises]. It became a job.”
Were these guys really improving themselves after all? Perhaps. But self-control is
physically and emotionally taxing. It is a muscle, and muscles get tired from overuse. At one
MTG meeting, for example, Damon tells the group about his struggles to become confident:
Damon: “If you have the perspective of ‘Alright, I’m going out, I’m doing work, this is hard,’
it’s better. I had to do that for four years. For four years, I had to be like ‘This is gonna suck ass,
I’m going through hell.’ You know, because I was super shy. I thought to myself, ‘I’m gonna go
and approach twenty girls and it’s gonna be the worst time of my life.’ I did that for four years
before I could really approach, and that helped me.”
Hugh: “Four years?!”
George: “You did this for four years and didn’t get laid?”
Damon: “Yeah, yeah.”
Talking to women, for Damon, is a matter of setting goals and putting in the effort. Doing so
allows him to turn setbacks and the quiet desperation of everyday loneliness into strategic
advantages. The story of his nightclub conquest in the previous chapter now appears in a new
light: he sexually exploits the women to justify his suffering. As his brutal story reveals, external
power structures are not transcended but displaced into the character and consciousness of the
seducer in new, internalized fetishes: the social robot, the keyboard jockey, or the nice guy. All
three of these figures operate as scapegoats that excuse a lack of control in self-other relations.
All three are accused by seducers of allowing their behavior to usurp their willful self-creation.
In struggling to vanquish these ghosts, Damon ends up becoming more machine than human.
Forever deferring access to finding the truth of oneself, inner game seems attractive
precisely because it produces secrets. Confronted with loneliness, these seducers think the only
solution is relentless self-mastery. As Jorg, Adam, George, and Nate see it, spirit and attitude are
more valuable than rationality. Spirit means a bearing of confidence and self-assertiveness in the
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face of uncertainty, as well as a willingness to read anything as a sign of deeper meanings
through the unfolding of an inner purpose. In this way, seduction communities stir up speculative
bubbles of self-belief that recall not just New Age phenomena but also capitalist pyramid
schemes, religious cargo cults, and millenarian communities (Keane 2007, Crapanzano 2011,
Comaroff & Comaroff 2001). As Rob puts it to me,
“A cult is anything where you have a dedicated group of people with a common language. The
problem with cults is [they] have bad PR, a bad rep. Seduction communities are a cult. But so is
CrossFit and so are Apple users. They’re dedicated to their belief systems. You just have to
decide if it serves you or not.”
Real cult members might feel hard done by Rob’s glib view of Apple users. He might as well be
thinking of Rajneeshpuram or Scientology.
From inspiring fevered dedication to tempering aggression, inner game is about
emotional regulation. Like cults, inner game promises an antidote to social alienation. (In the last
chapter, for example, I compared seduction communities to what Victor Turner calls cults of
affliction.) Inner game does this by hiding inequalities between men—and between men and
women—via discourses of cultural assimilation that are, at their core, deeply tied to cultural
patterns of gender, class, and race inequalities. Like cults, the beliefs of men in seduction
communities are built on smoke and mirrors. In the end, then, we must qualify George’s claim
that “your thoughts are neither true nor real.” Inner game may not be an accurate diagnosis of
these men’s frustrations. It is not truthful, in the sense that “it does not accurately describe their
condition” and may even prevent them from grasping it (Kimmel 2005, 40).
But the feelings these communities stir up are real, and so are these men’s underlying
feelings of frustration. This is analogous to stating the obvious: people want to get laid, but they
also want an intimate relationship. Many seducers do not get the intimacy they are seeking.
Paradoxically, because of this gap, seduction training may work even when the trainee knows he
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is being manipulated. This is true of seduction itself. As Buzzfeed reporter Scaachi Koul, in an
article titled “Pickup Artists are Still a Thing” (2018), writes in response to Mystery’s sexual
come-ons after she has finished interviewing him: “He’s negging me. And I only realize it once
we say goodbye for good, and I walk away, my skin hot in humiliation because I fell for it
again.”

Conclusion
Being your own man is not—and never was—natural. It is a myth created by capitalism,
propped up by racial and gender inequalities (Katz 2007). Seducers are trying to naturalize a
culturally constructed sense of what sex and gender are. As such, the seducer represents a
revanchist call to heteronormative gender relations that seeks both to accommodate and resist
gender equality in the U.S. Seduction communities, and the activities they prescribe, are heavily
invested in regulating women’s bodies. As such, seduction communities are cults of a certain
kind of womanhood. However, these communities are just as much, if not more, about reforming
undesirable kinds of manhood. Inner game is not racist per se. Instead, it perpetuates a knownothing stance of race blindness that promotes male supremacy and abets race-based exclusion in
other cultural spheres besides dating. In this chapter, we have seen that inner game descends
from a lineage of pseudo-sciences that have historically regulated men’s reproductive challenges
in various forms, from evolutionary psychology to Victorian-era social Darwinism, orientalism,
imperialism, and positivist behavioral eugenics.
In the breathless search for authenticity—finding it, tapping into it, and using it—selfhelp makes us all feel like frauds. Ironically, inner game may in fact produce inhibitions rather
than empowerment. Replaying an endless struggle between wimp and warrior, seduction
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communities may end up displacing men’s inhibitions rather than solving them. For example, in
September of 2014, Heywood, a member of DCS, outed himself as a keyboard jockey:
“I don’t think I’ll be approaching for a while. [I’m] just giving up on women. [It’s] better than
deluding myself. My ROI [return on investment] is so low greek debt is a better investment. I’ve
been on so many hundreds of first dates that go nowhere I’m not interested in it anymore.”
In the aftermath of the “incel” Elliot Rodger’s killing spree, another group member remarked, “I
wouldn’t be surprised if a chunk of men started in pickup, failed and moved on to celibacy…
Heywood being a prime example.” Burning out is an endemic risk because trainees must
constantly be vigilant against the constraining forces of fear, laxity, and illusory comfort. He
comes to believe success or failure is at stake in every waking moment. Therefore, he must show
himself ready and willing to use self-help techniques to slacken the yoke of fear. In this light,
calibration appears not just as a matter of monitoring a man’s bodily expressions in seduction. As
we will see in the next chapter, it glosses over the thorny paradox of agency—the fraught
relationship between technique and authenticity—in becoming a don juan.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: Becoming a Seduction Coach

Episode 1. June 28, 2015. I had met a seduction coach named Adam at a seduction
seminar the previous month. After interviewing him, he offered to do a 30-minute hypnosis
exercise with me the week after our interview. It was a great opportunity to see more about his
work in person. I am slightly nervous as I take his Skype call inside the thesis room in the
anthropology department at my University. I am wary of trying what he called “releasing” (a
New Age eye-gazing technique) via video-conferencing. My apprehension is that whatever
benefit he intended would not transmit through the digital medium of floating heads on screens.
Adam’s voice is steady, grounded, with a hint of Southern drawl. His eyes have a dark and
glassy look. As we begin the session he leans forward in his chair, peering into the computer
monitor. Behind him on the wall of his apartment hang framed Hindu paintings of the gods
Ganesh next to a painting of—as he described it—the archetypal figures of man and woman in
Hindu mythology locked in an embrace, suspended amidst a pond of lotus flowers.
I keep my gaze steadily into his left eye, as instructed. Adam says the goal of this process
is not to “trance out” but rather to become more present. I distinctly feel a moment when his
entire figure—the color of his body and face—becomes washed out. Details get blurred, replaced
by a vibrant, phosphorescent purple glow almost like infrared. I feel a psychosomatic shift taking
place in my body. Occasionally, while he speaks, my shoulder and left arm twitch. The muscle
spasms and releases instantaneously, as happens when you fall asleep. I feel strangely unified
and whole during this experience. After our session, I feel that my voice had also shifted. It feels
more grounded, resonant, emplaced in my gut, less hurried. I have the impression that I know
Adam better, that we had a more intimate way of relating now. It feels as though we had just
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taken a journey together, though I could not say where.
Following the writings of Dumit (2001) and Bourdieu (1990), in this chapter I frame
coaches as seekers who challenge scientific and religious monopolies on knowledge by
mimicking and subverting their styles. I show that coaching grafts American middle-class
ideologies of work as an alienable product and sexuality as an inalienable possession onto
cultural ambivalences over communication as alternately instrumental or expressive. This
enables a sense of coaches’ expertise in sexual intimacy, through which giving their clients
guidance, motivation, and emotional support comes to be understood as an art. It also shows how
enactments of coaches’ expertise become generative sources of clients’ motivation by erasing
their own causal role in the client’s learning process. In this regard, coaching acts as a form of
what Max Weber (1978) calls charismatic authority. Coaching relations teach men to become
status-oriented consumers while avoiding the charge of exploitation. Coaching strategies traffic
in sensory estrangement framed as renewal. They aim to fashion selves who thrive amid
instability. Ultimately, coaching works because it simulates a subjective loss of control.

Section One: Becoming a Seduction Coach
In the U.S., there are coaches for everything from dating to getting a job, building a
home, eating a healthy diet, or organizing your closet (Lane 2015). Collectively, they can be
lumped in the category of what is commonly called “life coaching” (Kaneh 2016). The roots of
contemporary Americans’ desire to design their own lives stem from the modern confluence of
self-help and humanistic or positive psychology (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi 2000, Maslow
1968, Rogers 1951). These, in turn, reach back to the moral lessons of philosophers:
existentialists like Paul Sartre, romantics like Henry David Thoreau and Ralph Waldo Emerson,
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and Ancient Greek and Roman stoics like Seneca and Marcus Aurelius. The more modern
ancestors of this work are psychologists like William James, Alfred Adler, Carl Jung, and
Sigmund Freud as much as mystic teachers like Osho, George Gurdjieff, Helena Blavatsky, and
Franz Mesmer. Exploding into the U.S. mainstream on the back of the 1960s counterculture, life
coaching’s contemporary interpreters include corporations like Landmark Education (formerly
EST Forum) and self-help gurus like Jordan Peterson, Tim Ferriss, Tony Robbins, and Steven
Covey. The values they espouse, like self-reliance and self-control, have morphed into a
spectrum of social movements that blend spirituality with market-ready self-help products; from
the quantified-self and human potential movements (Robertsson 2014, Friedman 1974) to
motivational interviewing (Summerson-Carr & Smith 2014) and life hacking (Potts 2010);
therapeutic fields like cognitive behavioral therapy; and profit-driven applied research that spans
academia, self-help, and business consulting (Costa & Garmston 2002).
Although professional expertise is a commodity, asserting professional status has become
controversial (Rose 2006). Since the 1960s, countercultural agitators and corporate brands alike
have attacked professionalism for its connotations of square, stultifying, and out-of-touch
bureaucracy (Frank 1998). Yet professionalism has also been fetishized as a buffer against
downsizing corporations, fraying families and communities, and thinning middle classes
(Ehrenreich 1990, Sennett 2000, Ross 1989, Hofstadter 1966). Since the Financial Crisis of
2008, while mass trust in mainstream public and private institutions has reached new lows,
demands for expertise have also soared apace with the need for managing risks in new,
globalized, digitally-networked market opportunities (Gershon 2011, Larson 1977). Why?
Because professionalism uses accreditation to manufacture trust that, in turn, helps regulate
exchanges between strangers (Larson 1977). Manufacturing trust, in turn, helps to balance risks,
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competition, and flexible production in the face of new, speculative architectures of social
control that offer rewards at great scale: everything from microfinance to public health, tech
startups, and even call centers (Evetts 2006, Fournier 1999, Grey 1994).
Since the decline of pickup in the mid-2010s, many seduction coaches are re-branding
themselves as dating coaches. They say things like, “The quality of your relationships is
determined not by quantity or length but by the depth of your relating.” But dating and seduction
coaches lack typical means of professionalization, including licenses, professional associations,
accreditation standards, or ethical requirements. This is partly due to the stigma that affects sex
work (Davidson 2012). As we saw in chapter two, American beliefs about romance hold it as a
quintessential experience of self-expression that seems incompatible with manipulation.
Opponents of sex work say it alienates a person’s inalienable sexual self-determination by
commoditizing their sex (MacKinnon 1993, Dworkin 1981). This stigma erodes the trust that is
necessary to enact professionalism as a standard of authority in seduction coaching. (Coaches do
not even concede that what they are doing is a form of male sex work.) For their part, clients’
desires for confidentiality about their training also impinge on coaches’ abilities to claim
professional status and codify formal training practices.
Professionalization is also difficult due to a fundamental disjuncture between the goals of
seduction coaching and its ability to achieve that goal. Teaching seduction does not have a
predetermined goal that is finite and achievable (like, say, fixing erectile dysfunction by taking a
pill or repairing the tailpipe of a Ford Mustang). Trainee can learn as much as they like.
Ultimately, though, seduction and flirting take two to tango. It is about mutual complicity. Given
this difficulty, seduction training perforce becomes more about the trainee and less about his
ability to control someone else. (For example, coaches often admonish trainees to “focus only on
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what’s in your control.”) Whereas coaches often warn prospective clients away from shady
actors—saying things like, “Watch out for bait-and-switch”—in reality, the most predictable
successes of coaching come from just this kind of prestidigitation.
Many coaches believe that building an audience requires shining a light on pain. As
James told me, “You have to know the [client] very well. You have to know what they are scared
of, what they want, what their worries are.” Eric used the analogy of addiction to describe how
former nice guys become seducers and hustlers: “[Being a nice guy is] sort of like being an
alcoholic. You can’t get help unless you’re ready to get help.” Figuring “nice guy syndrome” as
an addiction, Eric implies that the first step in becoming a seductive man is to realize your own
powerlessness: that you are in the grip of a compulsion beyond your control. He recalls the
difficulty I introduced in the last chapter: that the AFC is marked by an excess of inhibition, a
form of self-control that is paradoxically not willed but rather compulsively driven by a fear of
sexual rejection.
In this way, the coach creates a paradoxical situation: the trainee should feel free to tell
his coach everything about his personal life; because of this, the coach is now licensed to read
any details of his trainee’s intimate life as symptoms of a pathology that is holding him back. As
Abraham Maslow puts it, “The people we call ‘sick’ are the people who are not themselves…
who have built up all sorts of neurotic defenses against being human” (in Illouz 2007, 45).
Maslow, like Eric, equates unfulfilled potential with psychic illness. This prepares clients to
accept the legitimacy of his coach’s intervention. Paul, for example, explained coaching as a
difference between “tactical” and “ethical” seduction:
“[Psychiatrist] Milton Erickson had a term, ‘walking people across ice.’ [Ethical seduction
means] you’re seducing someone in such a way that they’re not traumatized, that they think back
and actually enjoyed hanging out with you.”
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In the context of coaching, bait-and-switch means that a coach may sell his client a fantasy of
sexual empowerment, and deliver an intensive training about how to work on himself. For Jack,
“It’s a bait-and-switch thing, where we identify the pain point guys have with getting one
particular woman. And then, by consuming our products, they learn about self-development and
start to evolve as guys.”
This “bait-and-switch” is not so different from the formula Hugh Hefner perfected in Playboy.
But does coaching fix compulsiveness or simply replace one compulsion with another?
Shining a light on pain does not always set the trainee on a path of self-improvement. It
can sometimes have the opposite effect. A coach named Jack is a seduction coach and CEO of an
online forum that currently enrolls over 100,000 members. He explains how money-making and
coaching are mutually-entailed:
“At the end of the day we’re in the same business as a CNN or an AOL, which is that we make
money when we capture and hold people’s attention. We have to pull their attention away from
whatever they’re doing, we have to hold it on us until they’re willing to exchange a credit card
[number] with us, and we have to continue to hold it in the hopes that they’ll not just improve
their lives but also purchase more from us. So, we’re trying to balance the delivery of valuable
content with wanting to sell them more. And it has to be really compelling, whether it be the
content itself or the marketing.”
For Jack, seduction means bidding for the attention of distracted netizens—most often lonely,
frustrated, or insecure men. The trick is to give them useful information that keeps them hooked
while promising new revelations so they will “purchase more from us.” He continued,
“The people who have expanded the market for men’s dating advice the most in the last few
years are those of us who have done the least authentic, scammiest-looking marketing. [I’ve
sold] hundreds of thousands of copies of [my] products. That’s no small beans. The reason that
happened is because I think we tuned into this magic formula for communicating to men at a
very reptile-brain level.”
Bait-and-switch is what designers call a “dark pattern”: a message crafted to take advantage of
viewers’ biases and exploit them. It can be a convenient cover for coaches who cater to the
lowest common sexual denominator; who exploit men’s sexual insecurities—their fear and
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resentment of women—by promising them a magic bullet to solve their dating woes. Google
design ethicist Tristan Harris calls this Trojan Horse design a "Race to the bottom of the brain
stem” (PBS News 2017). Rather than addressing and remediating these guys’ blinkered views of
women, this coaching may only deepen their antagonistic view of relations between the sexes.
Charismatic authority is associated not only with exceptional abilities; it is also
constituted in relationship with the audience as co-author of the meanings and functions of
authority (Weber 1978). Bait-and-switch, rather than a red-herring, is both a symptom of and a
solution to coaches’ fragile professionalization. Seduction coaches tend to talk about themselves
in one of two ways. Either they present themselves as repentant nerds or outsiders, guys who
mastered seduction because they had hit “rock bottom” and can therefore empathize with their
clients (like Gad in the last chapter). Or they present themselves as insiders steeped in the
lifestyles their clients desire. In the latter group, coaches might talk about their experience
working in glamorous masculine roles in entrepreneurship, sales, or business consulting; or in
creative industries like fashion, photography, and nightlife that often traffic representations of
femininity for commercial ends.
They might also talk about spending their childhood in communities they frame as
incubators for more atavistic kinds of masculinity. Jeff puts it like this:
“I was fortunate enough to grow up in redneck middle-of-nowhere. [There] if you’re a pussy,
you’re fucked. Because for the guys that I grew up with, that was unacceptable. The guys didn’t
tolerate any shit other than masculinity. And so [I] figured it out real quick.”
Jeff reframes the working-class marginality of his home as a precious repository for the macho
masculinity (“If you’re a pussy…”) that his more urbane and metrosexual clients want. Jeff’s
upbringing supports trainees’ sense of their coaches’ natural masculine prowess. Displaying his
inheritance means his expertise is beyond doubt. This way, he constructs male coolness as a
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matter of tactfully drawing out something iconoclastic and marginal to mainstream political
correctness (Herzfeld 1985). Rhetorically gentrifying violence (“…you’re fucked”) as smart
graft creates complicity with his clients. It authorizes them to own up to their feelings of shame
or anxiety. With Jeff, you almost feel he relishes the adrenaline rush—showing clients how to
approach women, for example—as a badge of honor and professional seriousness.
Being an outsider does not always mean being macho. Coaches are equally prone to talk
about their failures living up to hegemonic masculine traits in ways that heighten the pathos of
unveiling themselves to clients as recovering nerds. This involves rhetorically putting trainees in
a reflection of their own conviction of being transformed. They say things like “I used to be
where you are today”; “I was scared of women”; or “I used to be hopeless with women.” For
example, a coach named Tommy posted a bio on his website that reads:
“Tommy was ridiculed in high school and college and constantly mocked when he would meet
different people. As a result of trying to seek confidence through others’ opinions and thoughts,
he wound up feeling disconnected from who he truly was. He always made it a point to be nice
to people, whether they be friends, women, etc., and strove to do his best to make everybody feel
comfortable in his presence. As a result, he wound up spending much time and psychological
energy worrying about other people’s problems. [He was] haunted by fears of not being good
enough. This left him feeling empty and emotionally drained. Tommy underwent a life-changing
journey that involved finding and learning game [and] discovering and dissecting the mindset of
the so-called ‘nice guy,’ learning why he would constantly be friend-zoned by women,
manipulated by assholes, suffers [sic] from low confidence and self-esteem, and ultimately
finishes [sic] last.”
Whether this story is true or not, it helps trainees feel that their coach is someone like them. Selfdeprecation is a conceit that makes the coach’s supposed mastery of seduction that much more
impressive.
One day, at Art of Charisma, John used both strategies. A guy in the audience asked,
“How does someone get into [seduction coaching]?” Chris replied:
“I grew up in a rough neighborhood. I saw people who got shot, stabbed, and now are in jail.
When you grow up in that kind of neighborhood people do shit. People would walk through and
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be like, ‘wassup ey?’ It’s a mind game. They’re testing you by looking into your eyes.”
He then offered,
“I used to be incredibly shy around women. The first girl I ever kissed was the girl I went to
prom with when I was a senior in high school. I didn’t lose my virginity until I was in my early
twenties. I didn’t understand what women thought, what they needed in a relationship, [or] what
they wanted. I didn’t know how to approach women [or] how to start a conversation. And
because I learned the hard way, I understand how to solve a lot of these problems for people.”
For clients, these stories work as conversion formulas. They create stories that are both personal
and stereotypical. They create a sense of trust and intimacy coupled with distance and
desirability. As Susan Harding writes about evangelical Christian practices of “witnessing,” they
yield “A relationship in which the performer assumes responsibility for a display of competence,
indirectly instructs the listener about how to interpret messages, and invites [their] participation”
(2000, 42).
Not all seduction coaches are men. Perhaps the two best-known female seduction coaches
for men are Arden Leigh and Kezia Noble, author of The Noble Art of Seducing Women (Luke,
the guy with the hairpiece whom we met in chapter six, paid $6,000 for Noble’s “VIP” program
but seemed lukewarm about the results).25 There are also “wing-women” services. Wing-women
are female coaches who go out to bars with a client, help him meet women by acting like their
hot female friend, and give the guy pointers and feedback before and after his conversations.
They may also offer him bonuses like style coaching, matchmaking, or fitness training. Wingwomen have ambivalent feelings about seduction coaching. Zoe described some pro bono work
she did for a friend back in 2007:
“My [guy] friend was naturally good at meeting people. He thought that I had the balls to be a
wing-woman, so he brought me into this world, to meet these people [at an NYC seduction
25

Luke already considered his skill level “intermediate” when he signed up for Kezia’s program.
Despite her promises that he would learn new skills, he was disappointed by the caliber of the
lessons and did not feel that the bootcamp was worth the investment for him.
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community]. I’m a good wing-woman, I just didn’t want to use my powers for evil. My issue is
that I don’t know what [the men’s] intention is—I’m assuming it’s sex. And I’m gonna go in and
be the trusted girl who’s like ‘Yeah, girl, my friend’s ok—you can hang out with him,’ when
that’s not true. I don’t know that she won’t die by the end of the night. I’m putting my feminine
seal of approval on this guy and you’re trusting it. For whatever reason it felt wrong.”
Stephanie, Paul’s girlfriend, did some freelance work as a wing-woman with Paul’s seduction
coach in New York. She has a different view:
“I go out with the guys [after their seminar]. I love connecting with the guys and identifying
what’s tripping them up in the beginning, and then seeing the progress they make. And then at
the end, I love it when we have the debrief conversation, and half of the guys aren’t even there
because they got a phone number, or they’re outside making out [with a woman], or they just
went out on an [instant] date, or whatever it is. I get this total ‘proud mama’ moment.”
I asked Stephanie to reflect about the downsides of being a female seduction coach. She replied,
“They sometimes have unrealistic expectations. There’s also something emotional about
coaching. I think we also act as fill-in girlfriends for the time being.”
In coaches’ stories, often seemingly disconnected events align through the insight of an
external individual who calls upon them to go pro. For trainees, this moment of recognition
testifies to the inner gifts of the coach who could not yet perceive them himself. In the following,
for example, Gad invokes the notion of apprenticeship. He then uses the trope of witnessing to
explain how he became—to himself, as much as in the eyes of others—an expert:
“I volunteered as an assistant at certain Meetup groups that help singles, because I wanted to
learn. So, how do you get in for free? When you volunteer, and collect money from people, and
make sure they’re registered. It’s funny, you read about these people in history, like ‘How did
that guy make it?’ And it’s like, ‘He went to Thomas Edison, and he cleaned the floor there. I
literally did that. At the end of the meetup, since I was an assistant, I was like ‘Hey, why don’t
we go to this bar and make sure everyone’s happy?’ And then I would give [the trainees free]
dating advice. And then I started getting calls from coaches around the meetups saying ‘Gad, I
have a client for you!’ It’s not that I wanted to be a dating coach, it’s the other way around.
People just started paying me, and it’s like ‘Alright, I guess I’m a dating coach.”
Seduction coaches often hire an unpaid intern under the pretense of imparting expertise.
Recalling Thomas Edison, Gad invokes the archetype of the self-made man who starts humble
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beginnings. Creating a sense of destiny, Gad suggests it was not he himself who chose this path.
Reversing the order of causality smooths over the fact his expertise cannot be proven
through institutional credentials. It secures the value of seduction skills as something more than
puffery. Like religious proselytizing, it awakens in his followers a sense of Gad’s talent and
seemingly innate authority. Framing coaching as a calling is one way coaches create trust and
defray clients’ suspicions. Invoking a spiritual sensibility, the narrative of a calling predicates an
ethical foundation for the coach’s implied benevolence, discretion, and monetary
disinterestedness. This enacts the coaching relationship as a provisional moral community. It
helps clients feel comfort and trust to put themselves in risky situations without feeling judged.
The appeal of trading on risk to get speculative results is not limited to dating. During our
interview, for example, Daniel told me that his former seduction coach had been hired by Silicon
Valley entrepreneur Elon Musk to organize empathy trainings for Musk’s employees:
“The story I’ve been told is the Silicon Valley guys will do whatever it takes to extract a little bit
more efficiency out of themselves and their [employees]. So they found that happy employees
tend to be better employees.”
I was interviewing Rebecca, who coaches a New Age communication practice called
“authentic relating.” She also works as a part-time seduction coach. She said her coaching
journey all started with an unexpected, transformative encounter:
“I was at a birthday party at a bar, and I met Bryan, who’s one of the original [founders] of this
[coaching] work. And he got my world. He basically circled me in a bar. I didn’t know that’s
what was happening. I thought we were just having a conversation. But what happened to me in
the conversation is that I found myself feeling myself more deeply than I normally do. And that
was an experience I was chasing in my life through therapy, through [the] Landmark [Forum],
through coaching—something that I was craving in my own life, that was missing in my own
life. [It] was feeling more connected to myself. In particular, feeling more connected to my
emotions and vulnerability. [It’s] like trying to have an orgasm. You know, you can’t! You have
to surrender to it. And it may or may not happen, but you can’t force it. And [there] I was in this
conversation, and I’m crying in a bar—feeling myself. And really feeling what we’re talking
about, and being moved. We became friends, and I started to learn more and more about this.”
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Rebecca describes being seduced. She expresses the same thing that draws many men to
seduction training; that it allows them to feel their own bodies—to feel embodied—in ways they
previously could not. Rebecca and Gad’s stories can be read as narratives of conversion, of
disbelief turned to belief. Rebecca prefigures her struggles (“chasing,” “craving,” “trying”) as the
threshold of a transformation that necessarily passes through bodily catharsis.
Episode 2. September 8th, 2015. Tonight, I am interviewing Rebecca at a rooftop bar in
Williamsburg overlooking the Manhattan skyline. After we finish the interview and I stow my
recorder she asks if I would be willing to try some circling “games” with her.26 I say yes. As the
games continue, I feel as if we are beginning to share a strong sense of energetic and emotional
attunement. As I play her games, some psycho-physical shifts were taking place. My gaze
softens. The air seemed thicker, almost congealed, as though we are suddenly swimming inside
an intimate ether together. Time seems to slow down. The voices of the bar patrons become
distant, foreign, animalistic brays. My sight seems both blurred and focused. Her body and face
are drained of primary colors and became bathed in phosphorescent shades of pulsing, electric
purple. Words carry us sashaying along to an invisible beat. I feel a profound sense of calm.27
Her charms are working. Though I had not before, I now feel sexually aroused. As Zoe
later suggested when I told her about it, “It isn’t hypnosis exactly, but it is a somatic settling-in
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Circling is a relational communication practice that draws on New Age spirituality. As a
manifesto from an organization called The Circling Institute explains, “circling… is a dynamic
group process that is part-art-form, part-skillful facilitation, and part-relational yoga.”
27
The symptoms I experienced constitute what can be called an autonomous meridian sensory
experience (ASMR). ASMR is a form of auditory-tactile synesthesia that is typically felt through
tingling sensations on the skin accompanied by mild euphoria (Ahuja 2013). The autonomic
nervous system is a part of the peripheral nervous system that deals with muscular and glandular
functions. It helps regulate the function of internal organs; including heart rate, breathing rate,
pupil dilation, urination, and sexual arousal. It is linked to the sympathetic and para-sympathetic
nervous systems (the so-called “fight or flight response” to perceived dangers).
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and bringing someone [else] along with you.” She described this state of synesthesia, both hazy
and lucid, as a state of limbic resonance:28 feeling a mild sense of euphoria when the so-called
“lizard brain”—the neural circuitry that handles emotions, desires, and impulses—links up with
someone else’s. Zoe described Rebecca’s skill:
“You want to use permissive language. It’s not authoritarian language, it’s more curiosity, [like]
‘I wonder what it’s like for you to settle into your body?’ It’s just sort of suggestions like that.
Then maybe conscious and the unconscious both decide to do a little dance.”
Like Fred’s ability to feel authentic in his staged conversations with the bootcamp model in
Chapter Four—as he puts it, “Whether it’s fake or not… I really have no outcome to this”—the
artificial constraints of the “game” Rebecca’s playing, within the context of my interviewing her,
gives me strong feelings of relaxation. It feels like I am experiencing different levels of emotion
and bodily sensation than I do in my everyday life. The game causes me to dissociate from
reality at the same time as it allows me to invest my unfiltered fantasies into enjoying the care
work that Amy is performing precisely because it is not for real. The cocktail of sensation that
results puts me in a trance, spaced-out and hyper-sensitized all at once.
Learning this skill in simultaneously focusing and dissociating involves a predictably
roundabout process of socialization. Becoming a coach often involves taking many of the same
seduction courses that their clients take. They may take additional train-the-trainer style courses
(“T2”) from a range of alternative lifestyle companies. These courses expose them to a wide
range of influences: everything from psychology, entrepreneurship, marketing, film, cognitive
behavioral therapy, and social work to spiritual mysticism, sound therapy, mythology, and
Buddhism. The heterogeneity of these “rhetorics of training” (Goffman 1959, 46) is not a ham-
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The limbic system is a part of the brain that handles the regulation of emotions, moods,
behaviors (including habits and addictions), feelings, and empathy (Pitts-Taylor 2016).
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fisted way to make up for the lack of coaching certificates, badges, or degrees. It is a nascent
form of professionalization. As I will show, it works by dispersing and reconstituting the coach’s
authority as a performance.
A key part of becoming a professional coach involves going to dating and seduction
conferences. These are typically organized by coaches for coaches. They are opportunities for
networking, camaraderie, and collective fun in what can otherwise be a lonely career path. They
also give coaches ways to learn about new business opportunities, marketing techniques, and
ways to deal with tricky clients. During my research, I attended several conferences. There was
the midtown Manhattan hotel full of hair-gelled, flashy, and slightly twitchy seducers from all
over the world (the “Stylelife Convention” where Neil Strauss gave a keynote); the dating
coaches’ and matchmakers’ conference in a swish penthouse off Union Square (more upscale
and better hors d’oeuvres); and the online dating conference in Hollywood, where online dating
executives fawned over everything from hacking Tinder’s revenue stream (“Tinder is the 500pound gorilla that’s eating everything!”, the host shouted at one point) to the growing
profitability of the Chinese online dating market (“Full of cam girls,” we were warned). In an illfated effort to standardize seduction coaching via certification courses, some coaches I met
started the “International Dating Coaches Association” in 2012. Originating as a digital landgrab—a technique made notorious by pharmaceutical marketer, convicted felon, and “pharma
bro” Martin Shkreli—they bought the URL with plans to monetize it later. When I looked up the
site again in 2017, it was nowhere to be found.
As Karen Gregory (2013) notes, eccentricity teaches coaches to be dexterous and
flexible. This flexibility helps them get good at reframing disparate sources of challenge in their
clients’ lives. It also exposes coaches to a wide range of cultural channels through which
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seduction can be learned and internalized by trainees. Their success will not be vouched by rote
memorization, recapitulation, or even their successes in seduction; rather, it will come through
their subjective feelings of pleasure and enhanced self-efficacy. Eccentricity also lets them reach
a wide range of seekers with different lifestyle interests by creating niche events or one-off
workshops. Finally, eccentricity is a way for coaches to deal with social, economic, and career
precariousness. Eccentricity is an insurance policy: it gives them more pillars to shore up their
identity should other pillars begin to crumble (as Rohan remarked casually to me after he himself
started a seduction coaching business, “My parents want to disown me”).
Evoking 1980s televangelists like Jerry Falwell or Jim Bakker, coaches actively mine
interdisciplinary training discourses for useful perspectives. Like these charismatic religious
preachers, coaches “speak in little dialects and codes that bob and weave, unite and divide,
contest and harmonize” (Harding 2000, 166). Learning their way around a broad range of
esoteric practices allows coaches to feel they are pursuing personally meaningful work within the
capitalist mandate to grow or die. It illuminates the fact that coaching draws on a cultural
understanding of work as a calling or vocation. The trope of a calling means the authentic self
does not fully precede, but rather comes about through its work. As with Foucault’s technologies
of the self, coaching appears as a quintessential form of self-cultivation (1988). It is work that
changes the subjectivity of the person. In Chapter Three I argued that seducers are gender
hackers. A hacker is someone whose passion is his work, and whose work is using information
management tools to improve his or her life. For seduction coaches who take their work
seriously, it could be said the sole purpose of coaching as a vocation is to express and expand
their sense of their own self’s potential. And they do not see enriching their lives as mutually
exclusive from generating passive income.
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In his theory of charismatic authority, Weber (1978) posits that charismatic education is
necessarily antithetical to professional training. His theory is usually cited to support the view
that modernity is characterized by disenchantment through scientific rationalization, the waning
of spirituality and religious belief, and the relentless incursion of capitalism into everyday life.
My informants’ stories contradict Weber’s view that charisma “can only be ‘awakened’ and
‘tested’ [and] cannot be ‘learned’ or ‘taught’” (1978, 367). Many coaches blend a New Age
insistence on fluid categories and identities with pretensions to scientific objectivity. For
example, a seduction coach named Jordan encourages his clients to “See yourselves as social
scientists of your everyday lives.” Likewise, a dating coach named Mia remarks, “You can
research all different kinds of things. You can say, ‘I’m researching really asking for my desires,
because I tend not to.’ Or ‘I’m researching speaking up every time I have a desire.’”
For Jordan and Mia, “research” means transforming unthinking behavior into an
intentional practice defined by experimentation. Coaches’ blending of scientific and spiritual
registers is possible because both science and the New Age can be understood as knowledge
practices that assert power over nature. Like magic, spirituality and science comfort us because
they extract order out of chaos. They help to bridge the gap between logical causality of events
and the contingency our personal involvement by creating stories about what events mean to us
(Latour 1987, Evans-Pritchard 1976, Frazer 1915). As such, science and spirituality also share a
rhetorical style. They bracket private, personal concerns and re-contextualize them as social
experiences in ways that find meaning in seemingly mundane, intimate, or accidental aspects of
everyday life. Because of this, coaches often perceived that my research was contiguous with
their coaching work. I did not always agree with coaches’ tendency to turn everyday life into an
object of optimization. Still, I was sympathetic towards their motivations and often moved by the
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issues they were helping their clients address, so I played along with them. For clients, the truth
or fictiveness of coaches’ claims is almost beside the point. The important fact is that reframing
their habits allows them to feel empowered to make meaningful choices.
In addition to becoming charismatic experts, aspiring seduction coaches essentially must
become online entrepreneurs. This is because they rely on digital ecosystems—from search
engine optimization (SEO) to blogging and branding—to reach, capture, and retain an audience.
To that end, coaches brand their professional identities in different ways. In the pickup era, many
of them used fake names like Mystery, Style, or Papa. With the shift to from pickup to seduction
and dating coaching, more coaches now use their real names. Still, they many adopt nicknames
designed to be memorable or to appeal to a specific market niche. Mike’s handle, for example, is
“Style Coach NYC.” There are others, like JT Tran (the “Asian Playboy”) or David Tian (the
“Asian Rake”). This branding relies on the allure of incongruity. Nate, for example, used to go
by “Introverted Playboy,” but eventually he decided to change to “Nate Attraction”:
“My thing was to be focused on being an introvert and also having sexual options. But then I
realized, you know, it’s a lot broader than just being ‘the introvert.’ And it’s a lot broader and
more complex than the term ‘playboy,’ a term that has a lot of the connotations that are not
necessarily what I would have wanted. I coach guys on long-term relationships, and guys that are
looking for a wife—and it all goes back to attraction.”
As Nate explains, self-branding goes hand-in-hand with segmenting his users. The name “Nate
Attraction” appeals to a broader range of guys. His coaching also deals with “long-term
relationships,” implying he can work with clients over time as their dating lives change. This
subtle move shows us how coaches position their clients not just as consumers, but as patients
perpetually in search of a desirable but elusive horizon of self-actualization (Maia 2012).
Coaches are fundamentally invested in building what Susan Harding, writing about
Televangelist media empires, calls “factories of words” (2000, 15). These extend through a range
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of media products: including books, blogs, e-courses, seminars, bootcamps, TV interviews,
conference calls, proprietary online forums, mobile phone apps, videogames, certification
academies, and other scalable media that sell the promise of living an exalted sexual life. Sophia,
37, is a Chinese dating coach who lives in New Zealand. Via Skype, she told me how she
continues to develop her coaching practice:
“[My] mentor could be anyone. It could be you. It could be people I meet. [It could be
matchmaker] Lisa [Clampitt]. It could be [Patti Stanger] on the TV show. A mentor could be
[any of these things]. [Or] Deepak Chopra. I’ve never seen them before, but they are my
mentors. Because I like the values in the things they’re teaching. They impact me. And when I
exert myself I can impact my [clients] using my own language. So I’m constantly looking for
exciting mentors that life and the universe bring to me. Like Tony Robbins, Brent Tracy, [people
from] all different fields.”
Sophia proposes that her coaching ability is intertwined with mentors, including TV personalities
and brands, that speak to her values. Invoking celebrities does not suggest she is inexperienced.
Rather, it actively creates her own sense of authenticity, empowerment, and spiritual “impact”
(see Hearn 2008). Sophia reflects a New Age belief that, as Joe Dumit writes, “Every seeker is a
potential teacher and every teacher is a fellow traveler” (2001, 71).
Outsourcing knowledge still counts as expertise because it invites her to join an
aspirational imagined community. It pushes her to translate their advice into her “own language.”
This is a subjective assessment of value that blends views of the self as inalienable with views of
self as a brand (Battaglia 1995). Sophia told me the origin story behind her coaching business:
“I [was] an imports-exports [trader] before I had this business. When the [economic] recession
[hit], [suddenly] everything is not selling anymore. So I started to search for a different idea to
make money. I said [to myself], why is it about [selling] products all the time? If anything’s like
other things, they’ll be a product [too]. At that time, my own relationship wasn’t working very
well. So I was starting to go through what my clients go through, looking for a new relationship.
But when I went to [singles] events I thought, ‘I’d never go out with [these people].’ So I said,
‘Ok, I’m a new immigrant, I’m young, I have energy, and I know business. Let’s start a new
one.’ So I started [this] business because of my own journey.”
Leveraging her outsiderness as an immigrant allows Sophia to join the profitable exchangeability
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of people to her own search for love. In the process, her very identity becomes a vehicle
designed to sell (Marwick 2013, Gershon 2011, Hearn 2008, Lury 2004).
It is no surprise that using your life as marketing material for your business is a risky
game. Coaches have issues with personal boundaries. Their work and private lives are hopelessly
mixed up. Aspiring coaches must feel a desire to optimize their personal life. And they must put
this private life on display to make a profit. They must also be willing to choose a job with
uncertain prospects for upward mobility, no benefits or job security, late hours, transient social
lives, and volatile sex lives. Lawrence, for example, was trying to extract himself from seduction
coaching to focus on business development. But he was struggling to find good candidates to
replace him. As he puts it,
“We need somebody who’s really smart, able to do a kickass job, [and who’s] willing to do it for
good pay, however [who is] also [of the mindset that] ‘I’m doing this temporarily, and then I’ll
move on to something else.’”
Referring to coaching as temp work seems to fly in the face of Gad and Rebecca’s narratives of
coaching as a calling. Lawrence admits that coaches easily get burned out by overexposure.
Mark Manson (2010) emphasizes the emotional costs of seduction coaching:
“When your emotional intimacy becomes a business asset, it completely undermines your
relationships. On the surface, it’s a life of partying, girls and money. The three things a young
guy loves most, right? But in actuality, you spend more time hanging out with other men—
awkward, insecure and desperately watching every move of yours and judging you. You’re no
longer free to just be yourself. You aren’t allowed to just drink and relax. You aren’t allowed to
pass up a girl because you don’t feel like talking to her. You aren’t allowed to be awkward or
unsure of yourself or nervous about anything.”
While having lots of sex is a prerequisite in this job, this goal is ultimately subordinated to
winning the recognition of other men. Therein lies the rub: replacing the intrinsic motivation of
human intimacy with the extrinsic motivation of profit turns fun into work. As with other
categories of sex work, professional competency can alienate the expert’s authentic desires and
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even their very sense of self (Hochschild 2012, Day 2007, Cohn 1987). And by rationalizing
their emotions, expertise may magnify coaches’ feelings of uncertainty and fraudulence in the
very act of seeking to erase them.
Episode 3. February 24th, 2015. I am having dinner at a Brazilian restaurant in Hell’s
Kitchen with Lucas, 27, a young, white, Ivy League-educated coach, and his Polish wife Lauren.
Lucas had started his seduction coaching business the year prior. Despite redesigning his website
and jetting off to Rio de Janeiro for Carnival, he says he had recently been experiencing anxiety
attacks. “I was either gonna change or I was gonna die,” he tells me. “I realized I had to get my
shit together and take this seriously or I was gonna commit suicide.” His career change (leaving
a well-paid but bland job at a global corporate risk-mitigation firm in Philadelphia) is clearly still
a point of contention with Lauren. After a pause, Lucas says he is feeling optimistic. “Last week
I made 5k.”
Lucas could not decide. Had he finally become his own man? Or simply pushed his
childhood fantasies to their impossible conclusion? More broadly, Lucas’s self-doubts speak to
common business challenges for coaches. One issue is the tendency for clients who succeed to
stop paying their coach. A second is that dating and seduction are only very specific solutions for
more general human needs, and they may therefore have a limited window of relevancy in their
clients’ lives. A third is that trainees’ desires for privacy limit coaches’ ability to grow their
business through word-of-mouth referrals. Finally, prospective clients’ willingness to hire a
coach depends on subjective assessments of their personality, which makes growing a business
in a new location exceedingly difficult; one coach, Steven, talked about going to bars to pass out
his business card.
When their dreams do not pan out, coaches turn to different pursuits. Some become social
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media entrepreneurs. Riding the highs and lows of changing economic fortunes, others try getrich-quick schemes like flipping houses online or even teaching cryptocurrency investment
seminars. Others go back to their roots as internet entrepreneurs. Paul, for example, became a
self-employed lecturer on monetary history. From trolling the Federal Reserve Bank to raising
awareness for the National Emergency Employment Defense (NEED) act, he had settled on a
strategy of live-streaming weekly lectures to his fans from his living room. David, a dating
coach, has been homeless off-and-on for the past three years since graduating from college. He
spends his spare time singing opera to straphangers on the uptown 6 train to make ends meet,
hoping to make it to the Metropolitan Opera one day. Other coaches try living off the grid for a
change. Turning from excess to minimalism is not uncommon. Ryan, for example, said he no
longer felt a passion for coaching. He moved to Texas and trained to become a national park
ranger.

Section Two: The Black Box of Coaching
Coaches aim to teach their clients not just the practical side of pickup but also the context
of seduction in their everyday lives. As such, coaching is largely about re-framing clients’
questions rather than imposing meanings by fiat. They must understand seduction broadly as a
process of human-centered lifestyle design (Norman 2013). To that end, they urge their trainees
to consider things beyond sex: What are their life goals? What are their short and long-term
plans? What will bring those plans to fruition? How should they evaluate their results? Should
they change their lifestyle or their views of the world to get there? This way coaches encourage
their clients to see seduction, dating, and sex as part of a holistic life plan. This also means
learning self-sufficiency, resilience, and optimism in the face of failure.
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Coaches help their clients see what they cannot see. At the beginning, coaches use a
battery of assessments to paint a portrait of their client, including questionnaires; card sorts;
Myers-Briggs type inventories and other personality tests; formal and informal brainstorming;
drawings and visualizations; Enneagrams; Jungian archetypes; and self-administered diaries for
documenting daily and weekly habits. Once externalized, the point is to use this information to
make the invisible visible—as one coach puts it, to show the client “what you don’t know that
you don’t know”—in ways that motivate them to take action. Coaches typically begin by
figuring out what their client wants. They seek to define what they perceive is his root desire,
something that underlays his conscious fears, frustrations, or yearnings. And they seek to define
this goal in terms that are both specific and generalizable to allow for a variety of possible
outcomes.
Episode 4. March 3rd, 2012. After my bootcamp with Ryan in 2012, I did a few months
of one-on-one coaching with Zoe. Our meetings together in a yoga studio off Times Square were
like a blend of therapy and hypnosis. She tried many different tacks to try to get at the point
where social conditioning ends and the self begins. Here are some questions (some of which, she
says, are drawn from James Lipton’s show Inside the Actor’s Studio) she asked me as we sat
face-to-face on folding chairs in a softly-lit massage room during our first session of a shortlived coaching relationship:
1. “Pretend that you are near the end of your life. In looking back, what would you have
needed to do/see/experience to consider your life to be one of fulfillment?
2. “Take time to describe your passions. What are they? Where in your life do they show
up? Where don’t they? If you were to tell me of a secret passion, one that is almost too
exciting to do or do more of, what would it be?
3. “If you were to do any job other than the one you have now, what would it be?
4. “What is your favorite word?
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5. “You are about to spend 4 months alone on a deserted island where all of your food,
clothing and shelter needs will be taken care of. What 10 items will you bring with you?
6. “What is one of your most embarrassing moments?
7. “What is your favorite song?
8. “What would your dream house look like on the outside?
9. “You have just won $50 million dollars in the state lottery. What will you do?
10. “You have been chosen to host a dinner attended by any 7 guests of your choice, living or
dead, real or fictional, famous or unknown. Who would you invite? What sort of
conversation would take place? How would the evening unfold?
11. “If you were to write and direct a movie, what would the plot be about? Who would star
in it? What would the setting be?”
These questions get at the juicy stuff: desires, pleasures, longings, fears, and dreams.29
Coaching is less concerned with truth—such as diagnosing the sources of emotional pain,
as with psychoanalysis—than with promoting optimal functioning in everyday life (Grant &
Spence 2007). “Coaching is the art of making distinctions,” Nate tells me. The rituals of
documentation I listed above give a sense of objectivity to a client’s unformed fears and desires.
Clients may find this both scary and liberating. Now that their emotions have been turned into
data, they may feel better able to change their habits through deliberate choices and everyday
self-monitoring. As modes of self-transparency that hide their own artificiality, these methods of
self-auditing become proxies for authenticity. In the process, they ground clients in a firm
orientation about where they are going to and where they are coming from. Coaches encourage
their clients to use these techniques to “upgrade the quality” of their intimacies (like by using
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They would also be good questions to ask someone on a date. In fact, they are remarkably like
the popular op-ed in The New York Times’s Modern Love section, “The 36 Questions that Lead
to Love” (Jones 2015).
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them in their friendships and family relations). This enthuses clients with a burst of optimism; a
heady feeling that, as Nikolas Rose puts it, “A new game of life is being played” (2001, 16).
Yet herein lies a contradiction. As seduction coach David Dupree writes on his blog,
“A coach has to remember the things you don’t want to. [They’re someone] to whom you’re
accountable… with the additional benefit that for an experienced coach the puzzle of one date
have, by repeated exposure, become recognizable and predictable stories.”
Although coaches’ expertise involves a masterful grasp of social patterns of cause and effect that
perforce becomes routine instinct, the value and purpose of seduction coaching—as a
charismatic occupation—is to instill emotions: so that clients, in turn, acquire the capacity to
instill emotions in others. Seduction coaching, as Mats says, is “As much personality marketing
as it is tapping into the technical design of how to get laid.” Or as George puts it, coaching is “an
energy exchange—that’s all.” Charismatic authority, for Weber, involves attributing special
powers on behalf of the target or recipient of this power (1978). Yet seduction is not solipsistic.
It takes two. As a form of charismatic authority, seduction coaching posits an individual model
of peak performance in what is a quintessentially relational experience. This challenge reinforces
clients’ belief that seduction is a skill, even an art, which can best be learned through relations of
mentorship with experts. “You don’t think Ryan’s an artist?” Xavier asked me, referring to his
coach. My face must have shown hesitancy. “I do,” he said, filling the silence. Xavier means to
say that, if a coach ferries their client from his present state to a desired one, they must do so in a
way that obscures the traces of their mediation (what many coaches call a process of
“subtraction” rather than “addition”).
Most coaches tend to claim they can help anyone except for people who fall into one of
two camps: those who suffer from depression, and who are unable to feel a sense of hope or
optimism; or those who seem unwilling to accept personal responsibility for their plight to
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change it. This is not just because antidepressants might kill your libido (Bergner 2013). It is
because depression is incompatible with a sense of hope that will lead the client to take
responsibility for managing their own lives. At the end of the day, the client must think he is the
arbiter of his own transformation (Kaneh 2016). Clients receive strong encouragement from their
coaches that they must be willing to “do the work” of self-change and not just expect a romantic
outcome to be handed to them. The self-help discourses of coaching cash out the stigma of
seduction as mimesis by framing masculinity as a skill in creative recombination. Instead of
mastering pickup lines, coaches teach their students to learn the style of creating style (Nakassis
2016, Wilf 2014). In other words, they teach their clients how to be become creative auteurs of
their own personality as a brand identity. In this sense, coaching conflates romantic notions of
masculine originality with the market-ready nous of product differentiation.
Coaching is a spectrum that goes from digital to IRL services. At the most commodified
level, coaches create online courses, write e-books, and record seminars that clients can pay to
read or re-watch in perpetuity ($29.95 for an ebook; $99 to $200 for a videotaped lecture series
or “six-DVD set”). Then comes a range of one-on-one, face-to-face coaching arrangements: from
weekly Skype (or phone) calls to meetings at a bar or coffee shop (often costing upwards of
hundreds, even thousands of dollars). They may go to bars afterwards to practice what they have
discussed. Some coaches have moved more into text-based seduction coaching. In this setup, the
coach acts as your virtual Cyrano de Bergerac; you can text him questions or relay excerpts from
your texting chats with women, and he will help decipher cryptic messages and advise a course
of action. (Some coaches even become “virtual dating assistants” who will use your online
dating profile to flirt with your prospective matches on your behalf.) Next come the bootcamps,
intensive training programs lasting from a few days to a week or more, in which a small group
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(typically 3-7) of clients spend their days and nights intensively training together with a coach
(they may even share an apartment). Finally, there are seduction communities like MTG, where
students gather regularly to take seminars and train each-other.
Individual coaching often starts with parceling out clients’ goals into smaller attainable
tasks. This gives them a sense of accomplishment and encourages them to commit. Typical
coaching contracts last from six weeks to three months. This timespan allows trainees to take
risks that are scaffolded incrementally. This scaffolding mitigates trainees’ approach anxiety
around women. It allows them to face their fears by breaking down seemingly insurmountable
challenges into smaller, incremental parcels. It also allows them to unload the paralyzing amount
of self-worth some men invest in their perceived skill at meeting strangers. Finally, as I explain
below, it defrays the stigma of selling sexualized services. As Rob observed,
“I say to my clients that we’ll talk two to three times per month. I want it to not be every two
weeks in the same time [or at the] same place. I like it [to be] a bit more organic, so that he could
actually claim a bit more help if he wanted it, but also to know that there’s some kind of
maximum there as well. I want to be able to move with the ebb and flow of his own dating life
and catch those crucial moments for him—with him.”
Rob claims flexibility creates trust in a way that fixed hours do not. Whereas he first says that
coaching should “Move with the ebb and flow” of his client’s sex life, he catches himself and
editorializes his own prepositions in the last sentence (replacing “for” to “with” his client). This
suggests coaches are not just confidants but also surrogates for intimacy in their clients’ lives.
Coaching is not separate from market relations; it is thoroughly invested in them. Coachclient relationships enact what Milrod and Weitzer (2012) call the “intimacy prism” of emotion
management. What Elizabeth Bernstein calls “bounded authenticity,” in the context of sex work,
depends on “an authentic emotional and physical connection [between worker and client] that is
genuine but limited by both time constraints and the fact that the benefits are purchased, not
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freely given” (Milrod & Weitzer 2012, 449; Bernstein 2007). Bounded authenticity expresses a
conflict between authenticity and expertise. Coaching, in turn, straddles the contradiction
between seeing intimacy as a promise and seeing it as a danger; between believing you should
manage your life and believing the best parts of life come from moments of losing control. To
resolve this contradiction, seduction coaches models an affective intimacy with their clients. This
relationship allows clients to understand attraction as a mixture of vulnerability and distance. The
coach-client relationship itself is built on these characteristics. Put another way, the coaching
relationship models the sort of “consent-building process” (as Paul says in chapter four) that
blurs the lines of truth and fiction. Moreover, it is a process coaches believe clients should apply
to other relationships in their lives, including their sex lives. This is what Xavier means when he
said he sees his coach Ryan as an “artist.”
Because of this, coaches often act not only as teachers but also as mentors, life advisers,
confidants, and friends. In return, clients see them with feelings of admiration, affection, and
deep loyalty. Take Gad’s description of some of the emotional entanglements of his work:
“I’ve had clients fly me out to different areas of the country [to take] a certain [seduction] course.
The offer is ‘buy one ticket and get the second for free.’ It’s a marketing technique. Very often
I’m the friend because I’m the coach, and they’re like ‘Gad, I want you to learn this so you can
teach it to me.’ I come with them to the workshop. I can teach it to them later.”
Clients paying to train their coaches sounds bizarre. It shows how deeply some clients trust their
teachers. For his part, Jeff takes his clients—whom he calls a “family”—on pro bono extremesports vacations like scuba diving and snowboarding (but he lets them make their own hotel
accommodations as a way to learn to be more independent). Gad and Jeff’s stories point to the
fact that seduction coaches are care workers. Fraternal bonding is a selling point. For one thing,
intimacy between men helps trainees deal with the social stigmas of seduction. It also provides
support for those clients whose biological families may be absent or dysfunctional.
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At first, their intimate involvement in their clients’ lives seems at odds with
commoditization. In fact, the opposite is true. Metaphors of family resolve paradoxes of the
intimacy prism. Amassing cool and eclectic adventures allows coaches to perform a certain kind
of risk-taking masculinity that gives them status in their clients’ eyes. It also affords them
pedagogical opportunities to teach their clients how to “lean just beyond the edge of your
comfort zone” (their phrase). But gestures like these may invoke a sense of mutual obligation
that is potentially difficult for clients to renounce. I discovered this first hand as I chatted with a
coach after a seminar once. He asked if I was planning to sign up for the advanced-level course. I
told him I would think about it. He replied, "You critical guys. You usually fall the hardest for
the work once you let it in." Another time, a different coach took an even stronger line of attack:
“You’re a virus. You’re a virus,” he repeated. I felt the blood rush to my head. He was telling me
my critical mindset was self-defeating, a symptom of pathological nice-guy-ness. He meant I
was refusing because of my own personal inhibitions, rather than freely making a choice.
Metaphors of kinship provide job security for coaches. Displays of giving freely vouch
for the beneficent and disinterested status of coaching, allowing them to make money off clients
while hiding the commodification of intimacy; especially taking care to hide any semblance that
coaches might be exploiting their clients. As the anecdote of Gad’s client shows, some clients
experience a palpable desire to pay their coaches back. Notably, promises of brotherhood often
fail to materialize. Back in 2012, for example, Ryan pitched the bootcamp to me not just as a
transformational learning event but also as joining a “family” of guys who hang out together. I
stopped by a smattering of poorly-attended gatherings, but meeting up with guys to meet women
felt depressing. After a few years, Ryan posted a message on the secret Facebook group to tell us
he was pulling the plug on his business since he “no longer felt the passion for coaching” that he
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used to. As he confided to me, this was partly due to the overwhelming pressure he felt to help
clients who struggle not just in dating but in many areas of their lives.
When I met up with Dr. M after the Sex Health Expo he had a client in tow. Wearing
smudged glasses, Jim was short, barrel-chested, and unkempt. He had wanted to become a pro
wrestler but gave up his dreams after suffering a debilitating knee injury. His new ambition—
poignantly at odds with his overweight appearance—was to become a physical trainer. Whereas
he had originally hired M to help him meet women, their coaching had since morphed into a guy
version of the relationship between sex workers and clients commonly called “the girlfriend
experience” (Bernstein 2007). Rachel O’Neill calls it “professional friendship” (2018, 84). In
this case, Jim and M hung out together whenever M visited New York, and Jim paid him for his
time. Although the intimacy is one-sided, paying for friendship allows guys like Jim to feel
relaxed and happy precisely because he feels relieved of the burdens of his everyday persona. As
Anne Allison writes about male clients of Japanese hostesses, “A hostess satisfies a desire of
every man… the wish to expose oneself and have this self-exposure well received” (1994, 24).
Guys like Jim do not fear being judged by their coach. As Elizabeth Bernstein writes about
clients of sex workers, “The market basis of the exchange serves a crucial delimiting function
that… [permits] the client’s fantasy of authentic interpersonal connection” (2007, 127). Jim
knows he will get to feel like one of the boys inside the intimacy prism.
Blending affinity and commerce solves a simple but intractable challenge of coaching
businesses. This is that each successful client tends to leave the coach’s ambit of paid
remuneration. Jie, 27, was leaving his advertising account executive job to become a dating
coach in Hong Kong. He spoke to me via Skype about how marketing a digital information
product would allow people to feel a sense of belonging in his online community:
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“At the end of the day, I want to be able to create a community of people who aren’t afraid to
talk about [dating and] who are respectful of each other at the same time. For example, in Hong
Kong a lot of people mask chauvinism under [the guise of] tradition. And that doesn’t make any
sense, sometimes, especially from a rational perspective. So [my business is about] training
people to have a fine balance between progressiveness versus traditionalism. I think the most
important thing for anyone starting out is to envision what your empire is. From my perspective,
it’s a community of people [from which] I can pick people for matchmaking purposes. Or even
[using it to] recommend someone to someone; people who are willing to keep pushing the
boundaries on things, especially when it comes to relationships. So I thought, if you can have a
community where you can bounce ideas off of one-another and have that kind of a space for
people to be free emotionally and intellectually, that’s what I want. That’s what I define as my
empire.”
I asked him, “So the community would ultimately be composed of clients?” He clarified, “Yeah.
On some evil level, it’s a circle.”
Jie makes a point of saying his community will be geared towards helping people to
become more independent. This sidesteps any notion that group members should follow his
whims rather than pursue a project of self-development. Titrating the hacker ethic into everyday
life, Jie envisions his community members will be both pragmatic and self-interested. Sharing
their experiences and advice through weak ties will create a rising tide that lifts all boats. Yet
there is an important semantic double-play around the concept of community. First it appears as
a good-in-itself. Later, though, it appears as a tool that serves self-interest. Favoring rationality
over “traditionalism,” as Jie puts it, excuses self-interestedness through a rhetorical call to be
“respectful of other people.” From Jie’s perspective as a coach and small business owner, this
ambiguity is strategically useful because it creates both trust and profits.
Coaches’ explanations of the intimacy prism sometimes approach metaphysics. In the
following, for example, Nate says that money absorbs moral qualities of personal responsibility
and commitment. Money will yield benefits—as Nate puts it, “results”—by manifesting a
client’s intent in the world:
“[Coaching] is hard, but it’s also easy. It’s hard in the sense that, at the end of the day, I can’t
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really do anything for [the client]. I can answer every single question. I can give him advice,
guidance, tactics, strategies, analogies, metaphors, [and] lessons. But at the end of the day this is
a process that he has to go through for himself. And a graphic analogy would be [that] I can lead
him to the girl; I can even take his clothes off; but I can’t fuck the girl for him. He has to do that,
it has to come from his own desire and his own comfort with himself in that moment. So in that
way it’s hard, because there’s a lot of sitting and waiting, waiting and hoping. I know, but I have
to wait for him to get it. And most guys do. If they’re going to hire me and spend money on this,
it means they have the desire and the intention to improve. They’re gonna get it eventually.
That’s the light at the end of the tunnel.”
Nate faces the conundrum that he “can’t really do anything for” him. Once manifested as money,
though, the client’s intention becomes seemingly personified with its own agency. Money
humanizes the trainee and manifests a willing spirit that is otherwise unavailable (Allison 1994,
Mauss 1970). In the gap between wanting and doing, money transforms from being a potential
liability (such as a mark of exploitation) to become tangible proof of his client’s willingness and
ability to take action.
Through a metonymic logic of sacrifice, money temporarily recuperates his client’s
compromised agency. Consider my exchange with Daniel, whom we met in chapter three.
Daniel: “A lot of the [coaching bootcamp] is focused on being very focused, being very
intentional, being very oriented towards making sure… It’s being committed to value without
being attached to it. We can’t make these guys get value, they have to get it for themselves. And
we’re gonna fuckin’ give it our best [shot].”
Anders: “You would say it’s commitment without outcome-dependency?”
Daniel: “Totally. That’s one-hundred percent accurate—without being like ‘No! You Didn’t get
enough [transformation], come back here.”
Daniel says it is important to be “focused” and “intentional” without being “attached” to change.
This implies men should be self-determined, self-regulating, and autonomous. As with contexts
of substance-abuse treatment (Summerson-Carr 2010), Daniel suggests the over-predictability of
his client’s intentions is actually a problem, rather than a solution, because it can lead to the
acting out of fantasies. The “outcome-dependent” person is figured as someone who does not
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know or respect his own personal boundaries (“No, you didn’t get enough, come back here!”).
Such a person is incapable of taking responsibility for themselves. If his client were dependent
on the result (“value”), says Daniel, then he could not even be properly committed in the first
place. This understanding severs any necessary causality between self-management and the
durability of social ties. It also explains away the fact that coaching itself may fail.
Many coaches feel marginally fraudulent about their chosen profession. One presenter at
a matchmakers’ conference sought to counteract this stigma by encouraging attendees to see
sales as “The highest form of service you could give someone, because they are in quicksand.”
Ambivalence about the similarities between coaching and salesmanship is rooted in the difficulty
of proving seduction coaches’ expertise. For one, there is the cultural paradox of teaching a skill
that is culturally believed to be playful and self-expressive (if not, it is at risk of being nonconsensual). Second, coaches may suspect their clients are only usefully parroting their advice
rather than internalizing it as actionable insights. Third—a related problem—that clients may
only willingly perform their new skills while the coach is around—in other words, that what
clients are really internalizing is learned helplessness. Finally, as the denizens of DCS discovered
in chapter five, there is no universal rubric for success in learning seduction. Self-actualization,
much less happiness, are in the eye of the beholder.
Coaches deal with these challenges in various ways. At a dating skills seminar for women
that I attended, for example, British dating coach Matthew Hussey presented himself as a
charismatic trickster of sorts. He reminded the audience that mainstream media commonly
portray him as a “relationship expert” or even a “love guru.” “How could I possibly know
everything about everyone?” he said. Instead, he proposed that “What I am is a guy who loves to
say stuff about people.” He reminded the women in attendance that most people get what they
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want in life indirectly, and not by pursuing it with single-minded obsession. Or, as a former
wingman of Neil Strauss remarked to me during an interview, “Being more successful in dating
is kind of an indirect process.” Adopting a similar strategy of macho, mock self-effacing
disavowal, a coach named Eli told a gathering of men at a dating seminar, “I don’t care [about
you guys], really. I don’t give a fuck. I’m up here, and what I’m saying is about 90%
entertainment and 10% here’s-some-stuff-you-should-probably-look-at.” These rhetorical turns
are both ways that coaches seek to reassert the client as the author of their own selftransformation while seeming to minimize their own authority.
Coaches rely on metaphors of cooking, baking, music, and even corporate consulting as
analogies for teaching seduction. Metaphors of craftwork defray fears that, like the unscrupulous
social climber Tom Ripley in Patricia Highsmith’s novel The Talented Mr. Ripley (1955), clients
are merely loaning the coach’s identity. As Eric remarks,
“I say I’m teaching people how to be carpenters. [I say] ‘I’m gonna give you all the tools. What
you want to build with it is up to you.” I’ve taught a 15-year old guy and I’ve taught a 60-year
old guy. So your metric [of success] is going to be different. I say I have a 100% success ratio.
Because my goal is to turn you into a better person. And I can do that for 100% of people.”
On the back of my printed sheet of interview questions Eric scrawled out the acronym for the
stages of industrial design that are involved in his coaching model. “Six Sigma,” Eric explained,
involves a sequence of interventions that develop a solution for the client’s challenge: from
defining his perspective and desires; to assessing his current results; to analyzing these results
and determining a root cause; to improving his performance by designing new behaviors; to
forecasting how he can integrate these changes into his everyday routines, especially by
encouraging him to audit his emotions in a way that lets him correct his own mistakes.
In these kinds of training methods learning emerges contextually, by inference and
experimentation, as trainees gain critical distance from their everyday attitudes. The trainee is
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meant to be changed by these exercises’ unfolding. An extensive, open-ended range of training
techniques expands clients’ abilities to deal with uncertainty and change. It also excuses the need
for a coach to be able to speak authoritatively on any single topic. It absolves him from any
direct, causal line of accountability for the client’s successes or failures. This is because
uncertainty and indeterminacy are part of the challenge the client is meant to face and master
(Costikyan 2013, Herzfeld 1985, Schieffelin 1985, Bauman 1984). This means not just that
seducers should reframe their interpretations of troublesome setbacks or failures. It means they
should actively interpret their ability to reframe these setbacks as demonstrating underlying
capacities for willpower and intentionality that appear quintessentially masculine. As Eric told
his client during a coaching meeting I observed at a Pret a Manger on Union Square,
“[Most] human beings move towards pleasure and away from pain. With [seduction coaching]
we have to flip that. For instance, when you work out, it’s painful. But it’s the future pleasure of
how we’re gonna look, how we’re gonna feel, how we’re gonna be perceived that makes that
pain not as painful, because we’ve created a mental link between this pain and future pleasure.
So when you’re feeling uncomfortable talking to a girl—it’s painful—so you want to move away
from it. But you need to move towards it. Because if you’re feeling uncomfortable, that means
you’re pushing yourself forward. You need to equate this feeling of being uncomfortable with
the future pleasure of bettering yourself.”
For Eric, masculinity is forged through one’s willingness to face the pain of rejection.
In the end, what differentiates a self-actualized man from an incomplete man-child? As
Jie explains, “[Coaching involves] not telling [the client] a lot of different things.” He rushed to
clarify, “It’s not lying to him. But in order for him to learn certain lessons, he needs to not be
able to have all the cards [in his hand] first.” Jie is referring to what I term black box coaching.
First used as an explanatory metaphor in cybernetics, a black box is an operating system whose
inner workings are overly complex and whose value is determined by its inputs and its outputs
(Latour 1987). It extrapolates a core truth of seducers’ interactions with women: despite the fact
the outcome of any one interaction is unknowable, meeting someone is a social convention with
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variable but predefined norms. Like Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, there is a limit to the
precision with which the internal thoughts or qualities of another person can be known. Coaches
say this uncertainty does not matter. What someone is likely to do in a given situation is not
affected too much by the unknowability of their psyche. In fact, this advice reveals that seduction
coaching is as much about learning to meet women as it is about finding ways not to treat her as
a complex and ultimately unknowable person.
Episode 5. June 12th, 2015. Black box coaching aims to teach not just knowledge but
above all strategic intuition and cunning self-reliance (what Ancient Greeks called metis; Scott
1998). This kind of learning comes alive precisely in those moments when clients feel a visceral,
painful gap between expectation and disappointment. This is illustrated by Jie’s story about
coaching his friend Patrick during our Skype interview from my bedroom in Astoria:
“Patrick [had] only ever been in one relationship before. As best friends you’re supposed to be
equals, but once you’re a coach you’re already kind of looking down [on him], a bit, in order to
make him understand certain lessons. So I thought to myself, ‘What is Patrick gonna learn from
being in a relationship with this girl?’ I already knew. He’s gonna learn a lot about trust issues.
It’s something you can’t teach someone [because] they have to learn it for themselves. And that
entire year [of relationship] was just so messy for him. But I kind of knew it [already]. I was
waiting for the downfall. [Patrick] felt like crap [but] I had to make sure he learned [from the
breakup]. [I told him] ‘Well, when you’re looking at that [failed relationship], what do you think
went wrong?’ I said, ‘You have to accept the fact that you can’t control everything.’ That
everything in life is very much uncontrollable. But the one truth that is controllable isn’t death
and taxes; it’s how you feel about it. Your emotions. Those are the one truth that you can control.
After everything, I told him, ‘I’m gonna tell you everything I know about Jackie!’ He said, ‘Why
didn’t you tell me earlier?’ I said ‘Well, if I’d told you earlier, you wouldn’t have learned the
same things that you now know.’”
Jie leads his friend to drink from the cup of disillusionment. He claims tough love teaches his
friend about resilience and self-reliance:
“[Seduction] coaching is about reducing the amount of active baggage that the [client] thinks
they have. And then from there, [it’s about] going through certain lessons that really start to
challenge people’s [beliefs]. And it’s looking at it through all these different perspectives, and
[asking], ‘How do I start knocking on that door that people are putting [to what lies] deep deep
inside [of them]? How do I start to roll snowballs down the hill? How do I start to create tiny
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little dramas’—as long as the dramas are controllable, you know, so that you know what the
outcome [will be] and what they might be learning from this.”
Like Graham’s description of the servomechanism in the previous chapter, Jie implies a limited
“working memory” will slow down the speed and agility of Patrick’s ability to course-correct.
As such, Patrick’s painful lesson could not be learned any other way than by his emotional
overextension in his relationship. Coaching, for Jie, is a subtractive process that reduces the
“active baggage” of his client’s learned fear of risks.
Becoming is formless, unwritten (Massumi 1995). What matters to seducers is the will to
change. This willpower requires not just mental volition but also affective and emotional
engagement. By withholding information and allowing Patrick to fail, Jie blurs the lines of
consent. But what seems like Jie’s disinterest in fulfilling his basic coaching duties reveals itself
instead as the essence of his teaching method. Through the collateral costs of pain and
embarrassment, Patrick accesses the required level of intense emotional engagement to want to
change his behavior. Any skills Jie teaches Patrick will now be grounded in experience (Gee
2003, Dewey 1997). This method reflects a common coaching tactic: first eliciting and making
trainees embody their fears for a circumscribed time, then de-personalizing these feelings to
make them seem interchangeable and contingent. Learning from this process of sensitization and
desensitization can help Patrick assert more power in his future relationships. It might also lead
Patrick to question what he thinks is natural or inevitable about his desires. Should he accept the
invitation to learn from pain, he can aspire to create an identity of his own.
Black box coaching reveals connections between the emotion, learning, and the limbic
system that I had only suspected during my interview on the rooftop with Rebecca. This method
also implies that Jie does not necessarily have to worry about giving Patrick the wrong advice.
Far from analyzing his client’s fears and desires with Sherlock Holmes-like powers of deduction,
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any false interpretations he makes become grist for the speculative mill of change. The gap
between Jie’s miss and Patrick’s reality becomes a catharsis seeded with revelation. Like the
Platonic ideal of the “noble lie,” a falsehood that is intended to bring rewards, it persuades
Patrick to reject the world as it is and become emotionally invested in building his own reality.
As Illouz writes, this flexible or even speculative element of coaching is shared with therapy:
“It is such [personal] goals as ‘sexual liberation,’ ‘self-realization,’ [or] ‘intimacy’… which
dictate the complication—what, in my life, prevents me from attaining the goal—which in turn
dictates which past events of one’s life one will pay attention to, and the emotional logic which
will bind these events together… [It] makes one understand one’s life as a generalized
dysfunction, in order precisely to overcome it” (2007, 52).
The perceived uniqueness of one’s goals, and the ideal of authenticity needed to achieve them, is
produced by a rhetorical structure of problem-solving that is generic and commodified. Black
box coaching invites Patrick to be a witness for Jie’s expertise, even if his coaching should fail.
What ensures the smooth functioning of Patrick and Jie’s game is their mutual understanding that
care and intimacy between men should involve a mix of rivalry and affection.
Like Victor Turner’s idea of “cults of affliction,” the underlying idea of biographical
speculation involved in coaching goes all the way back to teaching a guy how to approach
women. As Eric remarked,
“I make sure that I don’t tell people what to do. Because that’s Cyrano de Bergerac. You cannot
be Cyrano de Bergerac. Because you’re your own unique individual. What works for me isn’t
necessarily gonna work for you.”
Whether a coach teaches inner or outer game, the black box masks the coach’s authority and
displaces the locus of surveillance into the client’s own consciousness. Paradoxically, as we saw
with the client who pays Gad to fly around the country taking self-help seminars, this can end up
reinforcing the coach’s authority just as much, if not more, than overt domination. Instead of
teaching men to transform themselves, seduction coaching can sometimes enable cults of
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personality whose stock-in-trade shades into a conformist model of performing authenticity.

Conclusion
As a technology of the self, coaching involves non-rational, even spiritual affects that
undercut the pretense of rationality they seem to prescribe. Jeff says,
“We have to [feel their emotions], as coaches, so we know where they are [so as] to take them
through it. We’re feeling everything they are. We had an army bomb technician in here the other
day. He has a lot of heavy stuff in him, seen a lot of people killed. He had me on the edge of
tears because of how much repressed garbage he had inside of him. And I’m holding him in [the
emotions], trying to bring him out [of them], and it was rough. I have to be really aware of where
I am [emotionally], but also [to] be aware of where he is and try to hold that container for him as
he goes through it [while] not let[ting] him come out of it. But I still have to regulate where I am
[emotionally], so he feels comfortable to stay there and go further. It’s tricky.”
Jeff’s performance enacts mythical archetypes of stoic, willful, and able-bodied masculinity even
as it claims to enable male intimacy by showing vulnerability, care, intuition, and other
feminized emotions. Despite the importance of emotional intuition, over time coaches can start
to feel emotionally numb. Another coach, Joseph, echoed Jeff’s state of physical depletion:
“[Prompting] people to go deep into their bodies takes a certain amount of stamina. I have to
work at it. There’s certainly a day or two afterwards where I’m physically sore, [feeling] all sorts
of interesting aches and pains.”
Joseph had a PhD. As a former academic, perhaps he anticipated my critical ear. He continued,
“I’m moving with a group of people, and I’m having them move sexual and emotional energy.
As a teacher, I’m actually circulating and moving that energy. So I feel it, I get touched by it. I
know this sounds esoteric, but I hope you get a sense that there’s a real quality to all this.”
Coaches act as midwives for their clients’ transformations. They experience these as a spectrum
of physical aches, pains, and stresses. Yet they wrestle with the implications of routinizing their
coaching performances to assure the perilous sustainability of their business models, which rely
on forms of charismatic authority they find both empowering and enervating.
For seduction coaches and their clients, posing the question ‘What do you want?’ points
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to utopian possibilities for imagining things otherwise. As we’ve seen, this question interrogates
the ethical horizons of self-other relations that complicate existing understandings of
manipulation and authenticity. It invites answers that can alternately reinforce and compromise
macho and hegemonic cultural models of masculinity. On the other hand, coaching can also
serve as a way of coping with structural problems without directly addressing them. Coaches can
act as what Carrie Lane calls a “human palliative” (2015), allowing people to rehearse and
release negative emotions around their dating lives and absorbing responsibility for them. In this
regard, they can act as a band-aid to underlying social contradictions, allowing people to feel a
proxy for intimacy and connection. This can lead to existing cultural models of masculinity
being repackaged behind the thin veneer of soft skills.
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CHAPTER NINE: Ritual Body Work in the Container

Episode 1. August 22nd, 2015. I am at a three-day training bootcamp, called No Limits,
led by a seduction coach named Adam and his assistant coach Jeff. Inside a beige hotel suite in
the stifling summer heat of Arlington, Virginia, I watch as Adam leads his group of male clients
in a confidence-building exercise. The trainees were a racially mixed group: Rohan is here; so is
his friend Suraj, a stock trader, who is ethnically Sikh and who kept his hair and beard swathed
in a white turban (he tells me it is a cultural symbol of self-respect and spirituality); Hakim, an
African-American online marketer; Mark, Italian-American, who lives in Staten Island and
works as a physician’s assistant; Ted, from Birmingham, England, who works in real estate; and
Fred, 43, an alumnus of the program. Lining up facing each other, each guy holds another guy’s
gaze while standing an arm’s length apart from him. Adam instructs:
“We’re going to start hitting each other right now. You are gonna take turns, find out how hard
you like to be hit. Tell the guy harder [or] softer, whatever makes you wake up. Because if you
break your connection [eye contact], you’re gonna get hit. Everybody calibrated, [everyone]
happy with their hit? Now, deliver a compliment to your partner. If you [recipient] don’t believe
that the compliment is genuine, hit him. The guy that delivers the compliment, if you don’t
believe that he’s letting it in, hit him. If you guys break connection, hit each other. If you know
you broke connection but the person in front of you didn’t catch it, hit him. Basically you have to
remain fully present while you’re doing this. Any twitch, any flinch, anything, you hit him,
because he’s breaking the tension and the connection. You’ve gotta become vulnerable. In the
midst of all this pain we want to practice opening. If your guy is completely walling off, hit
him.”
Then the exercise escalates, as Jeff explains:
“Now we’re going to deliver a guttural-based ‘fuck you’ to your partner. And if your partner
doesn’t believe that it’s real, you’re getting hit. …Allow the ‘fuck you’ to come in [and] ground
it. Don’t take it personally. Just remain present with him.”
Fuck you’s ring out in the room. They are chased by a rain of dull thuds. “Once the
person in front of you has accepted it, that’s all you have to do,” Adam advises. He walks around
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the room adjusting the men’s posture. He stops to check out my partner and I. “Tilt your pelvis
[forward]. Become aware in here. Lower your head,” he coached me. Using the gentle but firm
pressure of his hands pressing on my chest, he “drops” the fuck you’s down pressing his fingers
along the outer course of my throat down to my chest to evoke the quality of focus he wants. It
feels almost like a yoga technique. “Feels like the circuits are turning on,” he remarks. I feel a
surge of energy begin to stir in my chest. Delivering the ‘fuck you’ feels good.
This type of guy-on-guy violence is reminiscent of David Fincher’s film Fight Club
(1999), in which men create anarchist underground bareknuckle fighting clubs to release pent-up
aggression and find a sense of self they feel has been corroded by conformity, politicallycorrectness, and consumerism.30 For the guys at No Limits, like the guys in Fight Club, there
seems to be something regenerative about overcoming and then exploiting their fear of being
hurt (John & Viswamohan 2015, Peberdy 2010, Savran 1998, Gibson 1994). The punch offers a
simple lesson: lean outside your comfort zone, embrace tension, and you can do anything. You
can live a richer, more satisfying life beyond the prison of your inhibition. On a visceral level,
the pain does something brutally simple. It pierces through numbness. It makes them feel alive.
In ten minutes the exercise is over. A thick silence envelops us. Time seems to have
stopped. Even the air seems congealed. “We want to sit in this level of energy and groundedness
we have now,” Jeff advises. Then the guys sit down to share their feelings.
Ted: “I feel more relaxed now.”
Anders: “I feel high.”
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In Fincher’s interpretation, “[Men are] designed to be hunters and we’re in a society of
shopping. There’s nothing to kill anymore, there’s nothing to fight, nothing to overcome, nothing
to explore. In that societal emasculation this everyman [the narrator] is created” (in Kimmel
2017, 220).
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Adam: “That’s your resistance coming out.”
Rohan: “One thing I notice is my voice.”
Adam: “Your voice is deeper.”
We laugh as we realize Rohan’s voice had changed. His voice sounds low and gravelly.
Rohan: “Yesterday I was definitely speaking from up here [throat] in a really high pitch, and I
felt like a kid throughout the entire exercise. I felt literal pain in my chest. And now I don’t.”
Adam: “You keep your heart closed very well. You’ve got some serious repressed anger. Every
nice guy does. Your anger is your power, so is your arrogance and cockiness. All that repressed
intensity is your shadow material that’s been pressed down into your body because you were told
you couldn’t have it. The masculine should have access to all that intensity all the time, ready to
go. If you surrender to the body to do the work, if you hold the intention clearly and you’re in
alignment with it, the body will handle it no problem. It’s going to go into flow. If you try to
contain or trap it you’ll lose it. You’ve got to surrender to keep it. Anything you try to hold on to,
you lose.”
The punch is like shock therapy. At first glance it seems all about teaching guys to master their
poker face; how to hide their advantages and disadvantages behind a cool, stoic façade. But
Adam’s comments suggest they are not just shutting down and tuning out. Instead, they have to
transcend fear’s grip on them by changing their responses to nervousness and learning to accept
uncertainty by staying present in the moment. Paradoxically, the de-subjectifying force of pain
gives them the feeling of finally becoming themselves.
The punching exercise, punctuated by shouts of ‘fuck you,’ takes the breaks off the
conventions of small talk in everyday life. It also hides the perceived effeminacy of the
commoditized training experience by materializing the redundancy of self-help as a visceral
force that strikes the bodies of the clients. Just as Raymond Firth writes about rituals of spirit
mediumship in the Malay Archipelago of Southeast Asia, practitioners in the punching ritual
“Can allow [their] ideas about responsibility or feelings of frustration, anger and aggression to
come to the surface. But the words that he utters are regarded as not his own” (1967, 196; see
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also Girard 1977). To have any hope of capitalizing on the men’s collective desire to be
transformed, Adam must identify the salient fault lines of a cultural gender order and unite them
in the cure. The punch codes their impulses—their pre-conscious fears and desires—as an
emasculated state of reactiveness. Adam suggests the real action lies with how a guy tunes into
himself and others. “The power of curing,” Siegel notes about witchcraft in Indonesia, “is the
capacity to form a composite voice… The curer speaks for the patient [and] suffering turns into
experience” (2006, 43). Or, as Victor Turner writes about traditional healing rituals among the
Ndembu in Sub-Saharan Africa,
“The doctor’s task is to tap the various streams of affect associated with [social] conflicts and
with the… interpersonal disputes in which they are manifested, and to channel them in a socially
positive direction. Emotion is roused and then stripped of its illicit and antisocial quality, but
nothing of its intensity… has been lost in the transformation. …The sick individual, exposed to
this process, is reintegrated into his group” (1970, 392).
Adam posits a sacrificial vision of gender redemption through suffering. Directing their
performance of mastering nature—the social drama of living through a punch that is stubborn
and unassimilable—he reaffirms their confidence that masculinity will, despite its seeming
precariousness, rise above redundancy.
At No Limits, staging a fistfight between the nice guy and the alpha male allows these
guys to take responsibility for being nice guys. It displaces and temporarily heals their shame for
failing to live up to changing cultural expectations of masculinity. Adam summarized this heady
mixture of machismo and softness, saying, “The more we surrender to the process, the faster we
grow. Pain is a sign of the process. It’s a signal of tension and a mark of growth.” We should feel
this pain, he added, but not get attached to it. Forceful aggression generates what Adam calls
“shadow” material. This shadow material is unpleasant, perhaps even shameful. But it is highly
valued for those same reasons; that is, for the masculine values of machismo such transgressions
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encode. “Every shadow has a gift,” Joseph remarks to me during our interview. “I have them get
in touch with the part of them that could kill, or would kill, to protect their family, to protect
what they love.”
In America, authenticity is typically conflated with creativity and self-transparency (Wilf
2011, Summerson-Carr 2010). Can seducers ever be creative? In chapter four we learned that
seduction, like jazz, should swing. In chapter eight, we saw that seduction coaches use black box
coaching to remedy clients’ lack of creative intentionality. In this chapter, we will see how men
use bootcamps to master seduction as “a practice of which the body is at once the seat, the
instrument, and the target” (Wacquant 2006, 16). They do so through modes of mutual,
speculative examination; acts of creative, aleatory, and ritualized handicapping between men; as
well as through simple conversational rituals that approximate group therapy. These exercises
harness the forces of variability and accident to simulate the loss of control that comes with
interacting with another person’s needs and desires. Seducers use these “play frames” (Bateson
2000) to work on their feelings, to transform the whims of existence into choices, and to
transform risk into a source of competitive advantage in the dating market.
Focusing on bootcamp training rituals called “containers,” I show how bootcamps teach
seduction not as a matter of skillful technique but rather as an emergent, semi-conscious property
of the body. This property is not neatly defined, nor is it easy to grasp. Yet it is a precondition
that makes possible that masculine quality of willfulness veiled in charm that seducers seek to
perform as a marker of alpha masculinity. This chapter argues that containers mix rules and
irrationality in ways that allow men to experience seduction as a creative force. In other words,
containers allow men to sharpen their embodied feeling of masculinity as a capacity for making
choices in the face of carefully controlled chaos.
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Section One: The Container
Adam is short and his head is shaved. He looks like a cross between Everybody Hurts-era
R.E.M. singer Michael Stipe and chin-thrusting Italian fascist politician Benito Mussolini by way
of Colonel Kurtz. He is a masterful public speaker. He holds your eyes with a piercing gaze.
Although he speaks deliberately and almost softly, he measures every word with the depth of his
diaphragm. This gives him a monk-like aura. It allows him to radiate a feeling of confidence and
conviction, although you suspect that, behind decades of exhaustive masculine selfimprovement, the shy kid of his youth is down there somewhere.
After the punching exercise Adam tells us a story:
“I had a friend who was amazing with women. This guy started in the seduction community, and
then kind of ditched everything in the seduction community. His name was Jason, he went by the
moniker Don Savage. He was kind of a nomad, lived in a van. His van broke down in Houston,
Texas, and he lived there for awhile. He was a cool dude. But then one day he disappeared off
the face of the earth, nobody knows where he went. He stopped posting on his blog. His email
got shut off, his phone got shut off, and he just disappeared. I don’t know if he went to a
monastery, got himself killed or what. But that’s Jason, he’s always doing stupid shit. He
realized very quickly that [seduction] wasn’t about trading value, it was about giving pleasure.
He said ‘I just go out to give pleasure to women, I don’t care if they reject me.’ And he just goes
for it. He’s the consummate seducer, a Cyrano de Bergerac. And because he didn’t need
validation from the women, he could give a fuck what they thought about him, he could seduce
them like that [snaps his fingers]. Because he couldn’t get rejected by them. They could reject
him, but he never felt it. Does that make sense? He just kept moving forward. What you give is
what you get. If you’re chasing something to prove something, it’s really hard to give, ‘cuz
you’ll get bitter and you’ll get angry. That’s [the importance of] indifference to outcome.”
Adam portrays Don Savage as a quasi-mythological figure, a trickster. He straddles the line
between hedonism, empathy, and radical ego dissolution. Simultaneously stoic and empathetic,
his success as a seducer rested on his preternatural ability to feel other people’s emotions (“It
was about giving pleasure”). The mystery Adam folds into his tale is that Don “never felt” their
rejections. His gift seems elusive. In Adam’s telling, he vanishes like smoke.
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In cultural anthropology, the body has often been conceptualized in ways that limit our
understanding of its creative potential. Critical views of the body see it either as the unconscious
a priori seat of agency or as the vessel of cultural standardization via normative practices shared
by all members of a group (Bourdieu 1977, Mauss 1973). Inspired by Foucault (1988),
anthropologists have spent the past few decades understanding how the body becomes a subject
of personal concern through practices that blend self-care with instrumentality (Hirschkind 2009,
Wacquant 2006, Harding 2000). Saba Mahmood suggests that, for women in the Cairo-based
Islamic piety movement, embodiment comes into sharp focus not just in the beginning stages of
religious learning but also through continual “vigilance and monitoring of one’s practices”
(2005, 139). These studies have successfully problematized the notion that mastery of bodily
practices lies outside of the subject’s conscious awareness. However, they also perpetuate a
sense that practical mastery relies on shared ideals that are licensed, honed, and perfected among
all members of the community. What they do not do is suggest that embodied practices can take
culturally specific forms that are valued for emphasizing creative, open-ended, and unique
regeneration for each member of the group (Wilf 2014).
Experienced seducers see rote performance as an obstacle to their masculine selfimprovement. To fulfill their desires they have to know what they want and be willing to ditch
the script. Simply put, skill is an insufficient condition for making human connections. Getting
what they want may require social skills, tact, and style, but it is not reducible to them. Instead,
trainees are supposed to learn how to play. This means they must learn how to improvise the skill
of flirting in a way that complements, extends, and ultimately transcends their identity. As a
seduction coach named Max reminded students in his workshop, “What you’re looking for is
fresh, it’s perishable. So there is no prescription.”
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The primary lab for teaching and learning seduction is called a bootcamp. Bootcamps are
intensive training programs, typically lasting from one to three days, during which men go
through a series of training exercises designed to make them feel like alpha males. They loosely
follow the model of rites of passage articulated by sociologist Arnold van Gennep (1961).
Typically, day one (Friday) gives ground rules and context for the course. This does three things:
it allows coaches to familiarize participants with each other; to externalize their fears and desires
to create an emotional spirit of rapport and solidarity within the group; and to de-familiarize
practitioners from their everyday lives, building consent for the risky activities that are to come,
and creating a foundation for receiving and internalizing the coach’s teachings in the face of fear.
Day two involves the substantive training work of the program, which I discuss below. Day three
gives the men a plan for how they will move forward. It focuses on reintegrating them in the
context of public norms of behavior, as well as teaching them how to face down the pesky return
of everyday inhibitions.
Men have long engaged in rituals of initiation to gain the social status and privileges of
manhood (Tiger 1999, Herdt 1982, Turner 1966). Why do seducers pick bootcamps as their
preferred form of ritual initiation? They realize there is a gap between cultural values of
masculinity and their inner sense-of-self. They feel a lag between objective signifiers (like
gestures, speech, and fashion) of alpha masculinity and actually feeling confident. Reframed this
way, seduction is a bodily capital (Hoang 2015)—an instinctive, seemingly natural way of being
in the world—that is culturally learned and yet seems to live inside one’s corporeal expressions
in real-time, pre-reflective, face-to-face situations with other people. At the price of considerable
toil, stress, and sweat equity, ritual is a key method of seduction training. This is because rituals
allow trainees to use aspirational role-play to inhabit new identities in ways that simultaneously
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makes use of, and obscure, the mediating roles of skillsets and coaches.
Bootcamps work for three reasons. First, they provide training wheels that give trainees
emotional guidance on how to calibrate their seduction attempts in the future. Second, they
surround trainees with like-minded men. Even if the trainee has trouble getting into a state of
flow, the social pressures of the bootcamp—as a masculine space of macho affects mixed with
expressions of support and emotional nurturing—give him a “state pump.” Adam elaborates,
“Picture [the men] going out, and they’re really nervous, and we start banging shoulders,
banging heads—ya ya ya!!—[and it] gets their state so pumped up that they don’t even think
anymore. Their minds are racing, and they’re like ‘let’s goooo!’ Chemically it gets you high.”
Third, the bootcamp provides an intense education in what Arlie Hochschild calls “emotion
work” (1979). They teach not just practical social skills but also capacities for self-surveillance
and expressive control. Learning a set of cues that are internal and emotional yet also external
and contextually-variable, the seducer masters his ability to restrain and muzzle certain feelings
while harnessing, magnifying, and wielding others like an instrument.
This seems like a paradox of surrendering to self-control. In effect, the trainee is learning
a kind of stoicism—what Marcel Mauss calls “resistance to emotional seizure” (1973, 86)—that
stands somewhere between willpower and physical endurance. In the dating game, no single
emotion is valuable in and of itself. Instead, bootcamps teach men how to interpret and navigate
their own emotions. Fear can seem as useful as happiness, and joy can be as much of a hindrance
as a false sense of self-satisfaction. The bootcamp is a safe space that seeks to realign the
relationship between the seducer’s body schema (his ambient sense of his body) and his
objective wants, fears, and desires. The analytic of emotion work shows how a trainee learns to
stretch and pull social interactions along the unstable temporal vector of an act-continuum
(Husserl 1991) which bundles together his memories, present perceptions, and anticipations of
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the future.
To teach the skill of emotion work, bootcamps make use of rituals called “containers.”
Containers create a relational laboratory. Set apart in time and space, a social situation unfolds
within a safe space. Containers work because, as critical games scholar Greg Costikyan writes,
“they allow us to explore uncertainty, a fundamental problem we grapple with every day, in a
nonthreatening way” (2013, 13). They are what Gee (2008, 24) calls a “situated learning matrix,”
or what Wilf (2014) calls “rituals of creativity.” In seduction bootcamps, containers provide
spaces of possibility, crackling with nervous energy, in which practitioners can try on new
behaviors, identities, and experimental ways of being in the world.
Good play takes trust. Containers use Romantic beliefs in the redemptive powers of
chance, imagination, aleatory phenomena, and the unconscious to signal the uncovering of
something authentic about the practitioner that defines him (Wilf 2014, Gell 1998). By
bracketing out external variables, containers allow players to believe that what they are doing is
just for play (Bateson 2000, Huizinga 1971). At the same time, this bracketing allows objects of
perception to appear in deliberate, intentional forms—albeit de-familiarized from their everyday
appearance—in a way that seems to give people greater scope for making choices. As Max says,
“The container means there are certain rules and boundaries that govern what’s going to happen,
within which you can have an abnormal experience. You can go out of control inside an island of
time and space, and have experiences that normally might fuck your life up. Think of the
container as both the context and the environment created to hold the practice. Containers help us
do that. They help us open to more and more sustained going out-of-control.”
Containers minimize trainees’ opportunities to make mistakes when they are learning something
new (Downey 2006). More importantly, they bring trainees’ natural attitudes out of the shadows
of everyday routine into fuller view. They force the trainee to adapt and make new choices,
even—especially—when these choices rub against their habits in uncomfortable ways.
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Rather than positing creativity as something that precedes mediation, as the Western
Romantic script avers, containers see mediation and authenticity as inextricable. For seducers,
the authentic heterosexual man does not precede the container. He is an effect of his interactions
within the constraints of the container. By imposing artificial handicaps and constraints
containers challenge the binary of rule-governed behaviors and creative agency. In containers,
constraints deliver simulated counterfactuals that invite the protagonist to imagine a world ‘as if.’
Constraints do not limit agency. Instead, they provide a framework inside of which selfexpression manifests as an ever-present possibility for improvisation (Wilf 2014, Flanagan
2013). By imposing constraints, containers seek to define participants’ needs, desires, and
intentions and to make them subject to transformation.31 They are supposed to sharpen men’s
intentions by forcing them to take definite material forms. In this way, containers distill the core
paradox of seduction as a creative and purportedly authentic self-expression that is mediated
through the ritualized regimentation of signs (Csordas 1997, Rosaldo 1986, Sahlins 1985,
Bauman 1984).
Lodged between freedom and social control, the container is a model of consenting
experience when the contents and outcomes of that experience cannot be determined in advance
(Wilf 2014). Through “deep play” (Geertz 1973) in containers, trainees are supposed to learn a
capacity and inclination to proactively improvise in the face of uncertainty. Because it traffics in
enforced contingencies, any modifications to a participant’s behavior that happen in containers
are not necessarily enforced outside the container. Yet for play to be meaningful, as Bateson
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Exemplified by artist Sol LeWitt’s idea as “the machine which makes the work,” the use of
contingency to stimulate improvisations is also a feature of avant-garde theater and modern art
movements like Dadaism and surrealism which use shock to mimic machine automation and
thereby elevate human authorial creativity (Flanagan 2013, Manovich 2001, Richter 1997).
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(2000) points out, it also must hold up a mirror to everyday life. In other words, play frames
carry important implications for real-world selves. Overall, the effectiveness of the container is
that it takes the difference between play and reality and charges it to a breaking point. Noah
spoke about his experiences interacting with a female coach in one such container:
“She’s judging us as a coach. But she’s [also] judging us as a woman. She’s saying things like,
‘That was really hot.’ She knows it’s mock, he knows it’s mock, but she still feels the emotion.
You know the theory that putting a pencil between your lips and smiling will help increase your
dopamine flow? Even though [it’s] totally artificial, it does something real.”
Noah is pointing to the fact that the container is not just a ritual stage set apart in time and space.
It is also a metaphor for the self as subject to change through the embodied reflex of cognitive
imagining and intense emotion work.
Illustrating this point, seduction coaches also talk about the container as an affective,
embodied capacity. For example, coaches might say that a container helps “deprogram” or
“unblock” a trainee, who, thanks to training, is now seen to reach an emotional threshold to be
able to tolerate new risks and stresses in his life. Adam, for instance, related how the container
works as a metaphor for embodiment in a way that supports masculine ideals of power:
“When you meet a woman, you’re the container. You’re the frame, like a picture-frame—solid
and masculine. And I create a container for her to be fully dropped into her feminine, so she
allows me to lead, guide, as she goes completely feminine, infusing me with all this energy. And
what I’m gonna do is, I’m gonna look for a woman that can fill my container. Because the more
comfortable you get with fear, the more you’re gonna grow. The greater your container, the more
stuff you can handle in life. So as your container grows your experiences in life grow. And
women are the most amazing creatures in the world to grow that container. Because their testing
will push on every spot of that container wall where it’s weak and poke at it until it gets strong.
If she can’t [fill my container], I’m probably going to get bored with her. If her energy is too
small, and my container’s huge, I’m going to get really fucking bored.”
The container is neither a purely biological property of embodiment, nor simply a conventional
metaphor for intersubjective experience. It is both. It becomes an embodied capacity for action,
developed through interactive engagement in exercises that bridge theoretical learning and
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practical application (Mauss 1973).
But containers are not neutral mediums. They encode implicit values. They enact
personal autonomy through a normative series of desirable exchanges between public and private
spheres (Weiss 2011). For example, containers reify authenticity as a scarce resource that must
be worked on to be achieved. Also, they encode play as a form of social privilege. Their pretense
of eliding social inequalities between people within a temporary zone of exception may
reproduce a potentially de-politicizing split between public politics and private consumer
choices. This, in turn, can reinforce both masculine cultural norms of risk-taking and men’s
assumptions that their insecurities are private and personal (rather than social and structural)
challenges to be overcome in secret. Finally, because they aspire to be semi-autonomous spaces
of exception, containers can exacerbate problems of authority and consent. For example, they
can potentially lead to abuses of authority, since consent could be suspended under the auspices
that whatever happens is ‘just for play’. Practitioners who want to opt out could potentially fear
being ostracized from the group in subtle or overt ways.
In containers, though, emotion work does not always go to plan. Rob described a client
who suffered a nervous breakdown during one of his bootcamps:
“There was a guy who came into [the bootcamp] who was an energy worker. He wasn’t part of
our event but he would speak to some of our students as the week went on. One of our guys did
[an] energy-work session [with him]. He came to the circle-ritual the next day, and it was the
most potent circle, full of anger and frustration, that I’ve ever been part of. The energetic field
that goes through the room got so strong and so hot that he ended up having a panic attack. It
looked like he was having a heart attack. He had this unfinished energy-work cocktail [that]
combined with the spice [energy] in the room. He was on the floor, shuddering, and we had to
find some help to ground the energy out of him. I thought it would be a hospitalization.”
For Rob’s client, vulnerability in the intimate setting of the men’s circle ran headlong into a
process (“unfinished energy-work cocktail”) of desensitization. The radically divergent demands
of the exercise erupted in mental dissociation, a fugue state, that looks a lot like hysteria.
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Section Two: Tuning In
Episode 2. August 22nd, 2015. Let me return to the Arlington hotel suite. After a lunch
break, the trainees help set up the room for the afternoon container. In many bootcamps it is
common practice for coaches to hire female models for the men to practice with. These women
mimic the reactions of a woman the trainee might meet out at a bar. They also give the men
feedback based on how they felt during the five or ten minutes spent interacting with them. Often
coaches try to establish ongoing semi-professional relationships with these women. More
nomadic bootcamps, like this one, may post recruitment ads on dating websites at their
destination. This time, Adam and Jeff hired three women from Arlington area using Tinder and
paid them each $40 per hour.
Working with models allowed guys to feel, and desensitize, feelings of social and sexual
anxiety so they can start to thrive with sexual tension. As Adam later explained to me:
“When we put a model in front of [the client], a pretty woman, suddenly his behaviors change.
He cocks his head this way, he shuts off here [chest], he goes in his head. I have her look right in
his eyes, and you’ll start seeing all these subtle communications start to happen—from the way
his jaw shakes, to the way his eye might start twitching. Things he’s not even aware of. I’ve got
to get him to become aware of how much anxiety is running [inside]. From that point, I have all
kinds of techniques to start desensitizing and reprogramming the nervous system so they feel
more. [It’s about] calming them down into [nervousness]—[first] opening them more, [to] feel
more—and then calming them down into it.”
Adam calls these “abreactions,” voluntary or involuntary micro-expressions lasting around 1/20
of a second, that can signal a range of emotions (Haggard & Isaacs 1966). I asked Rebecca, who
had worked as a model on a bootcamp once. She described it from a woman’s perspective:
“There was one guy in one exercise we did. There was just something about [him]… like a
pleasing thing. I was seeing it manifest in his chin being forward. First I perceived it
energetically, or emotionally, just sensing that ‘Oh, I feel like you want something from me.’
And then it was like, ‘Why am I feeling that way?’ And then looking at him, and thinking…
‘Puppy dog, with your neck forward,’ and just kind of tying it together. I told him that. And just
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him becoming aware of that, and adjusting… Once he caught [on] that the pleasing thing was
happening, and that the neck thing was happening, it was like he could adjust one and the other
would shift. And it just shifted for him. He suddenly was so much more confident. His chest
lifted. I remember him saying—it was just so beautiful, I loved it—‘I’ve been practicing my new
posture!’ He was just so thrilled around it. And it was just a simple observation that me and this
other woman could make.”
The model at the No Limits bootcamp is named Faith. Her eyes seemed like dark pools.
Her mouth and face looked playful but taut. Her gaze seemed aggressive. Adam says she had a
“Kali” energy—a “man-eater,” as he puts it. Kali is a Hindu goddess often associated with
empowerment as well as death and destruction. She is often represented dancing on her husband
Shiva who lies prostrate beneath her. Adam means Faith has a feminine dominatrix quality. Faith
replies with pert self-assurance, “I’m a kali—k-a-l-i.” “She cuts off guys’ heads,” Adam replies.
I was not sure whether he was being playful or trolling the guys to get them viscerally primed for
the exercise. “The kali is the dark side of the feminine,” he continues. “She gets them out of their
heads and into their bodies.”
First up is Ted. As trainees sit on couches in a circle, he approaches Faith from a few feet
away and says “Hi.” Adam faces the audience: “So, how do you [guys] feel in your body?
What’s the first feeling you get?”
Hakim: “Umm… [it feels like he has a] tight throat.”
Adam: “Did he feel awkward [or] did he feel connected?”
Mark: “Forced.”
Ted concurs: “It felt forced.”
Adam turns back to Ted: “Go ahead and step in a little closer [towards Faith]. Look into her left
eye. Now I want you to feel your heart right here as much as you can.”
Adam taps two fingers on Ted’s chest above his heart.
Adam: “I know you have trouble being aware of your emotions. So what I want you to do is
relax. You can’t control a movie, right? You can’t control actors, right, if you were a director?
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So if you were to ask an actor to do something, you just have to surrender and watch, and hope
that they do what you asked them to do. Same thing here. Ask your heart to open. And just
watch. What does it do? You may not notice anything, but ask anyways. And then ask it to
connect to her. And become aware of this part of your body [touches Ted’s chest]. Now shake
your right hand for me. Stay in the container, stay looking at her, don’t look away—that’s a
tension break. Ok, become aware of yourself right here [trachea]. Now ask the stomach to open a
little bit, just like a crack in a window. Now take a tube, like a little straw about yea long, and put
it right down here. Imagine you can drain out all that pressure that’s in your stomach. Just let it
keep draining. Can you feel the anxiety? Now, I want you to come back into your full throat and
ask your body to open up to her. Nod your head down. Start to create awareness from here to
here [touches Ted’s trachea and chest]. The anxiety builds. It will go away. Now as the heart to
open a little more.”
Adam takes Ted on an intimate tour of his body. He uses suggestible, permissive language—the
same kind of speaking style Zoe had told me about when she explained Rebecca’s seduction of
me—to direct Ted to feelings that simultaneously require and bypass his conscious awareness.
Like moths to a flame, I watch them spellbound from the couch alongside the other
trainees. Fear, regret, desire, disgust, self-consciousness, powerlessness, anger, and a desire to
escape are all exploding inside me at once. It feels like a dream. I cannot peel my eyes away.
Adam asks, “Did you guys see how he softened?” Turning back to Ted: “Say ‘Hi’ one more
time.”
Ted: “Hi.”
Adam: “Now hum for me.”
Ted: “Hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm.”
Adam: “Open your eyes. Your hum can come down. Down, down, down. There you go. Down at
the bottom. [To the room] strong defenses on this one. [To Ted] Now say another ‘Hi.’”
Ted: “Hi.”
Adam: “Where do you put anxiety?”
Ted: “In my head. It just stopped.”
Adam: “There we go. [To the room] he’s going to break very soon.”
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When Adam says “He’s going to break very soon,” he implies that Ted’s willpower is no longer
working for him. Instead, willpower seems like pure repression and inertia. Like a parasite,
inertia seems to usurp his ability to feel and his ability to make connections with others. Adam
promises that Ted’s transformation will come not through exertion but by surrendering to his
inner suffering.
Faced with the difficulty of breaking Ted down, Adam puts on some soothing music in
the background. It sounds like a meditation soundtrack, something you might hear at a day spa or
massage therapist’s office. He turns to face Ted.
Adam: “Allow the music to strengthen your heart. Now say ‘Hi’ to her.”
Ted: “Hi.”
Adam: “Now hum for me. Stay awake. Now, will you say ‘hi’ to her.”
Ted: “Hi.”
Adam: “It’s still forced. So we’ll come back into place.”
Ted’s stiffness surfaces as he confronts a felt dissociation, or shame, about repressed emotions. If
Ted is gaining access to his emotions and becoming aware of his body, he is doing so in a way
that is still distant. Said differently, Ted may be able to overcome a sense of alienation that
comes from masculine self-control; conversely, though, he may be reaffirming his sense of
alienation by performing his emotions through empathic techniques. Adam’s linear narrative—
will he surrender or not?—interjects his authority while erasing it, making it seem like Ted is the
sole author of his behavior. As Adam tunes Ted’s expressions, and Ted calibrates his own
feelings, we are left with a question: is Ted expressing himself or conforming to Adam’s
demands? More simply, is Ted being authentic or hypocritical?
The irony is that Adam says Ted is being truly himself in the very moment that he is
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physically manipulating Ted’s body. For example, Adam asks Ted to replicate gestures, sounds,
and qualities of feeling that Adam gives him. He wants Ted to embody these qualities with as
little separation as possible. So he closely regulates Ted’s breathing, body language, and vocal
pitch and tonality in an attempt to override Ted’s learned habits. He labels these conditioned
responses as inhibitions. In so doing, he naturalizes their otherness, makes what is familiar
strange, and prepares Ted to make changes. Adam is trying to transfer his feelings and
perspectives into Ted, to a point where his authority—and the inequality of the coach-trainee
relationship—disappears inside the body of the student who now seems to be interacting
naturally. Adam’s invitation to “surrender,” like his claim that we should feel pain without
getting “attached” to it, masks the artificiality of the container’s simulated intimacy. It produces
a sense of authenticity by fetishizing pain and coding it as a mark of masculinity’s truthfulness.
Yet Ted’s glimmers of hope (as when he answers Adam that he puts his anxiety “in his head,”
but that “it just stopped”) propose that he is starting to feel more empowered. We must take
seriously the possibility that a radical form of suppressing behavioral variations seems not to
restrict but rather to enhance intuition and feelings of creativity.
How is this possible? Adam maps the body of his client in such a way that the innermost
core of Ted’s person seems linked to elements beyond his conscious control. Adam seems to
know Ted better than he knows himself. While the minimalism of Ted’s performance seems
authentic, in fact Adam carefully edits the stage action by providing a recurrent exegesis of Ted’s
range of agency. Ted’s nervous abreactions are immediately named by Adam, who recognizes
them as a familiar pantheon of “nice guy” afflictions. Naming these sensations, as Adam does,
proliferates Ted’s awareness of feelings that live on the edge of consciousness. He seems lost in
these feelings, even as he represses them, so it is no longer clear who is driving whom. Intense
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physical sensations spill into consciousness but overspill it, in the same moment as Adam’s
words evoke new sensations in Ted’s body (Massumi 1995). Adam repeatedly draws the
audience’s attention to these points of crossover. He then focuses everyone’s attention on these
spots, amplifying their contradictions insistently with staccato rhythm that galvanizes Ted’s
energy by delaying the catharsis of resolution until it is searing hot. Emotional labor, as
Hochschild calls it, resists Ted’s attempts to harness it. It threatens to spin out of control.
Adam’s words become persuasive by positioning themselves in the gap between directing
Ted’s awareness and relaying Ted’s ability to feel his body and share that feeling with Faith. In
the end, Ted is listening to his body and interpreting his feelings as signs of his sexual identity.
Whether he succeeds or fails in channeling the feeling Brian asks is beside the point. What is
important is that Ted interprets his breath and his feelings as part of a gendered and sexed
identity that is suddenly awakening. He is not just feeling sexual excitement and nervous arousal
because Adam tells him to; he is feeling into his body because he is becoming the kind of man
he thinks he should be (see also Salamon 2010). For maybe the first time in his life, Ted feels
right about his desires. He also feels morally justified in undertaking an ethical kind of work on
himself: a work whose truthfulness is measured by his difficulty in rescuing the buried treasure
of masculinity from the stiff vault of his own body. Sensations and self-image start to merge into
a sense of a man with sexual power waiting to be tapped. In so doing, Ted’s ways of looking,
feeling, and speaking become at once conventional and self-expressive. Cultivating a feeling of
intensity that precedes cognition, Ted is practicing the ability to affect others and an openness to
be affected.
Episode 4. August 22nd, 2015. Like Ted, the other guys at No Limits had difficulty
balancing the firmness of intent and the suppleness of attunement. Sitting next to me on the
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couch in Arlington, Mark (the Italian-American from Long Island) whispers, “It was so crazy,
the amount of emotions in this fuckin’ room.” He continues,
“It felt like I [had] one part of my brain on [Faith], and my other half is thinking about you guys.
I’m having a hard time opening. I feel a blockage that stops up my chest and [the feeling of
opening] doesn’t go down to my belly. Yesterday, talking about where we carried our tension [in
our body], [the blockage] was in my chest. And today, when I stepped up to talk to [Faith], was
the first time I felt [the blockage] to up to my head. In my throat. I felt it.”
Fred, a bootcamp alumnus, replies: “It’s great, though, because once you start feeling that, you
start noticing it elsewhere [in your life].”
Hakim: “Dude, I felt like I was in the desert—my lips went dry, my throat got dry. I don’t think
when I go out [to bars] I’ve ever felt anything that intense.”
Mark: “I’ve never felt anything so intense. I think it had to do with being in the room with a
bunch of people. I’ve never had that much anxiety just going to talk to a girl before. My question
is, how do I practice this It’s interesting to feel the energy in my body, the tension. It’s freakin’
mind boggling. You know, to feel it.”
Hakim: “Now you’ve gotta go teach Pauly and Michael all this shit, Mark.”
Mark: “You can’t really teach this stuff! [laughs] The thing I can take away is [that] it’s
something to be mindful of. When you’re going out [to approach], to be mindful of it.”
Seemingly on the verge of losing control, these men’s emotions prove the psychological
strain that is being put into the container. Mark is not sure how he can hold onto the feelings he
experienced. Saying “it’s something to be mindful of,” he slips away from the body and into his
head as a safe space from which feelings can be shaped and assimilated into a coherent whole.
What Mark does not realize is that the efficacy of the container depends on its inability to be
formatted into meaning, narrative, and utility in ways he can control. As Brian Massumi notes,
willpower in this case is “subtractive,” meaning that it is “limitative, derived function which
reduces a complexity too rich to be functionally expressed (1995, 90; see also Grosz 1994). As
Mark’s worry shows, Adam’s technique might work but for cultural ideas of masculinity that
reward the domination of self and others. Instead of feeling rooted in the present, Mark is drawn
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towards a future that recedes before his eyes. This leads him to feel hyper-vigilant, rather than
relaxed (“surrender and watch,” as Adam tells Ted). The liveliness of everyday moods where
empathy lives hardens into crystals of worry, perfectionism, or private dysfunction (Stewart
2007).
Phenomenology has explored ways in which the body is not just the receptacle of cultural
meanings but an active medium through which the world is discovered. The body creates
meanings by improvising means of interacting with the world (Csordas 1995). Through bodily
mediation, cultural values can arise subjectively as objects for consciousness in ways that are
emergent, unpredictable, and often unintended (Merleau-Ponty 2013, Dewey 1997). Adam, for
example, names new terrains of bodily sensation. Changing the way his trainees move, talk, and
hold themselves changes how they see the world around them and how they understand their
own body’s potential (Wilf 2014). As Eitan Wilf writes,
“It is precisely in such a moment of rearrangement of corporeal schemata that the creative space
opens up and students have the opportunity—they don’t have a choice, really—to consider other
modes of improvising different from the standardized patterns they have been trained in” (2014,
182).
Adam allows Ted to feel embodied in ways he previously could not. At the same time, Ted and
Mark are learning the difference between the limits of their own desires and the possible
applications of those desires across a range of unforeseeable future contexts. By disrupting their
unconscious habits, Adam demands that his students create new “corporeal schemata” (MerleauPonty 2013) involving new attitudes, behaviors, and ways of seeing. This is not make-believe.
Ted is actively creating meanings through improvisation. By struggling to reconcile his feelings
with his coaches’ suggestions, he is being singularly authentic.
For example, Ted’s failure to perform (“So we’ll come back into place”) does not refute
the premise of the container. Quite the opposite. It stokes the trainees’ beliefs in Adam’s claims.
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Failure and resistance—whether in the intractable obscureness of their own bodies, or in the
alterity of other peoples’ intentions—offers the men a tangible sense of their calling to achieve
authentic masculinity. This feeling seems to precede mediation. The conceit of the container
reveals that it is thoroughly mediated. By holding together contradictory meanings of
masculinity, Adam becomes a “source[s] of knowledge of unthinkable possibilities” who
“stimulates the expression of impulse” (Siegel 2006, 82). As Siegel continues:
“When my words return to me through the oracle, I am unified again. I present a single face to
everyone. …Seen in this perspective, [magic] is an intermediary between [personal] impulse and
[external] authority, converting the first into the second” (2006, 84).
Faith is a necessary actor in this play. She is an external reference point for Ted and Mark’s
feelings of fear and sexual nervousness. By acting simultaneously as witnesses, as stress tests,
and as subaltern sex workers, she guarantees these men’s hopes of renewal.
Like MMG, the No Limits bootcamp is a bubble of self-belief. What guarantees its value,
besides Faith, is the audience of other men. It is their gazes, reactions, and relationships that are
the true object and catalyst of the men’s belief. Vicariously reliving Ted’s experiences allows the
other trainees to feel their own feelings in new ways, as objective and external entities. The
circuit of emotions that flows freely between coaches and trainees gives the performance an aura
of primeval, almost spiritual unity. This dynamic is described by William Ball, who writes,
“Through the medium of belief, [the spectator’s] consciousness transcend[s] to a state in which
he [is] in complete unity with something outside himself… [because he has] completely
surrendered to an identification with the actor’s belief” (2003, 11).
Belief grows as men transfer, project, and absorb their emotions in reciprocal ways, as
externalized forms named and recognized by others. Just so, Ted’s failure engenders the men’s
belief in the truth—even more, the necessity—of their coaches’ interventions.
The social dramas that take place in containers propose that what is finally at stake is to
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change the relations between trainees, who are suffering, and the people who surround them in
their everyday lives. The generative aspect of containers, as rituals of creativity, is that they
unfold in time (Wilf 2014, Agrama 2010). They arise out of the slack that is an irreducible aspect
of carrying out any rule whatsoever (Scott 1987). Ted is not pretending. Nor is he just replicating
his coach’s instructions. He needs to make spontaneous decisions about how to adjust, and how
to manage his emotions, to inhabit his coaches’ creative faculty as it unfolds in the moment. The
constraints of the container do not defeat these acts of individuality. Instead, they provide the
time and space for creativity to manifest in irreducible moments of interpretation, near misses,
and even flow. Problem is, the sense of identity they hope to cultivate through this kind of
training occurs only in the retrospective act of looking back. Like the myth of Orpheus, the
musician who could charm all creatures yet freezes his beloved Eurydice in the act of rescuing
her from the underworld, this gaze empties the encounter of its transformative intensity. Mark
and Ted are creating new forms of nostalgic masculinity through what Eitan Wilf—writing about
jazz musicians—calls “a complex and ongoing alignment of observation of the model with
action in the world” (Wilf 2014, 133).
No Limits treats the failure of communication as a resource, not a hindrance, for
commoditized forms of self-authenticity. Adam encourages Ted to use failure as an opportunity
to dispense with his rational faculties—do away with his plans and intentions—while
paradoxically exercising a heightened faculty of self-surveillance in order to surrender to feeling.
Failure thus becomes an opportunity for a transmutation of energy in a way that blurs metaphors
of play and investment. As with most self-help programs, this creates a big, inclusive tent that is
open to all seekers (Penny 2018, Halberstam 2011). It also provides a source of catharsis and
human connection that alleviates pressures in their lives, from loneliness to genuine crises. In the
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process, men are learning to generate their own flow, their own bliss, through tireless work to
reach a receding horizon of endless human potential.

Conclusion
Both the outer game of seduction routines as well as the inner game of confidence
training rely on socially-constructed scenarios that have extensive ethical implications. Through
a close analysis of containers, we see how men come to experience seduction as a project of
gender salvation. In containers, men acquire capacities which they believe allow them to express
their desires. Ambivalently placed between ideas of authenticity and manipulation, play frames
are a source of value for seduction coaches and their clients insofar as they bridge the domains of
efficient and self-expressive behavior by working directly with affects. In this chapter, we have
seen how containers work to reconcile rules with spontaneity in ways that create feelings of
masculine authenticity. The contradiction between instrumentality and self-expression registers
as a heightened form of feeling embodied—sometimes even as pain (as Joseph confided about
the “all sorts of interesting aches and pains he gets”)—that nevertheless promises these men a
tenuous horizon of agency (recall, for example, Paul’s cry in chapter three that “I need to get in
touch with this other aspect of my mind and my spirit”). The feeling of masculinity may act as an
antidote for everyday feelings of alienation. But it may be little help in solving underlying social
problems that give rise to their inhibitions.
While empowering them to be creative, containers can also defer any sense of closure in
a project of self-transformation. As with positive psychology, trainees can come to think that
whoever does not push themselves to their fullest potential is sick (Illouz 2007). They can make
men endlessly dissatisfied with themselves by foregrounding a sense that they could always try
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harder: not just to connect with others, but to make themselves into fundamentally connectable
people. In some cases men feel empowered by bootcamps. In other cases, they can feel their
inhibitions are redoubled. The notion of the body as a seat of creative and unpredictable, unstable
affect can mystify power. It can entrench the desire for power as a deeply-felt sense of what it
means to be a man. This, in turn, can lead some trainees to a quasi-fascistic pursuit of risk and
unreason for their own sake (Flanagan 2013, Klein 1993).
Seducers may turn watchful, constantly on the lookout for new inhibitions to master. In
short, despite their pretense to self-empowerment, bootcamps can also produce inhibitions. This
is because—as Mark alludes when he says “it’s something to be mindful of”—trainees feel
enjoined to constantly beware the constraining force of fear. Fetishizing the irrationality of
macho bodily affect and feeling compelled to control their successes through mental strain are
two sides of the same coin. One follows from the other. While containers allow men to replace
shame with feelings of validation through structured ways of going out-of-control, they also
represent a claim to power that is strangely ascetic, mentalist, and solipsistic.
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CHAPTER TEN - CONCLUSION: A Squeeze of the Hand

Episode 1. December 5th, 2015. On an unseasonably warm day towards the end of my
time with the MTG group, I take a stroll with Stephen, one of the coaches, to get lunch at ChickFil-A near Macy’s in midtown Manhattan where we had been daygaming. As we walk Stephen
solicits my advice about the program. What had I liked? What did I think could be improved?
Steven is planning MTG’s Spring semester. He feels ambivalent about this. He had been
involved in the community for a few years and confesses he feels bored. “The caliber of classes
is really aimed at beginners,” he says, “so sometimes I find myself falling asleep.” The founders
of MTG, who had originally developed the nonprofit as a personal project stemming for the
Landmark Forum, had gone on to other things like getting married and having kids. Stephen does
not feel the newer coaches bring the same levels of focus, passion, and commitment to coaching.
Adding to his woes, MTG had recently been kicked off Meetup and was forced to take up a niche
on Facebook. It is unclear if the group would be able to keep attracting new students this way.
By soliciting my opinions Stephen is also sounding out whether I want to volunteer as an
instructor for MTG. “I’m asking you because your level is intermediate-advanced, and we need
good guys with a variety of perspectives,” he says. I feel numbing ambivalence about Steven’s
sense that my “level” is “intermediate-advanced.” I had broken up with my girlfriend over the
course of the previous summer spent doing fieldwork. After twelve months of research, I feel
burned out. I am tired of going to seduction seminars. I feel viscerally sure that pickup is a
seductive but hollow promise if you are hoping for any kind of real intimacy in your sex life. My
fieldwork had become a weary pilgrimage, and the lines between researcher and researched were
getting blurry. As we eat chicken nuggets and waffle fries cooked in peanut oil, Stephen delves
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deeper into some of his ambivalence about MTG. He feels George tends dominate proceedings:
“It feels like he’s not as interested in helping and understanding guys’ specific situations, and
he’s more infested in being the center of attention. He’s a performer, he likes to be on the stage,
and I’m not sure that’s in the best interests of MTG to be honest.”
Stephen is confronting an organizational problem of the routinization of charisma (Weber 1978).
I tell him maybe a balance of personalities is a good thing. Since Stephen is lamenting the
demise of the old guard, maybe having a strong personality like George can help keep the group
ticking over in the meantime.
Episode 2. February 3rd, 2018. More than two years after my lunch with Stephen, I catch
up with Charles, the 66 year-old soundtrack composer, who is also an alumnus of MTG. I
connected with him via Skype while he was visiting his son in L.A. Over the past few years, he
tells me, the group has slowly fallen away. “Myself and the community of other members who
were most moved by it have been organically giving it CPR,” says Charles. He continues:
“Once every few months we breathe new life into it, and we hold an event, and then nothing
happens for a few months because there’s not enough financial support to the overall
organization. So, there’s a passionate group of men who have been in MTG, and who care about
it, but ultimately it’s like a house that nobody lives in or owns. There’s more cobwebs every time
we revisit it. It’s like a frat house. Somebody kicked a hole in the wall, and it’s still there, and
every time we get together it widens a little bit.”
Before L.A., Charles had temporarily returned to New York from a stint of traveling in Vietnam
to coach a bootcamp at MTG. He is hoping a new crop of coaches will breathe new life into the
group. Despite the influx, he finds the experience of coaching is personally unfulfilling—but for
a different reason:
“When I did [the bootcamp] before it just had this element of magic to it. But doing it this time,
it just didn’t have the same zing. A lot of these [seduction training methods] don’t evolve with
the times. It seemed a little bit old fashioned to me. They say they respect women, but it’s this
sort of quantitative bragging thing. It’s a low quality of relationship. If that’s where your mind is,
you’re just not going to get the great women.”
Because seduction alters the very chemistry of trainees’ desires, this presents them with
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specific challenges when it comes to relationships. Some of them pursue non-traditional types of
open relationships. Others become jaded and settle down. Others branch out into relational
practices that draw from New Age beliefs and lifestyle communities. This range of responses
sometimes conforms to macho ideals of sexual prowess. Other times it allows couples to carve
out a slippery toehold of equality by experimenting beyond the boundaries of monogamous
exclusivity. While most of my key informants have moved past the game, they value the lessons
seduction taught them. In the second half of this conclusion I consider sexual consent through the
lens of the 2017 #MeToo movement. I glimpse this unfolding drama through the eyes of
seducers. I also discuss the promises and pitfalls of seduction in ways that chart a path towards
more equal, fulfilling, and resilient intimacies.

Section One: We Found Love in a Hopeless Place
After the No Limits bootcamp ended I felt like a new man. I felt a level of energy,
centeredness, and confidence I had not felt since I was eighteen. Over the course of earning my
PhD I had grown skilled in manipulating words, ideas, and information in ways that felt glib.
Exploring social phenomena in depth, I discovered gradually, could feel surprisingly superficial.
I felt alienated from the fleshy sinew and the emotional marrow of reality. I wanted to cut
through the anesthesia of everyday routine. So I understood at a visceral level the gratitude that
seduction coaches can inspire among their clients. Something about the intense earnestness with
which coaches like Adam phrased their ideas and interacted with their students touched me and,
in a way, shamed me. My reaction was strikingly similar to what Asian American journalist
Wesley Yang describes when he attended a Jordan Peterson seminar (2018). Coaches like Adam
and Eli gave me permission to begin thinking about what I might become in a world that seemed
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to have lost its bearings, even as I had gambled with my own. They allowed me to ardently feel
what it is like for these guys to set out on a long path of personal regeneration (see also Lears
1981).
Seduction is social boundary-work that plays with transgression. Flirting itself relies on
titrating ambiguity into socially normative behavior to create a sense of intrigue. Paul, the
Occupy Wall Street activist, puts it this way:
“You have to break the [social] norms to understand the norms. So as pickup artists… we live in
those gray areas. There’s no right or wrong, it’s constant calibration. There’s no hard or fast
moral rule, you’re constantly thinking. It’s exhilarating, it’s addicting, it’s traumatizing.”
Paul proposes that transgression makes social boundaries visible. It is only through risk, failure,
and “constant calibration” that he comes to know the difference between what he wants and what
he finds morally abhorrent:
“Looking back, I can tell you, I’ve definitely had sex with girlfriends that didn’t want to have sex
with me. …Call me a rapist. Knowing how it’s supposed to look now [after learning seduction],
I’m like—wow, I am ashamed. I’m more ashamed of some things I’ve done in the past than I am
of starting a conversation with a stranger in the right way now.”
For Paul, learning seduction is like passing through the looking glass. If he feels empowered, he
also gazes back on his previous life as though it were a horror movie: the ignorant man who
rapes without knowing he is raping. In this way, Paul justifies seduction through Romanticist
ideas of creativity as a quintessential form of moral self-control: as a rebuke of bureaucratic
rationalization, and a refusal to follow established rules and external authorities (Gell 1998).
William James remarks that a concept proves its usefulness through the ease with which
it applies to reality (in Illouz 2008). Seduction is a useful servant and a terrible master. In this
dissertation I have argued that seduction asserts male power. But it does not have to. Seduction
reproduces inequality by means of techniques that “regulate social normativity through shifting
and flexible attitudes instead of rigid domination” (Weiss 2011, 15). The fact that seduction
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helps men feel empowered is not intrinsically connected to women’s oppression. The fact that
seduction is implicated in gender inequalities reflects that Americans live amidst myriad
inequalities. Each power relation supports others. They are interwoven like a wicker basket.
Defeating seduction—whether by stigmatizing its protagonists or by discrediting its gender
stereotypes—will not necessarily dissuade these men from seeking power. It will merely push
them underground, making their behaviors that much harder to understand and, thus, to address
in progressive, socially responsible ways.
As a set of strategies for capturing value, seduction exemplifies an ideology of
communication that best aligns with the fluidity of middle-class gender and sexuality in the
contemporary U.S. Seduction skills prepare their practitioners to be successful producers in latecapitalist economies that demand volatile, service-based, just-in-time knowledge work. Yet they
also mirror strategies of social reproduction in which their adult (if not parental) responsibilities
are increasingly elective and customizable. Increasingly today, young people get to get to pick
and choose their own models for family life and loving relationships (Coontz 2006). The
common stereotype of seducers as sexually insatiable signals not so much irreparable perversion.
More accurately, it reveals these men are short on confidence because they are starved for human
connections.
Seduction techniques protect men from fears of loss by hedging against the uncertainties
of human communication. They also allow them to play out a fantasy of self-completion. They
play out this fantasy through access to women’s bodies, but even more so by reshaping men’s
relationship to their own bodies. Despite its promises of liberation, seduction traps these men in a
paradox of self-authorship. They come to feel that self-transformation becomes palpable even as
it is deferred onto an ever-receding horizon. Seducers conflate self-actualization with self-
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control. They fail to recognize how important unfamiliar experiences are in giving them a sense
of happiness. As many trainees discover, masculinity becomes an achievable identity only when
the roots of its power, and the pain this power causes for others, are skillfully hidden from view.
They may find out that this mystification is not worth the cost.
After my fieldwork was over, I rethought things gradually. Maybe pickup and seduction
could help guys find meaningful relationships after all—just not in the way they originally
intended. Adam tells me,
“[When] you empower men to believe in themselves, to love themselves, to love the feminine,
[and] to be truly giving of the energies they want to receive—not giving to get which is what
nice guy syndrome is—they don’t have problems with women anymore.”
Over time, many trainees feel their desires are changing. Rohan, for example, had a committed
girlfriend when he took the No Limits bootcamp. When he came back to New York after the
weekend in Arlington, she noticed he had changed:
“She told me I was way more present, and way more open and available emotionally. I felt more
grounded, more in my body, [like] I can take on her emotions more, and pay better quality
attention to her. But that weekend kind of reminded me that I was still interested in sexual
conquest. Honestly, I think that is part of why we broke up. She and I were on a path to settle
down, and I went to that bootcamp, and it was like ‘I’m not ready to settle down yet.’ So [the
bootcamp] was a double-edged sword for our relationship.”
Like Rohan, some men prefer uncommitted (“open”) sexual relationships. Others find
satisfaction in polyamory. Others get burned out by sexual conquest and withdraw into
anhedonia, a numbing inability to feel pleasure in the face of compulsive behavior. (One ecourse for seducers, questionably titled “The No-Women Diet,” tackles this demographic). Still
others get disenchanted with the game and choose to settle down with “the one.”
I asked Rob, “Do you ever think this [training] is so heady that you could get lost? That
you could just lose your footing completely?” A smile flickered across his lips. He replied,
“I think that’s the hope. To relinquish the ego and its petty clothes, its earthly attachments. No, I
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kind of say that as a joke. On the one hand, I’m very curious and want to go far off into these
mystical realms and explore this oneness with all humankind, and these blissful states of peace
and love. I’m totally game for that. And on the other side, I also want to bring all of this into my
company, and do this kickass thing, and actually meet women, and relate to women, and have
men get their bodily desires fulfilled at the same time.”
Rob paints a picture that blends spirituality and hedonism. Likewise, in telling me his life story,
Richard (who is now in his forties, married, and works as a sex therapist for couples) told him
that his accumulated expertise enables him to feel love more easily and spontaneously:
“I don’t know whether it’s because I’m getting older, or because I’m maturing as a human being,
or what it is. But oh my god, it [happens] so often when I’m talking to a client, and I just feel like
saying ‘I love you.’ There’s just more and more times in my life where I have that feeling. It’s an
involuntary response on my part, [feeling] that ‘I love this person.’ And it could be [towards] a
friend [or towards] someone I encounter. I just… I have more love in me these days. I have more
feelings of ‘Oh my god, I’m deeply, deeply, deeply connected to this person’ in a fleeting
moment that then passes. And it isn’t like I decided to love people more. It’s this thing that’s
arising within me.”
Others expressed more ambivalence about treating seduction as a skill. For Xavier, for
example,
“[Seduction is] a rabbit hole. You’re always going to be fighting what’s mainstream and what’s
acceptable. How open-minded do you get? How far do you go? And when do you stop? Do you
stop? Is it a continuum? What age do I get married? What age do I have babies? I need to get to
know a lot of women, so that when one comes along that’s healthy and happy and beautiful and
creative and makes me feel positive and inspired, that I can say ‘I want you’ and that’s it. [That]
she blows my head off and that’s it.”
Xavier avers there is a pragmatic desire underlying his self-skilling; “I need to get to know a lot
of women,” he says. He thinks of seduction as a skill that future-proofs his relationships. Rachel
O’Neill calls it a “sexual apprenticeship, allowing him to gain experience so that he can forge a
successful relationship career in the long term” (2018, 36). Similarly, Zoe (whom we met briefly
in chapters four and eight) mentioned that seduction is useful for learning what she does not
want. As for Xavier, seduction is a means to make more empowering life choices because it lets
her understand and value that her desires go beyond sexual adventures:
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“I’m a total thrill-seeker. I get it. I’ve just had enough experience to see that it doesn’t actually
make me happy, or satisfied, or feeling good in life. That’s the difference [between pleasure and
satisfaction]. So after awhile, it’s sort of like ‘Ok, what’s the fucking point?’ [On the other hand]
there’s [a form of] genuine satisfaction that just sinks into your body, all the way through the
days of your life. That—I want that. And if I keep chasing that thrill, I just won’t get it. I’ll just
perpetually be lacking or wanting more.”
Despite Xavier’s ascription of a causal role between seduction skills and mental clarity, his and
Zoe’s ambivalence (“How open-minded do you get? How far do you go? And when do you
stop?”) suggests a more complex feedback loop between the means and ends of seducers’
desires.
Seduction does not just serve a preexisting sex drive. Instead, it actively shapes biological
drives to the grip of new desires. Many seducers come to desire new traits in a partner and
devalue old preferences. As Joseph puts it, “In order for me to feel completely met and inspired,
I want to be with a woman who’s undertaken a similar kind of journey to me. And they’re pretty
rare.” He continues,
“There’s a certain level of relating that I’m committed to. If I’m going to be in a monogamous
relationship, I’ve got to feel that there are certain things happening in it that make it interesting
for me. So my partner would have to be committed to a certain level of relating, and self-care,
and [lifestyle] practices, and depth, for me to really want to commit myself long-term. Otherwise
why would I want to give up my freedom, unless I feel like I’m really going to be met? So
there’s a certain level of loneliness [in learning seduction], because there’s only certain kinds of
relating that I feel inspired by.”
Joseph’s feeling of loneliness slides hand-in-glove with machismo. Adam, for example, confided
he had recently broken up with his Colombian girlfriend who lives in Miami. “She was sweet
and full of open Latin energy,” he said, but she was also “too small for my container.”
By contrast with Adam, Joseph, and Zoe’s difficulties finding a partner, Paul told me that
a friend of his is married but that he “still goes out and approaches just to keep himself in a good
mood.” For this friend, seduction seems like self-help for the rigors of married life. Similarly,
Daniel, the IT consultant whom we met in chapter three, told me how he reconciles his desire for
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committed partnership with the irrepressible lure of feeling sexually attracted to other women:
“I was just very ready to have a relationship that worked. And I [told my wife] ‘These are gonna
be the values [we have], otherwise I’m not interested.’ And luckily for me, [my wife] was on
board for that. What that means is that we’re sometimes open-ish, or monogam-ish, where we
celebrate each other’s attractions to others. And if she really wants to she could act on it, but
we’ve gotta talk about it every step of the way. We’re gonna process this out and be thorough
about it. We’re not the same as a lot of couples, I think. At least [we’re] not the same as my mom
and dad.”
Saying that from time to time they “celebrate each other’s attractions to others,” Daniel and his
wife acknowledge the ever-present possibility of adultery. Openly acknowledging what sex
therapist Esther Perel (2007) calls “the third” (the potential outside partner) of any couple
becomes a way of resolving the challenges of sexual exclusivity. For Daniel, open
communication and authentic self-disclosure become the container for him and his wife to
explore their desires without compromising the foundations of their marriage. They hope that
jealousy, insecurity, and possessiveness are tempered in ways that add spice to a marriage
without undermining its values.
Taken together, these anecdotes suggests the container becomes more than a training
strategy for winning sexual conquests. Daniel says the container can be used in any romantic
relationship—be it open, exclusive, or “poly”—to make it stronger, more dynamic, and more
fun. As George told me about his own polyamorous relationship,
“We have a completely honest and open relationship. She knows she’s allowed to do what she
wants, and I know that I’m allowed to do what I want. The cool part is that I’m honest about it.
There’s no lying. There’s never any cheating. There’s just honesty and truth.”
Polyamory reflects how therapeutic concepts like emotional intelligence and soft skills have
become increasingly central to sex in 21st Century America. While reflexivity may join economic
and emotional capitalism in ways that undercut the damaging myth of the soulmate (Illouz
2007), it may also offer millennial couples a chance to win greater happiness as a couple than
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their parents did. Or not. Regardless whether we take George’s words in good faith, he cannot
quite seem to get over hookup culture. This can potentially be empowering for both partners. On
the other hand, it might also be a way of subtly coercing women into intimacies they do not
really want by blackmailing them with the risk of losing their primary partner. For example,
Stephanie and Paul were also polyamorous. For Stephanie, the meaning of polyamory “just boils
down to having the ability to love more than one person at a time.” A few months after my
fieldwork had finished, I noticed a conversation thread on my Facebook news feed between Paul
and Stephanie. Things were not going well. In what became a very public breakup, Stephanie
accused Paul of emotionally coercing her into polyamory and to believing that she enjoyed it.
She was tired, she said, of living in this false idea.
Did I spend my years doing research on seduction communities with a feeling of sexual
confusion? In hindsight, the answer is yes. I spent roughly eight months being a player. During
this time I dated many different people. I have come to see it as a phase of sexual learning and
experimentation. I was learning what I like, what sex with different people was like, and what
traits and values I look for in a partner. I met plenty of people I did not like. I also forged
friendships that bring me joy to this day. At times I behaved in ways that were unfair to the
women I dated. While I am not proud of those times, I also think they were crucial in
understanding the qualities I value in a partner—especially in those gutting moments when I
myself failed to live up to those values. Seduction taught me the differences between desire and
satisfaction, between thrills and happiness.
Now I am in a serious, committed relationship. I am considering marriage for the first
time. Close friends have told me this is a pretty significant change from my outlook just a few
short years ago, when marriage seemed unthinkable and the horizon of freedom, adventures, and
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sexual opportunities with as-yet-unknown women seemed too good to pass up. Almost too subtly
to notice, what I want in life has changed. Now I see adventure as something that comes from
making the commitment to share my life with someone else. Now I see the value of someone
who brings joy, love, and a different perspective to my life every day. Now I see that happiness
must be shared with others for it to be real. And at the core of this relationship is a kind of
freedom that cannot be learned: the freedom to be weird. It is possible I would have found a
relationship that made me feel this way without having gone through seduction training. But I
would not value this relationship in the same way had I not experienced what my mid-twenties
version of sexual empowerment felt like. This shift is not unlike the stories my informants shared
with me when I caught up with them. I will share a few of them with you here.
In February of 2018 I contacted some of my key informants to find out how their lives
were going. After years of depression, daydreaming, and “getting in my own way,” Noah, the IT
services consultant, had left his corporate career and gone into real estate. However, he struggled
with professional networking and “selling himself” to get ahead. This triggered his depression
and gave him anxiety attacks. After getting on medications and joining Toastmasters, he started
two online companies, a public speaking coaching business and an online business selling socks.
He has not had sex in over two years. “My love life recently has been zero, a null event,” he
says. “But,” he adds, “My skills in seduction are still highly honed.” Knowing how seduction
works allows him to escape the macho myth of sexual prowess and make more empowering
choices:
“The lessons I learned were very powerful. In the past, when I’ve gone through these kinds of
[sexual] dry spells I felt massive levels of anxiety and stress. I was submitting to the masculine
ideals of having sex on a regular basis. And being more focused on work now, it’s like ‘Yeah, I
still wanna have sex. But I can do without it for now.’ In the end, sex is really important, but
having a good relationship is important too.”
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Charles, now 66, was visiting his son in L.A. when I reached him via Skype. “Most of
what I do is on my computer, so [location] doesn’t really matter.” Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam,
has become his second home. He is on a mission to find a Vietnamese woman in her thirties who
has a kid to settle down with:
“A lot of guys my age who wanna date younger women find themselves drifting over to Asia. If
you’re single, we all like to feel like we have options. You like to feel that you’re not over-thehill and irrelevant, and dating in New York starts to feel that way.”
Despite the difficulty of dating young women in New York, Charles feels it’s a “balancing act”:
“In New York you’re much more likely to find a woman who is successful, supports herself
financially, can hold her own in a conversation, and is generally sophisticated in terms of style,
confidence, and intelligence. I don’t want to sacrifice all of that, because I like that. In Vietnam,
the more traditional [women] are raised in such a way that you’re dating someone who’s not
your equal. Because the younger generation is exposed to social media, smartphones, and all of
that, they’re much more sophisticated in how they relate to men now. And there’s much more
social acceptance for [an older man] wanting to be with a young woman.”
It was obvious Charles was sexually attracted to Asian and Vietnamese women. But as we
talked, another issue seemed even more important:
“Part of the reason I like it over there is there are a lot of expats. I spent many years in New
York, and after all those years there’s really only a couple of friendships that have lasted. I’m
constantly having to reinvent my social circle again and again and again. It gets exhausting. And
it’s weird, but I feel like in the time I’ve been in Vietnam I’ve made better friends. The reason is
that you’re not one of a zillion people. You meet someone over there who’s American, or from
the UK or whatever, and you connect. It’s a more solid connection. Ironically, it’s easier for me
to make friends over there than to create a social circle in New York. In New York you’re lost in
the shuffle. One out of a million guys. It’s so hard to make an impact with people. It’s no picnic
getting older in America. [People think] like ‘Hey buddy, just go find a nursing home and
disappear,’ you know. And having a family in New York is pretty stressful unless you’re earning
mid-to-high six figures. Over there it’s much easier to [have a family] in a relaxed way.”
Charles talks about feeling anonymous, invisible, and lonely in New York. Ironically, being an
expat in Vietnam gives him a stronger feeling of community, identity, and belonging.
Paul was finishing up his PhD. He spent his free time organizing protests against the
Federal Reserve Bank to raise awareness for the National Emergency Employment Defense
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(NEED) act, including staging martial arts sparring and marijuana “smoke outs” in front of the
Fed. Paul arrived late to our follow-up interview. He walked with focused intensity, his shirt torn
around the collar. After breaking up with Stephanie and going through a spell of homelessness,
he tells me he has been in a committed relationship with a woman he met in activism for the past
two years:
“I’m pretty well over the game. [But] I’m not done using what I learned from [seduction
training] by any means. If you really play the game it’s gonna drive you crazy at some point.
You’re not really free until you’re over that desire or lust. A lot of that lust comes from
oppression, when you’re trapped in someone else’s house, or when you can’t date, when you’re
subject to very little [self] control. That’s when that lust is useful. That lust will get you out of
those situations where you’re confined. It’s not that my lust is gone. I still feel that pinch now
and then to get out there and game. Even when you’re in a relationship and you’re going through
bad times—when money’s tight, or things are stressed, and you’re not having as much fun as you
used to—that’s when that lust starts to kick in. But do I really want [to go out and game]? No.
It’s a difference in priorities.”
Despite having moved on with his life, Paul feels that he would not be where he is if not
for the lessons seduction taught him:
“There’s no way I could have gotten to this higher perspective without going through [seduction]
training. True sexual freedom is to be over the desire for sex. You find higher forms of love that
are more permanent and more stable. And I still use game in my relationship. The game makes
your monogamous relationship more fun. And she has a sense of satisfaction knowing that I
could be out there doing what I want, that I’m not dependent on her emotionally. I don’t need her
to make me feel like I’m desirable. She knows I’m choosing to be with her, that I’m not stuck
with her. I’m not afraid to move forward. I’m just enjoying [the relationship] more than I would
have before I learned the game. And I’m not trying to live the way my parents expected me to
anymore. I owe a lot of that to the game.”
Paul’s confidence and gritty optimism presented a stark contrast to his scruffy appearance. I
asked if he ever planned on having kids. “Definitely never kids,” he replied. “I need to focus on
myself. I’ve got my own journey, it’s never gonna end. I mean, I guess I could teach kids martial
arts… I’m obviously not the kind of person who likes expectations.”
After No Limits, Rohan felt inspired by Adam and Dave’s advice to hone his masculine
feelings by getting deeper into his body. The next stop on his journey was Israel, where he spent
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two months studying calisthenics, capoeira, and movement yoga with a fitness expert named Ido
Portal. When I reached him for a follow-up interview in 2018, Rohan was in Bali. Affecting a
masculine version of Elizabeth Gilbert’s travelogue Eat, Pray, Love (2006), he was living out a
life-long dream of being a digital nomad, kicking back while drawing income from his online sex
courses and part-time coaching gigs via Skype:
“I’m kind of minimalist in my needs. I just need my laptop and my phone and some clothes. And
then I basically decided, you know, there’s all these women whom I’ve had these transient
connections with—either we’ve had sex before, or we almost did—so I thought, ‘I’m gonna do a
tour of the country and just visit all these women one at a time. I’m turning 30 this year. I feel
like I’ve had a lot of sexual experiences that I’m grateful for. I have zero interest in one-night
stands. I still like the idea of variety, but I do feel like I’m ready for a more committed
partnership, ready to find the mother of my kids, that kind of thing.”
Although he was enjoying his travels, Rohan felt a bit lonely. The other expat tech bros in Bali
seemed only interested in hooking up with fellow female travelers. They were always “cycling
through” and never staying for long. On the other hand, he added, “Women aren’t really my
priority right now. I haven’t had sex in almost two months, and I feel ok. It might just be a new
phase in my life.” He is more focused on building his career, securing his financial future, and
building the foundation for a family when the time comes.
For Gad, coaching students has become a hobby. Although he makes some money from
an online seduction training course, his main source of income comes from his work as a real
estate agent. He still loves coaching, and continues to teach occasional dating seminars at
Footsteps, a New York-based nonprofit organization that helps escaped Jews from
ultraconservative religious sects acclimate to secular society. “Like an anthropologist, I love
understanding [dating]. I love teaching it and seeing someone go, ‘Oh, wow!’ I really love
helping the person. I feel like one day what I do will be taught in the mainstream.” His oldest
daughter is in college. He keeps up friendly relations with his ex-wife whom he divorced after
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leaving his Hasidic community in Brooklyn. He recently came out of a short-term relationship:
“We were good friends, and decided to get into a relationship, but we knew it wasn’t going to
last long because we’re at different places in life. I’m single, I’m dating, and when I find the
right one I’ll find the right one.”
Two years later, Daniel is still married and monogamish. “What’s changed in the last
couple years is that we’ve acted on that [desire],” he says:
“[My wife] has hooked up with a previous lover, and we’ve dealt with the [emotions] that have
come up for me through that. And I’ve also gone on a Tinder date. Neither of us has had sex with
others, although it’s been totally available. Just the [mutual] acknowledgment of what is, of our
desires, relieves the tension of it. It allows that energy to re-funnel back into the relationship.
[Whereas] restricting what is, in whatever way, has it grow to become a monster. Those desires
are appreciated and allowed to be present in our relationship, which supports the relationship and
has further solidified our relationship.”
For Daniel, embracing non-monogamy actually secures the values of his marriage by creating a
conversational medium for an open and honest conversation about his desires. He still loves
coaching, but says that his priorities have shifted. As with Gad, “it’s become more of a hobby.”
It is harder to find time, Daniel says, and the financial rewards of coaching are more precarious
than holding down a stable job.
After everything, seduction works. It works in the sense that it has allowed these trainees
to commodify intimacy. But male power has not necessarily given them what they are looking
for. Even if they do have a stronger sense of their own masculinity, many of them still feel lonely
and alienated. They want to make a bridge between themselves and others; but seduction
training, by and large, has just widened the valley. That is because seduction training relies on
the commodification of themselves and of women. When you are stuck in a world of male
power, accelerating the commodification of relationships tends to breed unhappiness. By
focusing on themselves first, they never achieve self-actualization (Maslow 1968). While they
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may feel more critical of gender and sexuality, their search for an answer has led them into
groups of similarly rootless seekers. Either they come to terms with that alienation or they
abandon the game. For the most part, the men I studied reside in ambiguity and searching. They
have learned how to score, but they have not necessarily learned how to love.

Section Two: Some Recommendations for Consent
Many of these seducers have moved on from the game. At the same time, equally many
think men need seduction skills now more than ever. “I think there’s a tremendous need for
[seduction] training, I really do,” says Charles. He continues, “An enormous number of guys just
have a big wall [and] an enormous amount of anxiety around meeting women. But,” he adds, “I
think [the training] really does need to change.” Likewise, for Gad, the macho myth of the
pickup is deeply damaging. On the other hand, he says that mainstream discourses about sexual
harassment have a problematic tendency to conflate male assertiveness with abusiveness:
“Most people believe that a man [who] is assertive and takes charge translates as being more
aggressive and less respectful of women. I think it’s the other way around. People who are
behaving in a non-respectful manner fall into two camps. Either they’re being totally out-ofwhack aggressive. Or they’re being overly ambiguous, trying different ways to manipulate
people. I say [to my clients], ‘Be up front, say what you want, be assertive.’ Assertive is not
aggressive. Assertive is being clear. A lot of the issues regarding a lack of consent [stem from]
when everything’s kind of up in the air, [wondering] ‘What’s really happening here?’ So when I
coach men, it’s mostly about [emphasizing] that you have to push forward, you have to make
your intentions clear. Yes, moving forward actually helps both sides, because both people are on
the same page.”
Game helps men translate their private desires into suitable social forms. Gad claims this clarity
creates a more equal playing ground between men and women. He continues,
“I think [the #MeToo movement] is a good thing for so many reasons. Now you find out how
much [harassment and assault] are happening. It’s horrific. And I think without this movement,
some of these abuses wouldn’t come out. But people who don’t have guidance may feel a bit
more immobilized because they really don’t know how to act. In the short term, [#MeToo] may
make it a little bit harder for men and women. Because if guys feel more inhibited, and afraid to
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make a move, it’s gonna hurt the women as well. And then there’s the opposite problem. Some
women take it to the extreme, and then guys will feel like ‘No matter what I do they’re going to
call me a rapist, so I don’t give a shit.” It definitely paralyzes the people who don’t feel confident
in their dating skills—both men and women.”
Paul agrees with Gad about the importance of the #MeToo movement. For him, seduction
is the cure. He sees game as a tool for demystifying exploitation and asserting self-resilience
amidst myriad intimate, political, and economic abuses:
“We need game more than ever in this age of massive abuses. We need people to understand
normal versus abusive behavior. Rape is there—it’s real—but it’s a two-way street. It’s even
harder for men to come out and talk about female-on-male abuse; it’s more of an emotional thing
than physical abuse and men feel shame about that. Teaching guys how to get out and hit on
women is not the cause of this rape culture by any fuckin’ means. Game is the solution. Game is
how you understand rape culture and how you build cultures of consent instead.”
For Paul, getting skilled in mediating intimacy helps men realize when they’re abusing others’
trust—or when their trust is being abused by others. Other seducers take more care to distinguish
between pro-feminist seduction training programs and the more misogynistic enclaves of the
manosphere. As Rohan says,
“I think No Limits is just a cool community of guys. They mean well and they teach sustainable
practices—things that aren’t misogynistic. I’m drawn to masculine father-type figures, guys who
really have their shit together and can support a family. I see them as mentors.”
Seduction techniques promise a partial, flawed, and sometimes selfish way of gaining intimacy
when traditional expectations around gender, sex, and desire seem irrevocably compromised.
As I have argued throughout this dissertation, flirting is embodied through playfulness
and nuanced ambiguity in words, tones, and gestures. Ambiguity veils the intentionality of desire
and complicates objective claims of truth or deceit. Ambiguity also acts as a convenient cover for
the politics of anti-feminist backlash (Faludi 2006). While it may be easier to stop overt acts of
physical aggression and violence, harassment relies on subtle cues and many nonphysical actions
that may cause psychological harm while resisting objective interpretation. Moreover, the
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positionality—including the race, class, and gender—of the accused may influence whether the
recipient of the unwanted attention views it as harassment in the first place (Giuffre & Williams
1994, Duneier & Molotch 1999). This was emphasized during a media controversy in 2014 when
a nonprofit organization dedicated to fighting street harassment, Hollaback, released a self-shot
video of a white woman walking around the streets of New York. The video shows her being
catcalled by a series of black or Latino men with their faces blurred out (Nielsen at el. 2014).
While the video stoked outrage over the seeming normalcy of women receiving unwanted
attention from men, other viewers pointed out that it might encourage racist views of nonwhite
men as oversexualized, deviant, and predatory (Tufekci 2014).
Assessing abusive behavior is biased by profound socio-economic inequalities. The
WHO reports that tendencies to harassment may stem from structural inequalities that intersect
with gender such as poverty, substance abuse, a lack of education, and a history of family
trauma. These are precisely the problems that many blue-collar men in the United States grapple
with as they find themselves sidelined by the tech-driven economy. While #MeToo has skimmed
the cream off the privileged elites, the rank-and-file may see abuse not as an indulgence of power
but rather as compensation for social insecurity. Viewed through the lens of the “politics of
injured masculinity,” harassment compensates for their losses in the worlds of work and family
life by acting out their frustrations (Kimmel 2017, Carroll 2011). Under these circumstances it
seems naïve to imagine a day without sexual harassment in a nation, such as the U.S., that is
stricken by such profound and enduring inequalities of race, class, health, education, civil rights,
and wealth that seem only to get worse. This is because gender is not an isolated social construct.
Gender only means something through the lived experience of other social variables that give
people a sense of identity.
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In a society that takes for granted a set of liberal concepts like autonomy, freedom, selfcreation, and endless productivity glossed with optimism for granted, it becomes important to
ask why men feel a need to seduce. What assumptions does seduction entail? And what
alternative kinds of intimate relationships are possible? Long held up as the gold standard for
sexual consent, “No Means No” implies the only thing men must do to get sex is to avoid the
other person saying no. This puts men and women in oppositional stances. In the U.S., this most
often means reproducing the sexual script familiar from any Hollywood romantic comedy: that
men are the pursuers and women are the gatekeepers of sex (Leek 2015, Friedman & Valenti
2008). More importantly, it means men and women are no longer communicating on equal
terms. As gatekeepers, for example, women are attributed the power to shut down sex; by
implication, however, they are not necessarily allowed to voice their own desires. Similarly, if
men are the pursuers, then they are not supposed to be nervous, unsure, or vulnerable around
their partner in a way that allows them to feel emotionally intimate. No Means No assumes that
male-female miscommunication is natural, just the way things are.
In the past twenty years mainstream consensus has shifted away from No Means No
towards affirmative consent, or “Yes Means Yes.” This means that rather than avoiding a no,
each person must objectively solicit the other person’s boundaries (“yes” or “no”) for any sex act
to be mutually consenting. This is a more sex-positive vision of consent. It forces partners to
communicate about what they want (Friedman & Valenti 2008). But it also smooths over the
lines between desire and permission. This is tricky territory. The space between desire and
consent is a mine-field littered with wanting to make a good impression; wanting the other
person to feel ok; wanting what you think is best in the situation (even if you do not actually
want what is being offered); wanting to have an adventure; or wanting to be taken by a pleasant
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but unexpected surprise. Advocates have hailed it as a safer model of safe sex. Critics say it still
posits consent as a binary zero-sum game (Grigoriadis 2017). For them, it presents more of a
bureaucratic than a realist take on human behavior (Gersen & Suk 2016).
Affirmative consent implies getting a verbal “yes.” But it can also refer to other evidence
of a person’s willingness, anything from a smile or a moan to a mutual caress or the other person
getting naked. Consent must be conscious and freely given. Most importantly, these examples
suggest it should involve the participation of both people. As such, securing enthusiastic consent
does not necessarily undo the macho mythology that sex is about getting to yes. Nor does it face
down the social power imbalances which contextualize sex; for example, the fact that many
women who say yes may be doing so in contexts of oppression or unequal bargaining power
(Halley 2015). “Sexual consent isn’t like a lightswitch,” writes Jaclyn Friedman (2010). One’s
consent is not necessarily always “yes” or “no.” Like the mercury in a thermostat, it often flows
somewhere in between. You might feel alternately curious, desirous, nervous, or tumescent with
the anticipation of sex. You might even want to be dominated, or to dominate our partner
sexually. Affirmative consent recognizes, but does not solve, problems like coercion,
manipulation, and unwanted persistence.
Yes, seduction blurs the lines between consent and manipulation. Some guys wield it as
an exploitative way of carving notches on their bedpost. Others value it as a rebooted model for
male coolness in an age where flirting, relationships, and the meaning of manhood are in flux.
They see seduction as a way of having fun, feeling confident, and hoping to stimulate women’s
desires.32 Despite its abusive potential and antisocial consequences, saying that seduction itself is
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For example, sex researchers have shown that whereas men typically feel desire before being
sexually aroused, women often need to be aroused before they feel desire (Bergner 2013).
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the problem is not the most effective way of solving consent. I have argued that pickup has
declined under the weight of its own contradictions and tangled gender politics. Seducers’
desires and insecurities stem from deep-seated inequalities between men, as well as between men
and women. Addressing these inequalities at the levels of culture, politics, economics, sex, and
familial intimacies are what is needed to move the needle towards greater gender equality.
As Jessica Valenti rightly suggests, “[The #MeToo] moment isn’t about romance, it’s
about abuse. Perhaps the fact that so many people can’t tell the difference is part of the problem”
(2018). For millennials and generation Z, harassment lives on a spectrum of injustices including
structural violence, trigger warnings, and micro-aggressions. Enabled by social movements like
Black Lives Matter and Occupy Wall Street, awareness has grown that sexual assault is rampant
on college campuses (Grigoriadis 2017, Kipnis 2017). A great deal of nonconsensual sex on
campus happens through acquaintance rape caused by what sociologists call weak links or “innetwork strangers” (Grigoriadis 2017). This is epitomized by so-called “rape by fraud,” where
consent can be anulled if one person claims to be something or someone they are not (Dougherty
2013). Conversely, for most universities, believing you have been raped is taken as a sign that
you have been raped (Grigoriadis 2017). As Laura Kipnis points out,
“This cult of feeling has an authoritarian underbelly. Feelings can’t be questioned or probed,
even while furnishing the rationale for sweeping new policies, which can’t be questioned or
probed either” (2017, 2).
This complicates victimhood. Are accusers standing up for their rights and unmasking the
gendered double standards of liberalism? Or are they acceding to a politically-correct
moralization of sex, enabled by administrative paternalism, that makes women into fettered
guardians of sexual morality?
Interpersonal abuses are not limited to sex and gender relations. They transect the many
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public and private institutions that knit together our civil society. Harassment is a negative byproduct of group dynamics when behaviors and social norms are in flux and miscommunication
is rife. Affirmative consent is an important step in the right direction. It seems to fit an emerging
zeitgeist among generation Z that sharing—which might look to older generations like oversharing—is important. It reflects one of the reasons I have written this dissertation. Publicizing
what seduction techniques are and how they work is important so women (and men) can learn to
recognize not only when rape is happening, but also when they are being asked or placed in
many types of situations against their consent.
In view of changing generational norms about sharing and transparency, Yes Means Yes
is a good thing. For one, it encourages young people to shun the old idea that sex is shameful.
This is a particularly empowering message for women who far too often are socialized to be
polite to the point of not wanting to tell pushy guys “no.” It can also lessen their fear of being
physically hurt by strange dudes who may approach them with intentions that seem unclear.
Moreover, it brings sex in line with legal standards on other issues. No one can take your purse
without your consent. No one can use trespass on your property. Smartphone apps with obscure
end-user license agreements that no one reads still must get your agreement. No one would so
much as expect to force you to have a cup of warm tea without your consent. As Vanessa
Grigoriadis quotes a prominent sexual assault researcher,
“Right now, America’s legal theory on assault says every person is consenting to have sex with
any other person at any time and in any place until he or she says no. You have to prove that you
didn’t want to have sex with that person in that moment. And if you can’t, well, all good” (2017,
123).
Most Americans do not live in an orgy every waking minute, so this is a truly bizarre legal
standard. It says a great deal about the power vested in ensuring men’s access to women’s
bodies; in particular, the idea that when a supposedly irrepressible male sex drive meets even a
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semblance of female desire, then consent to sex must surely be inevitable (Kipnis 2018).
At the risk of romanticizing sex, consent places a limit and implicit value on a quality of
experience whose meaning exists precisely on playing with limits (Foucault 1977, 30). Debates
about consent are debates about the limits of saying anything about ourselves faced with an
experience of sensory synesthesia that dissolves the boundaries where I end and you begin.
Maybe that is why Americans sometimes refer to an experience of seduction as proof of “animal
magnetism,” referring to something intuitive, primal, and beyond words. Speaking to the men at
the Raw Masculinity bootcamp in chapter seven, Richard puts it this way:
“My belief is that this concept of ‘Yes means Yes’ is the emotional burial ground of people who
are disconnected. Your sexual power is not dangerous. But your inability or your unwillingness
to feel another human being is [dangerous]. So if you’re not willing to do what it takes to turn
your cortex off [and] to get your goals out of the way, you will be a bull in a china shop, and you
will have the potential to do damage. I don’t want you walking around thinking your sexual
desire is harmful. Your inability or unwillingness to feel is what’s dangerous.”
In his critique of Yes Means Yes, Richard suggests that consent is to intimacy like tolerance is to
acceptance. Tolerance can be defined as a negative freedom (“freedom from”), a reaction to
another person’s presence in your environment. Acceptance is an affirmative freedom (“freedom
to”), which starts from assuming another person’s membership and belonging in a group (van
Quaquebeke et. al. 2007). The two are not opposed. They talk past each other.
Richard points out that consent regulates language, whereas the real problem lies in
tackling sources of disconnection and alienation in everyday life that cause people to put up
walls so that they feel reluctant or unable to empathize with others. As I have explained, this is
also a problem that seduction poses for its practitioners. Men in seduction communities do not
feel sexually empowered despite their social, economic, and political privileges as a gender
category. Seduction helps them feel able to express their desires in the face of shame and
feelings of inadequacy. This is not necessarily incompatible with feeling empathy for others and
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respecting their personal boundaries. Some men learn seduction because they feel unable to ask
for what they want. And taken at face value, that need is a key plank of any progressive sexual
politics, whether for women or for men. Of course not all men are rapists. Nor is being socially
or sexually nervous necessarily a bad thing. But any view that presumes men should not be
invited into a conversation on how they can express their desires more adequately, in more
empathetic and socially accepted forms, is as inadequate to solving the problem of sexual abuse
as a viewpoint that sees women as only and always the victims of abuse. If stigmatizing
seduction becomes a way of sweeping the truth of men’s and women’s sexual needs under the
carpet then it will only burnish the mystique of seduction in the eyes of insecure guys.
So, what can be done to create widespread adoption of consent? Changing laws and
human resources training are necessary but insufficient steps. What seems needed is a mix of
solutions. This includes awareness, training, and legal recourses and protections for victims. It
also includes changes in sex education, media, and common-sense views of sex that parlay their
way out of courtrooms and into people’s private desires. In chapter three, for example, I noted
that some seducers feel the need to charm women because they believe women do not like sex.
This can lead them to believe “That a lukewarm yes is all they’re ever going to get” (North
2018). The appeal of seduction is rooted in addressing sexual shame, and so is #MeToo. If the
needs of both movements are to be successfully addressed, then education, enforcement, and
widespread adoption of sexual consent must be coupled with shifts in popular culture that
encourage men and women to see women as sexually empowered; as entitled to own and express
their sexual pleasures, their desires and dislikes, as much as men. Against Richard’s view, I take
the position that explicit verbal consent—Yes Means Yes—creates a container where people can
experiment with the limits of their desires inside a space of trust.
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One important step might be to broaden the availability of consent education classes.
These classes teach boys and girls how to recognize and avoid toxic masculinity; how to suss out
environments where they might be at risk; and the differences between telltale signs of
manipulation versus gestures that are more typical signs of sexual attraction. More importantly,
they treat people as learners who can and should be proactive about their sexual desires rather
than just reacting to situations. They teach boys and girls to actively think about what kind of sex
they want (something that many boys and girls have not really stopped to consider). Classes have
even sprung up that teach high school students “Porn Literacy,” including how to talk about
issues like gender, sexuality, aggression, consent, and body image issues. This is a classic baitand-switch. Course outcomes are designed not just to make teenagers savvier about porn but
primarily to use porn as a medium through which they can learn about the importance of consent
and the ways in which sexism is linked to sexual harassment (Jones 2018).
Straddling activism and academia, there are also more and more seminars that teach men
about the uses and abuses of masculinity. Halfway between group therapy and participatory
action workshops, these seminars teach guys how social constructs of masculinity harm them and
those around them. Regardless whether what they are teaching is effective, these seminars speak
to an important point. Our cultural values and definitions of masculinity must change. As Simone
de Beauvoir writes, “No one is more arrogant toward women, more aggressive or more
disdainful, than a man anxious about his own virility” (2011, 13). As I learned firsthand through
my research, it is incredibly hard for men—especially able-bodied white men—to see the sea of
privilege in which they are swimming. Men should learn to have access to their emotions—
especially when those emotions, like fear, sadness, and vulnerability, are not recognized by the
bro code—in ways that let them experience richer, more vibrant, and more sustaining friendships
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and intimacies; but not at the expense of others. They should also learn to get more proactive
about housework and child-care. Machismo rests on stories made up about masculinity. Men
behave as if these stories are real until they are allowed to acknowledge that they are not.
How can flirting be made fun in ways that do not cause trauma? How might the power
dynamics of gamification be inverted? One way is by making the familiar strange. To be clear,
seduction can and does weaponize subversion and exploit people’s vulnerabilities in ways that
perpetuate predatory machismo. On the other hand, seduction training sometimes uses
subversion to enable critical learning and emotional reflexivity that have therapeutic effects. It
can help men deconstruct the paradoxes of masculinity by picking apart its component parts,
leaving it dismantled so they can see it for what it is. It can help men as well as women read
through the heterosexual matrix of male power and take up positions outside its grids of
legibility and compulsion (Butler 2004, 3). To that end, Americans should advocate sex-positive
values for men and women that reduce sexual shame and emotional numbing; advocate for men
and women to clearly express their desires; and de-couple heteronormative masculine identities
from desires for female sexual submissiveness.
Another solution is to legalize sex work. That is because some of the more pernicious
elements in seduction training might be neutralized if men and women had consensual avenues
to pay for sex and receive the warmth of human touch. For this reason, it may even be beneficial
to encourage the greater mainstream acceptability of learning dating skills. Abuse festers in
secrecy. Legalizing sex work recognizes the deep human yearnings that soft skills work to solve.
It allows people to learn these skills in more responsible and respectful ways. This is a lot like
arguments for lowering the drinking age to 18 to fight binge drinking and drunk driving. Along
these lines, if “Affirmative Consent” were a class that all Americans had to take in college, many
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men might turn away from some of the more unethical rituals that happen in seduction
communities.
The most powerful solutions, though, will come from broad social changes that recognize
how sex and intimacy are inextricably fashioned inside economic, political, and kinship
structures. People should improve their dating lives by getting more involved in their
communities, and by putting their attention on things that matter to them that have nothing to do
with sex. When people connect with each other around issues they are passionate about they end
up attracting people like them. At a political level, Americans should work to strengthen local
communities; reinforce and extend civil rights and affirmative action policies for women and
minorities; make it easier for parents to take paid parental leave; and provide comprehensive
social safety nets including employment guarantees, investments in education, universal
healthcare, a livable minimum wage, and social services for young and old people alike (Press
2018). Strengthening communities nurtures civil discourse, counteracts polarization, and allows
wisdom and a resilient sense of identity to be passed on from older generations to young people.
It also gives people a measure of freedom from the dictatorial constraints of the capitalist
workplace on people’s health, personal and sexual boundaries, and very sense of identity
(Bhattacharya 2018).
Remember Roosh from chapter six? In Don’t Bang Denmark (2011), a self-described
“Hater travel guide that reluctantly teaches you how to meet Danish women,” Roosh
inadvertently discovers that women might be more responsive to his negging techniques when
they are feeling socially and emotionally vulnerable:
“A Danish person has no idea what it feels like to not have medical care or free access to
university education. They have no fear of becoming homeless or permanently jobless. The
government’s soothing hand will catch everyone as they fall.”
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His takeaway? “America is great if you have money, but Denmark is great for everyone” (in
Zuckerberg 2018, 138). Everyone except Roosh.
Has this patriarchist leopard changed his spots? Consider Roosh’s own answer:
“For hundreds of thousands of years, women have sought to marry powerful men with strong
financial means in order to live a comfortable life (or to merely survive), but in Denmark this is
not at all necessary. Danish women don’t need to find a man, because the government will take
care of her and her cats, whether she is successful at dating or not. Her quality of life won’t be
negatively affected if she happens to remain single until death, whereupon her cats will inherit
her possessions according to Danish law.”
As Roosh insinuates, a combination of democratic socialism and cultural feminism means
Danish women are “Less willing to change their behavior by adopting a pleasing figure or style
that’s more likely to attract men.” The frustrated sex tourist has little to do but vent his spleen: “I
had so much resentment toward Danish women that I tried to destroy as many of them as I could
in order to make the world a better place” (in Zuckerberg 2018, 138-9).
American women can still be gamed, Donna Zuckerberg surmises, “Because they rely on
men for financial support and emotional validation” (2018, 139). More than ever, women in
America feel encouraged to become anything they want to be. Undercutting this boost of
confidence, they are also receiving the message that what they look like matters more than any of
the new work and leadership opportunities they face (Miller 2018a). An “inability or
unwillingness to feel” connected to another human being, as Richard put it, is due to patriarchal
social norms. But not only this. It is a toxic by-product of how male power interacts with our
personal, everyday desires and insecurities in a country where health, security, and community
are fast becoming expensive commodities rather than basic rights.
Many seduction trainees are trying to seduce women when what they really want is to
feel good about themselves. Love and intimacy may change them. But changing themselves
cannot be their reason to love, or else they will reap nothing but loneliness and pain. I propose
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the faults of seduction training lie more in its tendencies to oversimplify than with an inherent
telos for abusiveness. Like self-help, seduction tends to oversimplify complex human matters in
the effort to “fix” things. It also tends to presume that people are more perfectible and more
transparent to themselves than they really are. Do people really know what we want? Do they
ever truly know themselves? The readier they are to answer these questions, the slower they
should be to foist their interpretations onto others. Humans excel in adapting to circumstances. If
adaptation is our species trait, then objectifying their private yearnings seems like a hopelessly
naïve, redundant, and even narcissistic exercise in seducing themselves.
Over the course of my research, seduction’s relentless focus on male hierarchies began to
affect me. I began to worry about my friends’ and cousins’ life accomplishments. I felt jealous.
What was I accomplishing by hanging out with this motley crew of lost souls? I seemed to have
lost some of my moral autonomy. On the other hand, after my research was over, I suddenly
found myself making more new friendships with women than with men. Although I got burned
out from research, I wonder if being exposed to seduction training for so long also allowed me to
appreciate levels of emotional vulnerability and self-disclosure that many American men have
trouble accessing. Many men feel shame around their repressed emotions. They suffer in private
and feel unable to share. While seduction training can exacerbate this shame, my informants also
suggest that in the long run the benefits of training might help them feel increased empathy for
others, as well as the confidence to express and share their own vulnerabilities. As Mark Manson
writes in his blog post “My Life as a Pickup Artist” (2010), “You can judge a self-help
movement by how many people leave it. If people are leaving it, then it’s doing something
right.”
Neil Strauss wrote his follow-up to The Game—titled The Truth: An Uncomfortable Book
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about Relationships (2015)—ten years after he dragged the pickup artist subculture into
international notoriety. Truth was an effort to disentangle himself from his empire of seduction
training courses. As Lawrence, the coach we met at the start of chapter six, remarked pithily,
“Neil really cares about the development of guys, he genuinely cares about it. But his paycheck,
his bread and butter, is [guys saying] ‘Yo dude, you wrote The Game. What do you mean you’re
not doing the pickup thing anymore?’ And if he says no to that, he’s literally going to be
throwing multiple seven figures out the window.”
The first edition arrived in my mailbox during fieldwork. The jacket displayed kitschy goldembossed puzzle pieces on imitation leather as well as a fake silk tassel almost like a bible. I
remember reading it with morbid intrigue and rapt attention. In the book, Strauss charts his
journey from New York Times reporter to pickup artist. He finds love only to discover he is
incapable of having a committed relationship.
To solve this he seeks out a carousel of sex addiction therapists, psychoanalysts,
sexologists, New Age gurus, post-hippy spiritual communes, and orgiastic party people. He is
trying to work out his sexual compulsivity by trial-and-error: first by saturating his lust through
excess, then by withdrawing from self-indulgence to the point of quasi-monastic introspection.
At one point he muses,
“Why does love have to limit us? Perhaps it doesn’t. Only fear is restrictive. Love is expansive.
And I wonder, since fear of [emotional] enmeshment impels us to avoid commitment and fear of
abandonment makes us possessive, what type of evolved relationship can emerge once those
wounds are healed?” (2015, 242).
And later:
“In my relationship… I interpreted [my girlfriend’s] love as control and resisted it. First through
cheating, and when that got shut down, through resentment, fantasizing, and emotional
distancing. My whole life, I’ve been fighting against love for my freedom. No wonder I’ve never
been married, engaged, or even had a love that didn’t wane after the initial infatuation period.
…I should have behaved like this the whole time and seen the beauty in each of my partners
instead of the flaws, empathized with their needs rather than feeling trapped by them” (291).
Ultimately Strauss chalks this up to a childhood of emotional codependency with his mother in
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which she manipulated his affection to cover up her unhappy marriage. Strauss’ revelation is that
promiscuity served to mask his deep fears of being abandoned: “I was never actually pursuing
sexual freedom. I was pursuing control, power, and self-worth. I was either acting like my mom
or making someone into my mom. …[I] equated variety with freedom” (373-81).
I first read The Game when I fell sick and was living alone in Rio de Janeiro for six
weeks while pursuing an ill-fated research project during my third year of graduate school. I felt
alternately fascinated and provoked. Beyond intellectual curiosity and creative passion, in some
measure this dissertation performs the same work of emotional catharsis that Strauss hoped to get
by writing The Truth. It is not just an effort to translate the rhyme and reasons of seduction
communities. It is also an effort to come to terms with the physical and emotional places I have
been along this journey. Because the anthropologist is, in the end, a lot like the seduction trainee.
He arrives in a social situation where he feels like an outsider, and he seeks out mentors to learn
how things work. This usually involves no little amount of seducing, if by seduction we mean the
ability to get on intimate terms with someone through effort. Learning by trial-and-error means
the anthropologist usually breaks some rules, starts to relate to others in new ways, and comes
out the other side as a different sort of person (Borneman & Hammoudi 2009, Crapanzano 1980,
Geertz 1973). Seduction, just like anthropology, becomes a way of re-enchanting the world. This
re-enchantment is not always truthful, nor is it always helpful. It can deceive as readily as it can
enlighten. In the end, ethnography must stand on its own as both an account of the journey and a
hopeful claim, lodged between past and future, that envisions how things could be different.
Why do seducers feel compelled to become attractive to others? Narcissism is not an
over-estimation of one’s capabilities. It is an absence of self-love and an intrinsic sense of selfworth (Lasch 1979). “Every guy getting into this is in it for the same reason: to feel more loved
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and less lonely,” writes Mark Manson (in Thorn 2012, 238). For seducers, envisioning life as
they would like it to be can be a helpful exercise in goal-setting and self-discipline. But it can
also be a way of shackling them to their own demons. It can lead them to chase ghosts emanated
from their imagination, and to lose sight of the unpredictable richness of life that throws up gifts
and challenges at every turn. Maybe living a good life is not the same thing as chasing a good
living. Maybe being a good person is not the same as learning to meet people well. Maybe
nervousness, inconvenience, and solitude are features, not bugs, of human existence.
Authenticity is not something people have or do not have. It is a relationship. And so,
there are as many ways to be authentic as there are relationships. Among these, love allows
people to share experiences they have never had before. They see love as constraining when
there is something they are not right with about themselves. Love is not something to be won.
Nor is love a pleasant escape to soothe them. It is a challenge. When they open themselves to the
challenge it can transform them. As Sherry Turkle writes, “We can heal ourselves by giving
others what we most need” (2012, 9). But more often than not, they must forget, maybe even unlearn, to access it. Hope and love cut across knowledge and belief. In the end, the failure of
communication gives them other ways of knowing people. Intimacy, as the acceptance of other
people in all their distinctiveness, emerges where knowledge breaks off.
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